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My thesis is, Jesus always taught people to obey the law. The importance 
of this thesis is demonstrated by the fact that Jesus' attitude towards the law has 
been a continual debate within scholarship. Scholars cannot decide which law 
Jesus clearly disobeyed or rejected by his teaching or actions. It is the purpose 
of this thesis to show that all of Jesus' teaching and actions with respect to the 
law in the synoptic gospels are compatible with the kind of things law abiding 
Jews said and did. This thesis casts doubt on the view that Jesus must have 
disobeyed the law because he saw the will of God as something different from the 
law of God.
The thesis will make the following points.
1) Every pious Jew during this period believed that the will of God could
not be separated and independent of the law of Moses.
2) Every Jew knew that the law and extra-biblical practices (whether
Pharisaic or not) were not equally authoritative. A Jew did not have 
to obey extra-biblical practices in order to be law abiding.
3) The evidence of Matthew 5:17-20 suggests at the very least that Jesus
believed in the eternality of the law and respected even its "least" 
commandments.
4) The evidence of the "Antitheses" (Mt. 5:21-48) suggests that Jesus was
able to make a contrast between different sins which the law 
condemns. It is not a contrast between the teaching of God in the 
law and the teaching of Jesus.
5) The saying "Let the dead bury their dead" suggests that Jesus expected a
man to forego a common custom of second burial but not the fifth 
commandment to honour one's parents.
6) Jesus' teaching and actions in regards to the sabbath suggest that he
thought the sabbath laws should be obeyed.
7) Jesus' association with sinners does not contradict anything in the law but
indicates that Jesus was willing to abandon some common safeguards in 
order to bring sinners to repentance.
8) Jesus' saying about what defiles a man is not an attack on obeying the
purity laws. Rather, it is an attack on following some cultic laws but 
not following other moral laws.
9) Jesus' teaching on divorce is a criticism of divorce in general but is not
an attempt to make divorce and remarriage illegal.
10) Jesus' saying on the greatest commandment shows that he believed that 
loving God and loving others were the two goals of obeying the law.
11) Jesus' demonstration in the Temple indicates that he supported the Temple
cult but he denounced the corruption which was associated with it.
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A  fresh growth of interest in the historical Jesus has been created by the 
question of Jesus' Jewishness. NT scholars and experts in Second Temple Judaism 
are asserting more forcefully the thesis, Jesus was a Jew. He was generally at 
home with the beliefs, customs and expectations of his day. Our best approach 
to understanding him is by understanding the background of first century Judaism A
Several major works have appeared over the last two decades primarily 
concerned with putting to rest the assumption that Jesus was a prophet of a new
religion. Of course this does not mean that any clear consensus has been reached
on what kind  of Jew he was. Nevertheless, whether he was a Jewish holy man 
(Vermes, 1973) or a Jewish prophet (Casey, 1991) who had strong convictions 
about the impending restoration of Israel (Sanders, 1985), the historical Jesus was 
Jewish (see also Charlesworth, 1991).  ̂ The real Jesus never intended to establish 
a religion which would break away from Judaism. What the real Jesus wanted 
was Jews to practise their faith more consistently and more devotedly before the
arrival of the Jewish kingdom of heaven made it too late.
One of the central issues of this question and the one which we will 
examine in this thesis is, Does Jesus' Jewishness include a Jewish reverence for 
the authority and status of the Mosaic law? Did he think that the law was 
important to follow? Or did he come to the conclusion that the law would not 
adequately meet the moment and did he seek to interject his own superior set of
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teaching in its place? Even if Jesus thought the law should be obeyed, did other 
Jews think he thought differently? Jesus and his reaction to the law, as a whole 
or in parts, has thus been the focal point for a number of careful studies of late 
(Berger, 1972; Hiibner, 1973; Banks, 1975; Westerholm, 1978; Booth, 1986; Dunn, 
1990).
Unfortunately, no sooner has the question of Jesus' faithfulness to the law 
been raised than we are faced with several major obstructions before we can 
begin to answer it. The first problem that looms is the fact that no one can 
agree what action or what teaching of Jesus actually demonstrates that Jesus had a 
critical attitude towards obeying the law (see chart). Was it the purity laws, or 
the prohibition of the sabbath, or the permission of divorce which Jesus radically 
contested? Was it the fact that he ate and forgave sinners or that he ousted 
merchants from the Temple precinct, an action which cannot be excused by the 
law?
A  second hurdle is our evidence from the synoptic gospels. Our gospels 
undoubtedly reached their final form sometime well after the Jesus-movement had 
won the support of more people than those who were Jews. It is not only 
possible but certain that what Jesus did and said has been elaborated upon by 
Jesus1 Jewish and Gentile followers. Did Jesus actually have a radically negative 
attitude towards the law which his Jewish disciples have toned down? Or were 
his teachings made more distinctive and radical by Gentile Christians? Is it even
possible to separate the chaff of editing from the wheat of authentic sayings? If 
we are going to recapture the attitude of the historical Jesus towards the law we 
must seriously grapple with these possibilities.
A  third barrier is that a solution which explains what Jesus thought about 
the law must also account for two seemingly contradictory events. Our answer 
should make sense of the fact that 1) Jesus was tried by Jews for being a Jewish
threat and 2) the tried and convicted Jesus had disciples who continued to live as 
if the law was still binding. If Jesus was a faithful Jew, why was he tried? If 
he was not obedient, why were his earliest disciples obedient? Are we to assume 
that the Sanhedrin understood Jesus' decision on the law accurately and that the 
followers got it wrong or vice versa?
The argument that I am putting across is that Jesus always taught people to 
obey the law. He never instructed anyone to disobey it. He never thought that 
to follow God's will meant anything different than to obey the law. I am also 
arguing that the majority of Jews who witnessed his teachings and actions would 
have been led to the same conclusion. First and foremost, Jesus preached 
repentance. It was a message which would have only been understood as a call 
to submit willingly to God's commandments.
Since scholars cannot agree which law Jesus disobeyed or criticized, or 
which law other Jews thought he obviously disobeyed, we should be open to the 
possibility that everything recording what Jesus did and taught might have its 
comparisons in the teachings and actions of first century Jewish society. In other 
words, experts in the field are able collectively to argue that Jesus taught 
obedience to each set of laws. This is the line of investigation we will be 
following. Can we find equivalent sayings and actions in the records of Jewish 
teachers other than Jesus which will show that Jesus' teachings and actions were 
more than likely not taken as contradicting the law?
Since the stories and accounts of what Jesus did and said have been 
tampered with by early Christians, the burden of proving a saying is authentic 
must be borne by us. Therefore various criteria of authentication will be 
employed at the outset of each pericope in order to distinguish what we can 
reasonably treat as genuine utterances and actions of Jesus. However, while we 
acknowledge that a certain degree of caution is justified, we also note that
wisdom is justified by her children. It seems to me unwise to be overly 
sceptical.^ For instance, simply because a saying or a deed is recorded by only 
one gospel this does not mean that it is all the proof one needs to substantiate a 
charge of inauthenticity. Many of the "But I Say" sayings in Mt. 5:21-48 have
no exact parallel in any of the other synoptic gospels, but the consistency of their
message with other things that Jesus said weighs heavily, though not conclusively, 
in their favour and would be accepted.
Several criteria will be used repeatedly to judge the gospel evidence that 
Jesus said a certain thing. First, while the single occurrence of a Jesus-saying
does not completely rule out its authenticity, we will still ask if a saying occurs
in more than once source (criterion of multiple attestation). Second, we would 
also want to know if a saying reflects a certain Judea-Galilean setting rather than 
a setting from some other part of the Meditterranean world. Third, another
question to raise is, Does the saying cohere with the style of Jesus' teaching
elsewhere? One of the faults with the criterion of style is that it often assumes 
the parallel saying is authentic (Booth, 97), nevertheless in conjunction with other 
tests it can be helpful to provide more crediblity for a disputed saying. Finally, 
the criterion of discontinuity, though it is liable to circular reasoning and to an 
assumed accurate knowledge of Judaism and early Christianity, will be used with 
caution to examine sayings attributed to Jesus.
Another item which will not be presumed is the predominate theory that
our Gospel of Mark was used by our Gospels of Matthew and Luke. We will
assume no simple dependence of any of the gospels on each other and will allow 
the evidence or the lack thereof in each case speak for itself. If there are 
indications that a saying in Matthew's gospel looks earlier than a parallel saying 
occuring in Mark, then we will not discount the possibility that the community 
behind Matthew's gospel could be preserving a source which is earlier than the
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one which the community behind Mark's gospel preserved for itself. This is not 
to say that in general the Markan priority theory is wrong. Whether or not it is 
correct to conclude that the gospels of Matthew and Luke have dramatically 
altered parts of Mark, it is still advantageous to test the arguments for and 
against such a conclusion when we look at how the sayings of Jesus are recorded 
in the three gospels.
The following eleven chapters will handle three main issues. In chapter one 
we will set out the evidence for what Second Temple Jews thought about their 
law. The type of questions we want answers for are, Were the various kinds of 
Jews divided over what they thought about the authority and permanency of the 
law? What themes recur in their literature? In chapter two, we will look at a 
second issue by continuing to focus on Second Temple Judaism. Here we want to 
answer the question, Did Jews condemn as law breakers those who only disobeyed  
extra-biblical practices? Could they make any kind of distinction between the 
authority of these practices and the authority of the law? These two chapters will 
prepare us for examining the third issue: What did Jesus think of the law? Did  
he think it should be obeyed? Did he think he was teaching people to obey it? 
Would most of the Jews think that Jesus intentionally taught what the law 
expressly prohibits? By this approach, our objective will be to test the thesis of 
Jesus' Jewishness by focusing on the compatibility of his teaching with one of 
Judaism most important religious treasures, the teaching contained in the law.
Endnotes
1. See Wellhausen's similar conclusion in Einleitung in die drei ersten 
Evangelien, 113. For a review of what Jewish scholars in the first half of this 
century thought about the Jewishness of Jesus in regards to the Mosaic law see 
Jocz, 21-34.
2. The high public profile reached by the "Jewishness of Jesus" conclusion might 
also be indicated by the popularity in Britain of A. N. Wilson's Jesus.
3. Booth argues that we should not be too sceptical of "dubious material" since 
1) the gospels are more often internally consistent than inconsistent and 2) a 
person does not so persistently tell untruths that we presume all their statements 
are at face value untrue (Booth, 1986, 16).
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Some conclusions to the question,
What action or teaching of Jesus would other Jews have thought 
was contrary to the law?
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Klausner (1925) Yes Yes Yes
Bornkamm (1960) Yes Yes Yes
Lohmeyer (1961) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Käsemann (1964) Yes Yes Yes
Jeremias (1971) Yes Yes
Vermes (1973) Maybe
Banks (1975) Yes Yes Yes
Westerholm (1978) Yes Yes Yes
Hengel (1981) Yes
Merkel (1984) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Sanders (1985) Yes Yes
Casey (1991) Yes Yes Yes
Dunn (1991) Yes
Number Key:
1 - the "But I Say" sayings
2 - "Let the dead bury their dead"
3 - the sabbath
4 - relationship with sinners
5 - purity laws
6 - divorce
7 - the greatest commandment
8 - demonstration in the Temple and cult laws
CHAPTER ONE
Second Temple Jewish Views about the Law
Jesus knew that the will of God stood at the very heart of his ministry. It
was God's will that soon the final Kingdom should be ushered in, so Jesus 
prophesied its coming. It was also God's will that Israel should turn from her 
sins and prepare herself to enter into that Kingdom, so Jesus preached 
repentance. He was absolutely convinced that God's will had to be obeyed and 
that it would be fulfilled.
The central issue of this thesis is, Did Jesus' devotion to the will of God
include God's will that his law should be taught and obeyed? Is there any
evidence to suggest that Jesus thought that he had a new revelation for what it 
meant to obey the will of God? Would he be fulfilling any Jewish expectation 
that God's will would change in the future? Did Jesus think that Jewish 
repentance and Jewish obedience to God would no longer be judged by obeying 
the law of Sinai but rather by obeying his own set of teachings? Would this
have satisfied Jewish hopes for a new set of rules?
We can begin to appreciate Jesus' own attitude towards the law by first 
examining what his Jewish audience would have thought about it. Did they think 
the law was a temporary standard which would be replaced once the new 
Kingdom arrived? Did they wait for a day when they would serve God's true 
will and no longer be confined by the law? Did they understand that someone
could obey God and still not obey what the law taught? How far could God and 
the law be separated from each other?
Second Temple Jewish society had various groups competing for political and 
religious influence. In Jesus' day there were rabbis, Essenes, Pharisees,
Sadducees, Messianic movements and pro-hellenistic Jews. Each group had its own 
definition of what it meant to be a "good" Jew. Today, scholars are rightly 
cautious about talking as if there was any one type of normative Judaism. 
Nevertheless, obedience to the law was one of the main pillars of Jewish 
identity. Among other things, a Jew is one who faithfully follows the law. Dunn 
is certainly correct when he writes, "Absolutely crucial for any understanding of 
second Temple Judaism is an appreciation of the the centrality o f  the Torah in 
Israel's self-consciousness of being God's chosen people" (Dunn, 1991, 23).
In this chapter I want to argue that, in spite of the fact that Jewish society 
was richly diverse, there was a common acknowledgement that the law was the 
complete will of God and his eternal standard of righteousness. If Jesus taught 
people that they could sometimes disobey the law in order to obey a new 
standard of righteousness which was God's ultimate will, then he would have 
introduced a concept so completely alien to the ears of his contemporaries that 
for pious Jews it would have been altogether unintelligible.
The Law in the Qumran Literature
The law was without question significant in the life of the Qumran 
community. The community itself is refered to as the "House of the Law"
(CD 20:10, 13) and the "community of the law" (IQS 5:2). Large portions of 
the literature found at Qumran are commentaries on the law. Contained in some 
of these are specific legal interpretations which were fundamental in stressing this
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group's own distinctiveness within Judaism.
Sometimes it is discussed whether members of the community were
"legalists" or "legal rigorists". Huntjens refered to the authors of the Damascus
Document and the Community Rule as having a legalistic understandings of the
law in comparison to the more covenantal appreciation of the law in the Hymn
Scroll (Huntjens, 361-380).! But if by the word "legalist" or "legalistic", we
mean persons or groups that believe works of law are the basis by which
salvation is merited, then it cannot be assumed that all the members of the
Qumran community were legalists. Huntjens acknowledges that the Hymn Scroll
expresses the idea that justification belongs solely to God and that human beings
cannot claim any works as meriting God's favour. One text reads,
And Thou (God) knowest the inclination of Thy servant, 
that I have not relied [upon the works of my hands] 
to raise up [my heart] 
nor have I sought refuge 
in my own strength.
I have no fleshly refuge,
[and Thy servant has] no righteous deeds
to deliver him from the [Pit of no] forgiveness.
But I lean on the [abundance of Thy mercies]
and hope [for the greatness] of Thy grace,
that Thou wilt bring [salvation] to flower
and the branch to growth, 
providing refuge in (Thy) strength
[and raising up my heart] (1QH 7:16-18).
However, appreciation for the grace of God can also be found in the 
Community Rule: "As for me, my justification is with God. In His hand are the 
perfection of my way and the uprightness of my heart. He will wipe out my 
transgression through His righteousness" (IQS ll:2b-3a). In addition, the Qumran 
community is certainly acquainted with the idea that their relationship with God 
stands on his abundant mercy (IQS 1:22; 2:1,7; 1QM 11:4). Without this mercy 
no salvation would be possible. Therefore, no matter how important the law was 
for Jews who lived at Qumran, it would be wrong to assume that because they
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emphasized the importance of obeying the law they thought their obedience had a
compelling effect upon God to give them sa lva tio n . ̂
The Community Rule (IQS) and the Damascus Document (CD) are two
important documents that indicate what the community believed about the law.
The Community Rule contains various regulations which govern admission and
participation in the community. It allows us to see how the community saw itself
in relation to the rest of Judaism and what it expected from those who became
adherents of its faith. The Damascus Document can be broken into two major
sections: 1) a series of exhortations including the sect's unique practices, the
authority of the Teacher of Righteousness, the wickedness of outsiders, and the
doom of the final Judgment (Dupont-Sommer, 117) and 2) an exegesis of the law
that provides the basis of distinctive (though certainly not entirely exclusive) laws
that shaped the life of the community (see Huntjens, 369). By examining both
documents one gains a clearer insight into why they thought the law had to be
followed, who they thought were the true followers of it, what the law required,
and what would be the fate of those who resist these laws.
In the Community Rule, the law's inseparable connection with God is
highlighted in three expressions. First, the genitive construction is frequently used
to suggest God as the originator or possessor of the law. He gave the law to
Moses (1:3; 8:15) which flowed from his mouth (9:25). Its precepts (hwq) and
ordinances (m spt) belong to him (1:7,12,15; 3:5,8). Thus, following the law,
which by its character reflects the righteous nature of God, means not turning
away from God (1:17).
Second, there is a link established between God the creator of humanity and
the laws given to all things created.
From the God of Knowledge comes all that is and shall be. Before
ever they existed He established their whole design, and when, as
ordained for them, they come into being, it is in accord with His
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glorious design that they accomplish their task without change. The 
laws of all things are in His hand and He provides them with all their
needs. He has created man to govern the world, . . . (IQS 3:15-18).
Because God is omniscient he has the authority to define the workings, the
limitations and the design of all that he creates. All these designs belong to
God's law. "The use of the term hwq implies a concept of law according to 
which the cosmic order and Israel's law constitute but one reality" (Schnabel,
180). God's statutes take into account how all created things will move and 
function, including the behaviour of human beings. People should obey God's law 
because they are created by G od.3
Third, the law is connected with the Covenant of God which is only kept
by the Community.
On joining the community, this shall be their code of behaviour with 
respect to all these precepts. Whoever approaches the Council of the 
Community shall enter the Covenant of God in the presence of all who 
have freely pledged themselves. He shall undertake by a binding oath 
to return with all his heart and soul to every commandment of the
Law of Moses in accordance with all that has been revealed of it to
the sons of Zadok, the Keepers of the Covenant and Seekers of His 
will, and to the multitude of the men of their Covenant who together 
have freely pledged themselves to His truth and to walking in the way 
of His delight. And he shall undertake by the Covenant to separate 
from all the men of falsehood who walk in the way of wickedness 
(IQS 5:7b -lla ).
Note two things about this text. First, when the writer says "to walk in
the way of His delight" he means "to obey the law". There is no distinction
between what God wills and what is made known by God through his law.
Second, the covenant God once made with Israel is now reestablished with the 
eternal Community (CD 15:5; 1QM 13:7; IQS 3:11,12; 4:22). They are the 
remnant of the Israel whom God loves and has chosen to be his people. That 
relationship with God cannot be distinguished from obedience to his law (see 
Dunn, 1990, 25). While the Community at Qumran followed the law as God 
designed it to be followed, the covenantal promises rested with them. To be
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outside the Community was to be a law breaker and one who did not share in 
God's covenantal love and mercy.
Those who lived at Qumran prepared themselves for the great eschatological 
battle. There is no anticipation of the final days left to come. They were 
already in them! Members believed that they were living in the days of 
wickedness which immediately preceded the great battle that ushered in the new 
age with its kingdom. They had to prepare themselves to fight a holy battle
alongside the holy angels. That preparation came with observing the law and in
particular its commandments regarding purity. Each member must be a "man of 
understanding" who waits for the Day of Vengeance by keeping up his zeal in 
observing the law (9:23).
God's laws are set out in a historical framework at the beginning of the
Damascus Document. The writer recounts how in the early stages of human
history, the "Watchers" of Heaven sinned by having intercourse with the women of
earth. In this act they disobeyed the commandments of God and were thrust out
of heaven (2:18-21). The writer also assumes a close union between God and the
law when he writes,
. . . swear (not) by (the Name), nor by Aleph and Lamed (Elohim), 
nor by Aleph and Daleth (Adonai), but a binding oath by the curses 
of the Covenant. He shall not mention the Law of Moses for . . .
were he to swear and then break (his oath) he would profane the
Name (CD 15:l-3a).
Swearing by the law of Moses and breaking that promise is a sign of 
contempt for the holy Name of God.
Another subtle connection between the two is also made in the last 
chapter. During the days of vengeance the wicked will be punished, but the 
Community which "clung to those ordinances, going and coming in accordance 
with the Law" (20:27,28) will be saved, because by doing so they have taken 
"refuge in His holy Name" (20:34). Obedience to the law is not meritorious;
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rather, living with the law is living with God. The law was designed so that God
speaks his will through it (i.e . in the case of marriage - 7:7,8; 19:4,5) and is at
harmony with his creation. Living harmoniously with God is where salvation exists.
During the eschaton the law will provide security for the community. 
Obedience to the law will be their strength (6:14; 15:9,10). When the Angel of 
destruction comes at the end of these final days, he will be set against all those 
who have departed from the way, and loathed the law (2:6). The "Sons of the 
Pit" have despised God's commandments and will be given the reward reserved for 
those who commit lawless deeds (19:6). The Angel comes against them as the 
representative of God's anger turned upon those who despise his law (19:32).
The worst off will be those who once entered the Community but then broke the 
bounds of the law (20:25,26). While outsiders await this reckoning, those who 
live in holy perfection in respect to the instructions of God are assured of living
for a thousand generations (7:5,6) with forgiveness and salvation (4:8,9; 20:27b-34).
Qumran members also believed that the Messianic figure(s) had something to
do with the Mosaic law. Two passages bear this out.
And in all them He (God) raised up for Himself men called by a
name, that a remnant might be left to the Land, and that the face of
the earth might be filled with their seed. And He made known His 
Holy Spirit to them by the hand of his anointed one (beyad msyhw)4
and He proclaimed the truth (to them) (CD 2:11-13).
Later on it is written,
And the land was ravaged because they preached rebellion against the 
commandments of God given by the hand of Moses and of His Holy 
anointed one (bmsyhw haqod.es)5; . . . (CD 5:21-6:la).
Dupont-Sommer thinks that both texts are references to the prophets 
(Dupont-Sommer, 124 n2, 131 n l). However, in CD 2:11-13 the subject is the 
secret revelation which is presently being given to the Community (Schnabel,
201-2). There is the possibility that the writer believes that God's Messiahs gave 
knowledge and truth of God's will to Israel at different stages of her history and
they continue to do so but now only to the true Israel (i.e. their community).
The laws of God are understood because the Messiahs give insights into them.
The Qumran Messiahs are law-possessing and law-revealing Messiahs. In the 
fragmented work known as the Patriarchal Blessings (4QPBless), the Messiah of 
Righteousness is given at the end of time the Covenant of the kingship over the 
Community. The Messiah maintains knowledge of the law within the camp at 
Qumran. Because he helps the Community to understand the law, and 
consequently to follow it more accurately, both he and the Community are 
rewarded. In the new age, the Community will continue to receive knowledge of 
the law from the Davidic Messiah (4QFlor 11,12).
The Law in Jewish Apocalyptic Literature
In the apocalyptic literature of Palestine, scattered references demonstrate 
the same common appreciation of the law. There are three sources which we 
will look at in particular: The Ethiopic book of Enoch (1 Enoch), the Apocalypse 
of Baruch, and Fourth Ezra.
The word "law" occurs infrequently in 1 Enoch. When it does occur, the 
primary emphasis is on how the entire creation responds obediently to the laws set 
down by God to govern it (33:3-4; 73:1; 76:14; 79:1-2; 80:7). The laws of 
nature are mentioned in order to make a judgement on humanity's disobedience to 
God (2:1-5:4). The point is, God is the same God who gave the laws to nature 
and the law to Israel, yet Israel is the only part of that physical creation which 
sins against God by not conforming to those laws ordained by Him. When people 
transgress the Mosaic law, they are not simply breaking an impersonal code book 
but affronting God himself. When a person disobeys the law, they sin against 
God. To break the law is to wrong God.
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In one chapter, the world's history is separated into seven weeks. During 
the fourth week Enoch prophesies that "a law shall be made with a fence for all 
generations" (93:6). This is a reference to the Mosaic law. The passive "shall 
be made" points to God as the agent who makes the law. The word "made" 
does not mean that before the fourth week the law was "unmade". Since the law 
is "eternal" (99:2) and has its abode with God in heaven (106:14), the word 
"made" here would be better understood as "made known", "gave" or "revealed". 
On Mt. Sinai, God made known to Israel the eternal laws which exist as a divine 
guide for a peaceful and prosperous life for God's chosen people. The law is 
significant because it is based on God's activity as creator of all things (Schnabel, 
111).
The last days are marked by the power of the wicked ones (108:1,2). But 
during this time of sin and judgment, those who love God will observe the law, 
waiting until the work of evil is completed. Obedience to the law is how one 
perseveres through the violent upheaval of the eschaton. However, what is not 
explictly stated is whether or not the law has any particular role after the last 
days have com e to an end. We can gain some insight from the description of 
the new age given in chapter 51:1-5. In the age to come, God's chosen 
individual sits upon God's throne of authority. When seated, the Elect One will 
pour out the "secrets of wisdom" which the Lord of Spirits gives to him.
Wisdom throughout 1 Enoch assumes a fidelity to the law (Schnabel, 112, n99).
On the other hand, Davies drew attention to the fact that in 1 Enoch
42:lff, wisdom is said to have no home on earth.
Wisdom could not find a place in which she could dwell;
but a place was found (for her) in the heavens.
Then Wisdom went out to dwell with the children of the people,
but she found no dwelling place.
(So) Wisdom returned to her place
and she settled permanently among the angels.
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Then Iniquity went out of her rooms, 
and found whom she did not expect.
And she dwelt with them, 
like rain in a desert, 
like dew on a thirsty land.
On appearances wisdom and the law do not look to be the same since the 
law does have a resting place on earth. What Davies concludes from this is that 
the writer was hoping for a new day when wisdom would come down from above 
and be the principal standard of obedience to God replacing the law (Davies,
1952, 43). However, this is unlikely. Praise of the law in 1 Enoch is significant 
and it is more probable that what the writer is suggesting is that an evil time will 
come when wisdom, which is knowledge of the law, will no longer be able to 
find a home and will return to heaven. Because the people are judged unworthy 
to know the law (41:1,2), knowledge of the law will leave them. When the 
renewal of God's creation occurs then true knowledge of that law will take its 
place in the hearts of people. The apocalyptic writer of 1 Enoch understands 
that God's will is contained in the form of a divine, eternal set of laws which 
were revealed on Mt. Sinai. This law is both relevant to the life lived in the 
final days and all the Messanic teaching in new age to come (contra. Schweitzer, 
1931, 191).
The Apocalypse of Baruch (also known as Second Baruch) has a great deal 
more to say about the law than 1 Enoch, both in the law's relation to God and 
its relevance in the eschaton and final age. The idea of Mosaic legislation is so 
important to this work that Schnabel claims the apocalypse is entirely controlled 
by an understanding summed up in the statement, "We have nothing now save the 
Mighty One and his law" (Schnabel, 154; see Apoc. Bar. 85:3).
What is assumed about the link between the law and God is striking. First, 
God himself is tied to the law. His judgments are firmly based in it (15:5). 
Because God gave knowledge of the contents of this law to Israel, no individual
has grounds to excuse himself from sin by pleading ignorance. Second, no 
differentiation is made between the necessary relationship with God and an 
obedient relationship with the law. Fearing God is keeping the law (44:7). 
Submission to the law is submission to God (54:5). You cannot have one without 
the other. Third, one of the most important statements about the law is the 
phrase "one law from the One" (48:24; 85:14). God is frequently refered to as 
the "Mighty One". The complete phrase stresses that the uniqueness of the law is 
bound up in the uniqueness of God. Because Israel has no other God to turn to 
except Yahweh, she has only one law to guide her. The law is the only means 
of understanding the will of God for his elect people.
This apocalyptic work also highlights that the law will be relevant in the
last days. When individuals sow the fruits of the law into their mind, they will
receive divine protection at the close of the existing aeon (32:1). The Mosaic 
law shall be the life of the people and by following it (i.e . turning away from  
sin) in the final days, the consolation of Zion (i.e . Israel's redemption) will be 
speedily brought near (44:7). Inheritance of the new age is dependent on 
preserving the truth of the law and obeying its commandments (44:14; 46:5,6). 
People who place their hope in the law are promised to see the world which is 
presently hidden (51:7,8). Obedience to the law not only determines the reward 
for the righteous but also the fate of the wicked. The sinners are put to shame 
for their transgression of the law (48:47; 51:4).
The law is eternal because it belongs to God (59:2). As to how the law
will operate in the new age, the writer looks forward to a time when existence
will be marked by a never ending supply of light, protection, and wisdom  
(77:16). All three words are often linked with the benefits that come from direct 
obedience towards the law. The law supplies these benefits to those
who will keep it. There is no mention that disobeying the law during these days 
is possible. One assumes that the law will only be obeyed.
In Fourth Ezra we can find again the equation between keeping God's way 
and obeying the law (14:30). Not only is it important for the writer to stress 
that God must be understood as the lawgiver, but also that the law belongs to 
God (7:79). When God gave his law to Israel he placed it alongside the evil in 
her heart. The hope was that by following the good that was in the heart, Israel 
would restrain and control the evil that was also in its heart (3:22). For a time
the law was in the heart of the people, but this did not last long after the evil
in the heart started to be dominate. Having an "internalized" law did not mean 
that external observance of the law was thought to be unneccesary.6 This is an 
important point to remember when trying to understand why Jeremiah said that in 
the age to come the law would be written in the hearts of men (Jer. 31:33; see 
Holladay, 198). The prophet envisages a return to the ideal, a time when the 
law was kept completely. Having the law in the heart does not mean that the 
Mosaic law is finished. On the contrary, to have the law in the heart only 
means it will now be followed with the proper motives and commitment. No end
of the law has occured when from the heart it is still being followed.
There are two significant passages in Fourth Ezra concerning the role of the 
law in the final days. One is found in 9:37: "the law, however, does not perish 
but remains in its glory" and the other is found in 14:22 (the seventh vision):
"If then I have found favour before you, send the Holy Spirit to me, and I will 
write everything that has happened in the world from the beginning, the things 
which were written in your law, that men may be able to find the path, and that 
those who wish to live in the last days may live." The first statement affirms
God's power and the righteousness of his law (Sanders, 1977, 416). In the
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seventh vision, as in 2 Apoc. Bar. 77:15, the whole point is that the law is 
eternal and this in contrast to human disobedience of it (Stone, 1990 , 309).
We now turn our attention to some common appreciations of the law in 
other Palestinian sources: The Testament of the XII Patriarchs, Fourth Maccabees, 
Psalms of Solomon, Baruch, and Jubilees.
The Law in Other Palestinian Literature
The phrases "Law of God", "Law of the Most High", and "Law of the 
Lord" occur quite frequently in the Testament of the XII Patriarchs
(T. Reub. 3:8; T. Levi 9:7; 13:2,3; 19:2; T. Jud. 26:1; T. Iss. 5:1; T. Gad 3:1;
4:7; T. Ash. 6:3; T. Jos. 11:1). God is once again closely associated with the 
law when the writer claims that everything God hates he forbids through his 
commandments (T. Ash. 4:5) and when the "fear of God" is equated with walking 
according to his law (T. Levi 13:1). Any disobedience to the law is a direct 
attack against God (T. Ash. 2:6f). Wherever one finds people observing the law,
the Lord will be found living with them (T. Dan 5:1).
Although the eschaton is not a prominent theme in the Testament of the 
XII Patriarchs, some thoughts about the law in the final days do occur. For 
instance, until the consummation of time, Levi (i.e . the priests) will be in charge 
of dispensing out the knowledge of the law and instructions in justice and sacrifice 
(T. Reub. 6:8), for God will exalt those who live in accordance with his 
commands with the good things of the eternal kingdom (T. Jos. 18:1;
T. Ben. 10:11).^ There is also another interesting note that when the Messiah 
comes the people will walk in his first and final decrees (T. Jud. 24:3). But 
what is the relationship between these Messianic decrees and the Mosaic ones?
Kee suggested that there may be some kind of link between these Messianic
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decrees and the ordinances in IQS 9:10 and CD 20:31 (OTP. 1:801 n.24b). 
However, the ordinances (m spt) in the Qumran material are rulings on how one 
becomes an initiate into the community and how the group itself is structured. 
They are halakhic rules which apply before the age to come arrives. The writer 
in Testament of Judah is not concerned about initiation rites or organizational
principles. It seems unlikely that his Messiah will issue such rules. Although he
does not make it explicit what is meant by these decrees, it seems incompatible 
with the entire work's view of the law to argue that these Messianic decrees 
would dispense with any part of the law. If before the judgment compatibility 
with God is founded on obedience to his law, how can peace with God after the
judgment exist with a rejection of those same laws? In the Testament of the XII
Patriarchs it is never suggested that the laws were only meant to be temporary.
The law expresses what God always loves and always hates; and God does not
change.
Another important statement is found in the Testament of Benjamin.
And in later times there shall rise up the beloved of the Lord, from
the lineage of Judah and Levi, one who does his good pleasure by his
mouth, enlightening all the nations with new knowledge. The light of 
knowledge will mount up in Israel for her salvation, seizing them like
a wolf coming upon them, and gathering the Gentiles. Until the
consummation of the ages, he shall be in the congregations of the 
Gentiles and among the rulers, like a musical air in the mouths of 
all. He shall be written of in sacred books, both his work and his 
word. And he shall be God's Chosen One forever. He shall range 
widely among them, like my father, Jacob, saying, "He shall fill up 
what was lacking of your tribe (T. Ben. 11:2-5).
A few words are needed to clarify these verses. The "beloved of the
Lord", a messianic figure, comes and abides before the consummation of the
ages. He has a universal appeal enlightening all the nations with new
knowledge. But do these new Messanic insights devalue the role of the law?
Probably not, for in vs. 2 the "light of knowledge" will rise as Israel's salvation.
The light of knowledge is a reference to the law (T. Levi 19:1).^ Beyond the
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Messanic revelation of new truths, the law stands guiding Israel for her eternal
redemption. What the beloved of the Lord does during the eschaton is not a
substitution of the law with new contradictory insights, but he "shall fill up what 
was lacking of your tribe." The beloved of the Lord completes what Israel has 
already gained from their knowledge of the law by supplying them with knowledge 
that they should have gained from it but were unable to.
Reason (that is the reason used by faithful Jews) is the primary issue for
Fourth Maccabees. Reason is not antithetical to the law but rather the law is the
foundation for reason.
Reason, I suggest, is the mind making a deliberate choice of the life
of wisdom. Wisdom, I submit, is knowledge of things divine and
human, and of their causes. And this wisdom, I assume, is the culture
we acquire from the law, through which we learn the things of God
reverently and the things of man to our worldly advantage (1:16,17).
God is known by knowing the law. God himself ordained this. He gave 
human intellect the law so that humanity would be temperate, just, good and 
brave (2:23). To know good is to live right. To know how to live right 
depends on knowledge of the law. God gave this law as creator of the world
and was sensitive to the nature of his chosen people in giving them the law
(5:25). To disobey the law is to show irreverance towards God (5:24,25).
A  recurring phrase in Fourth Maccabees is "divine law". The divinity of 
the law is important because one is compelled to obey it, in its entirety, even to 
the point of death (5:16; 6:22; 9:15). Giving one's life for the sake of the law
is how one shows the ultimate honour to God. Respect for the law and
obedience to God are so meshed together that one cannot be distinguished from 
the other.
In the Psalms of Solomon we find again the idea that any disobedience 
towards the law is a direct provocation of God and a failure to remember Him 
(4:1, 21; 8:9; 14:7). They keep God in their thoughts when they keep his law.
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This theme is repeated when the contrast is made between those who fear God 
with those who arrogantly commit unrighteous deeds (15:10-13).
Those who fear God and commit righteous acts will live under the reign of 
the Messiah (18:8). Righteous acts are defined by God's law (14:1,2). The 
Messanic king will be taught by God and he will conduct the affairs of the 
kingdom so that there will be no unrighteous person (17:32). Those who fear the 
Lord are promised that they will live in the Lord's "light" forever (3:12). Even 
in the Lord's "paradise" his people will be living by the law (14:3). On the day 
of judgment God will devastate the homes of the lawbreakers (15:12). Israel 
needs to be cleansed of its iniquities prior to the appointed day of the Messiah's 
coming (18:5). These psalms give a clear picture that certain Jews were 
convinced that the law would continue as a relevant standard of behaviour for 
God's chosen people in the new kingdom.
Four things are said in Baruch which also shows that God was inseparably 
connected with the law (see Marcus, 4). 1) The law is possessed by God. The
commandments belong to him (1:18; 2:10; 4:1.13). 2) The law is the voice of
God (2:28,29). To hear God is to obey what the law commands. 3) Disobeying 
the law is disobeying God (2:30). 4) The law and its commandments
demonstrate God's justice (2:9). Baruch also tells us that the law is eternal 
(Bar. 4:1).
In the very opening lines of Jubilees, the writer states that God wrote the 
two tablets of the law and gave it to the children of Israel (1:1). Jubilees as a 
whole is a revelation of history and laws given by God through an angelic 
messenger. The law did not originate on the earth but is the product of heaven 
since they are written on "heavenly tablets" (3:10.31; 4:32; 6:17; 30:9; 49:8). 
While the law was given to Israel it still belonged to God (21:23). Those who 
follow the law are lead to live in God's way. This life of the law is the way of
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righteousness (20:2-3; 23:26), but anyone who transgresses it has forsaken God 
(35:14). There is a strong universal dimension of the law based on God as 
creator of the whole world in this work (Schnabel, 164), but the writer did not 
think that this was incompatible with the idea that in a restricted sense God gives 
knowledge of the law to certain individuals (25:160).
The most striking reference to the law's future role in Jubilees is as follows;
And in those days, children will begin to 
search the law,
and to search the commandments
and to return to the way of righteousness.
And the days will begin to increase and grow 
longer among those sons of men, 
generation by generation, 
and year by year, until 
their days approach a thousand years, 
and to a greater number of years than days.
And there (will be) no old men and none who 
is full of days.
Because all of them will be infants and 
children (Jub. 23:26-28).
The parallelism of law, commandments, and righteousness not only suggest 
faithfulness to God is equal to obeying the law (Davenport, 38), but it also 
indicates that the writer looks forward to a new era when the law will be studied 
endlessly. This study of the law is seen as a climactic conclusion to the previous 
a g e s .  ̂ Later on in Jubilees the standard of purity set down by the law is still in 
place in this new age (50:5). The Mosaic law regulates both the way in which 
the land and people will be pure.
There are 53 to 56 references to the law in the work of Ben Sira 
(Schnabel, 39-41). Two clear references are 1) Sir. 24:23, where the law is 
paralleled with "the book of the covenant" that belongs to God, and 2) Sir. 41:8, 
where this link between the law and God is more explicit: "Woe to you, ungodly 
men, who have forsaken the law of the Most High God!" The phrase "fear of 
the Lord" occurs some 31 times and in a variety of constructions. Most often
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the writer has obedience towards the law in view. However, we must be cautious 
not to make all these passages refer simply to ob ed ien ce.^  To "fear God" may 
mean more than simply "keep the law", but it is not necessary to subordinate one 
concept under the other (Schnabel, 45; Sanders, 1977, 332). Three examples that 
strongly suggest that fearing God is legal observance are:
Whoever keeps the law
controls his thoughts
And wisdom is the fulfilment of
the fear of the Lord (Sir. 21:11).
Those who survive her (the punished 
adulteress) will recognize that 
nothing is better than 
fear of the Lord 
and nothing sweeter than
to heed the commandments of the Lord (Sir. 23:27).
What race is worthy of honor?
The human race.
What race is worthy of honor? *
Those who fear the Lord.
What race is unworthy of honor?
The human race.
What race is unworthy of honor?
Those who transgress the commandments (Sir. 10:19).
The other significant statement about the law is found in Sir. 2:16, where it 
says to love God (which is paralled with fearing him!) one must be "filled with
the law". Only those who understand what God wants can show God love by
doing what he desires from them. Knowledge of what God desires is only gained
from knowledge of what is contained in the law.
Ben Sira accepted that the law was eternal. In 1:27, wisdom and law are 
tightly connected. Wisdom might represent more than the law; nevertheless law 
observance is wisdom in practice. The commandments which develop a wise life 
exist with God forever (1:1) since God has created and prepared a place of 
eternity for those commandments (24:9).
We now turn our attention to those attitudes towards the law which are
found in such non-Palestinian sources as the Epistle of Aristeas, the Wisdom of
Solomon, the Third Sibylline Oracle, Philo, and Josephus.
The Law in Diaspora Literature
The writer of the letter of Aristeas believes in the divine origin of the
law. God is called a "lawgiver" (312) and the laws he gave were so holy that
subsequent Jewish historians and poets would not take the risk of alluding to them  
out of fear of misquoting the law (313f). To misquote it would bring God's 
wrath upon them. God protects his law and misrepresenting the law is to
misrepresent God. God invested his law with a divine nature (3, 31) and so it is
assured of his guardianship.
Wisdom of Solomon makes the familiar connection between law and 
wisdom. Wisdom can be "transgressed" (6:9) and being wise is being "instructed" 
(6:17,18). The wisdom which leads to proper living is the knowledge of what 
God makes known through the law (9:9). Because the law is divine, those who 
follow it will find blessings in life (18:9). However, those who reject wisdom and 
do lawless acts are viewed as those who devise wicked plans against the Lord 
(3:14). You cannot disobey the law and expect to be at peace with God. God
loves his law and is so committed to it that he protects it from flagrant
rejection. In the wilderness the children of Israel disobeyed the law and God 
sent serpents to bite and kill them. Their judgment lasted a short time because 
the point was made that they should not dishonour God by disobeying his law 
(16:6). God's purpose is equated with the law (6:4). In wisdom, the law mirrors 
the workings of God (7:26) and initiates one into a knowledge of him (8:4).
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According to the Wisdom of Solomon, those who are faithful and righteous 
according to the law are assured the place of peace, love, grace and mercy 
(3:1-9). While the righteous will not suffer torment after death (3:1-3) the end 
of the unrighteous, even if they should live a long life, will be horrible on the 
"day of decision" (3:18). The law is an imperishable light (18:4) and under the 
auspices of wisdom it will lead towards life eternal. Those who have observed 
holy things in holiness will be made holy in the future. Those who do not will
be severely judged on the last day by God for not keeping his law (6:4,5).
Those responsible for verses 97-349 and 489-829 of the Third Sibylline 
Oracle give us an indication of how Egyptian Judaism also thought about the law 
in conjunction with God. In line 246 the "hymn of the law" is the word of the 
great God. It was taken out of its abode in heaven and given to Moses by God 
(257, 767). The law belongs to the immortal God who punishes Israel when she 
disobeys the holy commands (275-6, 600). God also uses the law to judge when 
he shall bring a good end to the people's suffering (284). When Israel keeps her
trust in the law, then God will send to her a king who will raise up a new
Temple of God (286-290). He will put into effect a "common law" for men 
throughout the whole earth. This law is not a substitute for the Mosaic law but 
is in addition to it, since the new age is characterized as a period of pondering 
over God's law. The Oracle makes it clear that when "everything will be 
fulfilled" (572), Jews will share in the righteousness that belongs to those who 
follow the law of the Most High God (580).
We now come to the most famous representitive of Egyptian, or more 
precisely Alexandrian, Judaism. Philo shares with his contemporaries a deep 
respect for the holiness of the law. He sees God as a lawgiver on whose 
character the laws are modelled on CSpec. Leg. 1.279). Because the law comes 
from God (Spec. Leg. 2.129), the commandments are holy (Spec. Leg. 3.119, 120;
4.205) and sacred (Spec. Leg. 1.280; 4.55). Recalling Num. 31:28, Philo believes 
that the law is the embodiment of God's purposes for man (vopoc; yap e o n  x6 
xiXoc; e i v a t  vropioo, Mig. Abr. 139). The law is nothing else than the divine 
word compelling man what he ought to do and forbidding him from doing what 
he ought not to do (M ig. Abr. 130,131). God keeps possession of the law (Conf. 
106) helping to make it eternal and indestructible (Ebr. 142). The main things 
Philo has to say about the future of the law is that it is eternal (De. Vita Mos.
11.44) and in the future a prophet with the oracles of God will come (Spec. Leg.
1.65).
Josephus also stresses the important relationship of the law to God. In 
A gainst Apion Josephus describes a harmonious and unified Judaism. The picture 
is of course exaggerated and its purpose is to win Jews some favour in the eyes 
of the Roman world. Josephus describes how Jews think of God in terms of their 
obedience to the law. "With us, all act alike, all profess the same doctrine about 
God, one which is in harmony with our law and affirming that all things are 
under his eyes" (Ag. Ap. 2.181). As far as Josephus is concerned, any true
doctrine of God must conform with what is known about him through the law.
Any teaching about God which contradicted what was known about God from the 
law could not be acceptable. Moses received the law from God (Ant. 8:349) 
since he was divinely inspired to write it (Ant. 3:213). To be cognizant of the 
"mind of God" is seen as observing the law (Ant. 4:309), and the one who trusts 
in G od’s kindness is also the one who is obedient to that law (Ant. 18:265).
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The Law in the Rabbinic Literature
The rabbis cherished the law as a sacred gift. It existed with God long 
before he began creating human beings (Moore, 1927, 268; Davies, 1962, 170). 
Giving the law at Mt. Sinai only marked the time when the law was handed to 
Israel, not when it was first fashioned. If the attribution is credible, according to 
R. Akiba (120-140 C .E .), the law existed as early as the time of the creation of 
the world (m.Ab. 1:2). R. Eleazar of Modim (120-140 C .E .) supported a 
tradition that pushes the law's existence back even further. He describes it as "a 
precious treasure in His (God's) storehouse, which was hidden by Him nine 
hundred and seventy-four generations before the world was created, . . . (b.Zeb. 
116a)."12 The saying avoids claiming that God made the law 974 generations 
before creation, and says only that it was hidden  that long ago. As far as we
can tell from Eleazar's words, the law may have never had a beginning but was
eternally stored in the heavenly treasure house of God. Of course not all rabbis 
held this view. Some believed that the law was something which God did create 
yet well before he created human beings. 13
Another fundamentally important rabbinic conviction is that all the law 
comes from God. R. Akiba and Abba Saul (140-165 C .E .) both are aware of a 
well established tradition that any Israelite who claims that the law did not come 
from God would not share in the world to come (m.San. 10:1; Sif. Deut.
102 .1 ).l^  As far as they are concerned, no one can be a true Jew and deny the
divine origins of any of God's law.
For the rabbis, studying the law is a form of honouring God. Those who 
engage in the study of the law become the people of God (A.R.N. 35.3.2). 
Because the law belongs to God, one has to treat with reverence the Mosaic 
legislation in order to show reverence to God. How a student of the law handles
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the law scroll and uses his knowledge of it should be a direct result of his 
understanding of and submission to the will of God (m.Ab. 2:12). One way of 
dishonouring the law and God is to claim that a law is illogical (A .R.N. 27.8.1).
When the law is studied, direct encounters with God can occur. The law 
can be studied so that it has the effect of creating a participation or communion 
with God (see on this point Neusner, 1988, 27, 51). R. Hananiah B. Teradion 
(120-140 C .E .) says, "[If] two sit together and between them do not pass 
teachings of Torah, lo, this is a seat of the scornful, . . . .  But two who are 
sitting and words of Torah do pass between them - the Presence (of God) is with 
them, . . . (m.Ab. 3:2; 3 : 6 ) . The anonymous saying in Sif. Deut. 41 .3 .2  
reflects this same idea when it. says that the teachings of the law guides one's 
intellect towards knowing God. While the nature of God and the law are 
certainly distinguishable (the law is not God), loving one is indistinguishable from  
loving the other. 16
According to Hillel, life in the world to come is measured by obtaining 
words of the law (m.Ab. 2:7). This is not a meritorious salvation based on an 
understanding of the law. The law should be studied for heaven's sake 
(m.Ab. 6:1). What Hillel is saying is that the quality of life one will receive in 
the new age is dependent upon how much knowledge of the law one acquires. In
the middle of the second century, R. Nehori (165-200 C.E.) echoed something 
similarly when he claimed that the reward for studying the law comes both in this
life and in the life to come (m.Kid. 4:14). R. Judai b. Ilai's words
(140-165 C .E .) in A .R .N . 28.12.1 reminds us of what Jesus says in Mt. 5:19:
Whoever treats the commandments of God as the greatest thing in this life will be
treated as the greatest person in the world to come. But those who treat lightly
the commandments of God will be considered small in the world to come.
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Even after the Bar Kochba revolt, R. Judah b. Teman (165-200 C.E.) 
continued the hope that God might still establish his kingdom in the near future. 
His prayer is that when God does bring about his kingdom he will give his law 
to the people, that is to say, he will give them a perfect knowledge of it and a 
willingness to obey it. This will be their reward (m.Ab. 5:20).
However, some scholars (Davies, 1952, 50-83; Schoeps, 1961, 171-173; Luz, 
1989, 265-266) have claimed that some rabbis, instead of hoping for a perfect 
knowledge of the law in the future kingdom, looked forward to the time when the 
law would be abolished and probably by the Messiah. Their case in built on 
rabbinic statements like, "The world is to exist six thousand years. In the first 
two thousand there was desolation; two thousand years the Torah flourished; and 
the next two thousand years is the Messianic era; but through our many iniquities 
all these years (Messianic years) have been lost" (b.San.97a-b; b.AZ. 9a). But 
the rabbi is hardly foreseeing a time of no law observance. What he anticipates 
is the time when their will be law observance and the Messiah.
Another cited saying is R. Johanan's pronouncement (120-140 C.E.):
"Once a man dies, he becomes free of the Torah and good deeds" (b.Shab. 30a; 
151b; b.Nid. 61b). In other words, we are told, the law is only binding in this 
life. However, the rabbis use this saying not to deny that the law would be 
followed in the Messianic kingdom but to affirm that a dead person cannot be 
held accountable for transgressions which are committed with their dead body.
For example, if a person's corpse is wrapped in a garment of mixed fabrics, they 
will not be blamed for wearing it (b.Nid. 61b). Or, if someone shuts their 
eyelids as they lie dying on the sabbath, they are not the ones who will incur the 
guilt (Shab. 151b). In b.Shab. 30a, the popular axiom is used primarily to 
encourage people to obey the law while they are still alive. The rabbi has no 
intention of saying that the law will not be followed after the Messiah comes.
The consistent view of the rabbis seem to be that God's perfect law will not be 
replaced or abolished.
Conclusion
What this survey of Second Temple Jewish literature has indicated is that 
there was an agreement within Jewish society that the law incorporated God's will 
for Israel. It was their only standard of behaviour by which they could show that 
they loved God. All those who despise the law, despise God. On the other 
hand, every Jew who appreciated that complete obedience of the law was what 
God ultimately desires, and made this standard of obedience their life's goal, 
would find favour from God on the day of salvation.
The law belongs to God. It is his possession which he has revealed 
graciously to Israel. It lives with God and is at one with him. No Jew could 
claim to speak for God and be indifferent to the demands of the law. For all 
Jews (Qumran, rabbinic, diaspora, apocalyptic, etc.) the law was a key figure in 
preserving the life of the nation in the distress of the final days. It was the 
standard by which judgment would be measured out and was the collective and 
binding force of the righteous in the age to come. There is no indication from 
the literature of this period which would suggest that some Jews looked forward to 
the day when the law would be replaced, annulled, or modified. The Messiah, 
when he came, would supplement Jewish knowledge of the law with his own 
teaching, which also pointed to God's will. These instructions were compatible 
with the law, and so in theory should be obtainable from it since the law 




1. See Schnabel's criticism of Huntjens in Schnabel, 188-190.
2. E. P. Sanders rightly points out that while the community could understand 
the unworthiness of human beings to be saved, nevertheless, being the elect meant 
that some were righteous by the grace of God (Sanders, 1977, 311-312).
3. This same idea is picked up again in CD 2:21. The "Watchers" of Heaven 
are condemned because they do not obey their creator. See also CD 3:8 where 
Israel is condemned for not listening to the voice of God in the land of Egypt.
4. Lohse would prefer reading the phrase as beyad  mesihe (Lohse, 1964, 68).
5. Again, Lohse suggests that we read bimeslhe haqodes  (Lohse, 1964, 76).
6. See Schnabel's discussion that the notion of an "internalized" law can also be 
found among Qumran Jews (Schnabel, 189).
7. Here we note that dating the Testament of the XII Patriarchs, as well as 
other pseudepigraphical works (i.e. 1 Enoch), is problematical. For this work Kee 
suggested a second century B.C.E. date (OTP. 1:778), but this date must be used 
with caution since it seems quite clear that at several points it has been tampered 
with by a Christian hand.
8. This text slightly contrasts with the image of the new priest who at the time 
of judgment and afterwards will kindle the light of knowledge for the new age 
(T. Levi 18:1-14). Referring to the law as "light" emphasizes particularly the 
ethical orientation of the law as the path to take in order to live a life pleasing 
to God (see Schnabel, 163-164). For other occurences of this imagery see T.
Levi 4:3; 18:3; 19:1; T. Reub. 3:8. Hollander and de Jonge took the phrase to 
be a reference to the coming of the Messiah (Hollander, 443). However, the text 
suggests that it is more likely that the "light" is something which the servant of 
the Lord brings, rather than a description of the servant.
9. The author of Jubilees may have viewed the world in three epochs: the 
period of Testimony, followed by the period of the law, ending with the new 
age. The Messianic age begins the new age and is the age of the study of the 
law (Davenport, 69 n.5).
10. The most popular forms of this phrase are 1) "those who fear the Lord" -
17x; 2) "he who fears the Lord" - 7x; and 3) "fear of the Lord" - 6x.
11. To argue that the law is overshadowed by wisdom in Ben Sira and that the
writer uses the concept of "Law" only to help define "fear of God" is a bit
simplistic (von Rad, 245). Systematically positioning wisdom in opposition to the
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law undermines the fluidity with which the writer seems to be able to use one 
phrase and then turn to the other.
12. See also b.Pes. 54a; b.Ned. 39b; b.Shab. 88b-89a; Sif. Deut. 37.1.3;
Gen.R. 1:4. It should be noted that the problem with dating rabbinic material is
notorious. Even when a rabbi's name is associated with a particular saying, the
attribution is sometimes suspect. The dating of any statement should at least take 
cogniznce of a history of tradition and the politics involved in the compilation of 
rabbinic works (Strack, 54). For a discussion on the problems of dating Mishnaic 
statements in particular, see Neusner, 1981, 103-115.
13. Sif. Deut. 47 .3.2. See also Moore, 1927, 266.
14. For this view in the later material, see Num.R. 19.1.8; Sif. Num. 112;
Sif. Deut. 41.3.3; b.AZ. 18a; and A .R .N . 18.2.2. The law is fixed and 
unchangeable because it comes from a God who does not change.
15. See also Exod.R. 33.7.
16. Interestingly enough, there are two anonymous sayings which equate the 
rejection of the law with an act of idolatry (Sif. Deut. 43.4.1; 54.3.2).
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CHAPTER TWO
Second Temple Jewish Views on 
the Authority of Extra-Biblical Traditions
Jesus believed that God must be obeyed. He preached a message of 
repentance in the hope that his Jewish audience would respond positively by 
turning to God and by finding salvation in his kingdom. But was Jesus 
responsible for introducing the idea that obeying the law was no longer a crucial 
part of obeying God? Was he under the impression that now God was more 
pleased to have some of his own laws cancelled or ignored? If he did, then on 
the basis of the Jewish evidence which we looked at in chapter one, we would 
have to conclude that he was the first Jew ever to have done so. No Jew had 
previously taught that there was a difference between what God really wanted and 
what the law said he wanted. This scenario seems to be historically improbable.
However, Jesus did think that certain Jewish practices could be ignored.
For instance, the Pharisees and the disciples of John the Baptist had a practice of 
fasting. According to one tradition, Jesus had a teaching about the proper way to
fast (Mt. 6:16,17), but he gave his disciples no instructions to fast in the way
that these law abiding Jews did (Mt. 9:14//Mk. 2:18// Lk. 5:33). Likewise, he 
placed no demands upon his disciples that they wash their hands before eating as
it was the practice of some Pharisees and Diaspora Jews to do (Mt. 15:2//Mk. 7:5).
What conclusions would Jews have reached about a person who rejected 
such traditions so openly? Was the authority of extra-biblical practices
(rabbinically known as halakhah) equal to the authority of biblical commands? If
so, at least some Jews must have thought that Jesus had little respect for the 
law. In this chapter, what I want to show is that it is also historically 
improbable that Jews, including Pharisaic Jews, would jump to the conclusion that 
because Jesus ignored certain extra-biblical practices he generally must have 
thought that the law was irrelevant. We will examine what authority Jews 
(Rabbinic, Qumran, and Diaspora) gave their extra-biblical practices. It will
become evident that these Jews were able to make a distinction between the
obligation to obey the law and the encouragement to follow extra-biblical 
practices. Therefore, it seems more likely that most Jews would assume that 
anything that was not a direct interpretation of the law was optional and that 
Jesus simply chose the option not to follow them.
The W ord 'Halakhah'
To begin with, the word halakhah needs to be defined. Shmuel Safrai 
stated that the first ever attempt to define this word within the Rabbinic context 
was R. Natan of Rome in the eleventh century (Safrai, 1987, 121). R. Natan 
gave two definitions. Halakhah can mean broadly "something that goes on 
(holekh u-ha) from beginning to end" or in a more restricted sense "that in which 
Israel goes". This second definition is very close to the meaning for torah, that 
in which Israel believes itself bound to go.
The most important question which we have to address is, In the Second
Temple period, did the word halakhah mean "law"? Safrai's answer is, Yes.
"Whatever the original meaning may have been, the wider phenomenon of halakha 
encompasses both: 'that in which Israel goes', i.e ., the ways of life of the Jewish 
people, and the fixed laws which emerged from the thought and study of the
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Pharisaic Sages and other circles within Jewish society" (Safrai, 1987, 121 ) .l  
Pharisees and similar groups sit and create laws, fixed rules which they want to 
make compulsory for every Jew. If Jesus broke one of these Pharisaic rulings, 
the Pharisees could only conclude that he was a law breaker, one who disobeys 
the will of God.
E. E. Urbach had come to the same conclusion. He called halakhah "a 
continuation of and a commentary on the commandments of the Torah" (Urbach, 
1976, 113). Elsewhere he claimed that the story of Shammai's discourse with a 
proselyte (b.Shab. 31a) points to the conclusion that Pharisaic traditions in the 
first century C.E. were equal in authority to the Mosaic law (Urbach, 1975,
290f). The rabbis had no difficulty in including under the category of "Law" the 
enactments which were designated as a fence to the law.
Stephen Westerholm has also given his support for this definition.
"Hence the Pharisees, in treating their traditions as equal in authority 
to the laws of scripture, were by no means expressing disrespect for 
the latter; they were only drawing the consequences of their view of 
scriptural law as statute. Statutes must be applied casuistically; and if 
comprehensive casuistic law was required, it is clear that the Pharisaic 
solution was the only workable one: scripture might serve as the basis 
of the legal code; the intensive study (midrash) of its formulas might 
add to the corpus of law; but regulations derived from other sources, 
such as legislation and custom, must also be given normative status" 
(Westerholm, 1978, 23).
Westerholm's position is that the Pharisees believed the will of God was 
equally expressed in the practices they prescribed and in the law, and that the 
person who violated their code of behaviour was guilty of sin in the eyes of God 
in the same way as if they had disobeyed a Mosaic law (Westerholm, 24). 
Pharisaic traditions defines clearly and concretely what was lawful and what was 
forbidden (Westerholm, 17).
On the other hand, this definition of halakhah has been more recently 
challenged (see Neusner, 1985, 144-145).  ̂ E. P. Sanders argues that the word
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does not carry the connotation of "law". "A possible solution is that it (the 
common dating of the Jewish calendar) was not regarded as 'law' at all, but as 
'practice', that would be called in rabbinic literature 'halakah', 'walking', that is, 
'behaviour'" (Sanders, 1990, 104). Halakhot were highly regarded practices, ways 
of behaving, which, nevertheless, were not given the same status of authority as 
the Mosaic commandments. ̂  A  person who disregarded a Pharisaic or any other 
Jewish halakhah, no matter how they may have been judged, would not have been 
condemned as disobeying God. Simply because Jesus ignored certain Pharisaic 
teachings, this does not mean that the Pharisees or anyone else would have 
thought that in doing so he had rejected the authority of the law.
Besides these two opposing definitions of what halakhah means, Peter 
Tomson makes a distinction in his definition between two ways in which halakhot 
were created. One method of establishing halakhot is midrash, rules worked out 
from "set techniques and terminology" interpreting the biblical text. The other 
method of developing halakhot makes no reference to scripture. Tomson calls the 
halakhah that is produced in this fashion "pure halakha" (Tomson, 1990, 28).  ̂
However, what Tomson does not specify is whether or not midrash-halakhah and 
"pure halakhah" are equally authoritative. It seems to me that his distinction 
between midrash-halakhah and "pure halakhah" is really unnecessary. If the rabbis 
interpret the law so that they can teach what the law says to do, then there is 
no difference between midrash-halakhot and other laws of the Mosaic legislation. 
Tomson thinks there is because he assumes that midrash-halakhot are different 
from other Mosaic laws. Since certain "techniques" of interpretation are necessary 
to create these halakhot out of scripture, they are different from those rulings 
which do not have to be interpreted. Tomson has ignored the simple fact that 
all scriptures have to be interpreted and applied. There are no texts which do 
not need interpreting. Some scriptures can be explained so that the commandment
is followed exactly as it is defined by its context. Other scriptures are explained 
by a process of harmonization with other commandments that occur in separate 
texts. Additional texts will be interpreted by following still more criteria, some of 
which will be very sophisticated and include Tomson's "set techniques and 
terminology".
"Midrash-halakhah" is only another way of describing what is a law of 
God. They are practices which are argued on the foundation of scripture and so 
belong to the category of "law". My question is not, Did Jews think that the 
laws of God were obligatory? O f course they did! Every pious Jew thought so. 
Halakhah which is thought to be the teaching of scripture is not the issue. The 
issue is, Were there practices that were consciously known to be independent of 
what the law demanded that were passed on as obligatory (Sanders, 1990, 109)?
If a Pharisee said "The sages say do this", then in order to be considered a 
faithful Jew, did this teaching have to be followed? Does the extra-biblical 
teaching of a sage or a leader of a group have the same value as what God says?
We now turn our attention to how extra-biblical traditions were treated in 
Second Temple Jewish society. The general questions which we want answers for 
are: Who had practices which they knew were not commanded by the law? What 
authority was given to these practices? How were those who disregarded them 
judged by those who accepted them? In this study, we will confine the word 
"halakhah" to mean "a practice".
Rabbinic Attitudes towards Extra-Biblical Practices
Safrai claims that the oldest known rabbinic halakhot come from Yose ben 
Yoezer of Tsereda who lived around 160 B.C.E. (Safrai, 1987, 146). The saying 
is found in m.Edu. 8:4. Yose argues that 1) Ayil-locusts are clean to eat, 2)
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the flowing waters in the Temple shambles are not subject to uncleanness and 3) 
only the person who touches a corpse becomes unclean. It would be difficult to 
be decisive about how much authority the allowance to eat Ayil-locust had. After 
all, what was said was only a permission and not an injunction or prohibition.
We also cannot be confident about the authority that the second halakha carried 
without evidence indicating how the people's minds were actually changed about 
the Temple water. But we can see that the third statement concerning the 
uncleaness of a person who touched a corpse was not considered authoritative. 
Rabbis later on continued to debate how uncleanness of the person who touched a 
corpse was transmitted to other people and objects. The text itself suggests that 
all three halakhot had little authority when it says that Yose was nicknamed "Yose 
the Permitter". The nickname implies that Yose's teaching was thought to be 
more relaxed, but it did not imply that his lenience extended to a contradiction 
of the law. If Yose went out and ate an Ayil-locust, which other Jews avoided, 
they would not accuse him of being a law breaker but merely of being more 
relaxed in what he would permit himself to eat. Most Jews thought that they
should not eat an Ayil-locust. However, because there was no scripture that was
interpreted to prohibit eating one, it was not law. A  Jew could reject popularly 
held customs and would not because of that be seen to be out of harmony with 
the will of God. Everyone knew that some traditions were not biblical and 
therefore not binding.
Another illustration is worth looking at. We are told that R. Simeon of 
Mizpah (10-80 C .E .) sows a field with two kinds of wheat. He goes to R. 
Gamaliel II to enquire how much gleanings he is obliged to set aside for the 
poor. Gamaliel does not know, so the two of them go to the Chamber of Hewn 
Stone to find out. There, Nahum the Notary says,
I have received a tradition from R. Measha, who received it from his
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father, who received it from the "Pairs", who received it from the 
Prophets as a halakah given to Moses from Sinai that if a man sowed 
his field in two kinds of wheat and made them up into one 
threshing-floor, he grants one Peah; but if two threshing-floors, he must 
grant two Peahs (m.Pea. 2:6).
Here, a halakhah given to Moses (presumably by God) is known from a 
tradition passed on from father to son and is now given as the practice for others 
to follow. Sanders highlights the fact that Gamaliel did not know this halakhah, 
and that what Moses received was halakhah and not "Law". Unfortunately,
Sanders does not explain why in this instance a halakhah is not equal in authority 
with the law (Sanders, 1990, 122). If God gave a teaching to Moses would it 
not have the status of law rather than simply an optional practice? The 
designation "halakhah given to Moses" surely must be conveying what God wants 
(i.e . law). R. Simeon of Mizpah wants to know what God's will is in the matter 
of his wheat crop. Nahum tells him what that will is. The words "halakhah 
from Sinai" refer to something that is divinely binding.
The expression "halakhah given to Moses from Sinai" occurs again in 
m.Yad. 4:3 (see also t.Yad. 2:16). The issue here is, What do Jews living in 
Ammon and Moab owe in tithes during the seventh year of the land of Israel's 
agricultural rest? Jews living in Israel pay no tithes on crops which have grown 
without being sown during this year, because all the produce that grows is 
classified as ownerless property. However, Jews living outside of Israel are not 
under the same restrictions. They can continue to sow and reap during the 
seventh year. What then do they pay?
R. Tarfon (120-140 C .E .) believed that Jews living in Ammon and Moab 
should offer a poorman's tithe. ̂  R. Eleazar b. Azariah's objected and argued 
that they pay the "Second Tithe".6 The text proceeds by recording how the 
debate developed over which teaching should be prefered. In the end R. Tarfon's 
teaching was accepted. When R. Yose the son of the Damascene leaves this
gathering and enters the house of R. E liezer,7 he is asked, "What's the new thing 
from the House of Study today?" R. Yose explains that the group decided that 
Jews living in Ammon and Moab pay the poorman's tithe in the seventh year. 
Upon hearing this news R. Eliezer rejoices and exclaims, "Go and tell them, be 
not anxious by reason of your voting, for I have received a tradition from 
Rabban Johanan b. Zakkai (10-80 C .E .) who heard it from his teacher, and his 
teacher from his teacher, as a halakah given to Moses from Sinai, that Ammon 
and Moab should give Poorman's tithe in the Seventh Year." If God instructs 
Moses, surely these instructions have the same authority as all of God's other 
commandments. That the sages believed God simply gave Moses his opinion in 
the matter seems doubtful. The Pharisaic rabbis believed that a halakhah given to 
Moses is as equally binding as the law.
There is an important distinction made in this reference. The "halakhah 
given to Moses" should settle the uneasy feelings of the rabbis who have decided 
their own halakhah without this knowledge. What they think should be God's will 
is, according to R. Eliezer, God's will. R. Eliezer wants the group to know that 
in this instance their suggestion is really a law. This group of rabbis regularly 
made decisions which they knew could not be considered "Law" because they 
could not always find out how to support it by scripture. Once it was proved 
that their halakhah had been given to Moses from God, then they could concluded 
that the decision they had reached was what God had already willed. If no 
teaching similar to theirs had been given to Moses, it remained a question of 
doubt (though for the time being accepted) and could not be "Law". In respect 
to the issue that was raised on this occasion, if Eliezer was believed, Jews who 
lived in Ammon and Moab would be told that paying the poorman's tithe in the 
seventh year was legally binding.
These two illustrations (m.Pea. 2:5,6 and m.Yad. 4:3) raise a very important
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question. By the time of Nahum the Notary and R. Eliezer, did the sages 
already believe in a second equally authoritative law outside the bounds of the 
written scripture? Did they believe in an "oral Torah"? Or do the words 
"halakhah given to Moses" equal "Law"? I think that the latter is more likely to 
be the case.
In m.Ab. 5:22, Ben Bag-Bag (1st century B .C .E .) said "Turn it (the law) 
and turn it again for everything is in it." If everything that can be known about 
God's will is contained in the law, there is nothing needed except for God's will 
to be made known by means of proper interpretation. Nahum the Notary and R. 
Eliezer are not saying, The law has nothing to offer on these particular questions 
so seek God's will elsewhere. It is more likely that they are saying, I know a 
tradition (of interpretation) that goes back a long time which knows this practice 
as one of the practices given to Moses by God (which is found in the law).
What every rabbi has not received is the knowledge of interpreting the scripture 
to validate the practice in question. Once it is known that the practice can be 
supported by the law, and once that interpretation is demonstrated, the practice is 
law. Nothing in the phrase "halakhah given to Moses" indicates that there were 
recognized "laws" outside of the sacred commandments.
What about the situation that is described in t.Pis. 4:13-14?
One time the fourteenth of Nisan coincided with the Sabbath. They 
asked Hillel the Elder, "As to the Passover-sacrifice, does it override 
[the prohibitions of] the Sabbath?" He said to them, "Now do we 
have only a single Passover-sacrifice in the course of the year which 
overrides [the prohibitions] of the Sabbath? We have many more than 
three hundred Passover-sacrifices in the year, and they all override [the 
prohibitions of] the Sabbath." All the people in the courtyard ganged 
up on him. He said to them, "The daily whole-offering is a public
offering, and the Passover-sacrifice is a public offering. Just as the
daily whole-offering is a public offering and overrides [the prohibitions 
of] the Sabbath, so the Passover-sacrifice is a public offering [and] 
overrides [the prohibitions of] the Sabbath. Another matter: In 
connection with the daily whole-offering, Its season is stated 
(Num. 28:2), and in connection with the Passover, Its season is stated
(Num. 9:2). Just as the daily whole-offering, in connection with which
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Its season is stated, overrides [the prohibitions of] the Sabbath, so the 
Passover-sacrifice is a public offering [and] overrides [the prohibitions 
of] the Sabbath. And further there is an argument a fortiori:  Now if 
the daily whole-offering, on account of which people are not liable to 
extirpation, overrides [the prohibitions of] the Sabbath, the 
Passover-sacrifice, on account of which people are liable to extirpation 
- is it not logical that it should override [the prohibitions of] the 
Sabbath? And furthermore: I have received a tradition from my 
masters that the Passover-sacrifice overrides [the prohibitions of the 
Sabbath] - and not [solely] the first Passover but the second 
Passover-sacrifice, and not [solely] the Passover-sacrifice of the 
community but the Passover-sacrifice of an individual." . . . On that 
very day they appointed Hillel to be patriarch, and he taught them 
laws of Passover.
In this text, the people have come to the Temple for the first day of 
Passover. Jews would expect that on such a day they would offer their Passover 
sacrifice. However, on this occasion the first day of Passover happens to coincide 
with the sabbath. The problem is that the people cannot celebrate the first day 
of Passover because for them to cut the throat of the sacrificial animal would 
entail work and work is prohibited by the sabbath law. What should be done?
We are lead to believe that for the first time an argument is made known 
to everyone so that sacrifices on a sabbath are sanctioned by Hillel. How did he 
do it? Hillel convinced the people by offering four arguments that public 
sacrifices were not prohibited by the sabbath laws. First, he paralleled another 
public offering which was performed on the sabbath with this public offering. 
Second, he gives an exegesis of Num. 28:2 and 9:2 to support his teaching.
Third, he argues his case on the superior nature of the sacrifice. And finally, he 
claims that he had received a tradition from his teachers that a Passover sacrifice
was not prohibited by the sabbath. In gratitude for this answer the people
appoint Hillel as their patriarch.
It is probably not true that Hillel was made the patriarch for the people.
It is more likely that the text is trying to legitimize the rabbinic chain of
authority. Besides this, the story does not say that a Pharisaic tradition has as
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much authority as scripture. On the contrary, the story shows how Pharisaic 
traditions were not highly esteemed. Hillel's teacher taught the same thing and 
yet the crowd, so we are told, had never accepted the teaching. It is only when 
the tradition is linked here with exegesis that it gains authority.
We will now turn our attention to a couple of rabbinic passages which help 
to make clear that extra biblical halakhot were not binding.
A saying which is often cited when this subject is discussed is,
Halakhot about release from vows hover in the air and have (almost) 
nothing to support them; the rules about the Sabbath, Festal-offerings, 
and sacrilege are as mountains hanging by a hair, for scripture is
scanty and the halakhot many; property cases and the (Temple)-Service,
and the halakhot about what is clean and unclean and the forbidden 
degrees, they have that (in Torah) which supports them, and it is they 
that are the essentials of the Law (m.Hag. 1:8).
Halakhot that are supported by scripture are the essentials of the law. A 
halakhah's authority is binding once it is demonstrated that it can be interpreted 
from scripture. Then, the halakhah is no longer in the category of an optional 
practice from the legal experts but a prescribed behaviour given to Moses by 
God. It is a God-given instruction. It is "law" and all Jews are obliged to keep 
it. Halakhot that cannot be interpreted from scripture can be observed, but it 
remains an option until such time as more precise knowledge of the law comes 
forth. Until an answer can be connected to a passage of scripture, the halakhot 
of the rabbis remains in the category of "extra-biblical instructions" (t.Nid. 9:13).
There is another text which also supports the view that rabbinical 
instructions were not binding as Mosaic laws were. In m.Yeb. 16:7 the rabbis are 
discussing whether a woman whose husband is presumed dead can be allowed to 
remarry on the testimony of one witness that her husband has died. R. Judah b. 
Baba (120-140 C .E .) would permit her to remarry while the rest of the rabbis 
would not. Nehemiah of Beth Deli tells R. Akiba that he has received a 
tradition from R. Gamaliel the Elder that a woman can remarry on the witness of
one person. This is reported back to Rabban Gamaliel, Gamaliel's grandson, who 
then remembers that his grandfather had given such permission. The halakhah 
was established that a woman can remarry on the evidence of one person. R. 
Eliezer and R. Joshua would not agree with this permission, presumably because 
no convincing interpretation of scripture is given. This is an example of how 
fluid rabbinic teachings can come and go. Even though R. Judah b. Baba did 
not accept the majority's teaching he was not ostracized as a law breaker. And 
when the teaching changed to support his position, it is highly unlikely that R. 
Eliezer and R. Joshua went about calling Rabban Gamaliel a law breaker. An 
issue that is not understood to be settled by scripture does not prohibit the rabbis 
from encouraging opposite conclusions. Different rabbis will give different 
teachings. Because one rabbi promotes a contradictory action to what is promoted 
by another rabbi, it does not mean he is a law breaker. A rabbi might think 
that his practice is more likely to be prefered by God, but if he cannot prove 
this from scripture he does not presume that it should be binding upon others.
Sanders believes that he needs to make a concession that t.Suk. 3:1 could 
be read to indicate that Pharisaic traditions were equal in authority with the law 
(Sanders, 1990, 122,123). Unfortunately, he does not explain how it should be 
read. I will try.
The Boethusians (a form of Sadducean Judaism) understand the prohibition 
of the sabbath to include activities which were prescribed for the last day of the
Sukkot festival (The Feast of Booths). At the conclusion of Sukkot, the people
are meant to beat willow branches. According to the Boethusians, if Sukkot ends 
on a sabbath the people are not allowed to beat them because beating is a form 
of work. However, the people paid no attention to this particular interpretation 
of the law and would even go as far as moving boulders on the sabbath in order
to get at the branches to beat them. Either they did not believe that beating
was work, or they believed that certain ritual requirements, such as those 
pertaining to Sukkot, did not belong to the general sabbath prohibition. What the 
people did is called by later Tannaitic rabbis a halakhah that was revealed to 
Moses at Sinai.
Sanders understands this phrase "revealed to Moses at Sinai" as a possible 
indication of practices that were divinely binding but outside of scripture. When 
Abba Saul (140-165 C .E .) is quoted as saying that the beating of willow branches 
for Sukkot on a sabbath is decreed in the writings of the law, he is reacting to 
the claim that this permission is only known through a tradition of what was 
"revealed to Moses". He wants to raise this legally binding practice to the status 
of "Law".
However, Abba Saul believes in the perfection and comprehensiveness of the 
law. Therefore he is not distinguishing between what God has revealed and what 
is "Law". Instead, Abba Saul is named in order to contribute a named authority 
as a witness to an already anonymous saying which claimed that the permission to 
beat the Sukkot willow branches on the sabbath is exegetically supported by the 
law of M oses. The word "halakhah", when it is said to be revealed to Moses by 
God, conveys the meaning of "law". When the halakhah is not attached to the 
activity of God it does not convey this meaning. The early rabbis recognized that 
their own extra-biblical traditions were not the law of God. A tradition could 
only be elevated to the status of "Law" if it was supported by the exegesis of 
scripture.
Qumran Attitudes towards Extra-Biblical Practices
Unlike the sages, the authorities at Qumran would find it difficult to believe 
that som eone could be faithful to God who at the same time did not follow their
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way of life. Those outside of the community were seen as law breakers.
Members who lived at Qumran knew that their habitation was no longer with the
ungodly they left behind (IQ S 8:13). The confession taken at initiation makes
this exclusivity clear.
And after them, all those entering the Covenant 
shall confess and say:
"We have strayed, we have [disobeyed],
We and our fathers before us, 
have sinned and done wickedly
in walking [counter to the precepts] of truth and righteousness.
[And God has] judged us and our fathers also;
but he has bestowed His bountiful mercy on us from everlasting
to everlasting" (IQ S l:24b-2:la).
The "precepts of truth" belong exclusively to the people of Qumran. Once 
the initiate confesses this and swears to abide by the rules and regulations God's 
grace is extended to him.
Israel was unfaithful because they disobeyed the laws governing God's holy 
sabbaths, feasts and testimonies (CD 3:14,15). Only those who shared this writer's 
insights into the law observed them correctly. Whoever despised this teaching
could not be pleasing to God no matter how faithful they were in other areas of
the law. The reason why other Jews were sinful was not because this writer
thought that his halakhah had an independent authority worth following, but 
because he believed that his halakhah complied fully with what the law 
commanded. What the Qumran community taught was not considered to be a 
better option but to be the ordinance of God (IQS 3:5,6). When the community 
accepted you, you were accepted by God. When it did not, neither did God.
Since outsiders were law breakers, it is unnecessary for us to ask if the 
Qumran community thought outsiders were law breakers when they did not follow 
a Qumran extra-biblical practice. What we should ask is, Were "insiders" law 
breakers when they did not follow an extra-biblical practice? Was every Qumran 
behaviour the result of interpreting the law, or are some behaviour recommended
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independent of scripture and left as optional? If so, then even the strict Jews of 
Qumran would know that the only thing which ultimately matters is whether or 
not one obeys what the law says. If not, then they are an example of how 
extra-biblical traditions were elevated to the status of "Law". A Jew who was 
faithful to the law but unfaithful to accepted customs would still be seen as 
disobeying the will of God.
The word halakhah, as a noun referring to a specific course of action,
occurs nowhere in the Qumran literature. However, the basic idea of walking
(hlk) in accordance with certain rules and precepts does occur (IQS 1:15,25;
3:9,10; 6:2; 8:21; 9:6,9,19; CD 6:10; 7:7; 12:21-23; 14:1 ;1 9:4). This makes our
task more difficult to distinguish behaviour taught by the authorities of the
community alone from those that come from the exegesis of scripture. Some
scholars would argue that we would not find any such distinction. Lawrence H.
Schiffman's thesis that every practice, every teaching, every instruction and
regulation enforced by the community was the direct result of biblical
interpretation seems to be supported by at least by one text (Schiffman, 1976, 76).
(For God made) a Covenant with you and all Israel; therefore a man 
shall bind himself by oath to return to the Law of Moses, for in it all 
things are strictly defined (bah hakol meduqedaq) (CD 16:lf).
If the law specifies everything, nothing can be specified that is not already
in the law. Schiffman compares this text with CD 15:9-10 (Schiffman, 1975, 33).
. . .to return to the Law of Moses, with a whole heart and soul, to 
whatever is found (hannimesa ) should be done at that time.
In CD 16:2 the word nimesa ' of CD 15:9-10 is replaced with meduqedaq.
In another passage, masa' is used as a technical term for the sect's exegesis for 
establishing what they will do on the day of Atonement (CD 6:19). Schiffman 
argues that what CD 16:1,2 implies is the notion that exegesis of the law stand as 
the basis for all sectarian teaching. No action is taught by the community that is
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not worked out from scripture.
The question Schiffman avoids asking is, To what does "all things" in 
CD 16:2 refer? What is it that is supported by exegesis? The most likely 
answer is that "all things" refers to everything that God wants. This of course 
still begs the question, Did the Qumran community expect more than God 
expected? To say that the Qumran community believed everything which God 
wants is to be derived from biblical exegesis does not prevent us from asking 
whether or not they developed extra-biblical instructions. Even though Ben 
Bag-Bag said that everything can be found in the law, the rabbis were not 
restrained from developing a fence of extra-biblical regulations to prevent people 
from disobeying the law (m.Ab. 1:1). So too, the Qumran community can claim 
that everything God wants can be found in the law and still think that it is 
legitimate to develop further rules.
Schiffman's careful study shows that there were a number of words used at
Qumran which allude to their exegetical practices. We can hardly doubt that the
interpretation of the law was a fundamentally important task of the group. 
Unfortunately, Schiffman does not explain why extra-biblical practices could not 
exist at Qumran. He simply assumes that these people would have had no need 
to develop extra-biblical teachings since they were so skilled at eisegesis.
I said earlier that clear examples of extra-biblical regulations were difficult 
to isolate in the Qumran literature because we do not have the noun halakhah to 
draw our attention to their possible presence. Nearly every teaching conveys the 
assumption of unquestioning obedience. Throughout the literature, the 
overwhelming picture is of a community that legislates for vast areas of life and 
reads this legislation back into scripture.
However, I think that it is unrealistic to believe that a community which
was so interested in matters of legal details never developed extra details they
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hoped would make sure the minimum details were observed. What is more likely 
is that sometimes the leaders of the group taught that there were some things a 
person could do which the law did not command but which showed real
commitment to holiness. After all, if one is willing to obey what is only
optional, how much more will he obey what is obligatory?
In a short study on Qumran marriage laws, Joseph Baumgarten draws
attention to one such optional practice (Baumgarten, 1990, 13-24). The relevant
text is CD 7:4-9:
For all who walk in these (previously listed rulings)
in the perfection of holiness (bitemim qodes)
obeying all His instructions,
the Covenant of God is assurance
that they will live for a thousand generations.
And if (we ' im ) they (other members) live in camps 
according to the rule of the land 
and take a wife and beget children, 
they shall walk in obedience to the Law, 
and according to the rule of the Law; 
according to that which He (God) said, Between 
a man and his wife, and between a father and 
his child, (cf. Num. 30:17) (trans. Baumgarten).
Notice the words "and if" in the middle of the passage. The adversative 
conjunction "and if" marks a change in subject (Baumgarten, 18). Prior to this, 
the author has been talking about a particular group of people who walk in what 
he calls "the perfection of holiness". The remark is then made that if members 
have not decided to take this course but instead live in camps according to the 
order of the land (of Judea) and take a wife and beget children, they are to still 
live by the law as interpreted by the community. Josephus' comment that there 
were differences among the Essenes regarding marriage would support this picture 
(J.W .. 2.120-121, 160).
Celibacy and habitation at Qumran were not commanded by the law and 
there is no indication in the Qumran literature that commandments were 
interpreted to make this teaching a law. However, the community taught them.
They probably thought that those who followed these practices showed the greatest 
commitment to being ceremonially pure. Nevertheless, each individual was left to 
choose whether or not they would follow this "perfection of holiness". The 
conclusion seems to be that these practices were never made "law" by its leaders 
(Baumgarten, 1990 , 20).
Besides celibacy and monasticism, I have found no other clear examples of 
extra-biblical practices. While it is certainly conceivable that the teachers of 
Qumran would teach rules which they knew went beyond what the law 
commanded, the regulations they thought were worth recording seem to be those 
they thought were sanctioned by the law.
Jewish Attitudes in the Diaspora towards Extra-Biblical Practices
The works of Josephus and Philo are some of our best examples of what 
Jews living outside Palestine thought about extra-biblical practices. Josephus' 
famous distinction between Pharisees and Sadducees (Ant. 13:297) is often cited 
to argue that the Pharisees believed thier own traditions were equal in authority 
with the law. Before we examine what Josephus actually says, let us look at the 
context.
Here, Josephus is describing an incident which occured during the rule of 
John Hyrcanus (135-104 B .C .E .). He wants to explain why Hyrcanus broke off 
his relationship with the Pharisaic party. 8 Hyrcanus pulled his support away from 
the group after one of them argued that he should no longer serve as High Priest 
since some older men were claiming that his father had married a woman who 
had been taken prisoner during the reign of Antiochus Epiphanes.^ He was then 
led to believe that all the Pharisees supported this false accusation against him. 
After confirming this suspicion for himself, he gave his support to the Sadducees.
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During the switch from one group to the other, Josephus tells us that Hyrcanus 
revoked the rules which he had allowed the Pharisees to fix for the people (xd  
T£ •On' onjx&v tcccxaoxaGevxoc votn|_ia Sfim) KaxcxXOoai, 13.296).
Supposedly, this remark indicates that the Pharisees made certain traditions into 
civil laws. They made their practices mandatory.
But it seems unlikely that Josephus believed that these laws had the same 
status as the law of Moses. When we take note of two things, this observation
becomes clearer. First, after Hyrcanus abolished these rules he is never treated
by Josephus as someone who was disobedient to God (Ant. 13:299-300). Josephus 
continues to treat Hyrcanus as a honourable leader whom God blesses throughout 
his reign.
Second, Josephus does not even say that these laws had the authority of
the law of Moses when he describes what Sadducees believed.
For the present, I wish merely to explain that the Pharisees passed 
down to the people certain laws (votUM-a) from (their) forebears which 
are not recorded in the laws of Moses, for which reason these (laws) 
the group of Sadducees rejects. They say that it is necessary to treat
as law things that are written, and do not keep (as law) things from
the traditions of the fathers (Ant. 13.297). •
The reason why Josephus gave this explanation seems obvious once we are 
reminded of the context. Josephus has just told us that Hyrcanus rejected certain 
laws (v6tn|_ia) and yet the Jewish people are not rebelling against a ruler who is 
abolishing Jewish laws. How is this? The Jews' previous history shows that they 
were willing to rebel when rulers tried to force them to abandon their laws. 
Josephus now explains why Hyrcanus could abandon these laws and Jews did not 
respond. The reason is that these laws were not the law. They had no divine 
authority, merely the authority of the ruler. As long as the ruler ordered the 
Jews to obey these laws, the Jews followed them because they were his subjects. 
But when Hyrcanus no longer supported them, then they are no longer
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compulsory. This cannot be said about the law of Moses. Obeying the law 
continues irrespective of what the ruler may or may not command. The 
Sadducees only bind on the people what is recorded in the law of Moses, and 
they avoid using the authority of the ruler in order to legislate for new 
p ractices.il Josephus informs his readers that the calmness of the Jewish people 
is due to the fact that they would now consider Hyrcanus a law-abiding disciple 
of the Sadducees and not a disobedient ruler of the law.
Josephus makes another distinction between Essenes, Pharisees and Sadducees
which has also led some scholars to conclude that it is a distinction between those
who would and would not treat extra-biblical practices as equal in authority with
the law (Feldman, vol. 9, 14 n.a). Describing the Sadducees, Josephus states,
They owe no observance of any sort apart from laws ((jnAatcq 5£ 
o\)5a}j.6)<; xtvcov pexoatoiT|ot<; ccuxotc; fi xtbv v6pov); in fact, they
reckon it a virtue to dispute with the teachers of the path of wisdom
that they pursue (Ant. 18:16).
If the Sadducees claim that obeying laws in addition to the Mosaic law was 
not necessary, then we are left to assume that some group in contrast to them 
taught the exact opposite. Since the Pharisees are described prior to the 
Sadducees, they become the prime suspect. Pharisees thought that certain 
extra-biblical practices were obligatory.
However, let us note what Josephus does not say. He does not say that 
Sadducees disagreed with teaching others that they owed their allegiance to rules 
which were not interpreted from scripture. All that Josephus has in mind is that 
the Sadducees did not require other Sadducees to follow extra-biblical practices. 
What this implies then is not that the Pharisees taught others that certain 
extra-biblical practices should be treated like the law but that the Pharisees 
required one another to follow things which were not written in the law.
Josephus' description of the Sadducees does not indicate that the Pharisees
required each other to follow extra-biblical practices because they thought their 
halakhot were equal in authority with the Mosaic commandments. It is more 
probable that Pharisees taught each other to follow certain distinctive practices in 
order to highlight clearly to what extent they were committed to make sure they 
avoided disobeying the law. Yet, even among Pharisees there were many 
extra-biblical practices which they did not agree had to be followed (m.Dem. 6:6; 
t.Suk. 2:3). So if they disagreed among themselves whether a certain practice 
should be followed, it is unlikely that they would accuse Jesus of being a law 
breaker for doing the same thing.
When we turn our attention to the works of Philo, we find that there is 
even less here to suggest that Jews saw certain extra-biblical practices as having 
the authority of the law. A number of scholars have rightly pointed out that 
Philo was probably under the influence of a lot of rabbinic exegesis (Belkin, 1940; 
Alon, 1977, 89-137; Safrai, 1987, 40). However, the fact that Philo was 
dependent on rabbinic exegesis does not imply that he thought that there were 
extra-biblical practices which the rabbis treated as if they were "Law".
In one passage, Philo notes that there are extra-biblical customs which a 
person should not interfere with (Mig. 88) and he also clearly indicates that he 
respects the teaching and stories given by the nations' elders CMos. 1:4). But 
there is only one text in which Philo comes even remotely close to insinuating 
that extra-biblical teaching has divine authority. In Spec. Leg. 1:1-7, Philo 
explains why Jews practise circumcision. He lists four reasons, none of which 
occurs in scrip ture .^  He knows this because he goes on to say that these 
explanations were given by divinely gifted men who had expert knowledge of the 
law. This text can hardly be used as evidence that Philo believed in an "oral 
torah" (as Safrai seems to imply, 1987, 40) for two reasons. 1) These 
explanations are not rules of behaviour but insights attempting to make sense of a
behaviour. No one is told to do anything. 2) It seems improbable that Philo 
would think that a Jew who rejected these explanations, prefering other ones 
instead, was a law breaker. Therefore, we find nothing in Philo which would 
lead us to believe that Jews were conscious of extra-biblical teaching and believed 
that these teachings were as binding as the law.
Conclusion
So far we have argued that Second Temple Jews were capable of doing two 
things. In chapter one we saw that they were able to make a fundamental 
equation between obeying God and obeying the law. No one ever claimed that 
they were obeying God and meant something else than they they were obeying the 
law. The two ideas were inseparably linked together. In this chapter we saw 
that these Jews were able to maintain a distinction between obeying the law and 
obeying extra-biblical traditions. There is no evidence for the view that Jews 
regarded extra-biblical practices as being equal in authority with the law. If Jesus 
disobeyed a Pharisaic practice, the people, even the Pharisees, would not conclude 
that this proved he was disrespectful of the law. If a person wanted to prove 
that Jesus thought the law could be ignored, then they would have to point to 
which biblical commandment Jesus spoke or acted against and show that no 
exegesis of that passage could support what he did. Rejecting an extra-biblical 
practice was acceptable and was done constantly by Jews who thought that the law 
should always be obeyed. Someone could chose not to obey what the rabbis 
would call a halakhah without incurring the condemnation of a person who 
rebelled against the law.
In the next chapters we will turn our attention to the main question of this
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thesis. Did Jesus teach that he had a new view of what it meant to obey God? 
Did he think that he was offering a standard of behaviour which was somehow 
superior to the law? Do the synoptic gospels try to give the impression that 
Jesus wanted to change people's understanding of how to obey the law? We will 
find that when the evidence of the gospels is carefully weighed, the best reply to 
these questions is, No.
The specific teachings and actions of Jesus which relate directly to the 
question of his faithfulness to the law are as follows. 1) Four sayings about the 
law and righteousness in Mt. 5:17-20; 2) Jesus' "But I Say" sayings in Mt.
5:21-49; 3) the instruction to the would be disciple to let the dead bury their 
own dead (Mt. 8:21,22// Lk. 9:59,60); 4) Jesus' fellowship with sinners 
(Mt. 9:11//M k. 2:16//Lk. 5:30); 5) Jesus' actions and teaching on the sabbath
(Mt. 12:l-14//M k. 2:23-3:6//Lk. 6:1-11; Lk. 13:10-17; Lk. 14:1-6); 6) Jesus’ 
understanding of defilement (Mt. 15:l-20//M k. 7:1-23); 7) Jesus' response to a
question about divorce (Mt. 19:l-12//M k. 10:1-12); (8) Jesus' judgment on what 
is the greatest commandment (Mt. 22:34-40//Mk. 12:28-48) and 9) Jesus' 
demonstration in the Temple courtyard and the random sayings which bear upon 
the validity of the Temple cult (Mt. 5:22,23; 9:13; Mt. 21:13//Mk. 11:17//
Lk. 19:46). The conclusion which these accounts will support is that the historical 




1. Also see M oore, 1927, 257; the revised Schiirer, 1973, 340f; and more
recently Lawrence Schiffman, 1983. Schiffman describes halakhot as .
.religious, civil and criminal law which may best be seen as an attempt to 
actualize the laws of the Torah in changing circumstances" (Schiffman, 1983,
212). I am not quite sure if by the word "actualize" he means "to interpret and 
apply" or "to supplement in order to make relevant". See also Muller, 1986, 20f.
2. Neusner's opinions about the status of biblical practices are not always 
consistent. See Sanders' evaluation of this in Sanders, 1990, 110-114.
3. Sanders notes that certain non-Pharisaic traditions were probably thought of as 
"binding" but still not divine law (Sanders, 104, 105).
4. Tomson makes a distinction between midrash-halakhah and "pure halakhah" as 
does Safrai. Safrai's distinction (in a book which Tomson helped to edit) is 
between midrash-halakhah and what he calls "independent" halakhah (Safrai, 1987, 
146).
5. Within the seven year cycle of agricultural rest, on the third and sixth year a
tithe of the produce goes to the poor (Danby, 782 n.10).
6. The "Second Tithe" was an additional tithe on top of the regular tithe of 
crops and was stored up on the other years (1st, 2nd, 4th, 5th) of the agricultural 
rest cycle (Danby, 782 n. 11)
7. In t.Yad. 2:16, Yose enters the stall of bakers.
8. This is the first account in Antiquities which tells us anything about what the
Pharisees actually did. Our first description of them is Ant. 13:171.
9. The accusation assumes that the word harlot in Lev. 21:7,14 includes captive 
women. In a genealogical list (supposedly known to Hillel) which describes groups 
of people who can marry one another, slaves (which a captive may well have 
been) are grouped with harlots (m.Kid. 4:1; b.Kid. 69-75). However, to say that 
rabbis would naturally assume that a captive women had intercourse with her 
captors runs contrary to the claim that in such cases the rabbis were always 
lenient (b.BQ. 114b; b.Ket. 23a). In the situation of Hyrcanus' mother, witnesses 
have testified that she was taken captive before she ever claimed that she was 
untouched during this time. If this happens, the witnesses are to be believed and
not the woman. But if the woman volunteers this information before any
witnesses come forward, she is believed.
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10. In m.MS. 5:15 and m.Sot. 9:10, it says that Hyrcanus did away with the 
following laws that were binding at that time: 1) the rule stipulating everyone 
had to recite the confession that they had set apart tithes properly, 2) the rule 
that there had to be singers in the Temple who sang the psalm of awakening, 3) 
the rule that there had to be someone who stunned the animal that would be 
sacrificed, 4) the rule that prohibited hammering (in the Temple?) between 
Passover and Sukkot, and 5) the rule that said people offering tithes must be 
asked if they purchased their produce from an am ha-aretz.
11. I agree with Sanders' conclusion that xa  yeypam aeva is being contrasted 
with avayeyp on xxat‘ ev  x o i c  Ntooaeoc voptotc; rather than with an implied oral 
Torah (Sanders, 1990, 99f).
12. The reasons that Philo gives for why Jews circumcise are 1) to avoid 
contracting the disease "anthrax" or "carbuncle"; 2) to help the body to be clean 




Jesus on the Law and Righteousness
The sayings found in Mt. 5:17-20 would point to the conclusion that Jesus 
did not believe his teaching would jeopardize obedience to the Mosaic law. The 
basic message is that Jesus fulfills what the law says; he does not "destroy" it.
Not even one tiny scribal mark could be moved from its rightful place within the 
writings of the law. The law remains as secure as that. This is why the person 
who performs the commandments of the law and teaches others to perform them 
will be called great in the kingdom of heaven. If authentic, these sayings would 
be the strongest indicators that Jesus believed Jews were obliged to obey the law.
Originally these verses were isolated sayings which were gradually brought 
together (Beare, 1981, 138; Luz, 1989, 256). The fact that v. 19 takes up an 
issue which is slightly different than the point made in v. 18 would suggest that 
previously they circulated independent of each other. Verse 19 is concerned about 
bad teachers of the law whereas v. 18 makes the point that the law is eternal.
Initially, v. 18 (minus the yap, terra ev  p, and av  ttavxa yev p x a r) was 
connected with the saying in v. 19a because of their obvious shared reference to 
too vopxro and xuv evxoAfav. The saying in v. 17 was added in front of these 
two verses since it also shared with the saying in v. 18 an interest in xov  
vopov. Finally, all three verses were attached to v. 20 (minus the yap) because 
of the similarity v. 20 had with the \ e y o  b p tv  in v. 18 and the P ao tX etq  x&v
où p avàv in v. 19. Verse 20 was already connected to the collection of Jesus' 
sayings which had as an introduction to the various teachings the words èy ò  8e  
Xéycù ò t t iv  ó x t  (Mt. 5:22,28,32,34,39, & 44).
Each of the four sayings in Mt. 5:17-20 will be examined more closely in 
order to fill out this general description. Primarily we will be concentrating on 
three questions. 1) Are these sayings authentic? 2) How do they compare with 
what other Jews said about the law? 3) What conclusions can we draw from 
them about why Jesus thought the law should be obeyed?
Verse 17
1) Mf| vop-torixe oxt f|\0ov KcxxoWOaai xòv vóqov tì xoòg Ttpocpfixaq
2) oùk f|X0ov KorcaVOaca à W à  TtXrip&oat
This statement has no exact parallel anywhere else in the NT*, but the 
words are constructed in a way that closely parallels the construction of another 
saying also found in Matthew's gospel. In Mt. 10:34 Jesus says, |_l t | voptorixe  
o x t f)X0ov (3aXetv eip q vriv  ètti xfiv yflv, o\>k f)X0ov (3aXetv etprivriv àXXà 
paycct pocv. The similarities between these two references in the pattern "Do not 
think that I have come to . . .  I have not come to . . . but . . . "  plus the fact 
that this exact construction cannot be found outside of Matthew's gospel raises our 
suspicion that either 1) some amount of editing has occured to an earlier saying 
or 2) the whole saying is inauthentic. If Jesus had a style of protesting against 
certain allegations like this, it is difficult to account for the silence of the other 
gospels about such a style.
The words pxfi vop torixe is often thought to indicate some real debate 
about Jesus' faithfulness to the law (Betz, 40). If so, and if Jesus said it, then
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this would show that Jesus was conscious of some people misunderstanding certain 
actions of his and equating these actions with a lack of concern for obeying the 
law. On the other hand, if the phrase pii v o tiio ty ie  (or the whole saying) does 
not go back to the lips of Jesus but is instead an editor's addition, it might 
indicate one or more real post-Easter debates. Some scholars suggest a context 
inside the church between those who wanted to uphold obedience to the law and 
those who did not make obedience to it a requirement for membership within the 
Christian community (Bultmann, 1963, 138; Barth, 66). Ulrich Luz is a little 
more cautious and says that it cannot be proved exactly who was involved in 
these debates (either antinomians or Paul). Nevertheless, he traces the text back 
to Matthew who he thinks was arguing a general point of some controversy (Luz, 
1989, 260).
Another opinion is that the imperative "do not think" may not necessarily 
indicate any real debate at all (Trilling, 1959, 144; Banks, 204). The force of 
the imperative is simply a form of rhetoric so that the positive element in Jesus' 
saying is accentuated. A  community used the saying not because they thought to 
correct somebody's misunderstanding of Jesus' teaching but because it highlighted 
their conviction that what was not yet fulfilled in the law (i.e . the coming of the 
Messiah) was now fulfilled with the coming of Jesus. The weakness of this 
proposal is that there is no extra-biblical evidence offered in order to compare the 
usage of such a hypothetical device of rhetoric.
Our conclusion is that the phrase "do not think" does not go back to Jesus 
(see also Gundry, 78). However, it is not certain that the addition reflects a real 
post-Easter dialogue between debating Christians communities (Strecker, 1988, 54; 
Stanton, 1987, 183). The words pf) vop.ioT)xe might only reflect a theoretical 
possibility. The rest of the teaching in line 1 may have suggested to someone 
that Jesus had been accused of disobeying the law and they thought they were
merely highlighting what the saying already implied. A member of the Christian 
community was aware of this accusation (an accusation which curiously enough 
never appears in the synoptic gospels until we reach Jesus' trial) and by adding 
the rhetorical M.f| v o u io n x e  demonstrated how they thought Jesus would protest 
against such an idea.
The saying in line 2 hardly make any sense by itself and so we can infer 
that both clauses circulated as a unit. Neither does it seem apparent that if the 
words "law and prophets" also had been a part of line 2 why it would be 
dropped, since repetition would be a mnemonic help rather than a hindrance.^
A  negative statement followed by a positive one, like what we have in line 
2, appears frequently as a style of Jesus' teaching in Matthew's gospel.3 Out of 
the 17 other such statements, 4 are unique to this gospel.^ Mark's gospel has 2 
such utterances unique to it (4:22; 9:37) and Luke's gospel does not have any that 
are not paralleled in Matthew. Matthew's four extra negative-to-positive statements 
might at first glance lead to the conclusion that line 2 is a construction of a 
Matthean community. On the other hand, Robert Banks has cautioned against any 
such judgment by pointing out that several of these occurrences in Matthew have 
roots in a pre-Matthew tradition (Banks, 205). That is to say, Luke's gospel is 
also aware of traditions which stand behind what Matthew has and does not seem  
to be a redaction of Matthew. The only additional negative-to-positive statement 
which does not have some synoptic parallel for it is Mt. 16:17. Banks concludes 
that this would make it unlikely that the whole of 5:17 was simply created by a 
final editor of Matthew's gospel. However, I do not see why a popular style of 
Jesus' teaching would not have influenced the community of his followers to 
circulate teaching in the same manner. On the other hand, the difference 
between Mt. 10:34 and its parallel in Luke's gospel and in the Gospel of Thomas 
supports the view that Mt. 5:17 is the result of someone editing an earlier
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tradition rather than the conclusion that the whole thing is a community's
fabrication. The parallels with Mt. 10:34 indicate how something older was
edited. Compare what we find here with the saying in Lk. 12:51 and with the
Gos. Thom. 16.
5o k eíX £  ó x i £tpf|VT|v Ttap£y£vóp.r|v SoOvat £v Tij y-q; 
o ijy t , Xéyco ú p ív , áXX' h S iau E p iap ióv  (Lk. 12:51).
xáycx SoK oüotv o i  ávOpcnxoi ó x i  fjA9ov (JcxXe iv  Etpfivriv éttí xó v  
kóouov, x a l oók o í S a o i v  ó x i  fjXBov 0oX.£iv óiap.E piop.oóc é iti 
xfiv ypv, Tcüp, p á y a ip a v , TtóX£p.ov (Gos. Thom. 16; Huck, 59).
With good reason we could infer that this negative-to-positive statement was 
an attempt to structure an older saying rather than an indication that a saying was 
created out of thin air (Davies, 1988, 1:483). Three different communities knew 
a tradition that Jesus said he not only brings peace but also a sword. It seems 
improbable that Lk. 12:51 and Gos. Thom. 16 reworked Mt. 10:34, since the 
construction in Mt. 10:34 runs smoother. The community which preserved the 
saying in Mt. 10:34 also preserved the tradition which said Jesus claimed he did 
not com e "to destroy" (KaxaXOoai) but "to fulfill" (TtXripóoai) the law. The 
community put the same mnemonic constraints on that statement as they had done 
for this other one.
The only item left to explain in v. 17 are the words KaxoX.'Ooai and 
TtXripcxxxt. As I noted above, the immediate context of 5:17 will not necessarily 
help to determine how Jesus used these words since he did not use them in 
conjunction with the other sayings. However, someone might raise an objection 
by arguing, This context can be used to determine the meaning of these words 
since the saying would not have been attached to the other ones if KaxccVuoat 
and txAti p áo at meant something different than what the context is stressing (for 
such an argument see Banks, 207). What this objection overlooks is that the 
most important questions a collector would ask are, Does this saying mention (not
discuss) anything mentioned by another saying? and, Does this saying seem to 
contradict what is said by this other saying? Non-contradictory statements are 
often found next to each another with little else in common than the occurrence 
of a single word. The "But I Say" sayings illustrate this point. Collectors did
not believe that it was necessary to have each saying stress all the same points 
before they were convinced it was proper to link the sayings together. Therefore, 
the context of Mt. 5:17 does not have to be consulted in order to suggest what 
vcaxaXOoat and TtXrip&oat might have meant.
The word KaxaXoo can mean "to destroy" as it does when it is used in 
Jesus' prophesy of the destruction of the Temple (Mt. 24:2; 27:40). It has 
several parallels with contemporary Jewish literature that indicate that it was used 
in reference to legislation to convey more precisely the idea of "stop the 
performance of". Josephus writes about how the nobles of Adiabene wanted to 
get rid of their ruler Izates (Jos. Ant. 20.75-91). They wrote to Vologeses, who 
was king of the Parthians, to wage war against their own king. The reason they 
gave for wanting a new king was that Izates decided to adopt Jewish practices 
and had "overthrown" (KaxaXooavxo:) their own ancient traditions (Jos. Ant. 
20.81). Obviously what Josephus intends to say is that the men complained that 
Izates was making their practices difficult or illegal to follow. In Ant. 13.296 
Kaxctfoxa is contrasted with cpuXdxxovxat; ("to observe") when Josephus writes 
how Jonathan (a Sadducee) encouraged Hyrcanus to withdraw his support from the 
Pharisaic party. Jonathan convinces Hyrcanus to "destroy" (xaxcxX'ooat) the 
regulations which they had enforced upon the people with Hyrcanus' help. Again 
the meaning of kcxxocXxko is that laws or regulations are destroyed when they are 
no longer obeyed (see also 2 Macc. 2:22; 4 Macc. 5:33). Philo too has the 
notion of "prohibit to observe" when he writes, "For to tolerate a system in 
which the crime and the punishment do not correspond, have no common ground
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and belong to different categories, is to subvert rather than uphold legality (aXXa. 
x o t c  e t S e o iv  anripxTitrGva KaxaXuovxcov votxo'og e o x tv , of) PeParobvxov; 
Spec. Leg. 3.182). It seems highly probable that m xaX m ) in Mt. 5:17 is 
implying, I have not come to make the law unobserved.
Translators find the word TtXripuoai particularly significant. Several 
commentators have made attempts to define it accurately. Sometimes txXrip&aai 
is explained by bringing in the theory about how Matthew's gospel understands 
Jesus as the fulfilment of the prophets. Richard McConnell argues that Jesus 
fulfils the law and prophets in terms of their heilsgeschichtlich, prophetic content 
(McConnell, 26). Jesus carries out the individual promises of scripture in his 
concrete activities. The result of this explanation is an interpretation which sees 
a discontinuity between Jesus' ministry and the demands of the law. Jesus fulfills 
the prophetic content of scripture by setting forth the true will of God which 
means setting aside the law for more radical, demanding principles such as we 
might find in the "But I say" sayings (McConnell, 26).
Other scholars take TtXrip&aoci to mean "to add to" (Dibelius, 1965, 125;
Jeremias, 1971, 83). One of the sources used to argue this meaning is found in
Babylonian Shabbat.
Imma Shalom, R. Eliezer's wife, was R. Gamaliel's sister. Now, a 
certain philosopher lived in his vicinity, and he bore a reputation that 
he did not accept bribes. They wished to expose him, so she brought 
him a golden lamp, went before him [and] said to him, "I desire that 
a share be given me in my [deceased] father's estate." "Divide,"
ordered he (the philosopher to her brothers). Said he [R. Gamaliel] to
him, "It is decreed for us, Where there is a son, a daughter does not 
inherit." [He replied], "Since the day that you were exiled from your 
land the law of Moses has been superseded and another book (Codex 
Oxford; and the law of the gospel has been) given, wherein it is
written, "A son and a daughter inherit equally." The next day, he [R.
Gamaliel] brought him a Lybian ass. Said he (the philosopher) to 
them (the brothers), "Look at the end of the book, wherein it is 
written, I came not to destroy the law of Moses nor (codex B; codex 
M, rather) to add to the Law of Moses, and it is written therein, A  
daughter does not inherit where there is a son" (b.Shab. 116a-b).
However, three things could be said against using this source as evidence 
for what Mt. 5:17 meant. 1) It could be that what the judge claimed was in 
the gospel was simply a corruption of Jesus' saying which occured in 
Jewish-Christian polemical settings. 2) The passage may be assuming a Greek 
text of Mt. 5:17 since it has a disparaging pun of the gospel with ' aon gilyon 
(see Codex Oxford; Luz, 1989, 257 n.7). 3) If Jesus had used the word "to
add to" ( osip ) why did the translator not use T tpo(o)T t0evai (Davies, 1989, 
1:485)
Another attempt to define TtXnp&aat looks behind the Greek word for the 
Aramaic word qum  (Dalman, 1929, 56f; Schlatter, 153f). It means "to 
confirm". There are plenty of examples of the use of qum in rabbinic literature 
(m.Ab. 4:9, t.San. 14:3, b.San. 90a, y.Ber. l ib ,  y.Ket. 29b and Mekilta 46a; see 
Dalman, 1929, 58). The result of this attempt is an interpretation which sees 
Jesus as a supporter of the law's continual role in the life of the Jewish people. 
Nonetheless, the three weaknesses of this attempt are 1) the majority of references 
used in its defence are late, 2) there are other Greek words which we would 
have expected if the translator was wanting to express the idea of "confirming" 
the law (i.e . icopoa, P eP a ta v  Ttoteco, PePatoo), or i'o x rp t), and 3) the LXX 
uses TtXripoo to translate m ale ' (Luz, 1989, 257 n. 8; see also Ljungman, 22-23).
There are still others who try to find a middle ground so that "to fulfill" 
can be seen as Jesus' claim for both his discontinuity and continuity with the law 
(Banks, 210; Meyer, 1979. 147f). Jesus transcends the law (discontinuity) but he 
is also that of whom the law prophesied would come (continuity). This 
explanation makes "to fulfill" mean something like "to go beyond" or "transform" 
which does not contrast properly with "to make unobserved". Equally it could be 
argued, How would Jesus expect a Jew to understand him if he said, I am going 
to do more or a different kind of righteousness than that which is contained in
God's perfect will? As we have seen in chapter one, 1) there is no framework 
for understanding how to obey God except by obeying his law and 2) there is no 
thought or deed which could be called "righteous" which could not be deduced 
from the law. If this is what Jesus said, a Jew at that time would think he was 
talking gibberish.
Jesus may have had only the simplest of contrasts in mind when he spoke 
these words. He might have said nothing more than, I have not come to disobey 
the law but to do what the law and the prophets command. Jesus taught Israel 
to repent but was himself accused of disobedience (as are many who hold 
themselves up as a moral paragons). He knew that he, as well as every other 
Jew, had to be responsible for carrying out the will of God as this will was made 
known in the law. Disobeying the law would mean enmity with God and this 
would have been alien to Jesus' overall message that Israel had to repent so that 
they would regain God's favour and salvation. However, "to fulfill" more 
naturally means to make God's promises in the law come true. This strongly 
suggests that Jesus was willing to declare openly who he thought he was and what 
he thought he would accomplish. But the rest of the gospels tend to indicate that 
this was just not the case. Therefore, we conclude that in spite of the fact that 
the parallel with Mt. 10:34 and it parallels would suggest otherwise, it is not 
entirely unlikely that a Christian community has created this saying in order to 
strengthen the assertion made in the next one.
Verse 18
1) apriv yap  Aeyto o p iv ,
2) eoc; av  Ttape\0T] o oupavbg teat ti yf|,
3) te rra  ev p i a  K E p a ia  oo ph 7tapeX0T] arco to o  vopoo,
4) eoc; a v  ttav ra  y e v p T a i.
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There is strong evidence that sayings beginning with "Amen, for I say unto 
you," were probably words that Jesus used. They preface Jesus' sayings quite 
frequently in the synoptic gospels. Ap,riv occurs on the lips of Jesus 30 times in 
M t., 20 of which are unique to Mt., 14 times in Mk., 4 of which are unique to 
Mk., and 7 times in Lk., 3 of which are unique to Lk (see further Jeremias,
1967, 112f). We do not have here the same problem as we did with the phrase 
"Do not think" in verse 17.
In spite of the evidence contained in the gospels, a number of scholars have 
debated whether or not the word "Amen" at the beginning of a statement was a 
common speech pattern in the time of Jesus. Victor Hasler has argued that it 
was never used in this way. This use of "Amen" developed from the church's 
response to "the words of the Lord" uttered charismatically by their prophets 
(Hasler, 180f, esp. 189). Passages are then brought together in order to show 
that "Amen" was exclusively used at the close of statements in response to heard 
truths. Berger also thought that this use of "Amen" was uncharacteristically 
Jewish and argued that it comes from f) or e i  p,f)v (Berger, 1970, 12-15).
John Strugnell has contended against any suggestion that the prefatory
"Amen" is unJewish by pointing out a mistranslated piece of evidence; a 7th
century B.C .E . Hebrew ostracon (Strugnell, 177-82). According to Strugnell, the
ostracon should read,
. . . and all my brethren will answer for me, those who were 
harvesting with me in the heat of the sun, all my brethren will answer 
for me. Amen, I am innocent of gu[ilt; pray return] my garment . . .
(. . . wkl 'hy. y ’nw ly. hqsrm 'ty bhm [h ]s [m ]s  [ ,k ] l  'hy. y ’ nw ly.
'mn nqty .m ' [sm. hsb n '. ' t jbgdy  . . ).$
Strugnell argues that this is a more acceptable reading than, "All my 
brethren will answer for me 'Amen'. I am innocent of guilt . . .". The 
reasonable point he makes is that the speaker would not try to predict what 
response his defense will evoke from his brethren. Instead, the man wants to
protest in the strongest terms his innocence before the local military governor. In 
the same way, Jesus' saying forcefully makes the point that the law always will 
remain in force.
In addition to Strugnell's very old piece of evidence, I would draw attention 
to another source which dates closer to the time of Jesus. The evidence is found 
in m .Sot. 2:5. This reference is often quoted to support the position that 
"Amen" was only known as an adverbial response. What has not been taken into 
account is that a significant switch occurs in the middle of the text. The 
question the rabbis are dealing with is, When a woman is charged with adultery, 
what is she required to say before she drinks of the bitter water? The first four 
teachings specify at what times the charged woman will be expected to say 
"Amen". The unquestioned decision is that the accused woman is suppose to 
respond by saying "Amen" after the reading of the curse (Num. 5:21), after the
reading of the oath (Num. 5:19), and after she is asked if it is true that she did
not commit adultery with either one particular man in question or any other 
men. Once the question about when the woman will speak are answered, 
examples are then given for what words are possible for the woman to use in 
order to declare her innocence. The first teaching says that the accused woman 
should utter something like, "Amen that I have not gone aside while betrothed, 
married, awaiting levirate marriage, or wholly taken in levirate marriage".
Another teaching instructed that she should instead say something like, "Amen that 
I was not made unclean, and if I was made unclean, may it [the bitter water] 
enter into me (and prove it)." R. Meir (150 C .E .) later on taught that the 
woman's plea of innocence should not only look to the past but also to the
future. His opinion was that she should say, "Amen that I was not made
unclean. Amen that I shall not be made unclean". R. Meir's balancing act of the 
"I was not defiled" { 'àm en  selò' nitemè' tè), contained in the anonymous second
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teaching, with "I shall not be defiled" ( amén selo' ettam ) presupposes that the 
prior teaching existed some time earlier. The second saying itself also presumes 
an even earlier date for the first teaching, since it considers that what was once 
an acceptable specific list is now inadequate and better replaced by a general 
denouncement of everything unclean.
These two pieces of evidence would indicate that using "Amen" at the 
beginning of a clause was customary at the time of Jesus. Other Jews used it in 
a way similar to how it is used in the teaching of Jesus. The claim that this 
formula could not have had any basis in the life of Jesus at all and that it must 
have arisen out of the churches' experience with their charismatic prophets seems 
unnecessary. I am also inclined not to accept the argument that Amen-sayings 
inherently imply that the speakers saw themselves as prophetic spokespersons for 
God (see Davies, 1989, 1:490). The woman accused of adultery certainly would 
not have thought so.
Only the word yap seems to have been introduced into this particular 
Amen-saying. This judgment is supported further by the fact that manuscripts 
270, 565, 726, 1200, 1241, 1375, 1473, and 1555 have no yap.
If the Amen-saying can go back to Jesus, what about the rest of verse 18? 
Some have doubted it (Bultmann, 1963, 138; Beare, 1981, 141; Luz thinks the 
question is unsolvable, Luz, 1989, 258). Lk. 16:17 (eÚKOTtóxepov Sé e o x r v  xóv  
ov p av óv  Kai xqv yfiv raxpeXOeiv q xoü vóp.ox> p ía v  x c p a ía v  txeoeív) is the 
strongest evidence that Jesus might have said something to the effect that the law 
is more durable than heaven and earth.6 If Luke had Matthew's saying there 
seems to be little reason why icóxa év , the smallest letter in the Greek alphabet, 
would be left out rather than p vav  tcepaxav (Gundry, 80). On the other hand, 
we can easily suppose that io x a  év  would have been a helpful addition by a 
Greek speaking Jewish community. With regards to the other differences between
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Mt. 5:18 and Lk. 16:17, we will have to conclude that either 1) there were good 
reasons why someone would alter EUtcorabxepov . . . t) to av  and would
also want to relocate xou  vopoO away from p i a  icep a ta  or 2) the differences
are what we might expect from two independent paraphrases of an Aramaic 
so u r c e .  ̂  This second suggestion appears to be the simpler explanation and should 
be prefered.
The final phrase in Mt. 5:18, £oa<; ov  ttavxa y £ v n x a i, is also an editor's
addition and it is easy to see where it comes from. The compiler preserving this
collection of sayings was aware of another collection, Mt. 24:34-35 (//Mk
13:30-31// Lk 21:32-33). This second collection reads,
appv X eya v p iv  oxt ou pfi itapeXSi] fi y e v e a  avxn av  u avxa  
xcruxa y e v n x a i. o o-upavog Kai fi yh TtapeXsooovxat, o i 8 e 
Xoyot poo oo pf| Ttap^XGoot v.^
These two verses were independent but came together because of the 
shared idea in ita p e p y o p a t. The compiler knew the connection a v  Ttavxa 
x a v x a  y e v n x a t  had with heaven and earth in this passage and reduplicates it in
our passage because of its association of ideas.
K e p a ia  is a word found in a number of places in Greek literature. It 
often depicts the small marks used in the writing of Hebrew/Aramaic (Barth, 65; 
Gundry, 80). It can also be used to describe visibly protruding objects, such as 
beams, sail-yards, or the top of a cliff (see further examples in Davies, 1:491). 
Whatever its exact meaning is, K Epaia obviously connotes the image of something 
small, and in regards to the writing of the law, it is most likely that some small 
strokes used in reproducing the law was meant. That the small marks used to 
write down the law will not become void is the basic point of what Jesus says.
Jews living at the time of Jesus did not hold the view that one day 
creation would be totally annihilated (2 Bar. 19:2; see Klostermann, 1927, 41). 
They did not believe that the final dwelling place of the righteous on earth would
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be in a non-material world. Although the heavens and the earth will end as we 
know it, God will bring about a new heaven and a new earth by transforming the 
old one. All that is ever meant by those who refer to the passing away of the 
heavens and the earth is the approaching end of the present order (Isa. 13:5-13; 
24:3-6; 25:18b-23; 51:6; Jer. 4:23-26)). This age will pass away, and with its 
passing comes the new one. As far as Jesus is concerned, in spite of the passing 
away of the present age, God's law will always remain as will heaven and earth 
(Hill, 1975, 118; Allen, 46; Albright, 58). This was a view shared by other Jews 
(As. Mos. 1:12; Philo Vit. Mos. 2:136; see also chapter one).
T. W. Manson has argued that Mt. 5:18, rather than being a hyperbole 
which means "never", is actually irony and refers to the obstinate conservatism of 
the scribes. In effect, Jesus was saying, It is easier for heaven and earth to pass 
away than for the scribes to give up one of the smallest bits of that tradition by 
which they make the Law of none effect (Manson, 1949, 135). Manson claims 
that this saying must be irony rather than an acknowledgement of the duration of 
law because such an acknowledgement would be contradictory to the sentiments 
expressed in Mt ll;1 2 ,1 3 //L k  16:16 and Jesus' rejection of divorce. In chapters 4 
and 9 we shall come back to the question, What did Jesus teach about divorce? 
For the moment, I want to concentrate on the assumption that what is said in 
Mt. 11:12,13// Lk 16:16 contradicts an appreciation of the abiding validity of the 
law.
The saying in Mt 11:12,13 reads,
d r t o  S t  f iM -ep^v  ' I q o c v v o u  xov> P a t t x i o x o t )  c u e  a p x t  
r\ P a o t \ e t a  x<ov a o p a v a v  p t a C e x a t ,
Kai p ta a x a t  apT taio txnv  croxfiv.
Ttavxcq yap o i npo(pf)xai Kai o vopoc  
cot; ‘ Ioavvot) ¿Ttpocpiixe-uoav.
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The parallel saying in Lk. 16:16 reverses the order.
ö vopoc; Kat o i Ttpocpfixax peypx 'Icxivvou,
cckö xöxe fi ßaoxXexa xox) 9eoO cixxyyeXfCexax 
K a i  T tac; ext; auxfiv ßx&Cexax.
Before examining the details of Manson's position, a sketch of some of the 
general comments made about the implication of this text to the question of Jesus' 
understanding of the abiding nature of the law will be helpful. Werner Kümmel 
wrote that according to this passage Jesus believed that the Old Testament 
revelation of God through the law and the prophets was now replaced by the 
perfect revelation of God through his teaching and the Kingdom of God (Kümmel, 
124). A  more qualified suggestion has been that only the ceremonial laws were 
now obsolete while different moral commands still maintained their authority 
(Plummer, 1905, 389; Geldenhuys, 420f). Another frequent explanation is that 
Jesus thought the law was valid but only as he interpreted it and fulfilled it 
(Klostermann, 1929, 167; Conzelmann, 151; Banks, 218; Marshall, 627). This 
proposal still avoids answering the question, Did Jesus interpret the law so that 
parts of it no longer had to be followed? Wellhausen's small note on this passage 
suggests that he thought the saying offered no such criticism of the law's 
authority. He interpreted the passage to mean that the Pharisees insisted upon 
obeying only the law and the prophets but now it is necessary to obey the law 
and something new (". . .die Pharisäer pochen auf das Gesetz und nur auf das 
Gesetz, inzwischen ist aber etwas Neues eingetreten", Wellhausen, 1904, 89). 
Similarly, Fitzmyer thinks that the contrast is not between when the law and the 
prophets are and are no longer authoritative. Instead, it is a contrast between a 
time when God's presence was known only through the law and a time when it is 
made known by something additional (Fitzmyer, 2:1115).
Manson based his view on the assumption that Luke (or the tradition before 
him) joined together correctly one saying about the completion of the law's role
with John's coming and another saying that ridiculed the scribes for being too 
conservative. His point is that Luke's account is more authentic and that 
Matthew's "Jewish-Christian spectacles" misled us (see also Banks, 217). However, 
Lk. 16:16 appears to have harmonized two independent sayings. A close 
examination of Mt. 11:8-19 reveals that we have six independent sayings and one 
church instruction (11:14,15) woven together by a series of catchwords. Verses 
8-10 asks the question, "What did you come out to the desert to see? Did you 
come out to see a prophet?" Jesus' reply is that they came out to see someone 
who is greater than a prophet (T teptoooxepov Ttpocpiitou). He then quotes 
Malachi 3:1. Alongside this independent saying, which does not mention John the 
Baptist, a saying about the greatness of the children of the kingdom of heaven is 
attached because both sayings have equivalent catchphrases:
Tteptoo6xepov-p,etC<av. Once John the Baptist is identified in the minds of the 
church as the one in the desert, other sayings which have the word ’ Icxxvvtk are 
added. First, the saying in verse 12, that the kingdom of heaven suffered 
violence since John, was added. The kingdom of heaven was clearly the subject. 
Second, verse 13 was connected. It says that the law and the prophets
prophesied (about the coming of the Messiah and the kingdom) until John came.
The implication is that now the Messiah and the kingdom will be seen. Verse 14 
and 15 were then added to clarify the community's belief that John was to be 
identified as Elijah. Next came a saying (verses 16-19c) about how the present
generation were like children in their response to John and the "son of man".
This saying had already attracted another independent saying about wisdom because 
of the shared catchphrases T ia tS to tg -ep y o v .
The tradition in Luke knew the tradition in Mt. 11:12,13 before it was 
incorporated into Mt. 11:8-19. The two verses were thought to be too obscure by 
the community which preserved it for Luke. They felt it was necessary to clarify
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what Jesus said by tying the two statements closer together (Creed, 207). The 
word EVXiyyEXi iexcxt was added to emphasize this community's appreciation of 
the passage. The kingdom of heaven, which they now belonged to, is proclaimed 
with the gospel and all may enter into it. The tradition behind Matthew's saying 
was more at ease with the ambiguity of both sayings. It is difficult to say at 
what stage of preserving the tradition someone thought to add the verb 
£TtpO(pf)T EtJOCXV.
Jesus only said, "The prophets and the law until John" and this does not 
indicate that Jesus believed the law was finished with John's ministry, as Manson 
has argued. Jesus only implied, as the tradition in Matthew has assumed, that the 
prophets and the law prophesied about the future coming of the kingdom up until 
John announced that the kingdom is now coming. This would certainly not be in 
contradiction to the sentiments of Jesus in Mt 5:18 that the law and prophets 
remain forever.
Verse 19
1) 6 <z e a v  ou v X u o t ]  p ta v  e v x o X I o v  xouxuv xcov eXocytoxov
2) Kat S i 8&£t] ouxcjg xoxx; dvGpcmo-ug,
3) ¿X aytoxoc; KXpGnoexat e v  xij P a o tX e tq  xdv odpavcjv,
4) oc; 5' av  notfiot] Kal 8 i Sg£ tj,
5) ouxoc; p e y a g  tcXr|0f|oexai e v  xi) PaotX stqc xuv oupav&v.
While this teaching has no exact parallel with anything else Jesus said, it is
very compatible with the sentiments of other Jewish sayings and the later teachings
of the early church. For example in the Testament of Moses we read,
Therefore, those who truly fulfill the commandments of God will 
flourish and will finish the good way, but those who sin by 
disregarding the commandments will deprive themselves of the good 
things which were declared before (T. Mos. 12:10,11).
The Testament of Levi says,
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Whoever teaches good things and practises them
shall be enthroned with kings,
as was Joseph my brother (T. Levi 13:9).
When we turn our attention to some early Christian works we find a similar
sentiments expressed in a slightly different fashion:
It is good therefore to learn the ordinances of the Lord, as many as 
have been written above, and to walk in them. For he that does 
these things shall be glorified in the kingdom of God, whereas he that 
chooses their opposites shall perish together with his works (Barn. 21).
It seems clear that in Mt. 5:19 there have been two significant additions.
The first one is the o v jv .  It was added in order that this verse would logically
read from v. 18. Manuscripts 243, 247, 471, 475*, 482, 983, 1689, lectionary 
184 and some others do not contain the ouv. Because even the smallest mark in 
the law shall remain forever, the smallest details of the law should be kept. The 
second addition, which came at later stages of collection, is the entire second 
clause, "Whoever does and teaches, this one will be called great in the kingdom 
of heaven." The original hand of aleph, W, and some Bohairic manuscripts are 
missing this second clause.9
The remark to "these commandments" could have only refered to the Mosaic 
law in general and not to the specific laws taken up later in the "But I Say" 
sayings, since this verse did not start off as an introduction to that collection
(contra. Schweizer, 1976, 108-9; Banks, 222; Betz, 48; also note that x o m o v  is
missing in manuscript 124). Jews believed that God made concessions to those 
who did not obey all the law (see Chrysostom, Horn. Mt. 16.5; Luz, 1989, 267; 
Gen.R. 81:51), so it is certainly possible that Jesus could proclaim that some of
the things which he taught were somehow "least". ^  Nevertheless, is it likely that
"these commandments" refer specifically to the ten commandments as Schlatter 
supposes (Schlatter, 157-158) since Jesus taught at other times that more than just
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the ten commandments were important to observe (Mt. 5:23,24; 6:2f; 8:4//
Mk. 1:44; Mt. 23:23; Mt. 21:13//Mk. ll:17 //L k . 19:46; Mt. 22:37-39//Mk 12:29; 
Mt. 26:17-19//M k. 14:12f//Lk. 22:7-13).
The addition of the saying in the apodosis by the majority of manuscripts 
also helps to show how in the protasis was understood to mean the opposite
of what Ttot ¿6) meant. The one who "breaks" commandments is the one who 
does not think he has to perform them. On the other hand, there may be a 
strong link between the word Toxa and the Hebrew verb hitlir  (Manson, 1949,
154). The saying then would have in mind the person who allows what the law 
forbids or exempts a person from what the law requires. It is difficult to be 
certain about this. Either way, the major idea that is conveyed is a distinction 
between obeying and disobeying the law. The addition helped the community to 
remind themselves that just as Jesus had not come KaxcxX'Oaat the law, they 
could not excuse themselves from its smallest commandment. Any disobedience of 
the commandments was still considered disobedience to God and would be judged 
by him (cf. James 2:10).
Manson believes Jesus is not responsible for this saying (see also Bultmann, 
1963, 138; Wrege, 41; Beare, 1981, 141-142; Guelich, 1982, 169; Strecker, 1988, 
57; Davies, 1989, 1:495; Luz, 1989, 267-268). These words were put into his 
mouth by strict Jewish Christians (such as those mentioned in Gal. 2:12f and 
Acts 15:5) who demanded total obedience to the law, which included all its 
dietary laws and the circumcision of Gentile converts (Manson, 1949, 154). It is 
argued that Jesus would have never demanded that the food laws be kept and that 
Gentiles should be circumcised.
Two things are incorrect with this assessment. First, as we shall see in 
chapter 8, Jesus teaches nothing which suggest he did not believe in obeying the 
dietary laws. Second, this comparison between the meaning of v. 19 and the
position held by the Jewish Christian described in Gal. 2:12f and Acts 15:5 is 
inaccurate. These Christians wanted Gentiles to become Jews in order to be 
saved, something which Jesus never argued. In v. 19, the instruction is for Jews 
to be obedient Jews. There is no indication that Gentiles are to obey the Mosaic 
commandments as these later Christians taught.
The point of the saying is that Jews who are lax in their obedience to the 
law jeopardised their future standing within the coming kingdom of heaven.
Those who reject the idea that this saying could come from Jesus primarily base 
their objection on the view that Jesus disobeyed the law (Guelich, 1982, 169). 
However, if it can be shown that Jesus did not disobey the law then I see no 
reason why this saying could not have come from him. He would want to 
strengthen his disciples' obedience to the will of God so he taught them to 
observe even those commandments that were distinguished as being "least".
Verse 20
1) A eyo y&p ijp .lv  o x i
2) e a v  pfi Ttept ooeooi] up£>v f| b tK a io o w n
3) TtXelov xc>v ypoutJ.ax£<i)v icai <$apiao:icov,
4) ox) p/h e io e \8 r ix e  e t g  xhv P a o tX e la v  xuv oupavuv
This isolated saying was linked to the "But 1 say" sayings because of two 
reasons. First, it had the crucial words X eyo up.lv which occurs before the 
teachings which follow, and second, it makes a general reference to the fact that 
Jesus was concerned about his disciples' righteousness. Its independence from  
vs. 17-19 is suggested by the fact that there is a switch from the third person 
singular in v. 19 (o<; ea v  Xuoi]) to the second person plural (up.&v) (McConnell,
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What makes it difficult to believe that Jesus said this is that the saying 
expects the disciples to do more right deeds than those already done by 
individuals who were constantly engaged in both the understanding and practice of 
even the smallest details of the law (i.e . the Pharisees). Many scholars have 
rejected its authenticity because Jesus appears as an extremist concerned with legal 
observance. Jesus might have thought that the law should generally be obeyed but 
he did not believe that his disciples had to imitate the practices of the Pharisees.
The saying is sometimes taken as a slur on the character of the Pharisees 
and scribes. These religious leaders fail to follow the standard of behaviour 
which God ultimately demands (Montefiore, 1972, 2:496; Wenham, 94; Guelich, 
1982, 171; Betz, 53). They have a "righteousness" which is only external, while 
Jesus wanted his disciples to have a "righteousness" that was internal (Allen, 46). 
However, it should be noted that there is no implicit ridicule whatsoever in what 
is said here about the Pharisees and scribes. If anything is implicit it is that the 
Pharisees and scribes are held up as models whose righteousness is expected in the 
disciples of Jesus (see Chrysostom on Mt 5:20).
While I do not find it difficult to believe that Jesus would want his 
disciples to obey the will of God as that will was made known throughout the 
law, it does seem unlikely that he thought that his disciples should at least be 
adherents of Pharisaic halakhah. Jesus was not supportive of Pharisaic 
extra-biblical practices. In Mt. 15:2f// Mk. 7:5f we find that he was 
unsympathetic with at least two practices: hand-washing and using the vow of 
Korban to get around supporting one's parents. Therefore he would hardly expect 
his disciples to do what the Pharisees do and then some. The saying was 
probably created as an introduction to the "But I say" sayings and offers us little 





What we have shown in this section is that it is doubtful whether all four 
sayings go back to Jesus. It is quite possible that v. 18 does and it is not 
unlikely that v. 19a does as well. Verse 17 was probably added as a preface to 
v. 18 to make the point even stronger that Jesus believed in the eternality of the 
law and came to make its prophecies come true. He had nothing to do with 
taking its authority away. Verse 20 also belongs to that part of the church that 
accepted not only the authority of the law but also the wisdom of Pharisaic 
instruction which helps protect the law. So far as the historical Jesus is 
concerned, all that we can conclude is that he shared the common Jewish 
conviction that law would always remain as the only moral guide which God 
would give to them.
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Endnotes
1. In the Gospel of the Egyptians (Cl. Strom. I ll 9,63) we find, " fi\0ov  
KaxaXOoai xa  ep y a  xfic 0T|Xetac", and in Epiph. 30.16.5," . . . f j \0 o v  
Ktxxcx\i>oai xaq 0 u a ia c" .
2. Reference to "or the prophets" is not redactional. Since verse 17 was 
independent of the other verses we cannot claim that its redactional feature is 
shown by the evidence of the context which only concentrates upon the law.
Banks goes even further to say that the reference to the prophets is not 
necessarily due to any part of the editor to promote Christ as the fulfillment of 
OT prophecy (Banks, 206). In other references where "the law and the prophets" 
occur (17:12; 22:40) the law's commands are stressed rather than its prophecies.
3. See Mt. 5:39 (cf. Lk. 6:29); 6:13//Lk. 11:4; 7:21 (cf. Lk. 6:46); 9:12//
Mk. 2:17a; 9:13//2:17b; 9:17//2:22; 9:24//5:39; 10:20 (cf. Lk. 12:21); 10:34//
Lk. 12:51; 15 :ll//M k . 7:15; 16:17; 16:23//8:33; 19:6//10:8; 20:23//10:40;
20:28//10:45; 22:32//12:27; 26:39//14:36.
4. Mt. 5:39; 7:21; 10:20; 16:17
5. A  reproduction can be found in Cross, 1962, 34-46.
6. Jn. 10:35, "Scripture cannot be broken", is a parallel in thought but they are 
not the words of Jesus and they are not close enough to help in any way in 
determining what redaction might lay behind 5:17. For a more recent defense 
that Mt. 5:18 and Lk. 16:17 are resting on a single source, see Kosch, 163f.
7. As well as icaxa ev , the words Kai xqv Ttpo<pT|X6)v are redactional, which
are added by a only few manuscripts (0 , f 13, and 565), so that verse 18 will
show more parallel with verse 17.
8. The saying in Mt. 24:36 was attached to the saying in verse 35 because of 
the catchword reference to oop avog .
9. The apodosis and v. 20 is missing in D, probably due to homoioteleuton.
10. If Jesus can distinguish between weightier and lighter matter of the law
(Mt. 23:23) then he probably would not have any qualms when he taught on those
lighter matters. We also note that it seems to difficult to support the conclusion
that eX d y to x o g  in 5:19 refers to Paul (who called himself the "least" apostle in
1 Cor. 15:9) for several reasons. 1) We cannot be certain that Paul was actually 
known as "the least", 2) We cannot be certain that the Matthean community was
familiar with 1 Corinthians, (see also Davies, 1964, 334) and 3) it is still quite
probable that Jesus was responsible for the first half of this saying.
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CHAPTER FOUR 
Jesus and the "But I Say" Sayings
Mt. 5:21-48, the so-called "antitheses", is a collection of six sayings (plus 
additional material) which are directly linked with quotations from the law. The 
crucial question here is, What was Jesus intending to do by contrasting certain 
laws with certain teachings? A number of explanations have been given. The 
five major ones are 1) to replace the law with his teaching (Schlatter, 165-6; Luz,
1989, 278), 2) to supplement the law with his teaching (Levison, 171-194), 3) to 
show how his teaching protects the law (Przybylski, 81-3), 4) to surpass the old 
law with his teaching (Davies, 1988, l:564f), 5) to interpret the law (Sanders,
1990, 93).
If every Jew, including Jesus, thought that the law represented God's 
perfect, complete, and eternal will, options 1, 2, and 4 would not be correct. 
These explanations suggest that Jesus believed the law was somehow inadequate or 
deficient in terms of providing moral guidance. Such a belief, as I showed in 
chapter one, would be anathema to every pious Jew. This means that either 
option 3 (to protect the law) or option 5 (to interpret the law) is more likely.
It is certainly conceivable that Jesus might demand more than the law does and 
that he thought his own demands (i.e. traditions = halakhah) more adequately 
protected the law. But in the "But I say" sayings, Jesus seems to presuppose an 
authority for his sayings which is equal to the authority of the law. As we saw
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in chapter two, no Jew thought that extra-biblical practices were as authoritative 
as the law. Does Jesus think any differently? Regarding option number 5, it is 
also quite conceivable that Jesus wanted to explain what the law says either in 
addition to or in contrast with what other rabbis claimed the law said. This 
explanation is consistent with the presupposed authority Jesus thought his teaching 
had and is certainly a feasible explanation for "But I say" sayings number 1; 2, 
and 6 (vs. 21f, 27f, 44f). However, the two weakness of this proposal are 1) no 
opposing legal-interpretation is mentioned and 2) the "But I say" sayings on 
divorce, oaths, and retaliation do not look like interpretations. Nevertheless, this 
is still a possible option.
I think that there is another option which is also worth entertaining. Since, 
as we shall see, the sins condemned by Jesus are also sins every Jew already 
thought the law condemned (Bultmann, 1952, 13), Jesus may not have thought he 
was setting up a contrast between himself and the law. Instead, he might have 
been making a contrast between different kinds of treatment of sins and practices 
in the law. The law makes certain stipulations regarding how some sins and 
practices are punished (i.e. murder, adultery) and controlled (swearing, 
compensation). Other sins the law might denounce, yet it does not lay down any 
specific punishments or control for them (anger, lust, minor deceptions and 
retaliations). Jesus first quotes the laws which condemn what the courts will 
punish or control and then quotes common sins and practices against which the 
courts cannot react. But would the antithetical framework and the "But I say" 
sayings really support this explanation? We should also ask, What purpose would 
Jesus have for making such a contrast?
Before we begin to examine the "But I say" sayings individually, it would 
help if we first looked at the general impression one gets from Mt. 5:21-48 as a 
whole.
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Saying 1: Tide; o op y iC o p evo g  xq dSeAxp/j) cxuxou
e v o y o c  e a x a i xij tcp io e i (v. 22a)
Saying 2: n ag o pXenov y u v a im  Ttpog xo etci 0-upfiaai auxriv
f|8ri epoiye-uoev ocuxriv ev xtj KapSiq; ocuxou (v. 28)
Saying 3: nag  o dTcoXdov xfiv yu va iK a au xoo TtapeKxog Xoyou n o p v e ia g
u o i e t  auxiiv  p o iy eu S fiv a i (v. 33a)
Saying 4: pf| op o oa t oXcjc, (v. 34a)
Saying 5: pri d vx xo xfiva i xĉ  itovnp^ (v. 39a)
Saying 6: dycotdxe xoijg ¿yGpcrug upwv (v. 44a)
Saying number 1 condemns the person who is angry with his brother. It is 
followed by an isolated saying which stressed that people should be reconciled with 
a brother whom they have offended before they carry out any offering to God 
(vs. 23,24). The primary link between them was that each teaching discussed how 
to behave towards an dSeXfpog. A  third teaching (vs. 25,26) was also grouped 
with the other two and stressed why a person should always seek an out of court 
settlement. Someone believed it was appropriate to join this third teaching with 
the teaching on anger because both sayings warned about a type of judgment.
Saying number 2 condemns looking lustfully upon a woman. Lust is 
adultery in thought even if lust does not eventually lead to the physical act.
This teaching attracted only one other saying and it called for anything causing 
one to stumble to be abandoned (see Mt. 18:8// Mk. 9:43). The two teachings 
were connected primarily because the adultery committed by looking is reminiscent 
of the stumbling caused by the eye (o  pXeraov in v. 28 & o ocpGaXpog in v. 29).
In the third "But I say" saying, it is noted that while the law concedes to 
the sin of divorce by commanding a divorce document, divorce itself makes a
woman an adulteress. A further instruction was added telling men not to marry 
women who are known to have been divorced (v. 32b).
In addition to the apparently all inclusive command not to swear, specific 
forms of prohibited oaths were added (vs. 34bf). These instructions stipulated that 
a person should not swear oaths, either by using the names of heaven, earth, 
Jerusalem, or the head but truthfulness should be restricted to the doubling of 
v a i or ob.
Saying 5 is an encouragement not to oppose the evil person. This was 
supplemented with several other teachings (see Lk. 6:29-30). The first one 
instructed disciples to turn the other cheek. The next teaching instructed them to 
give to those who would take them to court. A third teaching commanded them 
to go the extra mile and the final one instructed that they should give to those 
who asked. All four illustrations may have been joined together as a unit before 
being introduced here, since they appear to form a literary parallel. ''Ooxtg oe  
p o m o e i in v. 39b parallels o o x rg  oe  a y y a p e u a e i in v. 41 and the saying 
beginning with the dative participle Tty S sA ovxf in v. 40 parallels the saying 
beginning with the dative participle xty oh x ob vx f in v. 42.
The four teachings on anger, lust, swearing, and retaliation were then 
increased by the divorce warning and a sixth saying which did not have the 
original framework "You have heard that it was said ... but I say unto you".
The command to love our enemies (v. 44) attracted two additional sayings before 
it was joined with the four other "But I say" sayings. One of them illustrated 
how God was impartial (v. 45), and another one taught about loving people who 
do not love you (vs. 46,47). Verse 45 was connected to the "love your enemy" 
saying because of its reference to ixovnpobg and a 8 i  kouq. Verses 46 and 47 
were linked with v. 44 because of their shared interest in the theme of dydTcn. 
These three teachings (vs. 44-47) attracted later on (either before or after the
introductory framework was added) the saying about being perfect as the heavenly 
father is perfect, since 6 rarcfip upuav o oijpavtoc; in v. 48 was the same 
expression in v. 45.
Between verses 21 and 48 the teachings of Jesus open with the phrase eyoi 
upTv (vs. 22, 28, 32, 34, 39, & 44). Prior to each teaching a law is 
quoted. Each quotation is introduced either with the phrase f)xouoaxe 6xx 
eppeBri xoi<; a p y a f o ic  (vs. 21 & 27), fiKodaaxe 6x t eppeBp (vs. 27, 33, & 
38) or epp£0Ti 5e  (v. 31). "But I say" saying 6 has a very strong parallel with 
a saying in Luke's gospel (vs. 39b,40// Lk. 6:29 and v. 44//Lk. 6:27,28) and 
saying 3 has a close, yet dissimilar, parallel in the same gospel (v. 32//
Lk. 16:18). Neither, though, appear within Luke in connection with any quotation 
of the Mosaic law. The questions and arguments about the originality of the "But 
I say" sayings usually begin by noting these basic differences and similarities.
Luke's parallels might at first indicate that "But I say" sayings number 3 
(v. 32), 5 (vs. 39,40), and 6 (v. 44) were arranged so that they might share with
the other three teachings the pattern "You have heard it said . . . but I say unto
you". Rudolf Bultmann was one of those who pioneered this sharp division 
between sayings 1, 2, and 4 and sayings 3, 5, and 6 (Bultmann, 1963, 134; Luz 
calls this the "normal" hypothesis, 1989, 274). He proposed three additional 
reasons (besides the Lukan parallels) for thinking that sayings 3, 5, and 6 were 
not originally a part of this collection. 1) The introductions to the law in sayings 
3, 5, and 6 are different from the introductions found in the other three. 2) 
Jesus' teaching in sayings 3, 5 and 6 is a radical departure from the law, whereas
his teaching in sayings 1, 2, and 4 only slightly sharpens what the law says. 3)
The form of the laws quoted in sayings 1, 2, and 4 are prohibitions while the 
other three are more like proverbs.
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In response, Jeremias raised a serious challenge to these observations 
(Jeremias, 1971, 252f). He argues that we cannot say that sayings 1, 2, and 4 
are original because they are the only ones found in Matthew, since a careful 
study of sayings number 3 and 5 will prove that they are also not Lukan 
parallels. There are also additional reasons to question Bultmann's arguments. 1) 
How can we argue that the introductions to the law in sayings 1, 2, and 4 were 
the models for the introductions in sayings 3, 5, and 6 (Bultmann, 1963, 134) 
when the antithetical patterns are so different (Jeremias, 1971, 253)? 2) As this
chapter will show, dividing the sayings between teachings that are radical 
departures from the law and teachings that are simply attempts to make the law 
more demanding is an inaccurate picture of intentions. 3) The division between 
laws that are in the form of prohibitions and laws that are more proverbial is 
also inaccurate. The law in sayings 3 and 6 are commands just as much as the 
law in saying 4 is a command. Only "But I say" saying number 5 can properly
be labeled a proverb or masal. These objections show just how arbitrary the 
categories can be formed for dividing up the six sayings. *
How did the early Christian communities develop these sayings? In the 
same way as with Mt. 5:17-20, the whole of verses 21-48 grew as the result of 
isolated teachings being added gradually to a core set of instructions from Jesus.
I wish to argue that from the start Matthew's community possessed four "But I 
say" teachings. What they had were 1) vs. 21,22a-b on anger, 2) vs. 27,28, on 
lust, 3) vs. 33, 34a on swearing and 4) vs. 38, 39a on opposing an evil person. 
Jesus taught that anger, lust, deception, and retaliation were contrary to what God 
wanted.
This general overview brings us to the point where we can now examine 




1 f|Kov>o<xt£ 6x1 epp£0T| x o iq  apyaioxq  . . .
2 ey& keyo  upuv 6x i . . .
"You have heard" (lixo'OoaxE) refers to the method of instruction by which 
Jesus' audience gains knowledge of the law. They do not normally read the law; 
they hear it read and expounded for them in the Temple and in their 
synagogues. It is unlikely that fiKOuoaxe here equals the rabbinic introduction 
smr  which means "receive as tradition" (see m.Ab. 1.1; m,San. 11.2; m.Edu. 5.7; 
Klostermann, 1927, 42f; Barth, 93f). There are two reasons why. First, the 
people whom Jesus taught were not on the whole members of rabbinical schools 
where "traditions of the elders" were received. Second, what Jesus begins to 
quote are not the traditions which were handed down from one sage to the next 
but the law itself.
Epp£0T] is a passive and is used here as a subtle pointer to God. God 
speaks through the law. Quotations from the law were often introduced with 
passives such as this one (CD 9:7-9; 1QM 10:2; 11:5-6).-^ Davies argues correctly 
that if there were human subjects behind £pp£0ri then they would have been 
named (Davies, 1988, 511).
A p yatoq  ("men of old") reminds the listeners of the time when God spoke 
the law at Sinai. The use of the dative here is a dative of reference (to whom 
God spoke) rather than a dative of agency (by whom the law was spoken, see 
KJV). The NT only uses the dative of agency once (Lk. 23:15) and it is so rare 
we would be surprised to find it in Mt. 5. Jesus calls attention to the first 
people who received the law in order to validate the law rather than to call it 
into question. The fact that Israel has known what the law says for a long time
is a value judgment. What Jesus in essence is saying is, "You know that God 
has always told us, since from the very first time he spoke to our forefathers, 
that . .
In line 2 there are two important words for consideration: ey& and S e .
Do they point to an antithetical contrast? In 1929, Dalman argued, Yes (Dalman, 
1929, 73-4). He claimed that while we can find the same kind of introduction in 
rabbinic material (wa-ani omer see t.Sot. 6:6-12; Smith, 1951, 27-30; Lohse,
1970, 193-5) Jesus is proclaiming new legislation for the kingdom of God. But 
since we can find something like "But I say" among the rabbis (Sif. Num. 11.21f 
[95]; Sif. Deut. 6:4f [31.2] and in non-rabbinic sources (T. Reb. 1:7;
T. Levi 16:4; T. Benj. 9:1; 1 Enoch 94:1,3,10; 99:13; 102:9), why should we 
think that here Jesus is contradicting the law? These parallels do not prove that 
Jesus (or the community of Matthew) was using a technical rabbinic formula, but 
they certainly cast doubts on the argument that eyu  and Se would have made 
Jesus' audience stand up and take note that he was proclaiming something entirely 
new and distinct from the law. Even if ey 6  is emphatic (Davies, 1988, 1:512), it 
is not self-evident that the emphasis is meant to undermine the authority of the 
law. Althougth S e was chosen instead of teat, Se often conveys a transition from 
one thought to another similar thought (see Mt. 5:33; BAGD, 171; Levison, 176).
The "But I say" sayings certainly make a contrast. On the one hand, God 
says something about a sin or a practice. On the other hand, Jesus says 
something about a sin or a practice. But Jesus would hardly want to say "Chose 
either what God says or what I say". Jesus is more likely putting across the 
point "You know what God says, I am telling you he also says . . .." The 
contrast is not between persons but between what is the observed and unobserved 
will of God. Jesus hopes to remind his audience what they should not forget. 
There are some things God hates in spite of the fact that they do not get treated
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like other things God hates. It is not until we actually study the contents of the 
"But I say" sayings that this contrast between sins and practices become clearer.
Jesus on Anger
1 itàc; ò òpyt Còpie voq àSeXipij) <ròxo\)3
2 év o y o q  é o x a t  xfl x p t a e t ,
3 ÒQ 8' àv  e in i]  x<j> à8eX(fk^ ocùxox), pmca
4 évo yo q  é a x a t  xcj> crove8pi%
5 o c 8' àv  etiti], puopé,
6 é v o y o c  é o x a i e t c  triv  yéevvow  x o ó  n op óc (Mt. 5:22).
Lines 1 and 2 more than likely go back to Jesus. Jesus believed that an 
angry person would be answerable (év o y o c )  to K p to e i. The word le p io te  
basically conveys the idea of judgment or the sentence rendered in judgment 
(BAGD, 452f; Guelich, 1973, 44f). The one question scholars have entertained is, 
Who is it that gives this judgment against anger? Two suggestions are offered, 1) 
the local court (Wellhausen, 1904, 20; Montefiore, 1927, 2:501; Hill, 1975, 121; 
Gundry, 85; Davies, 1988, 1:511)4 ancj 2) God (Allen, 48; McNeile, 61; Manson, 
1949, 155; Albright, 61; Schweizer, 1976, 119; Beare, 1981, 147). "Local court" 
is said to be weak on the grounds that 1) évo yo q  never takes "court" as its 
object and 2) "local court" is lexically foreign to the classical and Koine use of 
Kpt 0 i c  (Guelich, 1982, 183). However, note evo yo q  can take cruvéSpiov as its 
object, so why not "local court", and while "local court" is lexically rare for 
K p io ic  there is evidence for it (BAGD, 453). "God" is objected to on the 
grounds that in v. 21 tcp ioet seems to imply a judgment by a local court, so it 
seems unlikely that the same phrase (évoy oq  eo x a t  xi] Kpt a c t )  in v. 22 means
something different (Davies, 1988, 1:512). Jews who heard what Jesus said made
no distinction between being answerable to courts and being answerable to God.
They thought that courts gave God's judgment because they would give a verdict 
based on what was written in the law. It is unlikely that in vs. 21,22 Jesus is 
trying to make a distinction between the judgment of an earthly court and of a 
heavenly one.
Lines 3-6 are more open to doubt regarding their authenticity (Moule,
1969, 10-13). Some scholars have argued that if the saying about d ará  and popé  
were omitted Jesus' saying would make perfect sense (Plummer, 1910, 78;
Green, 84). There are two things about this verse which do not make sense as it
now stands. First, it does not make sense that there are ascending punishments
but no equivalent ascending sins. We move up from local courts (assuming 
tcp io e t means this) to the Sanhedrin to Gehenna but from anger we move to 
p a rá  and then to p op é. Second, why is poned worse than anger when anger is 
equated with murder (Montefiore, 1927, 2:502, quoting J. Weiss; Albright, 61; 
Beare, 148)? Since the meaning of d a rá  (which equals reqa ' ; Luz, 1989, 282) is
basically no different from the meaning of popé (which equals satey a ' ; Luz,
1989, 282), how is this inconsistentcy explained?
McNeile supported a clever solution suggesting that the saying in lines 3 and
4 was what the rabbis said which Jesus then refutes (McNeile, 62). However, if
this was so 1) we would expect paved to occur also in Jesus' response (lines 5
and 6) and 2) there is no refutation in saying "No, not the Sanhedrin but
Gehenna" because a condemnation by the Sanhedrin was equal to a condemnation 
by God, as conveyed in the imagery of Gehenna.
Manson argued that since there is an ascending order of punishments it is 
wrong to think that there is not also an ascending order of sins. Mopé is not 
equivalent to p a r á  but rather mora, which defines an obstinately wicked person, 
(see Deut. 21:18,20). "The distinction between the two words will then be that 
raca suggests a defect of intelligence while more makes the much more serious
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charge of moral defect" (Manson, 1949, 156). Whether or not Jesus spoke these 
words is still a matter of doubt. Whereas other scholars have similarly
distinguished sharply between (bated and pope (Gundry, 84) most have not been 
convinced by it (Filson, 85; Moule, 1969, 12-13; Hill, 1975, 121; Schweizer,
1976, 119; Beare, 1981, 148; Davies, 1988, 1:514; Luz, 1989, 282).
Moule's solution was to remove lines 4 and 5 as a gloss (Moule, 1969, 12)
while Davies' solutions was to remove lines 5 and 6 (Davies, 1988, 1:516).
Davies thought that Matthew simply doubled what was originally a single 
illustration (see Kohler, 91-95, who argues that the saying in lines 3 and 4 is the 
added duplication). The conclusion of Davies is further strengthened when we 
consider that in Matthew's Gospel there is an interest in sayings grouped in threes 
(Davies, 1988, l:62 f), the use of the word Gehenna and the whole notion of 
eternal punishment (Gundry, 85).
Other scholars have argued against the view that v. 22 represents an 
ascending order of punishments (Guelich, 1973, 47-49; Luz, 1989, 281). First, as 
we already noted, the shift from cruveSptov to y e e v v a  xou iropoc; is not an 
increase but a shift from God's judgment through an earthly court to God's 
eschatological judgment. Secondly, v. 22 cannot be broken into independent 
sayings because they form a literary unit. The saying in lines 1 and 2 (with 
n ac o) is a general statement sharpened by two additional concrete examples in 
lines 3-6 (with o<; av ). The problem with this second defence is that there is no 
evidence which shows that when a speaker makes a general statement he always 
feels compelled to follow it up with concrete examples.
Taking everything into account, I am led to think that Davies is correct. 
Lines 1-4 go back to Jesus while lines 5-6 dramatically elaborated what he said 
with a reference to y e e v v a . However, y e e v v a  was not used to convey a 
substantial difference in degrees of punishment from the other two judgments.
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D o the two sayings in lines 1-4 show that Jesus was critical of the law? 
Saying 'Anger is a sin' certainly is not a criticism of the law. Long before Jesus 
ever said it, Jews knew God disapproved of anger (Ps. 112:10; Prov. 25:23;
Eccl. 7:9; Sir. 10:6; 22:24; 27:30; 28:3-19; 30:24; 4 Macc 2:16f; 2 Esdr. 8:30;
Jas. 1:20). Passages in the OT repeatedly stressed the point that God is slow to 
anger (Neh. 9:17; Ps. 78:38; 86:15; 103:8; 148:8; Jol. 2:13; Jon. 4:2; and 
Nah. 1:3) and that anger itself is characteristic of foolish and ignorant people 
(Job 36:13; Prov. 14:29; 19:11; and 29:11, 22). Since Jews knew that God hated 
anger, they must have also believed that the perfect law somewhere taught this 
(see below IQS 6:24f). For some of them, Lev. 19:18 may have been the text 
which taught anger was unlawful.
We are not surprised then that Jews in the post-biblical period also
denounced anger and insulting speech just as severely as Jesus did. Here are a
few examples of the kind of things people were saying.
Let no man address his companion with anger, or ill-temper, or 
obduracy, or with envy prompted by the spirit of wickedness 
(IQS 5:25f).
Whoever has answered his companion with obstinacy, or has addressed 
him impatiently, going so far as to take no account of the dignity of 
his fellow by disobeying the order of a brother inscribed before him, 
he has taken the law into his own hand; therefore he shall do penance
for one year . . . (IQS 6:24f).
Whoever has borne malice against his companion unjustly shall do 
penance for six months/ one year; and likewise, whoever has taken 
revenge in any matter whatever (IQS 7:8f).
. . . hate wants to kill the living and does not wish to preserve alive 
those who have committed (only) the slightest sin. For among all men 
the spirit of hatred works by Satan through human frailty for the death 
of mankind; but the spirit of love works by the Law of God through 
forbearance for the salvation of mankind (T. Gad 4:6,7).
Righteousness expels hatred: humility kills envy. For the person who is 
just and humble is ashamed to commit an injustice, not because 
someone else will pass judgment on him but out of his own heart, 
because the Lord considers his inner deliberations. He will not 
denounce a fellow man, since fear of the Most High overcomes
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hatred. Being concerned not to arouse the Lord's anger he is 
completely unwilling to wrong anyone, even in his thoughts 
(T. Gad 5:3).
He who expresses anger to any person without provocation will reap 
anger in the great judgment. He who spits on any person's face, 
insultingly, will reap the same at the Lord's great judgment (2 Enoch 
44:3 - the longer recension).
R. Eleazar of Modiim (120-140 C .E .) taught that whoever puts his 
neighbour to shame has no share in the world to come (mAb. 3:12).
R. Mani b. Pattish (4th cent.) said, Whoever becomes angry, even if 
greatness has been decreed for him by Heaven, is cast down 
(b.Pes. 66b).
A tanna recited before R. Nahaman b. Isaac (4th cent.): He who 
publicly shames his neighbour is as though he shed blood (b.BM. 58b).
But why was the second Sanctuary destroyed, seeing that in its time 
they were occupying themselves with Torah, (observance of) precepts, 
and the practice of charity? Because therein prevailed hatred without 
cause. That teaches you that groundless hatred is considered as of 
even gravity with the three sins of idolatry, immorality, and bloodshed 
together (b.Yom. 9b).
With this background in mind, is it too surprising to find Jesus saying 
something like 'You know that according to the law a murderer will answer to 
judgment, but I tell you that an angry person will also answer to judgment'?
Jesus must have known that his audience knew that anger was a sin condemned 
by God through the law. But in spite of what they may have known, Jesus 
continues to point out that while they know a murderer is judged they should not 
forget that anger will be judged. This is somewhat different from saying 'Do not
be angry because anger leads to murder' (Did. 3:2).
Jesus (or for that matter the writer of 1 Jn. 3:15) is not for a moment 
contemplating that people who get angry should be given the same legal 
punishments as murderers. That would be completely absurd. God never treated 
the sin in that way, nor would Jesus. Here, his only concern is to rebuke sins 
which appear trivial because they are not punished under the law. That is the
general intent of the first saying, while the second is similar to it. The example
Jesus uses shows that he denounces verbal abuse with the same kind of (yet still 
unrealistic) threat of punishment. A person guilty of anger would no more be 
brought into a earthly trial than would a person who said ¿>q:k& be hauled up 
before the Sanhedrin. Nevertheless, the imagery achieves its goal: All such 
insulting behaviour is condemned by God. Nothing in this "But I say" saying 
undermines the authority or teaching of the law.
Jesus on Lust
1 Ttaq 6 [3\ ctow yovatK a upoc; io  etu Bvpfioat ocrnriv
2 f|Sr| ep.ot'xe'uoev orOxfiv ev  KccpSiqc oan ou  (Mt. 5:28).
This saying is generally accepted as authentic. It is consistent with the type 
of equation Jesus makes in vs. 21,22 between anger and murder and it reflects 
the kind of moral concern we are accustomed to finding in his teaching (however, 
see Suggs, llO f; Haacker, 114 f; Strecker, 51; Gundry, 87). The only item which 
occasionally receives attention is the word y w a tK a . Does it refer only to a 
married woman (Wellhausen, 1904, 21; Montefiore, 1927, 2:506; Hill, 1975, 123; 
Beare, 1981, 151 f ; Gundry, 88; Gnilka, 1988, 161; Luz, 1989, 294) or any woman 
(Meyer, 1883, 181; Gaechter, 178). If the word cp.otyE'uoev is taking with its 
literal meaning, than yuvccvKoc must be a married woman because a man cannot 
legally commit adultery against his own marriage, only someone else's marriage.
If the word ep o t xetJoev is taken less literally and means something like 
"disobeying God in a sexual act" than yo va iK a  could mean any woman since a 
man could disobey God in a number of sexual acts (i.e . rape, incest). But if 
this second option is what Jesus meant, then why did he not use a word like
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Tcopvexa, which is a more general word for sexual sins, rather than |_iof)(£ia,
which is generally specific?^
If saying 'Anger is a sin' is not critical of the law, saying 'Lust is a sin' is
also unlikely to be critical. Jesus was certainly not the first Jew to condemn
lust. Plenty of sources show that Jews made no distinction which would prohibit
adultery but permit lust (Job 31:1; Eccl. 23:4-6; 26:9-11; Pss. Sol. 4:4-6). Lust
was a sin and everybody knew it. In fact, they probably already understood the
tenth commandment (Exod. 20:17) as the law which condemned lust (see Moran,
543-48; Hyatt, 216; Durham, 297f).
What Jesus says about lust is perfectly compatible with what others were
saying about it both before and after him. Here are a few examples of the kind
of things they said.
. . . and let them not fornicate with her [a woman or a girl who 
fornicates] after their eyes and hearts (Job 20:4).
Turn away your eyes from a shapely woman and do not look intently
at beauty belonging to another; many have been misled by a woman's 
beauty and by it passion is kindled like a fire (Sir. 9:8).
A  wife's harlotry shows in her lustful eyes, and she is known by her 
eyelids (Sir. 27:9).
. . . that he may practise truth, righteousness, justice upon earth and 
no longer stubbornly follow a sinful heart and lustful eyes committing 
all manner of evil (IQS 1:6).
I have not had intercourse with any woman other than my wife, nor 
was I promiscuous (ook ettopveooa) by a lustful look (T. Iss. 7:2).
For the person with a mind that is pure with love does not look on a 
woman for the purpose of having sexual relations (T. Benj. 8:2).
Resh Lakish (3rd cent.) said: You must not suppose that only he who 
has committed the crime with his body is called an adulterer. If he 
commits adultery with his eyes he is also called an adulterer 
(LevR. 23:12).
If the writer of the Testament of Issachar can say a man commits 
promiscuity (tto p v eta ) by lusting, the audience of Jesus would not be surprised to 
hear, "You have heard that the law says 'Do not commit adultery', but I say one 
can commit adultery (p io ty e ta ) by lusting."
In spite of this, some scholars insist that Jesus is saying something new here 
which cannot be compared either with the condemnation of lust in Exod. 20:17 
(McNeile, 64; Filson, 86) or with anything else taught within Judaism (Plummer, 
1910, 80; Gaechter, 178f; Banks, 190f). More recent scholars have concluded that 
lust for a married woman as condemned by the tenth commandment is comparable 
with what Jesus says about lust (Beare, 1984, 152; Davies, 1988, 1:522; Luz,
1989, 291). It is certainly difficult to see how what Jesus says conflicts with or 
excels the teaching of the law on this subject.
In support of the view that Jesus' teaching was unique, Banks made four 
observations: 1) According to b.San. 52b, the rabbis had a more limited view of
adultery than Jesus, because they believed that a minor could not commit 
adultery, 2) the 'heart' and the 'eye' are the basis of the lust in Jesus' teachings 
but the instrument of lust in rabbinic teaching, 3) Jesus' statement is more than 
an ethical pronouncement, and 4) Jesus equates the covert act of adultery with the 
overt act of lust (Banks, 190f). But these observations are not entirely 
convincing. First, as in the case with an angry person = a murderer, it is absurd 
to think that Jesus really believed that people who lusted should be punished in 
the same way as people who actually committed adultery. Jesus certainly knew that 
there was a real distinction between the two sins (Green, 83). Second, nothing 
Jesus says indicates that his teaching is meant to be anything more than an ethical 
pronouncement. Third, the distinction between the 'eye' and 'heart' as the basis 
for lust or the instrument by which lust is achieved is an arbitrary distinction with 
no substance. Fourth, b.San 52b. does not limit the rabbinic definition of
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adultery but rather limits who the rabbis thought could be punished for adultery. 
Minors cannot be punished for adultery because Lev. 19:18 talks only about what 
to do to a man who is caught in the act.
It may be that Jesus (like other rabbis) was interpreting Exod. 20:14//
Deut. 5:18 so that another sin was included under this one umbrella term 
(p.otye'UGetc;). This was certainly a common practice Jesus would have known 
(see b.Nid. 13b). But what is more likely is that Jesus is doing exactly what he 
did with the previous commandment. He is saying, You know that according to 
the law adulterers will be judged, but you should also know that lust is a sin that 
will be judged. The contrast is once again between an overt act which will 
receive a sentence by an earthly court and a covert act which will receive a 
sentence only by God. There is nothing in Jesus' teaching on lust which is not 
characteristically Jewish and not in accordance with his aim to teach obedience to 
the law.
Jesus on Divorce
1 nag o cotoX'uqv xpv y u v a tx a  auxoO raxpexxoc; Xoyou n o p v e ia g
2 Ttotet aoxfiv  p.oxys'uG'tivat
3 x a i o anoXeX-oiaevnv yo^j/noag p o x y a x a t (Mt. 5:31,32).
There are four places in the Synoptic Gospels where Jesus teaches on the
subject of divorce. Besides the teaching here in the "But I say" sayings,
Mt. 19:1-12 and Mk. 10:1-12 (which will be examined in chapter 9 in more 
detail) record an incident where some Pharisees ask Jesus about his view on a 
man's right to divorce. The fourth occurrence of Jesus' teaching on divorce is 
Lk. 16:18, an isolated saying connected with two others about the law. In 
addition to these gospel sayings there is also Paul's statement in I Cor. 7 :10b ,lib
where he reports a teaching of the Lord on this subject, y u v a ix a  dato avSpog  
pri yop toG ijvat . . . x a i ccv8pa y u v a ix a  pfi atptevcu. Inserted into the 
middle of this teaching is Paul's own explanation as to what it means for the 
Corinthians (Robertson, 140; Barrett, 162; Fee, 294).
Jesus' attitude to divorce is crucial in deciding his attitude to the law. The 
predominant view over the last century has been that Jesus' teaching on divorce is 
the clearest example that he intentionally abrogated a law of Moses (Zahn, 237; 
Wellhausen, 1904, 21; Robinson, 41; Taylor, 421; Schniewind, 63; Bornkamm,
1947, 283-285; Barth, 94; Vawter, 166; Mahoney, 32; Sabourin, 80; Green, 250; 
Schweizer, 1976, 123; Catchpole, 126; Guelich, 1982, 202). A slightly different 
view is that while it has to be admitted that Jesus' teaching on divorce does 
undercut the authority of the law, he probably did not intend to do so 
(Montefiore, 1927, 2:508). Even more recently, others have argued that Jesus did 
not in fact abrogate the Mosaic law but only minimized the permission to divorce 
either 1) by placing it under God' positive will that a man and a woman would 
be permanently united in marriage (Westerholm, 122; Luz, 1989, 302) or 2) by 
expecting the marriages of his disciples to conform to the marriage laws applied 
to priestly families (Isaksson, 147; Fitzmyer, 1981, 101). There are still others 
who take the view that Jesus does nothing here to threaten or critize the law 
because either 1) it is not disrespectful to demand more than what the law 
demands (Sanders, 1985, 256) or 2) Jesus is speaking hyperbolically (Beare,
1981, 155; Chilton, 62f). This second proposal also appears to have been the 
view of Erasmus, (see Olsen, 24) and Milton (Milton, 31f).
Jesus' exact thoughts about divorce are not immediately clear. Is divorce 
the sin or is it the remarriage? Is it the wife who sins by remarrying (Mt. 5:32) 
or the husband (Mt. 19:9//Mk. 10:11// Lk. 16:18)? Because what Jesus says about 
divorce raises so many questions, it is important that we give close attention to
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the evidence and arguments used which try to make what he said clearer. In 
order to do this, I will need to show two things: one, how Mt. 5:32 relates to 
the other recorded teachings of Jesus on divorce, and two, how much of Mt. 5:32 
is likely and unlikely to go back to Jesus.
Where does Mt. 5:32 come from? Is it an authentic saying of Jesus or is 
it a later development from something he said? It will help if we first note how 
others have attempted to answer this very question.
Back in 1904, Wellhausen argued that v. 32 stemmed from Mk. 10:1-12 and 
that the changes which Matthew made to Mark are no improvement (Wellhausen, 
1904, 21). This position, that Mt. 5:32 originates out of Mk. 10:10, has been 
argued more recently by others (Schniewind, 64; Delling, 265-7; Hill, 1975, 124). 
Alfred Plummer never explicitly said whether Mt. 5:32 was a redaction of 
Mk. 10:11 or a redaction of Lk. 16:18, but he did believe that the Mt. 5:32 
teaching on divorce cannot go back to Jesus because Mark surely would have 
known it and would have no motive for omitting it (Plummer, 81). His 
understanding is that there was only one teaching on divorce which the church 
possessed and that teaching can be found in Mk. 10:11; Lk. 16:18; and 
1 Cor. 7:10-11. A  number of other scholars have concluded the same thing 
(Weiss, 1900, 37; Allen, 52; Albright, 65; Schweizer, 1976, 123; Guelich,
1982, 202). Some prefer to think that Lk. 16:18 represents Jesus' view (Banks, 
193; Levison, 183). David Dungan, on the other hand, believed that there was 
only one saying of Jesus on divorce but that it can be found in Mt. 19:9, 
including the exception clause (Dungan, 102-131). All the other sayings, including 
Mt. 5:32, originate from what Jesus said in response to a Pharisaic question.
However, Montefiore did not think that there was only one tradition from  
which all others derived. He supposed that Mt. 5:32, minus the exception clause, 
stood exactly as it did in Q and that Lk. 16:18 also comes from Q but was
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influenced by knowledge of Mk 10:11 (M ontefiore, 1927, 2:508). Manson also 
rejected the idea that Mt. 5:32 stemmed from Mk. 10:10, but, unlike Montefiore, 
he argued that it came from a redaction of Lk. 16:18 (Manson, 1949, 137).
Mt. 19:9, however, does originate from Mk. 10:11. Lk. 16:18 is the basis of all 
the other sayings. Others scholars have suggested this similar thought (Bultmann, 
1963, 132; Beare. 1981, 154; Westerholm, 117-118). Fitzmyer believes that 
Mt. 5:32 and Lk. 16:18 originate from Q but Mk. 10:lOff is a different 
tradition. He is a bit more cautious about the additional saying "He who marries 
a woman divorced from her husband commits adultery (Mt. 5:32b//Lk. 16:18b)" 
since this idea is not even hinted at in either Paul or in Mark (Fitzmyer,
1981, 80). Davies also argued that the evidence presented in the gospels must 
lead to the conclusion that there are two independent traditions, but he does not 
think that we can decide between these two traditions as to which formulation is 
the more original (Davies, 1988, 1:528). It is Luz's opinion that Mt. 5:32 and 
Lk. 16:18 are not secondary because this particular prohibition against marrying 
divorced women is quite unique within Judaism (Luz, 1989, 301). At any rate, 
both Davies and Luz agree that the exception clause does not go back to Jesus.
Catchpole argued that instead of just two independent traditions there were 
three (Mk. 10:2-9, I lf ;  1 Cor. 7:10b + lib ,1 1 a ; and Lk. 16:18) which recalled 
something of Jesus' attitude towards divorce (Catchpole, 110). He does not 
explicitly state if Mt. 5:32 comes from Lk. 16:18 but that is almost certainly what 
he seems to imply. Only a few scholars have argued for the originality of 
Mt. 5:32 over against Mk. 10:10 (Green, 249; Greeven, 382f; Hübner, 1973, 
44-47). The main argument in support of this passage is that Mk. 10:10ff could 
not be the original saying of Jesus because it assumes that a wife could divorce 
her husband which, as we know from Josephus iAnt. 4. 8, 23, 253; 15.259), was
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not generally practised among Palestinian Jews. Mt. 5:32 more faithfully reflects a 
Jewish Sitz im Leben in which Jesus must have taught.
It would help now if we paralleled all four gospel references to Jesus'
teaching on divorce and highlight those specific areas where they agree and where 
they disagree.
1 rcac 6 anoX uov xf|v  y o v a iK a  abxob  TtapcKxoc; Xoyo\j Ttopveiac;
2 Trorel ccuxfiv p,oty£V>6f|vat
3 tcai 6 otcoXeX'Uij.evtiv yapiioac; p o r y a x a t  (Mt. 5:32).
1 oc; a v  anoXboi] xf|v  y u v a ix a  abxob p.f| e it l itopveiqc
2 Kai yopiiaf) aXXnv p o ty a x a i  (Mt. 19:9).
1 oq a v  artoXboi] xriv yu vatK a abxob
2 Kai ycqj.fiat] aXXriv p o ty a x a t  etc’ abxriv
3 K a i  Edv auxri arcoXbaaoa xov av 5p a  abxfiC
4 yaufio-Q aXXov p o ty a x a i  (Mk. 10:11,12).6
1 na<z o  catoXbov xfiv y o v a tx a  abxob
2 Kai yap&v E x ip a v  potyE bE t
3 Kai o onxoXEXxjp.Evnv arco avSpoc; yapzov p o iy c b E i (Lk. 16:18).
Areas o f Agreement:
1. All four passages agree that men who divorce their wives are the 
subject of Jesus' teaching (line 1 in all four passages).
2. Mt. 19:9, Mk. 10:11, and Lk. 16:18 agree that men who divorce and
remarry commit adultery (line 2 in these three passages).
3. Mt. 5:32 and Lk. 16:18 agree that a man who marries a divorced
woman commits adultery (line 3 in these two passages).
4. Mt. 5:32 and Mt. 19:9 agree that there was an exception to this rule 
(line 1 in these two passages).
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Areas of Disagreement:
1. Mt. 5:32 is the only passage which says that it is the woman who
commits adultery when she is divorced (line 2).
2. Mk. 10:11, 12 is the only passage which says a man commits adultery 
against his wife (line 2) and that a woman commits adultery by divorcing her 
husband and marrying another man (line 3 & 4).
Where do these agreements and disagreements lead us? I think we can 
begin by saying that there were three additions which were made to Jesus' 
teaching on divorce by the early church. The exception clause in Mt. 5:32 and 
Mt. 19:9, the etc' ccuxfiv in Mk. 10:11, and the line about a woman divorcing 
her husband in Mk. 10:12 should be seen as elaborations to what the scribes 
received. Lk. 16:18 has the appearance of being a very primitive saying because
of the way it was latched on to other sayings and because it lacks the kind of
modifications we find in the other passages.
The addition of etc’ gcuxtiv was made so that Jesus' teaching would be
more explicit that a man can commit adultery against his wife, as if this was
questioned. In fact, it may have been questioned since in Jewish society it was
generally regarded that only the woman commits adultery against the marriage
(Manson, 1949, 136-9; Isaksson, 79). The addition of ecxv auxfi anoX uoaoa xov  
av S p a  ocuxtk yap.f|oq ¿xAAov p o iy a x a i  also coincides with the intent to modify
Jesus' teaching so that it takes into account what Gentile women could do.
Palestinian Jewish women did not instigate divorce, although they could appeal to
their husbands or to courts to do so (Daube, 1956, 363; Westerholm, 117;
m.Ket. 7:9-10). This elaboration of Jesus' teaching must have also occurred to
the saying within the circles Paul knew (1 Cor. 7:10).
But how do we know that the exception clause is an addition by Matthew 
(or his community) rather than an omission by Mark, Luke, and Paul (or their 
communities)? There are several reasons why commentators have argued for the 
addition theory.
The most popular argument against the originality of this clause is the
criterion of multiple attestation. The question is asked, Is it likely that such an
important exception to a general dismissal of divorce would be omitted by three 
other writers? The majority of scholars think that this possibility is highly 
unlikely (Allen, 52; Bultmann, 1963, 148; Schweizer, 1976, 123; Beare,
1981, 154). The words of the Lord are too sacred and too crucial (especially 
here) for a scribe to omit them with such ease. And yet, because of the 
complications involved in determining how much Matthew, Mark and Luke knew of 
each other, this argument (as attractive as it is) is not decisive enough on its own.
A  second argument says, In Mk. 10:10, Lk. 16:18, and I Cor. 7:10,11 Jesus 
teaches that a man absolutely must not divorce his wife; however, this exception 
for Tcopveia preserves a man's right to divorce (Allen, 52; Guelich, 1982, 207).
If Jesus really believed in an exception he would have never given such a 
absolute prohibition against divorce. This is the argument of coherence of content 
in the teaching of Jesus which looks for consistency in what Jesus says. The 
weakness of this criterion here is that Jesus' teaching in Mk. 10:10, Lk. 16:18
and 1 Cor. 7:10,11 is more than likely something other than an absolute
prohibition. There are other ways of explaining what Jesus said. One 
explanation is that in Mk. 10:10 and Lk. 16:18 all Jesus intended to say was 
"Anyone who divorces his wife in order to marry another woman commits 
adultery" (Bultmann, 1963, 132). If this is what Jesus said it does not rule out 
the possibility that there would be other acceptable reasons to divorce a wife 
besides wanting someone else. Mk. 10:10 and Lk. 16:18 could be compatible with
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the Matthean exception on this point when explained in this way. A second 
explanation is that the mere brevity of Jesus' statement in these other passages 
should make us cautious against making it say too much (Sabourin, 82-84).
Brevity of speech suggests that a generalization is being made so that if Jesus was
pushed he would certainly concede that there could be exemptions. A third
explanation is that Jesus uses the words "commits adultery" to make a comparison 
between divorced women and all their subsequent relationships and women who 
commit adultery. A man who divorces his wife makes her like an adulteress.
We shall examine this explanation in more detail below. These alternative 
explanation for what Jesus thought he was saying in Mk. 10:10 and Lk. 16:18
warn us that the criterion of coherence is not very adequate when, in cases like
this one, the number of our comparisons is limited.
A  third argument says, The Matthean exception is too much in line with 
Jewish sentiments (supposedly the view of Shammai, m.Git. 9:10), for it to belong 
to Jesus who stood separate from his Jewish environment (Barth, 95; Catchpole, 
101). This objection could be based on one or two arguments. One argument is 
the criterion of dissimilarity. If a saying reflects a Jewish environment or a view 
of the early church it must be suspected. But the weakness with this argument, 
as it is used here, is that it is circular. You could just as easily say, Jesus 
broke away from Judaism, therefore anything that does not show this break did 
not com e from Jesus, as you could say, Jesus did not break from Judaism, 
therefore anything which shows such a break did not come from Jesus. A more 
objective argument is required to establish or discredit the originality of 
Mt. 5:32. A second objection could be based on the argument that if Jesus' view 
on divorce was in line with the view held by Shammai, as Mt. 19:9 suggests, then 
why are the disciples so stunned about it in Mt. 19:10? The disciples react to 
Jesus' teaching as if it was something outrageous. But it may be that here an
editor has simply constructed an awkward question only in order to introduce new  
material (Mt. 19:11,12).
A  fourth argument says, The Matthean exception is not in line with Jesus' 
style o f teaching which lays down general principles (see Mt. 5:34, 38, 42; 7:1) 
without any reference to their limitations (McNeile, 66). Or it may be put in 
another way. This clause is a bit of casuistic interpretation but Jesus was not a 
legal casuist in the same way as the rabbis are (Davies, 532). This objection is 
another use of the criterion of coherence but this time the coherence of Jesus' 
teaching style more than the actual content of what he says. The exception for 
which a man could divorce his wife does not cohere with what we know about 
Jesus' style of instruction. This is a better use of this criterion, although it is 
not correct to say Jesus never gave teaching in the manner in which other rabbis 
arrived at their traditions.
A  fifth argument is that Jesus could not have said what Mt. 5:32 or 
Mt. 19:9 implies he said because Jesus would not show partiality towards the 
husband (by letting only him divorce, but not his wife) as the Jewish law did 
(Manson, 1949, 137). Jesus' complete rejection of divorce in Mk. 10:11 and 
Lk. 16:18 puts both parties on a footing of equality. Jesus showed no 
favouritism. This is similar to Montefiore's argument that Jesus prohibited divorce 
because he was a champion of women's causes (Montefiore, 1927, 2:510. He is 
actually quoting Schmidt, Prophet of Nazareth. 369). Palestinian women needed a 
champion because as we know they were constantly scorned by men (Jos.
Ant. 2.201: yuvri ■yeipov . . . avS p oc e iq  aitavxa). But this argument misses 
the point that women were protected from cruel dismissal by the divorce 
document. If Jesus cancels Deut. 24:1 he takes away from women their best 
legal defence.
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A sixth argument reasons, Ttopveia here means "marriages of forbidden 
degrees" and presupposes a Gentile issue (Baltensweiler, 87-102). Jesus was not 
concerned about Gentiles, therefore it does not come from him. This argument
needs examining in more detail.
How do we know what Ttopveia means? There are three major translations 
for this word (for illustrations of the various translations of Ttopveia see 
Luz, 1989, 305). The oldest one is to equate Ttopveia with the specific act of 
adultery itself (Keil, 165f; Plummer, 1910, 81f; Allen, 52; McNeile, 66; Albright, 
65; Davies, 1988, 1:529; Luz, 1989, 304-5). Plummer recalls that T iopveia is 
used in the LXX version of Hos. 2:5 (Kai t a  xeK va auxqc; ao  pq eXeqou, 6 x i  
x e x v a  ito p v e ia t;  e o x iv )  and Amos 7:17 ( S id  xou xo xaSe X ey e i Kropioc q 
y w q  oox> e v  xq TtoXei Ttopvevoet, Kai o i  u i o i  oo o  Kal a i  0-uyaxepeq oou  
e v  popxpaiq: Tteoo-uvxai, . . ) and Green recalls (Green, 84) that it is used with 
this same meaning in Sir. 23:23 (". . . Kai xo x p ix o v  ev  Ttopveiqc epoiyeuO q, 
e £  aX X oxp iou  av8p6(; x iK va  Tiap^oxqoev). Allen also thinks that T iopveia  
equals adultery and argues that the phrase X oyov T iopveiag is the reversal of the 
Hebrew phrase ' er^wat dabar in Deut. 24:1 (Allen, 52; Moore, 1927, 2:124 n.4; 
M cNeile, 66; Mahoney, 31; Gundry, 91). It was exactly this reversal which 
Shammai used to argue his view that adultery was the only exception for which a 
man could divorce his wife (m.Git. 9:10).  ̂ Reversing the words makes Jesus' 
teaching agree with what Shammai taught.
The major objection to this translation is that if Matthew wanted to say 
"adultery" he would have used the word p o t y e ia .  In Mt. 1.5:19, he (or they) 
specifically distinguish between Ttopveia and p o i y e i a  (McKenzie, 72; Banks,
154). We can also see that Ttopveia was distinguished from "adultery" in 
1 Cor. 6:9 (q otjk o iS a x e  o x t aStKOi 0eoO  P a o iX e ia v  oi) KXqpovopqaot>otv; 
pq TtXavaoOe, oi3xe itop v o i ovxe eiSorXoXaxpat oo xe  p o i y o i ,  . . ..)  and in
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Heb. 13:4 (. . . Ttôpvouç yàp k c x i  poxyotx; x p iv e t  ô 9 eô ç ). It is likewise 
distinguished in Did. 2:2; 5:1 and in Barn. 19:4 where the two words appear as 
prohibitions beside each other. Luz, who argues against this objection, has two 
rebuttals for why a scribe would prefer Ttopveia to pox y e i a  (Luz, 1989, 306).
1) p ox y- is used of men who commit adultery and Ttopv- is used of women who 
commit adultery (BAGD, 27) and 2) pox ye  x a/pox yexxo would be awkward. The 
weaknesses of these rebuttals, however, are 1) in v. 32 the word for the adultery 
which the woman commits is poxyeuOrivax and 2) pox ye fa /p ox  yexxo would not 
be awkward but mnemonically helpful, "unless she commits adultery, he makes her 
commit adultery".
A  second translation for the phrase has been "fornication" or "unchastity". 
Adultery is certainly included under this umbrella term, but so are a whole lot of 
other sexually immoral activités. It is the word "fornication" or "unchastity" and 
not "adultery" which is found in most modern English translations of the exception 
clause (RSV, NASB, and NEB have "unchastity" and the NIV has "marital 
unfaithfulness". See also Manson, 1949, 157; Robinson, 41; Filson, 87;
Fenton, 90; Schweizer, 1976, 124; Hill, 1975, 124; Davies, 1988, 1:528). Bruce 
Malina (Malina, 10-17) tried to argue that u o p v ex a  never carried the connotations 
we today have of "fornication" but he has certainly been shown in error by 
Jensen's later critique (Jensen, 161-184). There is no doubt that Ttopveia can 
and does have this broad definition very often within scripture (Eph. 5:3,5;
Col. 3:5; 1 Thes. 4:3; 1 Tim. 1:10; Heb. 13:4). It also appears to carry this 
meaning in the comparable passage in the Shepherd of Hennas, Mandate 4:1, 4-5, 
which reads,
'Sir,' say I, 'if a man who has a wife that is faithful in the Lord 
detect her in adultery (é v  poxyexqç), doth the husband sin in living 
with her?' 'So long as he is ignorant,' saith he, 'he sinneth not; but if 
the husband know of her sin, and the wife repent not, but continue in 
her fornication (xq Ttopveiq) and her husband live with her, he makes
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himself responsible for her sin and an accomplice in her adultery 
( koivovoc; xtk M.oiyeiac; aOxfic)-
But do these parallels prove that "fornication" is the best translation in 
Mt. 5:32// 19:9?
The third and most recent suggestion (although known as long ago as 1927 
by Clarke, 161-2 and Gavin, 102-5) is to align X oyoo u op ve iac; with marriages 
within forbidden degrees as listed in Lev. 18 (for the history of this interpretation 
see Ott, 261-266). J. Bonsirven (1948) and H. Baltensweiler (1967) were the two 
earliest scholars who did detailed work on this explanation and have brought it 
into serious consideration. Reserved support for this has been given by Green,
84; H ill, 1975, 125; and Guelich, 1982, 210; while strongly favoured by Fitzmyer, 
1981, 88; Malina, 10-17; Mueller, 247-256; and Witherington, 1985, 571-75.
But how have these scholars arrived at such an unusual explanation? First, 
they note that in the LXX the word u o p v e ia  is used to translate the Hebrew 
word z enut. Jer. 3:2,9 is a good example.
Jer. 3:2 (LXX) Jer. 3:2 (Masoretic)
noO o u y i e^ecpopOric; ertl x a tg 'enayik ' al sPpyim
68 o iQ  ¿KdBtoac; a m o ic ;  6 o e i iir^'i epoh lo' suggalete
Kopdvn epripcop.evri Kai £p.tava<; ' al d.erak\m yasabete lahem
xriv yf]v e v  x a tg  ix o p v e ia ic  oox> ka " rabi bamidebar wattahanipi
x a i e v  x a i c  K cociaiq oo v ' eres bizenutayik uberd atek
Jer. 3:9 (LXX) Jer. 3:9 (Masoretic)
Kai e y e v e x o  etc; o \)9ev wehay'ah miqqbl z enutah wattehenap
t| Tcopveia oruxTK, Kai ' et ha 'ares wattine 'ap  ' et ha'eben
ep .oixE 'ooev xo  £\>A,ov Kai we ’ et ha' es
x6v X iS o v
I l l
Besides several rabbinic texts where it is translated "incest" (bKet. 53b;
Str.-Bil. 2:376), z enut occurs in a very important passage in the Qumran
document CD 4:20-5:12 to refer both to the ideas of polygamy and incestual
marriages. Verses 4:20-5:1 and 5:8-11 in particular read,
They shall surely spout (Mic 2:6) - shall be caught in fornication 
(bizeniit) twice (first) by taking a second wife while the first is alive, 
whereas the principle of creation is, Male and female created He them 
(Gen. 1:27). Also, those who entered the Ark went in two by 
two . . . And (second) each man marries the daughter of his brother 
or sister, whereas Moses said, You shall not approach your mother's 
sister; she is your mother's near kin (Lev. 18:13). But although the 
laws against incest (ha' arayot) are written for men, they also apply to 
women. When, therefore, a brother's daughter uncovers the nakedness 
of her father’s brother, she is (also his) near kin.
One objection to this translation of Ttopveta is, In the context of 
Mt. 5:32. and Mt. 19:9 it would be too obscure (Gundry, 91; Luz, 1989, 305).
In other words, there would be no reason for Matthew to add the exception 
clause "except for incestuous marriages"? But there is a possible reason! In 
Acts 15 we read that the Jerusalem council decided that Gentiles do not need to 
keep the law in order to be saved. However, in order to maintain fellowship 
with Jewish Christians they must keep certain regulations. In verse 29, the things 
prohibited are, . . e i5 u X o 0 m o v  icat al'paxoQ Kai TtvtKX&v teat 
K opvE iag , . . . "  (note that the Vulgate does not have the latin equivalent for 
T topvetaq and D does not have teal txvikxuv). The Gentiles are not asked to 
refrain from fornication because they would be expected to refrain from that 
anyway. They are asked to refrain from practices which by Gentile standards 
were assumed to be all right, like worshipping idols and eating blood. Incestuous 
marriages fits perfectly among the expectations Jews had for the behaviour of the 
"alien resident" (Lev. 17:10; 18:26; Ezek. 14:7) and is a likely background for the
Jerusalem decree (Bruce, 1951, 300; Hanson, 1967, 163; Haenchen, 1971,
449-451). The motive behind the addition of Ttopveta in Matthew's Gospel is to 
clarify that Jesus would want Gentiles to abandon all such relationships, in spite 
of his general condemnation of divorce (Witherington, 1985, 574).
Another objection is, Ilopvetcx does not have this meaning in I Cor. 5:1 
and Heb. 12:16 and so is unlikely to mean this in the exception clause (Banks,
155). But the argument is not, I lo p v e ia  cannot mean fornication! Rather, it is, 
In this context is there a better translation which reflects what we know about 
Jewish-Christian concerns? If so, does it not cast reasonable doubt on any other
translation which indicates a concern which we have no clear evidence that
Jewish-Christians had?
A  third objection is, An incestuous marriage, since it was forbidden by law, 
was a non-entity and divorce would be unnecessary. The parties should simply 
depart from each other (Eisenstein, 572). This is, however, not the case. Illegal 
marriages still had to go through a process of annulling the disobedient union 
(Schereschewsky, 130; O'Rourke, 301).
In addition to these objections there are others which are hard to dismiss.
1) No single church father or interpreter until the modern period has understood 
this meaning for Ttopveta. 2) I lo p v e fa  is missing in Lev. 18. 3) The whole
exception clause is clearly a reference to Deut. 24:1 (Luz, 1989, 305). These 
objections when combined are formidable. Therefore, I am not convinced that a
scribe would align Jesus' teaching with the decision taken by the Jerusalem
council. Instead, a scribe wanted to harmonize more explicitly Jesus' warning 
about the effect of divorce with the permission of it in the law. Jesus would not 
have given an exception when his purpose is generally to denounce divorce.
Therefore, we can conclude that the exception clause is secondary since 1) it 
does not have multiple attestation, 2) it does not have coherence with Jesus' style
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of teaching, and 3) the preferred translation of nopve i a  looks more like it was 
added for harmonizing purposes.
In spite of the above objections against the authenticity of the exception 
clause, other scholars have tried to defend it (Schlatter, 572; Schniewind, 64).
Back in 1883, Meyer simply argued that Mark and Luke regarded the exception as 
par for the course (Meyer, 1883, 185), but it seems to me rather dangerous to 
ascribe such an omission to the whims of an evangelist. Much more recently, in 
1954, Bruce Vawter argued that the explanations Protestant scholars use to suggest 
that the exception clause is a Matthean interpolation are simply arbitrary. His
counter attack was that no scribe who respects the teachings of Christ would add
an exception clause that formally contradicts what the Lord says elsewhere
(Vawter, 159). But Vawter does not convince us either on how a scribe who
respects the teachings of Christ could easily justify omitting the words or on how
the exception clause really contradicts what Jesus says.
A  few years later, in 1965, Abel Isaksson wrote a book entitled Marriage 
and Ministry in the New Temple, in which he argues for the originality of the 
exception clause in Mt. 19:9. In fact, Isaksson argues that the entire pericope of
Mt. 19 is more original than the one in Mk. 10. He says that on manuscript
evidence there is no reason to think that the clause is not original (Isaksson,
75). But, even if Mt. 19:1-9 was shown to be more original (which we will 
examine in chapter 9) it does not prove that the clause was.
Three years later, Mahoney argued that the exception clause goes back to 
Jesus and that the reason Mark omitted it was because he wanted to conform  
Jesus' teaching proleptically with the law that Christian marriages alone were 
absolutely indissoluble (Mahoney, 37). This may be a possible motive, but I 
believe that it is highly unlikely that Mark's Gospel intends to be stricter than 
Matthew's.
Although he thinks that the exception clause is a Matthean interpolation, 
David Hill concedes that Matthew may be making explicit what the other gospels 
have omitted because they take the exception for granted (Hill, 1975, 125). But 
this does not explain how scribes could easily take for granted such exceptions 
which are passed down to them in trust.
There are two more aspects of Jesus' teaching on divorce we need to
examine. They are 1) the phrase TtotEt cnrcfiv p .oiyE ij0f|vai (Mt. 5:32a) in
comparison with (ao tya xa t (Mt. 19:9//Mk. 10:11) and (ioiyEOEt (Lk. 16:18a) and
2) the sentence oq  ecxv cmoXEX'UM-SV'nv yan.f|oi] tioryaTar (Mt. 5:32b) in 
comparison with o cntoXeXopevnv yap.fi ooq u o ty a x a i  (Mt. 19:9) and 6 
cnxoXEX-op-evnv duo ctvSpot; yoyuov (ioty£V)£i (Lk. 16:18b).
If the words TtotEt auxfiv  p o ty E w n v o a  are not authentic, what has the 
evangelist changed and why? A couple of suggestions have been offered. One 
suggestion is, A scribe may have substituted these words for something like
p o iy a x a r  (Mt. 19:9// Mk. 10:11) or poiyE-UEi (Lk. 16:18) because in a Jewish
environment a man cannot commit adultery against his own marriage, only the 
wife. (On the point that a man cannot commit adultery against his own marriage 
see Cohen, 313; Hauck, 730.) A man commits adultery against another man's 
marriage when he marries someone else's divorced wife (as Mk. 10:11 and 
Lk. 16:18 may be indicating, see Creed, 208). However, Mk. 10:11 or Lk. 16:18 
does not state that the man marries a divorced woman and yet he is described as 
someone who participates in adultery. In Mt. 5:32, the scribe changes p o r y d x a t/  
doiyeijEX  to TtoiEt au x iiv  poiyEO xfivar because he believes that the adultery 
committed is not against a second marriage but the marriage being broken. His 
correction reflects the proper cultural understanding and points the accusing finger 
at the husband who divorces whether or not he remarries (Banks, 192). The 
weakness with this suggestion is that the evidence of Lk. 16:18b would lead us to
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believe that a marriage of a divorced person has not been taken up in the
previous saying and is a point that is now made.
A  second suggestion is, A  scribe originally had for v. 32 the word 
p o ix a x o a , from the root word p.or y a o p a r , but wished to have an expression that 
verbally linked with v. 27 which contains p o iy eu o E ic;, from the root word 
p ot •¡cevxi). The evangelist felt that this link could be achieved if he changed 
p o t y a x a i  to p o ty E P 0 f|v a t , which is also from the root word potyEVKi) (Guelich, 
1982, 199-200; Davies, 1988, 1:529). But would an evangelist, for stylistic 
purposes, alter a saying that condemns men who divorce and remarry so that it 
now condemns women when they are divorced by their husbands? I doubt that a 
scribe would think that such an alteration is justified for an unneccesary stylistic 
connection.
What if the words TtotEt ocuxriv popyEuSfivat are not a scribe's alterations
but a part of something Jesus said? As this saying stands in connection with
v. 31, what does it mean and does it contradict Jesus' teaching in Mt. 19:9//
Mk. 10:11?
Most commentators understand the words "makes her commit adultery" to 
mean that Jesus taught that the woman commits adultery because in God's eyes 
the marriage is still valid and she remains as the wife of her first husband 
(Weiss, 1900, 37; Allen, 52; McNeile, 66; Robinson, 41; Albright, 65). Marriage 
is thought to be indissoluble according to Jesus' teaching in Mk. 10:8f and 
Lk. 16:18. Consequently, a divorced woman must remain single if she wants to 
avoid sinning.
It is interesting to note that in the Shepherd of Hermas remarriage is 
condemned, not because the marriage is believed to be insoluble but because there 
remains the possibility of the divorced woman's repentance (since she is divorced 
for adultery in the first place) which would allow the husband to remarry her
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(Herm. Man. 4:1, 8). What is also interesting is that according to the writer, 
the husband has to divorce his wife if she is unrepentant about her adulterous 
activity. This was the view of the rabbis (m.Sot. 5:1).
But the teaching in Mt. 5:32 is different from Hennas Mandate 4:1, 8.
Here the husband is discouraged primarily against divorce whereas in the other
case the husband is discouraged primarily against remarrying. Jesus' statement is
probably best understood in light of the Jewish view that the marriage of a
divorced woman is, although legal, a quasi-adultery (Amram, 83). How so? This
equation probably originated from the fact that in scripture divorced women were
classified with harlots as those who were prohibited to priests (Lev. 21.7). A
woman (not a man) who has had more than one sexual partner was recognized as
defiled, with the possible exception of widows (Sif. Lev. 214.1.7 .G).
Consequently, children who were the offspring of marriages between a priest and a
divorced woman or harlot were deemed profane, because any son or grandson
born to them would be disqualified automatically from serving as a priest. Sif.
Lev. 214.1 helps to make this more explicit:
And had Scripture referred to a divorcee and not a widow (in the
regulations for who can marry a high priest, Lev. 21:10-15), I might
have maintained that a divorcee, who is forbidden to an ordinary
priest, yields for him (the high priest) children who are profaned, while 
a widow, who is permitted to marry an ordinary priest, will then yield 
children (by the high priest) entirely valid for the priesthood.
The decision to treat their children as profane was very likely due to God's
desire to safeguard the hereditary line of the priesthood. Jesus lived in an 
environment where this classification of divorced women with harlots and 
adulteresses was well known. Widows were not considered to be on the same 
level of unholiness because they could be married to priests.
Jesus has no intention of saying that God's permission for divorce was
wrong and that everyone who followed what God says in Deut. 24:1 sinned. All
he intends to say is what everyone recognized, namely, that a divorced woman is, 
in one sense, defiled by her husband's action. Note, she is defiled, if she has 
not defiled herself already in an act of r top veia , as a result of her husband's
action irrespective of whether or not she remarries. This is why the divorced
woman's remarriage is not mentioned here. It does not need to be. Just as in 
Mt. 5:28, lust can be called adultery, which Jesus hardly expect the courts to 
punish, so also here a woman who is divorced is said to be in a type of
adulterous situation, which the courts likewise are not expected to punish. The
husband is the subject of Jesus' teaching and is the one who is warned about 
doing something which God hates (see Mai. 2:16). "Makes her commit adultery" 
is a loose way of saying "makes her an adulteress". Men should avoid divorce
because of its instant effect upon women. For Jesus to say, Do not defile your
wife by divorcing her, is consistent with his other teaching, Do not sin by 
divorcing your wife (Mt. 19:9// Mk. 10:11// Lk. 16:18).
The sentence "whoever marries a divorced woman commits adultery" was
probably an isolated saying attached to the previous teaching, undoubtedly because 
of the catchwords ctrtoXxxo and la o ty ev o  (contra. Luz, 1989, 301). This is argued
regardless of the fact that manuscript Bezae and a few others are the only ones
that omit it. I am lead to this conclusion by different indications. First, it is 
easy to see that oc; ¿¿tv... yaufioq was substituted for an original 6 ... yct|_if|ocx<; 
in order that this second sentence might parallel o<; cxv cntoXuoi] in v. 31. 
Manuscript B and a few others preserve the reading 6 omoXeXutievnv yop fioac  
la o ty a x a t . Second, it is clear that different scribes had access to this teaching 
apart from v. 32a. It was connected by one scribe here with the "But I say" 
sayings. But another scribe connected it with Jesus' teaching in Mt. 19:9
(manuscripts B C* W 0  078 fl-1 3  ancj Syp.h) ^  third one connected it in
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Lk. 16:18 with a saying that has elements reminiscent, but independent, both of 
Mt. 5:32a and Mk. 10:11.
It has been observed that this teaching is very unusual within Judaism 
(Luz, 1989, 301). Whereas the ideal may have been for young men to marry 
virgins (Jos. A nt. 4:254), no Jew ever claimed that women who were divorced 
must not remarry. However, there are certain parallels to what Jesus said that 
are worth looking at.
From Lev. 21:7 we know that priest were certainly forbidden to marry 
divorced women: "They (priests) shall not marry a harlot or a woman who has 
been defiled; neither shall they marry a woman divorced from her husband,. .
.." But why? We are told, "for the priest is holy to his God." It is unlikely 
that God commanded priests not to marry divorced women because in his eyes 
these women were still married to their first husbands. If that were the case, not 
only would priests be prohibited from marrying them but so would all other 
men. The more likely reason for this prohibition is, as indicated earlier, that 
children who were born to a priest and a divorced women were regarded as 
profane (see Lev. 21:10-15; Sif. Lev. 214.1). The purity of the priestly line must 
be safeguarded.
Does Jesus' teaching in 5:32b indicate that he thought his disciples and their 
children should be equally protected from this? Isaksson argued, "We have here 
(in the prohibition not to marry divorced women) an element of Jesus' teaching in 
which he was clearly influenced in his attitude by the rules which, under the laws 
of his people, applied to the men who were to be 'holy to their God' and to be 
in a particularly close relation to God (Isaksson, 146)." His point is that Jesus 
believed his disciples would be the new priests who serve in the new Temple in 
the Messianic age as foretold in Ezek. 44:22. Because they were going to be 
priests they must maintain the priestly high standard of uncontaminated
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descendants. However, the great weakness with this creative explanation is that if 
Jesus believed his disciples where to be new priests why is such a monumental 
proposal so rare in his teaching and non-existent in what we possess about the 
early church's self definitions?
Another close parallel can be found in b.Pes. 112. Here, R. Akiba (while 
in prison) tells R. Simeon b. Yohai a proverb: "Do not cook in a pot in which 
your neighbour has cooked." This proverb means "Do not marry a divorced 
woman during her husband's life time." Why? Raba (died 352 C.E.) or R. 
Mersharsheya (4th century) explained that the reason this was taught was, "For a 
master said: When a divorced man marries a divorced women, there are four 
minds in the bed." In other words, a divorcee never stops thinking about their
first spouse, except when he is dead. Did Jesus mean something like this?
Almost certainly not! The reason why the later rabbis looked down on marrying 
a divorcee (note that they did not prohibit it and we still do not know why R. 
Akiba warned against it) is because the divorcee will think about, especially during 
sexual intercourse, their first spouse. The reason why Jesus says marrying a 
divorcee is committing adultery is rooted in a more fundamental reason than the 
assumption that she will always be comparing her second husband with husband 
number one.
What are we meant to assume about the divorced woman 
(aTcoXeX-op.Evriv)? Some scholars have argued that in Matthew's Gospel we are to 
assume the woman is dismissed because she has committed adultery and anyone 
who marries her participates in her previous sins (Davies, 1988, 1:532; Luz,
1989, 307). This is a better explanation, as far as the reading in Matthew is 
concerned, than the older interpretation that said we are to assume the woman 
has been divorced for some other reason than adultery, consequently her marriage 
is still intact (Meyer, 1883, 186). Matthew's community would hardly legislate so
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that a marriage between a man and a known adulteress was acceptable.
But, as we noted previously, this saying was originally isolated and only 
later attached to v. 32a. What did it convey before it was linked with an 
exception clause? It helps to recognize that Jesus shared with his Jewish 
environment the idea that divorced women were defiled to the status of an 
adulteress. Irrespective of whether or not she committed a sexual sin against her 
husband, a divorced woman is made an adulteress. Jesus' saying here is a 
general denouncement of divorce. It is not an indication that he believed 
marriages were indissoluble. Jesus simply tells men that because divorced women 
are like those who commit adultery, i.e. defiled, anyone who marries such a 
woman participates in this quasi-adulterous status. Men should (not must) avoid 
this participation in defilement since the ideal is for a man to marry a virgin. 
Whether or not R. Akiba might have had the same notion we do not know.
We conclude this examination of the third "But I say" saying by asking,
Was it meant to be Law? Some scholars have argued no (Delling, 273; Pesch, 
1977, 2:19; Berger, 530-37; Beare, 1981, 155; Chilton, 68). One explanation is 
to say that Jesus teaches an ideal which belongs to the future kingdom of God 
(Weiss, 1910, 118). In other words, Jesus teaches in the present world what is 
only an ideal but which in the kingdom of God will become a law. Luz rejects 
this type of explanation (Luz, 1989, 303). He says that Jesus must be legislating 
because the early church treats Jesus' teaching as if it were law (i.e . Mark adds 
"and marries another", Paul with his "privilege" in I Cor. 7:12-17, and Matthew 
with his exception clause). But, it may be argued, one easily could expect the 
church to take anything the Lord says, whether in the form of legislation or not, 
and make it into a kind of law for a new community.
Others scholars have argued that Jesus' teaching about divorce is more likely 
to be haggadic (i.e . exhortation) rather than halakhic (i.e . legislation) because, as
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far as the Synoptic Gospels are concerned, Jesus was not a legislator (Davies,
1988, 1:532). This is not completely accurate either. For in the Synoptic 
Gospels Jesus does command his disciples to behave in certain specific ways which 
he must have known were not commanded by the law. There is no reason why 
Jesus might not have added halakhic traditions to the law, as the rabbis did in 
order to protect the law from being disobeyed.
I would argue that Jesus' teaching is not meant to be a "law" because this 
would be inconsistent with the whole context of the "But I say" sayings. Since 
Mt. 5:17f assumes the law adequately legislates concerning everything necessary for 
a godly life, Jesus is unlikely here to be replacing the law with new legislation 
(contrary to Fitzmyer, 1981, 101). In cases where murder and adultery are 
involved, Jesus expects the courts will punish in compliance with the law. What 
the law says about divorce also remains in authority and should guide the 
decisions of the courts when such cases do arise. In the "But I say" sayings, 
what Jesus intends to do is to highlight sins, which local courts cannot deal with 
but which are nevertheless hated by God. His task seems to be to recall what 
God abhors. The law courts, in obedience to the law, can take action against 
some of the things men and women do. But it is beyond their powers to take 
action against every evil thing men and women do. Jesus simply shows what sins 
God still condemns in addition to those sins the law courts punish. The Matthean 
community takes a teaching of Jesus and warns husbands that they should not 
divorce their wives because the law does not say God approves of divorce 
although he has made some provisions for it (see Collier). Nothing is suggesting 




1 )j.f| öp.öoat öXqq
2 (j-fixe ¿V oüpavij),
3 0X1 9pövoq ¿ o x iv  xox) BeoO
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10 Eoxö S e ö Xöyog Op6)v v a i v a i oö  oö;
11 xö  5 e TtEpioaöv xo-öx6)v ek xoö  Ttovripoi) e o xiv  (Mt. 5:33-37).
Does this teaching show that Jesus thought the law on oaths was 
inadequate? Before we answer this question we should answer another one. How 
much of this teaching formed the original part of the "But I say" saying?
Verse 34a (line one) is probably authentic. However, some scholars 
(Minear, 7; Green, 85; Schweizer, 1976, 128; Gundry, 92; Luz, 1989, 312) have 
argued that 5:33-37 is more likely an adaptation of a saying which also lies 
behind Jas. 5:12 (IIpo Tidvxov 8 e , aSeXcpoi pioo, p.f| oijvoexe p.f|ie xov  
oo p av ov  |jf|T£ xfjv yf|V ptrixE aXXov x iv a  opKOV f|X6) 8 e up,6)v xo v a i v a i  
Kai xo  oi) oil, i v a  pifi otio K p io iv  tieotixe). But, in favour of the priority of 
Mt. 5:34f, two things should be noted. First, e v /e iq  with the dative/accusative 
(Mt.) is more Semitic than the accusative with verbs of swearing (Jas.), which 
indicates a familiarity with common Greek construction (Guelich, 1982, 214f;
Allen, 54).  ̂ This Semitism certainly does not prove Jesus is responsible for these 
illustrations but it does shift the balance of support in Matthew's favour.
Secondly, James gives no indication that this instruction comes from the Lord.
The teaching in James is not a quotation of anything Jesus said but is probably 
influenced by Jesus' overall view of swearing.
The likelihood is Jesus taught, "Do not swear at all!" But what did he 
mean by it? Did he mean "Never ever swear under any circumstance", forbidding 
even the use of oaths in courts and business contracts (McNeile, 67; Montefiore, 
1927, 2:511; Hill, 1975, 125; Banks, 194; Schweizer, 1976, 127; Beare, 1981, 156; 
Guelich, 1982, 218; Gnilka, 1988, 174)? Did he mean "Avoid idle swearing",
assuming that oaths are binding in human activities (Wellhausen, 1904, 22;
Dalman, 1902, 206; Allen, 53; Plummer, 83; Davies, 1988, 1:536; Luz, 1989, 316;
Sanders, 1990, 56)? Or did he mean "Righteous people should not need to swear
at all", teaching only the ideal of absolutely no oaths but recognizing that 
righteous people may not always maintain this ideal in the present age (Meyer, 
1883, 187-191; Westerholm, 113)?
What we think Jesus said affects how we judge the authenticity of the 
following lines. For example, if Jesus meant unconditionally to preclude swearing 
or if he meant simply to establish an ideal, the illustrations of oaths in lines 2-9 
are redundant. You do not need to state exceptions when setting out a high 
ideal or an absolute prohibition. Since no one wants to argue that Jesus spoke 
redundantly, lines 2-9 must have been added later in order to combat a casuistic 
approach which tried to circumvent what he said (Guelich, 1982, 215). He said 
no swearing and others thought he meant no swearing by the name of God. The 
illustrations were added to show that no oath existed which did not involve God. 
On the other hand, if Jesus meant only to warn against oaths, the argument of 
redundancy no longer applies. Jesus illustrates that even the popular types of 
oaths were dangerous.
How are we to decide what Jesus meant by M-h oiaooat oXaq? The 
arguments in support of the view that Jesus taught a complete renunciation of all 
oaths are, 1) oXqq is emphatic (Meyer, 1883, 187; Banks, 194), 2) this 
interpretation makes better sense within the antithetical framework (i.e. "the law
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forbids only false swearing but I forbid all swearing"), 3) Jesus would have 
mentioned an exception if he believed there were exceptions (Meyer, 1883, 188), 
and 4) this teaching compares with the Essene's renunciation of oaths (Montefiore, 
1927, 2:511; Hill, 1975, 125). The last three arguments are the least persuasive 
for the following reasons. First, a complete renunciation of all oaths only makes 
better sense if the "But I say" sayings are assumed to be a contrast between what 
the law says and what Jesus says. As I have argued, this assumption is not 
entirely certain. Second, it is not within Jesus' style of teaching to give 
exceptions. Again and again, we find that Jesus' style of instruction is marked by 
sweeping generalizations and provocative conciseness. Third, our knowledge of the 
Essene view of oaths is somewhat conflicting. According to two sources, the 
Essene community avoided swearing (Philo, Every Good Man is Free. 84; Jos.
J.W. 2.135f). Nevertheless, we can find in both Josephus (J.W. 2.139-142) and in 
the Qumran material (CD 15.5; 16.2f; IQS 5.7f; 6.27; llQ T em ple 53-54) evidence 
which indicates that Essenes did take oaths and make vows. The most probable 
solution is that Essenes took oaths of initiation, but abstained from using 
subsequent oaths among members of their own community and as much as possible 
with those outside the community (Sanders, 1990, 53). Since the Essenes did not 
completely avoid oaths, they are not a legitimate comparison with Jesus' teaching 
if we are to assume he taught a complete renunciation of oaths. The evidence of 
o\6)q9 on jts own does not settle the issue of how comprehensive Jesus intended 
his statement to be taken.
The arguments in support of the view that Jesus did not mean a complete 
renunciation of all oaths are, 1) Jesus swore (Mt. 26:63f), 2) Paul swore 
(Rom. 1:9; 2 Cor. 1:23; 11:3f; Gal. 2:20; & Phil. 1:8),10 3) saints of the OT
swore (Gen. 14:22), 4) God swears (Gen. 22:16; 26:3; Num. 14:23; Isa. 45:23;
Lk. 1:73; Acts 7:17; Heb. 6:13), 4) In Mt. 23:16-22, Jesus seems to acknowledge
the authority of oaths, 5) the hyperbole of reducing all speech to 'yes, yes' or 
'no, no' matchs the hyperbole of "Do not swear at all" (McEleney, 1979, 557-8),
6) this meaning is consistent with Jesus' style to give teaching without reflection  
on its application in specific situations (Westerholm, 113), and 7) Jesus would not 
think that the very act of using an oath is a sin when the law assumes that it is 
not. The weakness of argument number one is that Jesus did not actually swear 
at his trial; he simply responded affirmatively to the High Priest's adjuration.
The weakness of argument number four is that accepting the authority of oaths 
does not conflict with the other view that such authority should never be used.
The remaining arguments, however, tip the scales in favour of the interpretation 
of tifi 6(j.ooat oXoq as "Avoid swearing".
How much, then, of the remaining verses are authentic? As we already 
noted, if |ifi 6p.6aat 6 \ q<z means "Avoid swearing" then the four illustrations in 
lines 2-9 could be original. They are consistent with this thought. But are they 
original? For several reasons, one gets the impression that they are not and that 
the original "But I say" saying did not contain either v. 33c or v. 34bf (lines 
2-11). First, in all the other "But I say" sayings, Jesus refers only to one 
scriptural passage, but here, two passages are mentioned. Ouk etuopicf|a£t<;
(v. 33b) is reminiscent of Lev. 19:12 and ccrcoSaoei<; xq  tco p ix o t> < ; optcovx; 
oou (v. 33c) is most likely reminiscent of Ps. 50:14b (LXX 4 9 :1 4b ).^  Second, 
ccrcoSkbociq xq  Kopit)) x o v ?  dpKOtx; o o o  is out of place because the other 
references in Mt. 5:21-49 only refer to the Mosaic law. Third, in the other "But 
I say" sayings, Jesus deals with sinful treatment of others, which are not punished 
by the courts, but cntoStaoetg xq> tcupt^ xoix; opKorx; o o v  deals with our sinful 
treatment of God. Fourth, there is an obvious tension between "keep your oath 
to the Lord" and "Do not swear at all" (Allen, 53). There is no need to say the 
former in order to say the latter. Fifth, ccrtoStaoetc; x q  tcupt<t> xotx; opKouq
oou  centres on the idea of "oaths to God are binding" which is also the main 
thrust of lines 2-9. These oaths ('heaven1, 'earth', 'Jerusalem', 'head') were used 
to avoid directly appealling to God and thus were considered to be less binding if 
one's word turned out to be untrue or unkept. ̂  This of course does not mean 
that lines 2-9 cannot go back to Jesus but rather that here they look like an 
intrusion into his main point. Some have argued that line 7 is Matthean 
(W ellhausen, 1904, 22), while others considered lines 6 & 7 as either Matthean 
(Gundry, 92) or an independent saying (Duling, 291-309). The popular consensus 
is that the fourth illustration is a later addition (Gnilka, 1988, 172; Davies, 1988, 
1:537), but since the basic introductory structure is the same (i.e . qf|T£ + the 
dative) and the thought is the same (i.e . Even swearing by the head involves 
God, since only he can make your hair white or black), there is little reason (the 
réintroduction of the verb ôp. vue tv? ) to separate it from the tradition which 
contained the other illustrations. Finally, we cannot be certain about the 
originality of the saying in v. 37a (line 10). Since the close connection of "Yes, 
Yes" or "No, No" appears independently in other sources (2 Cor. 1:17-18;
Jas. 5:12 & 2 Enoch 49:1 [longer recension]; b.BM. 49a; RuthR. 7,6), it is quite 
possible that it was a common Jewish proverb for honesty in speech. The fact 
that v a i  and ov  are doubled in Matthew and do not have the article is unlikely 
to indicate a real oath. The two pieces of evidence which suggested that it could 
be an oath are 2 Enoch 49:1,2 [the longer recension] and b.Seb. 36a. But these 
pieces of evidence should be treated with caution since 1) it is not certain 
whether the speaker in Enoch intends to be facetious or not ("for I am not 
swearing by any oath at all") and 2) the reference in b.Seb. shows a rabbinic 
decision which was taken (in the 4th cent.) to make "yes,yes" or "no,no" a 
binding oath because people were using it as if it was not a real oath. The best 
explanation is that "yes,yes" or "no,no" reflects a method of doubling for purposes
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of intensification which was popular both in Semitic and Greek languages (i.e. 
ap.f|V 6qj.f|v; Dalman, 1902, 228; Allen, 54; Guelich, 1982, 217; Gnilka, 1988,
175; Luz, 1989, 318). Whether Jesus himself used this proverb or not remains 
questionable. If he did, then this would indicate even more that Jesus' main point 
is not to forbid all oaths but primarily to stress honesty in all speech (see Justin, 
A pol.. 16; Minear, 2). Regarding v. 37b, it is generally thought to be an 
editorial link to connect this "But I say" saying with the next by means of the 
catchword novfipov (v. 39a).
To sum up then, the original "But I say" saying went like this:
irdXtv fiKoOoaxe o x i  epp£0ri xoi<; ap ^ at o i  g, o\)K £7uopKf|oet<; 
eyco S£ X£yco q i i v  pfi o p o o a i o \ q q  
(eo x u  Se o X oyoc ■otuov v a i v a t ,  o v  o v . )
Is it an attack on the law to say "Avoid swearing"? I hardly think so.
Jesus was simply reiterating a view which was popular at the time. Excessive
swearing was considered to be an indication of dishonesty and leads to sin. Here
are some examples of the things people were saying.
It is better that you should not vow than that you should vow and not
pay. Let not your mouth lead you into sin, and do not say before 
the messenger that it was a mistake, why should God (= why should 
you entice God to) be angry at your voice and destroy the work of 
your hands? (Eccl. 5:4,5).
Do not accustom your mouth to oaths, and do not habitually utter the 
name of the Holy One; for as a servant who is continually examined 
under torture will not lack bruises so also the man who always swears 
and utters the Name will not be cleansed from sin. A man who 
swears many oaths will be filled with iniquity, and the scourge will not 
leave his house, if he offends, his sins remains on him, and if he 
disregards it, he sins doubly; if he has sworn needlessly, he will not be 
justified, for his house will be filled with calamities (Sir. 23:9-11).
To swear not at all is the best course and most profitable to life, well 
suited to a rational nature which has been taught to speak the truth so 
well on each occasion that its words are regarded as oaths; . . .
(Philo, Dec. 84).
Those persons too deserve praise whose unwillingness, tardiness, and 
shrinking, if they are ever forced to swear, raise qualms not only in 
the spectators but even in those who are administering the oath: such
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people are in the habit of saying 'Yes, by -' (vp t6 v )  or 'No, by -' 
(ua xov) and add nothing more, and by thus breaking off suggest the 
clear sense of an oath without actually making it (Philo, Spec, Leg. 
2.4,5).
For in the eyes of sensible people much swearing is a proof not of 
good faith, but of faithlessness (Philo, Spec. Leg. 2.8).
According to the Mishnah, haberim ("Associates"), who are to maintain 
a high standard of purity, may not be profuse in vows (m.Dem. 2:3).
R. Akiba taught that a fence for vows is self-restraint (A.R .N 26.1).
These examples indicate that Jews would not think it was a criticism of the 
law to teach the avoidance of oaths. In fact, it is very likely that they thought 
that Jesus taught them to avoid swearing out of reverence for the law and its 
teaching about swearing by the name of God.
Within the context of the "But I say" sayings, Jesus hopes to highlight the 
point that while the courts will punish those who swear falsely by God's name (or 
its equivalents), excessive swearing, even when it is not false, is dangerous. The 
law does not commend the practice of excessive swearing but rather commends 
restraint (Deut. 23:22).
The last three "But I say" sayings are slightly different from the first three. 
From here on, there is no equation of one sin with another. With swearing we 
might have expected Jesus to say something like "He who swears is a liar".
While Jesus might be implying this equation it is not, as in the three previous 
sayings, stated.
Jesus on Retaliation
1 |j.T| dvTioTfivcxi novnpq) (Mt. 5:39a).
The only thing Jesus taught in direct relation to the principle "eye for eye, 
tooth for tooth" (Exod. 21:24; Deut. 19:21; Lev. 24:20) was "Do not resist the 
evil person". Arguing against the authenticity of this saying, Bultmann raised 
three points (Bultmann, 1963, 135-6; for other rejections see Klostermann,
1927, 42; Strecker, 39-47; Luz, 1989, 323f.). Similarly to "But I say" sayings 
number 3 and 6, 1) this saying does not have to stand in relation to the 
antithesis in order to be intelligible (whereas, antitheses 1, 2, & 4 do), 2) this 
saying does not surpass the law but overthrows it, and 3) this saying is paralleled 
with another source (Lk. 6:29-30). However, 1) it is not true that the other 
sayings are not intelligible apart from their antithetical framework (Suggs, 110; 
Banks, 184); 2) as we shall argue, the law is not overthrown by what Jesus says; 
and 3) only vs. 39bf are paralleled in Luke's gospel (Jeremias, 1971, 251f).
More recently, Guelich also argued that this fifth "But I say" saying is a 
Matthean redaction because of the following reasons: 1) This saying reacts with 
Deut. 19:16-21 in the same manner as the third "But I say" saying (assuming it is 
a Matthean redaction) reacts with Deut, 24:1. 2) This saying is similar in
language to the Matthean additions of the Beatitudes (5:11-12// Lk. 6:22-23).
3) Luke's gospel shows no sign of redacting the material in Mt 5:38-42 (Guelich, 
1982, 266). In response to these objections we could make the following points. 
First, the fifth "But I say" saying does not treat the law in Deuteronomy in the 
same way as the third "But I say" saying does. In the third "But I say" saying, 
a concession of the law for divorce is quoted along with Jesus' warning to men 
not to do it. In the fifth "But I say" saying, Jesus quotes a principle of the law
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for equal compensation and encourages others not to react wrongly regardless of 
whether or not they intend to use it. Second, only vs. 39bf are similar to the 
additions of the Beatitudes. Third, the signs of redaction are also found 
exclusively in vs. 39bf.
The two following arguments favour the pre-Matthean nature of this saying.
1) The change from the second person plural (■Op-tv, v. 39a) to the second person 
singular (o e , ootj, vs. 39bf) points to an earlier source (Manson, 1949, 24). 2)
This saying is just as concise, general, and unconcerned with concrete application 
as are the other sayings of Jesus (i.e . v. 34a, pfi o p o o a i 6\6)<;). These 
observations support the conclusion that the illustrations in vs. 39bf have been 
added onto an original antithesis (for others who also argue for the originality of 
this antithesis see Branscomb, 1930, 234; Jeremias, 1971, 251-53; Percy, 150; 
Hiibner, 1973, 95; Dietzfelbinger, 11).
So what does Jesus mean by pf| c tv x to x fiv a i xqj novripQ and how does it 
contrast with the principle of lex talionis  in Exod. 21:24? Two words need to be 
explained. They are d v x ta x fiv ca  and ixovrip% ' A v0i oxtiij.i is usually translated 
"resist" but what idea does it convey here? Is it conveying specifically the idea 
of legal opposition (Schlatter, 186f; Currie, 140-5; Hill, 1975, 127; Guelich,
1982, 220; Levison, 188), or is it more likely conveying the general theme of 
aggressive reaction in every context (Schweizer, 1976, 129; Gnilka, 1988, 181; 
Davies, 1988, 1 :540)? Is Jesus denouncing the person who tries to find 
retribution in the legal system or is he condemning the one who in all areas of 
life takes vengeance?^
In favour of reading a v x io x f)v o a  within a legal context are the arguments 
that 1) the example in v. 40 ("he who would sue you") imagines a court room 
situation and 2) d vO iaxT p i has this meaning particularly in Deut. 19:16-19 
(where we can also find the lex talionis principle) as well as in other places
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(Isa. 3:9; 59:12; and Jer. 14:7, see Currie, 141f). However, the major fault with 
this explanation is that it limits Jesus' teaching in contrast to his concern for a 
very broad range of human activity in the other "But I say" sayings. Anger, lust, 
divorce, and swearing are generally denounced in all circumstances. Why here 
would Jesus denounce opposition confined within the courtroom? While we could 
simply leave a v x to x f iv a t  translated by the negative connotations of "set yourself 
against" (BAGD, 67), since the verb a v x to x fiv a t  is paralleling the a v x i in 
v. 38, "react evilly against" conveys more clearly what is meant.
To what does n ovtipog refer? Does it refer to evil in a general sense
(M cNeile, 69; Gnilka, 181), or the evil man (Montefiore, 1927, 2:513; Hill,
1975, 127; Green, 86; Guelich, 1982, 220; Davies, 1988, 1:543), or Satan 
specifically (Banks, 198)? Since Jesus deals primarily with human relationships in 
the other "But I say" sayings, and since we are taking a v x io x f iv a t  as "evil 
repayment", it is more likely that an "evil person" is what he had in mind. We 
are not to react to an evil person with evil.
According to the principle of "eye for eye, tooth for tooth", everyone could 
expect compensation equal to the cost of the damages they incur because of 
som eone else, or they could expect the courts to exact punishment on the 
offender equal to the effect of the damages the offender had caused. Certainly 
by the time of Jesus, this principle was not taken literally, and monetary 
compensation was expected for most damages (m.BK. 8:1; Montefiore, 1927,
2:513). This matter was so important that a whole tractate in Mishnah discusses 
it in great detail (see Baba Kamma). But does Jesus intend to abolish this 
principle upon which most just societies are based?
On the basis of the first two illustrations (vs. 39b,40), we can infer that an
early Christian community thought Jesus was saying something like "Do not repay 
evil with evil" (see Bryant, 236,7). When someone seeks to do you harm respond
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with goodness. Paul said something similar to this in I Thes. 5:15, ôp ôxe pf|
X l Ç KOKOV ÔVXt KOKOÔ XlVt CCTtOÔ% ÙXkà. TXOVXOXE x6  ÔyaBÔV 5 l 6)K£X£ Kai
e i ç  àXXiiXouç Kai e i ç  raxvxaq. Some have thought that this exhortation 
showed Paul was familiar with Jesus' saying (Bruce, 1982, 124; Davies, 1988,
1 :543), but I am more inclined to think that Paul knew it as a generally used 
moral encouragement (Best, 1972, 233). It is not surprising to find this same kind 
of teaching in other Jewish sources.
He that takes revenge shall find vengeance from the Lord, and he will 
surely keep his sins (in remembrance). Forgive your neighbour the 
hurt that he has done unto you, so shall your sins be forgiven when 
you pray (Sir. 28:1,2).
. . .and if anyone sins against you, speak to him in peace. . . But
even if he is devoid of shame and persists in his wickedness, forgive
him from the heart and leave vengeance to God (T. Gad 6:3,7).
And even if persons plot against him (the righteous man) for evil ends, 
by doing good this man conquers evil, being watched over by God.
He loves those who wrong him as he loves his own life. . . . the 
pious man shows mercy to the one who abused him and maintains
silence (T. Benj. 4:3; 5:4).
Every assault and every wound and burn and every word, if they 
happen to you on account of the Lord, endure them: and being able 
to pay them back, do not repay them to (your) neighbour, because it 
is the Lord who repays, and will be the avenger for you on the great 
judgment (2 Enoch 50:3-4 [shorter recension]).
Our rabbis taught: Those who are insulted but do not insult, hear 
themselves reviled without answering, act through love and rejoice in 
suffering, of them the writ saith, "But they who love Him are as the 
sun when he goeth forth in his might" (b.Yom. 23a//b.Shab. 88b).
To say "Do not repay evil for evil" would have been familiar teaching to
Jesus' audience as an encouragement for them to exercise mercy and
self-restraint. So how does the contrast with the law for equal compensation
work? Jesus is primarily concerned with those who sin by repaying minor evil for
minor evil. Because the evil they do to others is not of such a nature that they
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are brought up before the courts and judged against it, there is still no excuse 
for "tit for tat" behaviour. While everyone knows that, in accordance with the 
principle of "eye for eye, tooth for tooth", the courts will gain compensation for 
the injured party, it should not be forgotten that all personal intentions to repay 
any evil person with further acts of evil is wrong and condemned by God. Jesus 
has no intention of replacing this legal principle with a new law forbidding 
revenge. Jews already knew that God through the law condemned revenge 
(Lev. 19:18) and that vengeance belonged to God (Deut. 32:35; Ps. 94:1). Jesus 
would have also known this. What he intends to do is raise people's standard of 
judging sins above the standards of what courts will and will not punish.
Jesus on Loving Enemies
Three separate teachings about loving one's enemies and a fourth teaching 
on imitating the holiness of God were collected together to form verses 44-47. 
Their independence as sayings are indicated both by their parallels with 
Lk. 6:27-36 and by their epigrammatic brevity. It is unlikely that Lk. 6:27-36 is 
indicating that there was an original antithetical framework for this saying 
(Manson, 1949, 161). ' AXXa upuv \ i y a  x o iq  atcouo-uotv (Lk. 6:27a) is the
writer's attempt to connect the following isolated sayings with 6:18-20 (Guelich, 
1982, 224). In the same way, Mt. 5:43 was probably created by those responsible 
for collecting all the "But I say" sayings in their final stages. The final collector 
believed that since Jesus instructed his disciples to love their enemies he deduced 
this requirement of righteousness from God's command to "love your neighbour" 
(Lev. 19:18). This collector has also changed direction from the rest of the "But 
I say" sayings. Here, he cites the law and then a possible deduction from it 
("hate your enemies") in order to highlight the higher moral teaching of Jesus.
The addition of r a i  M.tof|oei<; x6v  eyGpdv oou  (which dissimilar to any of the 
other additions we have seen in the "But I say" sayings) indicates that the 
collector now wants to make a contrast between two different interpretations of 
the law, one made b y  some people and one Jesus would make.
Since a collector could make the connection between Lev. 19:18 and Jesus' 
teaching "love your enemies" it is difficult to believe that Jesus' teaching on 
loving enemies was completely unique within Judaism (Manson, 1949, 161). If the 
collector could imagine a text Jesus might have used for his teaching, it seem  
unlikely that other Jewish teachers would have been incapable of doing the same 
thing if they wanted to teach "love your enemies".
A good question to ask here is, Did any Jew really think (as the collector 
supposes) that hated of one's enemies was actually permitted? It is often argued 
that they did (M cNeile, 71; Smith, 1952, 71-3; Percy, 155-6; Barth, 94). In fact, 
we do have some rabbinic evidence which teaches that a person should hate one
who sins. In b.Pes. 113b, R. Samuel b. R. Isaac taught, on the basis of
Exod. 23:5, that Zigud could hate Tobias. Zigud saw Tobias sinning and then 
brought Tobias up before a court in order to be punished. But instead of Tobias 
being punished, the court punished Zigud, because he testified against someone as 
a sole witness. According to the rabbis, God hates such action. You must have 
two or more witnesses before you can lay a public charge against someone. Even 
though Zigud could not bring Tobias to court for what he had done, he could, 
according to R. Samuel, hate him. But the rabbis complain about this teaching. 
They asked whether or not one could hate an Israelite because of what the law 
says in Lev. 19:17. They assume that Lev. 19:17 teaches that even if an Israelite
is an enemy he is to be loved. The rabbis reply that if two witnesses testify to
the sin, then yes, even an Israelite can be hated. R. Naham b. Isaac goes even 
further to say that it is a duty to hate such a person, because Prov. 8:13 states
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that the fear of the Lord is to hate evil. This illustration show that for at least
some rabbis, loving an enemy was firmly rooted within their tradition. Prior to
them, people like R. Nehorai (165-200 C .E .) taught "Despise no man and consider 
nothing impossible . . . "  and it was also said of R. Yohanan b. Zakkai that he 
always greeted first those whom he passed by on the street, even the heathen 
(b.Ber. 17a). But in spite of the kindness which some rabbis thought they should 
have towards all, as b.Pes. 113 shows, other rabbis thought that a person should 
be hated who does what the Lord hates (see A .R .N . 16; Smith, 1952, 71-3).
If we look at the Qumran material we might also suspect that they 
encouraged the hatred of one's enemies as a moral duty. They talk about 
outsiders as "men of the Pit" and "men of falsehood". They looked forward not 
only to the day of their own salvation, but just as importantly, they longed for 
the day of revenge, when the outsider will be justly punished. In IQS 1:3-4, the 
members are specifically encouraged to love all that God loves and hate all that 
he hates; to love all the sons of light and hate all the sons of darkness.
However, in spite of what they wrote, it has been noted that the Qumran
community were less severe than this language might otherwise indicate (see 
Philo's Quod Omnis Probus 95.89-91; Jos. J.W .. 2.8.2; and Sutcliff, 345-56). I 
imagine that, as with the rabbis, there was a mixed group of Essenes, some who 
held up a higher moral standard of kindness towards all and some who believed 
the higher moral standard was to hate those whom God hated.
The diversity of views about the needs for hate and love should not surprise 
us. The OT also talks about both hating and loving the outsider (Exod. 23:4;
Lev. 19:34). What is unique with Jesus' teaching is not the actual content of 
what he says (Bultmann, 1963, 105; Banks, 201) but the succinctness and force by 
which he puts this message across. The collector did not think that Jesus' call to 
love even our enemies offered a new law which replaced the Mosaic law.
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Instead, like many other Jews, he thought Jesus said that loving our enemy is 
what God, through Moses, commanded.
Conclusion
The "But I Say" sayings strike a deep contrast. It is not a contrast 
between God's old law and his new one. Rather, the contrast is between the 
different ways sins are treated. Jesus warns his audience that they are not to 
take some of God's prohibitions lightly (i.e. those on anger, lust and deception) 
because they are not as bad as some of God's other prohibitions (i.e . those on 
murder, adultery and false oaths). They are also not to take lightly God's 
condemnation of personal vengeance even though God allows for the proper 
retribution for physical damages. We have seen that in none of the "But I Say" 
sayings does Jesus intend to teach that obeying the law was now an inadequate 




1. Jeremias illustrates this point with the attempt to divide Jesus' teaching up 
between those that begin with 6 x i  Ttcxc; followed by a participle ("But I Say" 
sayings numbers 1, 2, and 3), those which begin with infinitives (nos. 4 and 5) 
and the one which begins with an imperative (no. 6) (Jeremias, 1971, 253).
There could also be attempts to arrange them between those that have the full 
introduction (fixou oaxe o x t  Eppe0Ti x o tq  a p y a io tq  - in 1 and 4) and those 
that have different parts of it (fix oo oax e 6 x t epp£9n in 2, 5, and 6 and 
eppeBri in 3). All these types of categorizing do not really help to prove what 
is authentic and what is inauthentic.
2. For the same reasons why amar  is not the correct comparison for fixou oaxe,
' itmar  is not the background for eppeOri (Contra. Dalman, 1929, 69-73).
3. Some very good manuscripts (aleph^ D L W 0  0233 fl-1 3  Sy c0) reacj 
"Whoever is angry with his brother without cause (etKtj) is accountable to 
judgment". It is easier to imagine reasons why a scribe would add this 
qualification rather than omit it. Wernberg-Meller, however, argued that it was 
original but translates some Aramaic phrase (i.e. I ' bmspt) which means "in any 
case" (Wernberg-Maller, 71-73). But this seems highly conjectural.
4. Some scholars (W eise, 117; Wrege, 67f; Hill, 1975, 121; Gundry, 85) have 
argued that the background for "Everyone who is angry with his brother will be 
accountable to the local court" is the idea of a disciplinary body within a 
religious community. This same idea is found in IQS 6:24-6.
5. Occasionally in the LXX p o t y e ( a  is used figuratively of idolatry since Israel
is the bride of God. When she serves other gods she is committing spiritual
adultery (see Hos. 3:1; Jer. 3:9; Ezek. 16:32f, esp. v. 38).
6. Interestingly, W has the two sayings in vs 11,12 in reverse order: ea v
anoX-ooT] yuvri xov  d vS p a oojxfiq xa t yapfioi] aXXov p o ty a x a t  x a i ea v  avf|p  
cntoX-uoT) xh v y o v a ix a  p o t y a x a t .  For a defence of the second half of this 
variant as Jesus' original teaching on divorce, see O'Neill, 35-42. But note, one
explanation for why x a t  yapricn] aXXov is omitted in the second half of this
saying (why a man commits adultery when he divorces) is that W tends to remove 
what it feels are unnecessary reduplications (see W for Mk 6:1; 9:43; and 13:8). 
Since the idea of "and marries another" is already stated in the woman's case, it 
is assumed that it would be understood in the man's case too.
7. When Shammai says "adultery" is the only grounds for divorce it should be
noted that he means a lot more by this word than simply the marital 
unfaithfulness of the wife with another man (i.e . appearing on the street with her 
hair down, uncovered arms, wearing a skirt with slits down the sides. See Str.- 
Bil. 1:315; Guelich, 1982, 203).
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8. Guelich is probably incorrect to think that James has actually redacted 
Matthew's saying. It is improbable that James was directly dependent on Matthew 
(Gnilka, 172).
9. According to Merx is missing in sys (Merx, 1902, lO lf).
10. Akio Ito (1991, If) suggests that Paul may not have know that Jesus 
objected to oaths but even if he did he may have thought that his oaths were 
exempted from this ban because he was calling God to witness the divine origin
of his apostleship and the gospel he preached. The problem with this argument is 
first a ban on oaths would be a serious ban effecting much of the life of a Jew 
and would have been a distinctive mark of this community if their was such a 
ban. Such a distinction would not have gone past Paul. Second, truth is always 
of divine origin and you cannot begin to divide what truths are of divine origin 
and worthy of an oath and what truths are not.
11. Ps. 49:14b (LXX) reads e iotd c but now in Matthew it reads 6pKoo<;. Was 
this an intentional change? It should be noted that a clear distinction between 
oaths and vows might not have always been maintained (see m.San. 3.2; t.San.
5.1; Liebermann, 117; Westerholm, 106; Sanders, 1990, 52).
12. Some have noted that the change from ev  to E tc  ' I epoodXup.a might be 
reflecting the distinction that oaths "by Jerusalem" was nothing unless it was sworn 
"towards Jerusalem" (see t.Ned. 1; McNeile, 68; Hill, 1975, 126).
13. Manson took dv0ioTrm ,i to mean "actively hostile" (Manson, 1949, 159) but 
does not provide evidence to support this translation.
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CHAPTER FIVE 
"Let the Dead Bury Their Dead"
¿«peg xox>g vsKpcug Gayat xovg ¿aux<bv veKpoug
Jesus told a potential disciple, "Let the dead bury their dead". It has
becom e popular to think that this is one of the best examples of how Jesus
thought differently about obeying the law and obeying the will of G odJ Jesus
believed that it was the will of God that this man should follow him and if that
meant he would have to dishonour his father then that is what he would have to 
do. Since Jews equated burying parents with honouring them, those who refused 
to do so would be thought of as breaking the fifth commandment. Whereas high 
priests (Lev. 21:11) and nazirites (Num. 6:6-7) were not permitted to bury their 
parents, all other Jews were obliged to do so.^ The gospels do not indicate that 
either Jesus or his disciples lived like high priests or nazirites so they would be 
expected like everybody else to comply with the responsibility of burying one's 
parents. If Jesus tells a son to forget about burying his father and follow him, 
then he is encouraging the son to disobey the law.
The problem with this interpretation is that if Jesus believed the law should 
be disobeyed because following him was the overriding will of God, then why at 
other times does he command individuals to go and obey the law rather than 
follow him (Mt. 8:4//Mk. 1:44// Lk. 5:14)? Also, is it really consistent with our
picture of Jesus to think that he told this son, "Dishonour your father!"?
This saying has three major problems which need to be examined in detail 
before it can be understood. There are questions about the saying's original form 
and authenticity, what Jesus meant by "the dead", and how this incident fits into 
what we know about first-century Jewish burial practices. Once we have dealt 
with these problems, we can see that what Jesus said may seem harsh but it was 
not unthinkable and it certainly was not teaching disobedience to the law.
Originally this story was isolated and was later attached to another story 
which also told about a person (identified as a scribe in Mt.) who wanted to be a 
disciple of Jesus. Jesus warns about the discomfort of being a follower by telling 
him that the son of man has nowhere to lay his head. One tradition (unknown 
to M t.) attached a third story about someone else who wanted to be a follower 
but first wanted to say goodbye to his family. Jesus tells him that a person who 
puts his hand to the plough and looks back is unfit for the kingdom of God 
(Lk. 9:61,62).3 These stories are intended to remind "he who has ears to hear" 
that following Jesus often entails hardship and commitment.
In Luke's Gospel, we find that a tradition thought it would help if the call 
to discipleship, "cxKoAo-OQet p.o'u", was inserted prior to the man's request.4 
Since the stories about the other two potential disciples already had the word 
àKoXo\j0fiau, Jesus' use of this word would be the only thing necessary to stress 
the connection between the three pericopes. These three stories were later 
attached to the larger context of both Jesus' activity in Samaria and his mission 
for the seventy two disciples (Lk. 9:51-10:16). This tradition or the final editor 
is also likely to be responsible for the final command cru Sè coteXGcùV StàyyeÂ A e  
xf|v  p a o iX e ta v  xoü  9eoO.^
In Matthew's gospel, a tradition identifies the man who wants to bury his 
father as a disciple ( ë x e p o ç  x&v pxxBnxàv ocûxov>).6 It is not clear whether
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£ x ep o g  xcbv pcxGrixcav croxou means at that moment this person was a disciple 
(Kingsbury, 52f) or whether it means that this is about "another of the disciples" 
when he first came to Jesus. It seems unlikely that he was a disciple at that 
time, since the tradition in Luke is unaware of this point. The Matthew tradition 
inserted the respectful address tcupte as it had done in the other story with 
8 1 SdotcaXe.7 Since the decision to follow Jesus is the subject of both stories, 
the tradition, as with Luke's gospel, also added Jesus' call "aKo\ov>0£t pot" to
connect this story with the previous one.
The original story then went something like this; a man came up to Jesus 
and asked, "Let me first go and bury my father." Jesus said to him, "Let the 
dead bury their dead."
We should now address the question of its authenticity. Is it likely that 
Jesus would say "You cannot bury your father if you want to follow me"? The 
strongest argument that he did say this has been the argument of dissimilarity. 
Because it is hard to imagine any other Jew telling a son he should not bury his 
father, and because it is hard to imagine why a community would put such a 
harsh teaching in Jesus' mouth, it is more likely that it came from Jesus. 8 On 
the other hand, once I have shown that Jesus' teaching is not as harsh as it is 
often taken and that some Jews could have said what Jesus said, this argument of 
dissimilarity will prove to be less helpful.
Other scholars have argued that Jesus would say something like this because 
it is consistent with his other teachings (Esler, 117f). Because he implied 
elsewhere that he had come to set a man against his father (Mt. 10:34-36//
Lk. 12:51-53) and that anyone who does God's will is his brother and mother 
(Mk. 3:35), it makes sense that he would tell someone else that they have to
choose between doing something for God and doing something for their parents.
But if Jesus' saying is as harsh as this, then there is an inconsistentcy between it
and Jesus' other teaching that a person should not disobey the fifth commandment 
(Mt. 15:4// Mk. 7:10). My argument, that this teaching does not violate the fifth 
commandment, is made stronger by the fact that Jesus' teaching will not only be 
consistent with the first set of sayings but also with this last one.
Byron McCane has offered another argument in his defence of the sayings' 
authenticity (McCane, 42). He argues that it presupposes a burial custom typical 
of first-century Palestinian Judaism and therefore it satisfies the test of 
environmental evidence. What we are told in this story assumes a knowledge of 
the way many Palestinian Jews buried their parents during this period. What the 
saying assumes we know is now verified by what we have from archeological 
evidence on Jewish burial practices. This of course does not prove that Jesus 
said these words but it does point to a Palestinian environment in which they 
were understood.
I want to move now on to the second major problem raised by what Jesus 
said. Who are "the dead" that are being talked about? Several attempts have 
been made to explain what Jesus must have meant which would also illustrate 
exactly how demanding his teaching was (assuming of course that Jesus must 
always be demanding). The most popular explanation is that Jesus was saying 
"Let those who are spiritually dead bury those who are physically dead" (Schlatter, 
289; Fitzmyer, 1981, 1:839; Marshall, 411). The reason Jesus would call people 
"spiritually dead" is then explained by imagining that these other people would not 
follow Jesus as this man wanted to do (Hengel, 1981, 8).9 There are two 
problems with accepting this kind of explanation. First, it does not explain in 
what sense the phrase xoug eoroxav veK poog ("their own dead") was used 
(Fitzmyer, 1981, 1:839). Second, it makes Jesus say that everyone who does not 
join his followers are "spiritually dead", when in fact he once discouraged a 
"spiritually alive" person from following him. Jesus believed that those who lived
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unrighteously were "spiritually dead" (Lk. 15:24,32), but he did not think that the 
only righteous people were those who joined his band of disciples.
Others have tried to make sense of the saying by reconstructing what it 
would look like in Aramaic. I. Abrahams argued that the Aramaic equivalent 
would read sbwq Imyty' Imqbr m y ty '  dylhwn, "Leave the dead to the burier of 
their own dead" (Abrahams, 2:183). 1® What happened was the third word Imqbr 
was mistaken for a pa'el infinitive (lemaqeber) instead of a pa'el participle 
(limeqaber). Jesus simply told the son that someone else could handle the job. 
The problem with this is that the burier of a dead father is expected to be his 
own son (Manson, 1949, 73). Matthew Black also attempted to find an Aramaic 
equivalent. His answer was that the word for "the dead" was mtnyyn  which is 
used to describe a person who is slow to make a decision (Black, 1949-50, 219-20
and 1967, 207-8). The saying then went, "Let the waverers bury their dead."
What the scribe thought he saw was the word mtn  which means "the dead". 
Unfortunately, this proposal suffers the same problems as the very first 
explanation. It presupposes that Jesus expected everybody to follow him and it 
fails to explain the need for ecnjx&v.
Some other attempts have been to explain the saying as a Jewish proverb 
meaning something like "Let the dead past bury its dead" (McNeile, 110; Allen, 
82) or "Let that matter take care of itself" (Beare, 1981, 214; Manson, 1949, 73; 
Kingsbury, 56), or "repent" (Conzelmann, 114) or as a gloss over a shorter saying 
(O'Neill, 86). The major weakness with these explanations is that they do not 
provide an accurate background which explains the request as well as Jesus' reply.
The most direct way of understanding this saying is to take what Jesus says 
at face value, "Let those who are physically dead bury their own physically 
dead. In other words, Jesus said "Let those who are lying dead with their
own dead be buried by them." Jesus presumes that the body of the son's father
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is already lying in the family tomb. When we replace what he said into the 
background of Jewish burial practices we can appreciate the extent to which this 
command was harsh and the extent to which it was not.
Burying the dead during this period was taken to be a very serious
obligation. In particular, it was the responsibility of the son to bury his parents 
(Tob. 4:3,4; 6:14). He was to do this not only out of respect for his parents 
but also as a religious act towards God himself (Sif. Lev. 21:3f; Mek. Ex.
18,20). Those who did not bury their parents, except high priests and nazirites, 
offended God. Burying the dead was so important that the rabbis taught that 
those who were involved were exempted from their obligation to recite the shema 
and wear phylacteries (m.Ber. 3:1). A son who has to perform the last rites 
should even suspend his study of the law (b.Meg. 3b; b.MK. 21a). These 
exemptions from ceremonial duties extented also to those who went to dig out the 
tomb to lay the corpse in and those who came to mourn for the dead 
(b.Ber. 14b, 18a; b.MQ. 99b; Gen.R. 58.6). Nevertheless, if a person wanted to 
be strict and go ahead and recite the shema, he could do so only if someone else 
could take his place in watching over the body (y.Ber. 3:1 :Cf), otherwise he could 
not. Because people were buried immediately after death, usually within 24 hours 
(A .R .N  [A], 35; t.Neg. 6:2; b.BK. 82a; m.San. 6:5; Sem. 11:1), most of these
exemptions applied only until the body was laid in the tomb.
We also know that during this time the dead were buried twice (Meyers, 
1970, 24; 1981, 92-109). When a member of the family had died the body was 
taken to a family tomb and laid on benches to decompose. Once the body had 
decomposed the bones were taken and placed into pits or into an ossuary, which 
is like a small stone chest. ̂  The OT idea of being "gathered to one's father" 
(Gen. 25:8, 17; 35:29; 49:29,33; Judg. 2:10; 2 Kgs. 22:20; 2 Chron. 34:28;
Jer. 8:2; 25:33; Ezek. 29:5; Jdt. 16:22; 1 Macc. 2:29) suggests that this practice
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of resting the bones of the deceased with those of other deceased family members 
is a very old tradition. Archaeological evidence shows that great care was taken 
with some of these secondary burials ("ossilegium"). In some cases the deceased's 
bones were neatly piled up and the skull was placed on the top of the pile 
(McCane, 33). However, as important as second burials were to some Jews it 
was not as important as the primary (or first) burial. The mourning regulations 
that applied to burying the dead the first time did not apply to the day when one 
came back to bury the bones (y.San 6:9:A-V; Sem. 12:1; 13).
If we suppose that the son wanted permission to bury his father's bones 
rather than his body, several things in this story become clearer. First, a 
discussion about a second burial would explain how a son could leave his dead 
father to find Jesus and then ask him to wait. If his father had just died we 
should wonder how he could have left his father in the first place. When a 
member of the family had died, the rest of the family were immediately in a 
state of mourning that restricted them from leaving their home (Sem. 10:11). By 
the simply act of leaving his father's body to find Jesus, this son would have 
already dishonoured him. Second, knowing about secondary burials also helps to 
explain why we find eauT&v in Jesus' reply. "Their dead" refers to the idea of 
the family grave where the bones of the father lay awaiting burial. Jesus is then 
saying, Your father's bones now belong with the rest of your deceased family, let 
the dead bury those who are dead. 13 By saying, The dead people will bury the 
dead, Jesus intends to say, Your buried father does not have to be reburied, 
instead follow me. This would not be understood as a break with the law 
because reburial practices were not thought to be legally binding.
What is particularly important about the practice of secondary burials for 
our understanding of Jesus' saying is "Did everyone think that sons who did not 
bury their parent's bones were breaking the fifth commandment?" McCane has
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argued that this is what everybody thought (McCane, 41). He directs our
attention to Sem. 12:9.
R. Eleazar b. Zadok said: Thus spoke father at the time of his death: 
"My son, bury me at first in a fosse (a temporary grave for 
decomposing). In the course of tim e, collect my bones and put them 
in an ossuary; but do not gather them with your own hands." And thus 
I did attend him: Johanan entered, collected the bones, and spread a 
sheet over them. I then came in, rent my clothes for them, and 
sprinkled dried herbs over them. Just as he attended his father, so I 
attended him.
This passage would appear to prove the opposite of what McCane wants to 
argue. A son does not have to handle his father's bones, someone else can.
The text does not debate whether or not the son has to attend the burial of his 
father's bones, but whether or not he actually has to touch the bones. Although 
the son did not have to touch his father's bones, he was expected to be there. 
Jesus' teaching is quite different. He does not even allow the son to be at the 
grave when the bones are collected. How unusual is this teaching?
After 70 C.E. the custom of burying the dead only once grew so that it 
eventually caused the earlier practice of burying the dead twice to sink into 
oblivion (Safrai, 1976, 786). This suggests that even before 70 C.E. people did 
both. Meyers also admits that during the post-exilic period both primary and 
secondary burials were practised (Meyers, 1981, 96). If it is true that not 
everyone practised secondary burial, what sounds so disobedient about Jesus' 
instructing this son not to bury the bones of his father. R. Johanan b. Nuri 
practically taught the same thing. In Sem. 12:7 he says, "A man may gather all 
bones except those of his father and mother." He said this because he thought 
that a man dishonours his parents by doing so. R. Akiba disagreed and said that 
since the flesh had dissolved from the bones, no dishonour is committed by the 
son who wants to bury them. In m.Pes. 8:8 we can also find the ruling which 
assumes that a son only has to "cause" his parents bones to be collected. What
we should take note about this evidence is that the rabbis are arguing specifically 
about whether or not the son has to touch the bones. Nevertheless, those rabbis 
which believed in the practice of second burials probably are assuming that the 
son would still as a sign of respect be present when someone else handeled his 
parents' bones. Jesus' command to the would-be disciple implies that the son 
would not even be permitted to be present.
Conclusion
We have seen that some Jews thought that other people could bury the 
bones of someone else's parents. Johanan did not say that the bones should not 
be buried. He thought that they should be. However, he did not think that it 
was the responsibility of the children to carry out the actual practice. Still, this 
is different from Jesus' teaching. Jesus thought, as many other Jews at this time 
thought, that there was no need to bury the bones of the deceased a second 
time. What Jesus thought was important was that this man show he could 
sacrifice what was important to him in order to become one of the disciples.
One explanation seems to be that the harshness of what Jesus said is not in that 
he required this son to disobey the law but in that he thought he should abandon 
what the son felt was widely (but not universally) expected of him.
On the other hand, if when Jesus said "Let the dead bury their own dead" 
he did not have in mind a second burial, and if Jesus did intend for this man to 
dishonour his parents in order to follow him, then this one saying appears to 
conflict with the law. However, in the following chapters we will see that Jesus 
is openly disregarded certain halakhot but never the Mosaic law. This suggests 




1. Adolf Schlatter appears to be the first to stress that this command is in 
opposition to a command of the law (Schlatter, 288; see also Wilder, 173; Perrin, 
144; Marshall, 411). In Martin Hengel's opinion there is hardly a sharper logion 
than this which runs counter to Jewish law, piety and custom (Hengel, 1981, 14). 
E. P. Sanders also claims that with these words Jesus is consciously requiring 
disobedience of a commandment which he and other Jews thought was given by 
God (Sanders, 1985, 254).
2. High priests and nazirites were allowed to bury a neglected corpse 
(m.Naz. 7:1; b.Naz. 47b; b.Zeb. 100a). In Gen.R. 39:7 there is the humourous 
explanation as to why Abraham could leave his father before he died, 
consequently being unable to bury him. From Gen. 9:32, which says "Now the 
Lord said unto Abram, Get thee (lek leka)'', R. Isaac argues that God said to 
Abraham "I exempt thee (leka) from the duty of honouring thy parents (by 
burying them), though I exempt no one else from this duty."
3. This third call to discipleship which is really the closest parallel to Elisha's 
call by Elijah (1 Kgs. 19:19-21).
4. Hengel says that by putting this invitation in the pericopae it becomes a 
"call-narrative" (Hengel, 1981, 3).
5. Ernst Bammel believes this insertion is typical of the author (Bammel,
1964, 8).
6. Note that ocuxo'o is not present in manuscripts aleph, B, 33 and a few others
but is present in C L W 0 0250 fl-1 3  and sy.
7. Note that manuscripts B* D V and sys do not contain the address tcupte for
Lk. 9:59, but p45.75 aieph, A B ^ C L W U I ' k  0181 fl-13  and a few others
do. Hahn argued that SiSaotoxXe is not a common insertion in the Matthean 
material and therefore both StBaotcaAe and lcupte are less likely to be the work 
of the final editor and are more likely to belong to an earlier source (Hahn,
1969, 81).
8. E. P. Sanders, who is usually hesitant about using the criterion of 
dissimilarity, believes that for this saying it is a valuable argument (1985, 252).
He also argues that the saying presupposes the question and it is unlikely that 
someone would have framed this request having only Jesus' saying. For others 
who used the criterion of dissimilarity here see McCane, 42. Hengel says that it 
is also unlikely we would find this teaching in any of the Greco-Roman literature 
(Hengei, 1981, 5f.)
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9. Sanders is a little more cautious as to why Jesus would call these other 
people "spiritually dead", but nevertheless assumes that this is what he must have 
meant (Sanders, 1985, 252).
10. Abrahams bases his work on the earlier article by Perles, 96. This view is 
still quite popular (Lachs, 159).
11. Gundry also recognized that the saying could be ironic and means "Let those 
who have been dead for some time bury those who have just died" (Gundry, 153).
12. McCane, 32,33; also see Barkay and Kloner, 22-39 and y.MK 1, 90c. For 
the evidence of burying bones outside of Jerusalem, see Hachlili, 31-65.




Jesus and the Sabbath
There were four different occasions, according to the synoptic gospels, where 
Jesus taught about obedience towards the sabbath laws. Jesus' teaching about the 
sabbath is often cited as proof that he and his disciples felt free not to observe 
the law (Grundmann, 70; Rordorf, 63; Kasemann, 38f; Bowie, llOf; Kleinknecht, 
81-84; Lampe, 829; Goppelt, 94). The defences Jesus used for plucking ears of 
corn for food (Mt. 12:1-8// Mk. 2:23-28// Lk. 6:1-5) and for healing on the 
sabbath (Mt. 12:9-14// Mk. 3:1-6// Lk. 6:6-11; Lk. 13:10-17; 14:1-6) are taken as 
serious attacks on the commandment to do no work on the seventh day. Others, 
more cautiously, would rather see in Jesus' sabbath teaching his attempt to 
reinterpret the law with a new understanding (Banks, 131; Borg, 161;
Witherington, 1990, 68-69). The old understanding of the law must now be 
replaced by the new law of love. Jesus believed that any law which did not 
promote love and mercy could be discarded. This chapter will argue a different 
view: Jesus believed that the sabbath laws should be obeyed as they were 
generally understood. A  comparison of what Jesus said about the sabbath with 
what others were saying will show that most Jews probably would not have 
thought that he was either encouraging disobedience to God's sabbath law or 
establishing a new law.
To clarify Jesus' attitude towards the sabbath we first must isolate what 
teachings go back to him and what must be ascribed to the theological reflections
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and editorial activity of the early church. By doing this we will be able to see 
Jesus' positive attitude towards the sabbath.
Plucking Corn on the Sabbath 
(Mt. 12:l-8//M k. 2:23-28//Lk. 6:1-5)
The corn plucking story in Mark and Luke is generally agreed to be earlier 
than the one found in Matthew (Beare, 1960, 130; Banks, 120f; Dunn, 1990,
12f). Two reasons make this clear. Firstly, Matthew's story obviously has 
additional remarks with the purpose of bringing out more explicitly the connection 
between the example of David and the actions of Jesus' disciples. In order to do 
this ¿T tetvaoav and e o G te tv  in v. 1 and obSe x o tg  pex ’ cruxoO in v. 4 (also 
in Lk. 6:4) were added. Second, Matthew's story offers a second argument (the 
work of priests on the sabbath) in order to justify still further the disciples' 
actions (vs. 5-7). The community behind Mark and Luke's gospels would not 
have omitted all of this material (contra. Hicks, 79, n l).
The story found in Mark and Luke is composite (Beare, 1960, 130;
Hultgren, 1972, 38; Westerholm, 96; however see Roloff, 53f; Banks, 113-120; 
Casey, 1988, 1-23). The two crucial questions are, Does the story reflect a real 
event in the life of Jesus and, What did Jesus really say? No less than six 
different suggestions are offered. They can be grouped under three major 
positions.
1) Rejecting the historicity of the story, some scholars either accept as 
authentic only the saying xo odppaxov S ta  xov  avGpontov e y e v e x o  icai o o y  o 
av0p6)Ttoq S ta  xo aaPPaxov (Bultmann, 1963, 16; Lohmeyer, 1953, 63-65; Beare, 
1960, 132-135; Lohse, 1960, 84f; 1971, 22, n!72; Hultgren, 1972, 41f) or accept
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both this saying and K Û p t ô ç  è o x i v  ô  m o c ;  x o û  avOpâTCOU i c a i  x o û  o a p p à x o o  
as authentic (Bultmann, 1963, 16; Schweizer, 1971, 70-71). Opinions vary whether 
or not the two sayings were independent of each other (Bultmann, 1963, 16; 
Schweizer, 1971, 71) or circulated as a unit (Wellhausen, 1909, 20f; Manson,
1947, 138).
2) Accepting the historicity of the story, excluding the illustration of David, 
other scholars have suggested that the story originally ended either with the saying 
"the sabbath was made for man" (Klostermann, 1926, 29; Cranfield, 116f; 
Grundmann, 67; Haenchen, 1966, 120-121; Rordorf, 61; Anderson, 109; Lührmann, 
64) or with this saying and the saying "the son of man is lord even of the 
sabbath" (Creed, 84-85; Hübner, 1973, 115-120).
3) Accepting the historicity of the story, including the illustration of David, 
still other scholars suggest that the story originally ended either with the 
illustration (Rawlinson, 33; Montefiore, 1927, 1:62-63; Branscomb, 1937, 56-58; 
Nineham, 106; Schmid, 1968, 72; Suhl, 82f; Marshall, 1978, 229f; Taylor,
214-220; Westerholm, 99; Neirynck, 264; Guelich, 1989, 128; Robbins, 123; 
Nolland, 254) or with the saying "the sabbath was made for man" (Moule,
1965, 27).
There are two arguments that challenge the historicity of the corn plucking 
story. It is argued 1) Pharisees would not trail behind Jesus and his disciples 
through a cornfield on a sabbath day (Bultmann, 1963, 16; Beare, 1960, 133; 
Sanders, 1985, 265) and 2) the disciples' behaviour would not be questioned 
rather than Jesus'. Because the early church felt attacked for their sabbath 
practices they created a story where Jesus defended his followers for unorthodox
sabbath observance (Bultmann, 1963, 16; Beare, 1960, 133; Schweizer, 1971, 71; 
Hultgren, 1972, 38-43).
But it can be argued that it is not difficult to imagine Pharisees in 
cornfields (Casey, 1988, 4f). According to the Mishnah, we know that during this 
period the halakhah for keeping the sabbath significantly increased under the 
influence of the Pharisees (Neusner, 1971, 3:304). By the time the Mishnah was 
closed, 39 classes of work was already fixed (m.Shab. 7:2). According to Mark's 
gospel, we also know that Jesus has already offended some Pharisees by not 
making his disciples fast and by his table fellowship with sinners (Mk. 2:16-18). 
These two facts makes it certainly understandable why some Pharisees would want 
to know what Jesus did on that day. Within the Pharisees' own sabbath 
restrictions a stroll out into a cornfield to see what Jesus was doing was certainly 
permissible, provided of course that it was not any more than 2000 cubits from  
the edge of town (Num. 35:5; m.Sot. 5:3; see for an illustration of a Pharisee in 
a field on a sabbath, b.Shab. 127a). We might also note that the synoptic 
gospels record other occurences where Jesus is questioned about his followers' 
behaviour (Mt. 9:14-17// Mk. 2:18-22// Lk. 5:33-39; Mt. 15:1-20// Mk. 7:1-23) and 
that it is quite believable that a master would be held accountable for the actions 
of his disciples (see Daube, 1972, 4-8; Robbins, 11 If).
On the other hand, it is more difficult to imagine someone inventing such a 
peculiar story purely for the purpose of highlighting the David illustration or 
either "the sabbath was made for man" or "the son of man is lord of the 
sabbath" sayings (Rordorf, 60; Nolland, 253), especially when strolling through the 
cornfields on a sabbath was hardly the common custom of early Christians 
(Manson, 1949, 190; Haenchen, 1966, 122; Pesch, 1976, 1:180; Casey, 1988, 20; 
Guelich, 1989, 120; Davies, 1991, 2:304). These points suggest that the first
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major proposal (that the story does not reflect a real event in the life of Jesus) 
is incorrect.
If we accept that the story is historical, we should ask whether or not the 
illustration of David eating the shewbread (1 Sam. 21:1-6) was originally a part of 
it. If it was, this would help to indicate the type of defence Jesus used to 
justify his disciples' "unpermitted" ( 6  o o k  £ £ e o t i v ) behaviour. If it was not, 
Jesus' defence was either "the sabbath was made for man" saying or the two 
sayings together.
Those who argue against the originality of the David illustration point out 
that this illustration is an indirect response to the Pharisees' question (so it 
indicates how the church used the OT as proof texts; Klostermann, 1926, 34; 
Haenchen, 1966, 119-21; Hiibner, 1973, 120-121), that it is an imperfect parallel 
with what the disciples' did (offering no valid justification for their actions; 
Rordorf, 61; Weiss, 1990, 21) and that Kai £ \ e y e v  ocuxotq in v. 25 indicates 
the addition of new material in Mark's gospel (Hultgren, 1972, 40). On the other 
hand, I would point out that it is not uncommon to find Jesus appealing to 
scripture for the justification of certain practices (Mk. 12:10,26; Mt. 12:5; 19:4; 
21:16), nor is it easy to see how Mk. 2:25-26 could have existed independently 
(Westerholm, 97; Nolland, 253). While it has to be admitted that the parallel 
between David and the disciples is not an exact one, it is nevertheless a 
reasonable parallel (Casey, 1988, 3; Sanders, 1990, 20).* Jesus is saying, If 
everyone agrees that the laws about the shewbread permits the use of the 
shewbread to help save lives (even though the law does not say it can be used in 
this way), then everyone should also agree that the laws about how to observe the 
sabbath permits "work" on the sabbath which would help feed people's immediate 
hunger (even though the law does not say it can be used in this way). Just as 
the shewbread laws must be interpreted so that human life is not put into
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jeopardy, so too must the sabbath laws be interpreted so that human life does not 
suffer pain. Jesus believed that if the law is for the good of man, as everyone 
took it to be, then no law, no matter how it is stated, should be interpreted so 
that man's good was not achieved. To keep a person hungry in order that no 
work is done on the sabbath is not the law of God.^ As we shall see, this was 
not a new interpretation.
Another point which could be made in defence of the illustration is that it 
is hard to see how quoting the example of David would have helped the early 
church with any questions they may have had about the sabbath (Davies, 1991, 
2:305). If the early church did debate the issue of sabbath observance, an 
exceptional case (starvation/ hunger pains) would hardly be a solid precedent to 
justify breaking the sabbath for other reasons. I also would argue that teat 
eX eysv  cruxoiq is more likely to indicate that v. 27 is secondary than that 
vs. 25-26 are. The illustration of David belongs to the pericope.
We should now ask, Were any of the two sayings originally a part of Jesus' 
defence? It has already been noted that some believe that at the first stage of 
development Mk. 2:27 ended the pericope. Jesus defended his disciples only by 
saying t o  oocPPaxov S ia  xov  dvGpcrrtov sy e v e x o  icai o o y  6  dvGpcmoq S ia  t o  
oappdxov. The argument is simply that the David illustration is not a real 
answer. If the Pharisees ask, Why are your disciples doing what is not permitted, 
then there is no defence in saying, The sabbath can be broken if the law about 
the shewbread can be broken. The Pharisees could simply respond, What David 
did was permitted because it saved lives but your disciples are not in the same 
circumstances as were David's men. However, Jesus' original reply, that the 
sabbath was made for man's benefit, would turn Pharisaic treatment of the law 
upon its head. In contrast to the Pharisees who sought to make Israel subservient 
to the sabbath laws, Jesus sought to make the sabbath laws subservient to the will
of man. Those who hold that the two sayings follow naturally from the 
illustration of David argue that Jesus' two statements are a more positive and 
universal teaching than his previous defence (Casey, 1988, 13). After defending 
his disciples Jesus lays down broader principles to cover a wider range of 
circumstances.
Nevertheless, there are sufficient reasons why these two sayings should be 
treated as independent sayings. First, the fact should not be lightly brushed aside 
that Matthew and Luke's gospels do not contain t o  a d p p a x o v  S ia  t o v  a v G p & rrto v  
e y s v e T O  K c r i  o o y  o  a v G p o m o q  Si a  t o  o a P p c c T o v .3  Most scholars have argued 
that Matthew and Luke had good reasons for omitting the words of the Lord. 
Either they thought there was no need to preserve the first saying since the 
second saying says the same thing, or Matthew substituted his second argument 
(the priests work on the sabbath) for "the sabbath was made for man" saying 
(Banks, 120), or Matthew and Luke wanted to emphasize Christological issues 
(Leitch, 427-8; Suhl, 83; Gundry, 224f), or v. 27 did not make any sense to 
either of them in connection with v. 28 (Rordorf, 64; Hay, 75), or the saying 
was offensive to the Matthean and Lukan scribe (Barth, 31, n2). These remarks 
are not convincing. If the two sayings have equivalent meaning this is just as 
much an argument for why a scribe would attach one saying to another as it is 
for why he would take one out. There is also no reason why a scribe would feel 
he had to delete one saying if he wanted either 1) to insert or highlight another 
saying or 2) add material to clarify what he thought was confusing. Nor is it a 
convincing argument to say that the saying was offensive to Matthew and Luke. 
This last remark needs to be taken up in some detail.
What does t o  o & P P o c t o v  S ia  t o v  avGpaitov e y e v e t o  tcai ov>y o 
avGpontoc; S ia  t o  aap paxov mean? Does it undermine sabbath observance (thus 
making it offensive to the communities of Matthew and Luke) or does it support
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it? We might be helped by simultaneously answering another question, Is this 
saying better understood in connection with the second saying, i c u p i O Q  e o t i v  o  
o i o c  "too ccvGpcmoo Kai t o o  oaPPaToo?
As the text now stands, v. 28 does not logically flow from the v. 27. It is 
said to be a non sequitur. How does the fact that the sabbath was created for 
man make it so that ( c o o t s  - v.28) the son of man ( o  o i o c  t o o  dvBpcjitoo) is 
lord even of the sabbath? Some have tried to solve the problem by 
reconstructing Mk. 2:27,28 as a unit with one thought: the sabbath is made for 
man and the man (o  o i o c  "too dvGpLrcoo) is master of the sabbath (McNeile,
170; Creed, 84-85; Duncan, 147-148; Black, 1967, 23, n2; Hooker, 1967, 95-96, 
Hay, 75; Casey, 1988, 16-19).  ̂ In order to do this "the son of man" has to be 
equated with "man" or "I, like anybody else" for it to make sense. If, however, 
the phrase "the son of man" is a specific designation of a divine figure (i.e. 
messiah), v. 28 is more likely to be a Christian interpolation (Klostermann, 31; 
Rawlinson, 33; Lohmeyer, 1953, 66; Cranfield, 118; Taylor, 220; Conzelmann,
133; Nineham, 106; Haenchen, 1966, 121; Westerholm, 100; Nolland, 254).
It is unlikely that Jesus would identify himself so early in his ministry as a 
messianic figure, especially in front of his opponents, when throughout the gospels 
this identification is kept secret (Cranfield, 1959, 118). Furthermore, even if the 
contested view was accepted that "the son of man" = "man" or "I, like anyone 
else" (which I think was the way Jesus used it) we are not forced to take 
tcup ioc e o T t v  o o i o c  t o o  avGpuTtoo K a i  t o o  aaPP&Too as something which 
Jesus said. The reason is that it is more difficult to imagine that Jesus would 
claim mankind is lord over an institution which God created (Rawlinson, 34) than 
it is to imagine the church claiming Jesus, the divine son of man, was their lord 
over the sabbath. He commands them, in contrast to the authority of other 
halakhic teachers, as to what is and is not lawful sabbath behaviour.
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If v. 28 is a Christian interpolation, it is an inference drawn from the 
narrative and not from the "sabbath was made for man" saying. It is easier to 
see how Christ is lord of the sabbath when he justifies his disciples' practice then 
to see how Christ is lord because God made the sabbath for man. Our exegesis 
of v. 27 must be done without reference to any of the immediate context.
So what does v. 27 mean? It is claimed (Nineham, 106; Hill, 1975, 210; 
Borg, 155f), and I think rightly so, that this saying is equivalent to the familiar 
rabbinic saying of R. Simeon b. Menasya (165-200 C .E.), "the sabbath is delivered 
to you and not you to the sabbath" (Mek.Ex. 31:13 and b.Yom. 85b). The 
context of this rabbinic saying shows that rabbis understood that the sabbath laws 
were not meant to be followed so that life was endangered. Whether or not this 
principle was stated in the time of Jesus as R. Simeon states it is immaterial.
The principle is certainly an old one. Jesus has simply taken this popular idea a 
step further: the sabbath laws were not meant to be followed so that life is 
tortured. But as we shall see with the sabbath healing stories, this too was not a
new understanding. In addition, the fact that the early church continued sabbath
observance supports the claim that as an independent logion this saying was not 
understood to have radical implications (contra. Green, 123; Banks, 119). It also 
can be pointed out that the community which was comfortable with "something 
greater than the temple is here" is unlikely to be made uncomfortable with "the
sabbath is made for man" (Gundry, 225).
I now what to return to the argument that vs. 27,28 were isolated sayings 
from the main story. Kai eX eyev a u x o ic  would be superfluous if vs. 27 is 
meant to flow from the illustration (Plummer, 1920, 29). Although these words 
do not always indicate the introduction of new material in Mark's gospel 
(Cranfield, 116), very often it does (4:11,21,24; 7:9; 8:21; 9:1; Rawlinson, 33).^
I would further ask, If "the sabbath was made for man" is a justification for what
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the disciples did, then Jesus would not have needed to use another defence which 
was more open to a charge of invalidity. Rabbis would not tend to use haggadic 
material for the justification of a halakhic stance. If Jesus wanted to convince 
his opponents of the lawfulness of his disciples' actions there would be no need to 
appeal to David if one could appeal to a common consensus. Our judgment that 
v. 27 is an addition is further strengthened by noting that it is like a proverb (a 
mashal) which could have been placed with any sabbath story (Westerholm, 99).
It can be removed easily from the story without any harm done to it. So it 
seems that both x6  o&PPaxov 5t&  i 6 v  avS pou ov e y e v e x o  Kai oo y  6 
6v0poiTtoc 5t&  x6  oapp&xov and icop ib c  ¿ o x tv  6 o i b c  xaO dv0p67tou K a i  
xoi) oaP P axou  were independent of each other and independent of the corn 
plucking story.
The only defence Jesus gave for his disciples' action in the cornfield was an 
illustration of what David did with the shewbread. The fact that Jesus feels he 
has to appeal to an exceptional case to justify his disciples' actions shows that he 
thinks the sabbath should be obeyed. But in exceptional cases when poor people 
would suffer if they rested, the sabbath is not broken by gathering the food which 
the law itself stipulates should be set aside for them (Deut. 23:24-25). Jesus' 
appearance in the synagogues on sabbaths (Mk. 1:21// Lk. 4:31; Mt. 12:9//
Mk. 3:1// Lk. 6:6; Mk. 6:2; Lk. 4:16) is another indication that he had no 
serious objection to sabbath regulation, whether based on scripture or popular 
halakhah (Westerholm, 96). He undoubtedly accepted that working on the sabbath 
is contrary to what the law said and should not be done. However, reaping to 
curb hunger is not the law's definition of w o rk .6
This still leaves us with the secondary material in Mt. 12:5-7 to consider. 
There are two main arguments which have been introduced into the story:
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1 tí  o ü k  á v é y v u x e  é v  t ¿¡> v ó p .^  ó x i
x o í c  o á P ( 3 a o i v  o i  í e p e í g  é v  x¿¡> iep¿¡> x ó  a á p p a x o v  
P e P t iX o ü o i v  K a i  á v c a x i o í  e i o i v ;
Xéyo Sé Tjp.1 v d x i xoO iep o ü  pieiCóv é a x iv  ¿tS e .
2 e i  Sé é y v Ú K E i x E  x í  é o x r v -  e Xeo q  9éXw K a i  oú G u a í a v ,
o t j k  á v  K a x e S i K á a a x e  x o u q  á v a r x í o o g .
Does either argument come from Matthew' church (Gundry, 222) or might 
they both reflect arguments Jesus used at some other occasion (Plummer, 1920,
173; Allen, 128; Manson, 1954, 187-8; Schmid, 206; McNeile, 169; Bultmann,
1963, 16; Barth, 82; Banks, 118)? Furthermore, if they were defences used by 
Jesus, what does it tell us about his attitude towards the sabbath?
The first argument raises a major difficulty. Like the David illustration 
used before, it is not an exact parallel to the actions of the disciples (Allen, 127; 
Albright, 149; Beare, 1981, 270). Priests are allowed to work on the sabbath 
because they are serving the Temple (i.e. God) and man. But Jesus' disciples are 
not serving either God or Jesus by getting themselves something to eat 
(Wellhausen, 1914, 59; Banks, 116f). The difficulty with comparing the two 
situations is another indication of its foreignness to the pericope. At the same 
time it also suggests that it may be a very early tradition. Scribes or a 
community would not feel the need to add an illustration which was not 
comparable if they also did not feel it was a word of the lord which should be 
preserved. Although the inclusion is suggestive of an earlier tradition rather than 
the creation of some editor, we still cannot be certain if it goes back to Jesus.
My scepticism is due to two factors. First, every Jew knew that priests worked 
on the sabbath and could have used this precedent to justify certain matters 
concerning what is and is not permitted on the sabbath (b.Yeb. 32b; b.Mk. 9a). 
Second, it is difficult to imagine a circumstance in which Jesus would have needed 
to do so. The evidence of the gospels is that Jesus' main difference with some
Pharisees was his belief that healing was permissible on the sabbath. Yet healing 
is still not a situation for which this illustration could be used to make a valid 
defence.
Our critique of the illustration's authenticity might be helped by asking 
about the genuineness of toû i£poù> p.£ïÇôv è o x iv  ûSe? If |_i£ïÇôv refers to a 
thing then no Jew would have had problems with saying it and so the saying 
would become suspect by the criterion of dissimilarity. Every Jew knew that 
certain things were greater than the Temple (i.e. human life; b.AZ. 27b).
Because tte ïÇôv is a neuter, some scholars have tried to imagine what object 
might have been meant by Jesus. Plummer suggested that Jesus used it to refer 
to his work (Plummer, 1910, 173). Others think that it refers to the thing which 
Jesus preached: the kingdom of God (Manson, 1949, 187; Beare, 1981, 271). 
However, if q.eîÇôv refers to a person, is it still conceivable in a non-Christian 
Jewish environment?^ I do not think so. I can find no evidence which would 
demonstrate any other Jew pointing out the superiority of one individual over the 
Temple in spite of the fact that human life was generally understood to be 
superior. The major opinion is that p.£ïÇôv is a reference to Jesus (Allen, 128; 
Montefiore, 1927, 2:618; Barth, 82; Banks, 117; Gundry, 222; Davies, 1991,
2:314). But if this is so it makes it all the more difficult to imagine it coming 
from him, since again it draws attention to his identity which he tries to keep 
silent. I am persuaded that just as some Christian communities labeled Jesus as 
the son of man who has divine authority of the sabbath (Mt. 12:8//Mk. 2:28;
Lk. 6:5), so too a community has claimed his authority over the sabbath by 
recognizing his authority over the Temple.
Since the community probably is responsible for making this claim about 
Jesus, our question about the authenticity of the illustration cannot be answered. 
The community may have assumed that the illustration came from Jesus but I
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cannot imagine a suitable context for which it would have been a valid 
precedent. It also should be noted that there is no more a reflection against the 
Temple in this saying than there is against Jonah and Solomon in vs. 41-42. As 
Gundry rightly puts it, "An argument from the less to the greater requires 
acceptance of the less " (Gundry, 224). This saying does not indicate that a 
Christian community felt it had no need of the Temple.
The second added argument is also more likely a Christian reflection than a 
defence of Jesus. Hos. 6:6 has already appeared in Mt. 9:13 where is fits more 
logically. In the sabbath story, on the other hand, it makes less sense. Jesus 
would not use it to tell the Pharisees they should be merciful to the disciples 
instead of being concerned about protecting the law (contra. Weiss, 1910, 231; 
Klostermann, 1927, 105). The reason is this would imply that the disciples did 
break the law whereas we have seen that Jesus' understanding was that they did 
not (Barth, 83; Banks, 117). The final editor probably perceived that this 
material could be understood in this way so he added oi)K ccv K axeSncdaaxe  
xouq a v a ix x o o q .
To summarize, we cannot be certain about the authenticity of the Matthean 
addition. The illustration may or may not go back to Jesus, but it seems unlikely 
that it did. Even if it did, the illustration does not prove that Jesus had a 
radical attitude towards the sabbath. Any Jew could have refered to the fact that 
priests work on the sabbath to justify other types of work in service to God. 
Verses 6 and 7a belong to the reflection of the Christian community while 7b is 
the hand of a compiler.
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Healing on the Sabbath
(Mt. 12:9-14//Mk. 3:l-6//L k. 6:6-11; 13:10-17; 14:1-6)
The healings of Jesus on the sabbath also have been used to argue that 
Jesus annulled the law (Rordorf, 70; Hoskyns, 267). Others would see Jesus' 
actions in less antithetical terms. All Jesus does is subordinate the sabbath under 
his more important law of mercy, compassion and love (Barth, 79; Borg, 151).
But neither explanation adequately describes what we can find in the synoptic 
gospels.
The synoptic parallel of the healing of the man with the withered hand 
(Mt. 12:9-14; Mk. 3:1-6; Lk. 6:6-11) suggests one strong conclusion: While the 
general setting of the story and Jesus' action is agreed upon, what Jesus said is 
not. Matthew's gospel claims that Jesus' main defence was that people are more 
important than animals, so if you would help an animal on the sabbath nothing 
should prevent you from helping a person on the sabbath (Mt. 12:11,12). Mark 
and Luke claim that Jesus' defence was that on the sabbath we are to do good 
and healing is an act of goodness rather than harm (Mk. 3:4; Lk. 6:9). Healing 
is therefore lawful.
Since we saw in the previous sabbath controversy that the Matthean 
community chose to insert an additional defence in order to support a weaker one 
(Mt. 12:5-7), we should consider that this is what they have done here. The 
story originally contained only the argument, It is lawful to do good (meaning 
here healing) on the sabbath. This simple assertion was supplemented by a more 
positive argument. The Markan community elaborated what they found into a 
question, On the sabbath is it lawful to do good or bad. They are also 
responsible for the second half of the saying, OQoat q a n o K x eiv ca . I
do not find it a conclusive argument to say that Mk. 3:1-6 is an organically
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complete apophthegm since it has the typical form: an accusation followed by a 
question (Bultmann, 1963, 12). The typical form could indicate just as easily the 
community's sensitivity to arrange sayings of Jesus in patterns which were 
consistent with other forms known from other episodes.
This does not mean to say that Mk. 3:4 was an independent saying slotted 
into the story or that the story itself is unhistorical. While it is probably best to 
treat the defence in Mark and Luke as an elaboration of something which at one 
time was more succinct, it also has to be faced that the synoptics record several 
incidents when Jesus healed on the sabbath (besides the ones discussed here, see 
Mk. 1:29-31 // Lk. 4:38-39; Jn. 5:2-18; and Jn. 9). All of these stories can 
hardly be the creation of the early church, since healing on the sabbath was never 
an issue for them (Borg, 157; Davies, 1991, 2:316). Instead, the considerable 
number of stories indicate that healing was a solid element in Jesus' ministry and 
that he did not think the sabbath was any kind of deterrent for doing so 
(Westerholm, 100).
The synoptic tradition records six different rebuttals to the charge that 
healing is unlawful. They are:
1) e £ e o x x v  xq> oapp&TCj) O E p c n t e u o a t  fj oo; (Lk. 14:3)
2) e g e o x tv  x o x q  oaPPaoxv ayaOoTtoxrioax f| raicoTtotfloat,
vjroyriv ocoaax t) dttoKXEtvax; (Mk. 3:4//Lk, 6:9)
3) e k x x o x o q  \)p.S)V xcj> aappaxct) of) A a je x  xov Poov auxou
t) x o v  ovov cctxo x h c  rpaxvTK 
K a i d n ayayav  ito x tC e t ; (Lk . 13:15)
4) xx v o q  bp.6)v m o c  fl paoc; e i c  cppeap tteoexxax,
K a i  ox>x eoGeog avaottdoex aoxov  
e v  fiiaepqc xob oaPPaxoo; (Lk . 14:5)
5) xxg soxax f)p.6)v dvGpottoc oc; E^et TtpoPaxov e v ,
Kax ¿a v  ¿txTCEO-q xooxo xo xc aapp aaxv exc;  PoGovov, 
ouyx KpaxijoEX auxo Kax ¿y sp E x ;
Ttoaĉ  o-Ov SxacpEpEX dv8p6)7tog TtpoPaxox) (Mt. 12:11,12a)
6) E^ eoxxv x o x q  odppaoxv koXqc, t x o x e x v ;  (Mt. 12:12b)
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From these statements we can see that Jesus never defended his actions by 
claiming that the sabbath is now an invalid law. He, like other Jews, knew that 
certain situations were not under consideration when the sabbath laws were issued 
by God. His view was that healing fell under one of these categories. The 
rabbis talked about them as practices which "override" the sabbath. For them, 
there were three major ones; Temple practices (m.RH 1:4; m.Pes. 6:1,2; 
b.Yeb. 7a), circumcision (m.Shab. 9:3; 18:3-19:3; b.Shab. 131bf; b.Yom. 85b; 
t.Shab. 15:16f), and the threat to life (1 Macc. 2:32f; Jos. Ant. 12.274; 
b.Shab. 132a). Because the Temple, circumcision, and the preservation of human 
life were more important laws than the sabbath, "work" could be done in service 
to them. But Jesus' defence suggests that even the Pharisees he confronted would 
go beyond these major categories and save the life of an animal on the sabbath if 
it was endangered (see b.Shab. 128b; b.BM 32b; t.Shab. 14:3).  ̂ He believed that 
since the Pharisees could find justification for saving the life of an animal on the 
sabbath, they should also find justification for healing a human being on the 
sabbath. 9
Some scholars have argued that Jesus does not try to justify his actions so 
that it fits into a halakhic category. The argument is that the defences which 
Jesus used were, from a rabbinic standpoint, invalid (Rordorf, 69f). The 
Pharisees could simply respond accordingly either by saying, Of course you can do
good on the sabbath, but the question is which good actions are allowed, or by 
saying, Of course you can save the life of an animal which fell in on a sabbath 
day, but the person you have healed was like that the day before and would have 
been like that the day after. It is also asserted that the difference between Jesus 
and the Pharisees was that the Pharisees believed only acts of healing which
prevented death could be done on the sabbath whereas Jesus believed that any act
of healing was permissible regardless of the possibility of death (Str.-Bill. 1.623; 
Montefiore, 1930, 243f; Lohse, 1971, 14; Hill, 1975, 212; Schweizer, 1973, 280; 
Banks, 124; Westerholm, 95; Gundry, 226; Brown, 1966, 1:210; Davies, 1991, 
2:318) . I® This violation of Pharisaic understanding of the sabbath is said to be 
one of the most certain of all historical facts about Jesus' ministry (Brown, 1966, 
1:210). But a closer look at the rabbinic literature will show that this description 
is unlikely to represent the position of every Pharisee.
There was never a unanimous decision among the Pharisees that healing 
could not take place on the sabbath. H  This is not surprising considering the 
diversity within Pharisaic Judaism. A  few examples from the discussions of later 
rabbis should be sufficient to show how varied their opinions were. While there 
are clear allusions to the belief that healing should not be done on the sabbath 
(m.Shab. 9:7; 22:6; b.Yom. 85a; y.Shab. 14:3:I:A,B; t.Shab. 15:16f; Deut.R. 10:1; 
Mek.Ex. 31:13), there are also teachings which assume healing was permitted.
For example, you can ease the suffering of someone who is sick by putting out 
the sabbath lamp so that they might sleep (m.Shab. 2:5). You can bring up 
water with a siphon and you can heat it for a sick person (t.Shab. 2:7e; 15:15). 
You can even grind five olives for them (t.Shab. 12:14G).
One interesting debate about this time concerned wearing amulets.
According to the Mishnah, a person could leave their house with a healing amulet 
as long as the amulet was prepared by someone who knew that it could heal 
(m.Shab. 6:2). If it was a matter of doubt whether or not the amulet actually 
healed, it should not be removed from the premises. In t.Shab. 4:9e, it is 
argued that it is not necessary that the one who wants to wear the amulet is in 
any danger. Even when the sickness is not dangerous, one can tie a knot to 
hang the amulet and untie it on the sabbath. This of course was not the general
opinion (m.Shab. 10:1). By the time of R. Meir (140-165) the Sages prohibited 
wearing healing devices on the sabbath. R. Meir, though, did not (m.Shab. 6:10).
R. Meir also taught, in contrast to the teachings of the Sages, that wine 
and oil can be mixed for the sick (t.Shab. 12:12:1). His position might have 
been based on the teaching of R. Simeon b. Gamaliel (140-165) who said that a 
woman may wash her child in wine even though her intention for doing so is for 
healing (t.Shab. 12:13C). While some argued that certain specific drugs could not 
be used for healing, others said that any food stuff or liquid may be used to do 
so (m.Shab. 14:3; see also m.Yom. 8:5). Vinegar, as one example, could be used 
for healing teeth pain as long as the vinegar is not sucked through the teeth but 
used in the common manner of taking vinegar with food (m.Shab. 14:4). On the 
sabbath, one can anoint his loins with oil if they are in pain, although it is not 
agreed whether or not rose oil could be used (m.Shab. 14:4). The rabbis also 
could see that the sabbath laws did not prevent an abscess from being cut 
(m.Eduy. 2:5). The concern of some rabbis for people's health is demonstrated 
again by their debate over whether a person bitten by a mad dog could eat the 
dog's ear in order to be healed of the madness (m.Yom. 8:6).
These illustrations paint a more accurate picture of the question of healing 
on the sabbath. It is possible that a Pharisee might have argued for healing on 
the sabbath by saying, There are times that you must rest on the sabbath and 
times that you must not rest on the sabbath (Mek. Ex. 31:13 attributes this saying 
to R. Yose the Galilean (120-140). see also t.Shab. 15:16). Furthermore, if the 
issue about the legality of healing on the sabbath was not decided by the end of 
the second century, we should not presume that it was decided in the first. If it 
was, we should expect the testimony of earlier rabbis to be interjected as 
arguments for one view or the other in the later debates. Sanders is almost 
correct when he says, "The discussions of wearing medication in CD and of minor
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cures in rabbinic literature imply that work in case of more serious danger or 
illness would not be challenged" (Sanders, 1990, 13). The only correction I would 
make is that work in cases of serious illnesses would not be widely  challenged.
The evidence of the gospels and the rabbinic literature shows that at times, and 
for some, it was.
Conclusion
Jesus found himself confronted by certain Pharisees who undoubtedly believed 
his healing practices (whether he caused the act to happen by word of mouth only 
or actually did "work" to bring it about) did not protect the sabbath laws. It is
unlikely that they thought Jesus was in breach of any clear Mosaic prohibition. If
healing on the sabbath was thought to be a law of God rather than a halakhah, 
we could not explain the diverse views which we find in Mishnah, nor could we 
explain the absence of such a charge at Jesus' trial. These Pharisees knew that 
defining what is "work" on the sabbath was a debated issue (see m.Hag. 1:8). 
Jesus' actions showed he took a more relaxed view than others. Whether the 
Matthean (12:14) or Markan (3:6) conclusions are original endings (Taylor,
220-221; Lohmeyer, 1962, 69; Pesch, 1976, 1:188; Guelich, 1989, 132) or 
redactions (Bultmann, 1963, 52; Schweizer, 1971, 74; Borg, 156; Gnilka, 1978, 
1:126; Luhrmann, 66; Nolland, 259), Jesus' general permissiveness regarding 
healing on the sabbath was thought to be in conflict with protecting the law as 
some Pharisees thought it should be protected. His opposition to their local 
authority in conjunction with his popularity among the masses caused concern that 
the balance of local power was in jeopardy. A need was felt for political means
to destroy him. This decision should remind us that Jesus' healing on the sabbath
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needs to be seen in light of his opposition to those who sought to maintain their 




1. The problems with the parallel are 1) whereas David and his men were 
thought to be in mortal danger if they did not eat, no such assumption is made 
for Jesus' disciples, 2) the comparison is not between two breaches of the sabbath 
law, but between a priestly law (who can eat shewbread) and a common law 
(what can one do on the sabbath), and 3) the comparison is between what David 
and his men did and what Jesus and his disciples did, but Jesus was not involved 
in the questionable act. It should also be noted that while Jesus does not 
mention that David's action took place on the sabbath, it was probably thought to 
have occured on a sabbath. Lev. 24:8-9 implies that the shewbread is changed 
on the sabbath and the old eaten on that day and the reference in
b.Men. 95b-96a assumes that David's action took place on a sabbath. Other
references state that the shewbread was made on the sabbath (m.Men. 11:2; 
b.Shab. 131f). One should also consult Cohen-Sherbok, 31-41, who argues that in 
spite of the fact that Jesus' argument is invalid from a rabbinic standpoint it 
nevertheless still goes back to him. Also worth seeing on this point is Daube,
1956, 65-71. It is V. K. Robbins argument that Jesus' analogy is a "Chreia" 
argumentation which one would find in Hellenistic writers (Robbins, 112-119).
2. Some might want to argue that Jesus hoped to avert breaking the sabbath 
halakah which condemned fasting on the sabbath (CD 11:4-5; Jub. 50:12; 
b.RH. 19a). However, if Jesus would fast for 40 days in the wilderness, then I 
would think he saw no problem with fasting on the sabbath. Besides, no such 
appeal is made in the text.
3. Note that for Mk. 2:27 manuscripts W b and sys do not have the second half 
of the saying, "and not man for the sabbath", and D and the Old Latin do not 
contain the saying at all.
4. T. W. Manson gave the unique, but rarely supported, solution that "Son of 
Man" means "people of the saints of the the Most High" which here means Jesus 
and his followers (Manson, 1947, 138-146).
5. Nor am I convinced by the argument that r a t  eX eyev oarcotc; in Lk. 6:5a 
is an indication that Luke has omitted Mk. 2:27 (Hultgren, 1972, 42; Banks,
121). One could just as easily take the phrase in Luke as an indication that
v. 27 was later added to the pericope in Mark. For an interesting look at 
Lk. 6:5 in Codex D (the story of the man who worked on the sabbath and 
receives a conditional blessing from Jesus), see Jeremias, 1957, 49-54.
6. That reaping under general circumstances was understood as prohibited see 
Ex. 16:25f; 34:21; m.Shab. 7:2; Philo, Vit. Mos.. 2:22.
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7. Note that manuscripts C L A 0233 1010 1424 have petC ^v which makes
it even more certain that Jesus is the one who is greater than the Temple.
8. For some examples of exceptional circumstances in which the rabbis thought 
the sabbath was overridden by other considerations see m.Eru. 6:1; m.Shab. 18:3; 
19:1-3; b.Shab. 132b; b.Yom. 85b; b.Yeb. 90b; t.Shab. 15:10-17.
9. It is often remarked that CD 11:10 would reply negatively to Jesus' question. 
It states, "No one shall deliver an animal on the sabbath day. And if it fell into 
a cistern or pit let him not lift it out on the sabbath." But note that other 
forms of help besides "lifting out" are not excluded in what is said here. The 
Qumran halakhah may be closer to rabbinic halakhah than some have often 
thought (see Kimbrough, 483-502).
10. Note that R. Johanna would not allow a heathen to heal the sick on the 
sabbath even when there was the possibility of death (b.AZ 27b).
11. Maccoby has exaggerated the case when he implies that all Pharisees 
permitted healing on the sabbath (Maccoby, 1988, 170-172). He thinks that the 
rabbinic evidence shows that the gospels characterization of Pharisees as people 
who would not permit healing is wrong. Put together, the gospels and rabbinic 
evidence help to show that there was not any unanimity on this issue.
12. It is interesting to note that the Gospel of Nicodemus 1:1 claims Jesus' 
teaching about the sabbath was a central part of the Pharisaic accusation against 
him during his trial.
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
Jesus and the "Sinners"
In the synoptic gospels, the Pharisees strongly object to Jesus' relationship 
with certain suspicious characters (Mt. ll:19//L k. 7:34; Lk. 19:7). In 
Mt. 9:11//Mk. 2:16//Lk. 5:30 some of them ask Jesus' disciples why he eats and 
drinks with xcov xeAovcov Kcci apxxpxtoX&v.
On the basis of these objections, some scholars have claimed that the very 
act of calling "sinners" to repent (not to mention eating with them) was enough to 
get Jesus killed. Jeremias writes, "It was an act of unparalleled risk which Jesus 
performed when from the full power of his consciousness of sovereignty, he openly 
and fearlessly called these men (the sinners) to repentance and this act brought 
him to the cross" (Jeremias, 1969, 267). The general assumption is that Jesus' 
actions would be seen as an affront to common decency because the rabbis had 
forbidden all such associations (Plummer, 1911, 138-139).
Specifically, commentators think that Jesus committed two offences. The 
first offence was eating with "sinners". Trilling believed that by eating with 
"sinners" Jesus showed he was not afraid of becoming unclean in the eyes of the 
law (Trilling, 1969, 162). Since the rabbis taught that food should be prepared in 
a certain way to be lawfully eaten, and since "sinners" did not care about such 
laws, eating in their home would unquestionably lead one to disobey the law (see 
also Borg, 71-121, esp. 120). From a different perspective, Davies argued that
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Jesus' table-fellowship (being a proleptic experience of the coming kingdom) 
indicated that he believed " . . .  the soteriological scheme of law and covenant 
had been relativized by his own person" (Davies, 1991, 2:101). In other words, 
Jesus believed that what the law required for salvation was secondary and that 
everything rested on responding to him. The notion that Jesus' association with 
"sinners" undermined the place and role of the law has remained a popular view 
(see Branscomb, 1930, 137; 1937, 51; Parkes, 39; Lohmeyer, 1962, 28; Perrin, 97; 
Anderson, 103f; Westerholm, 71; Dunn, 1991, 106f).
The second offence is the fact that Jesus offered these "sinners" 
forgiveness. Before Jesus came, law abiding Jews either 1) welcomed "sinners" 
who repented on their own initiative (Montefiore, 1927, 1:55) or 2) thought 
"sinners" had lost the ability to repent (Perrin, 91-4). Righteous people would not 
waste their breath convincing sinners of the need for repentance because "sinners" 
straightforwardly refused to do so. If the "sinners" could repent they should be 
encouraged to repent by being segregated from the rest of law abiding society. 
More recently the argument has been altered by E. P. Sanders. In Jesus and 
Judaism, he puts forward the case that Jesus' real offence was offering forgiveness 
to "sinners" without demanding that they repent and make restitution according to 
the law (Sanders, 1985, 206). In spite of the fact that these people take up 
Jesus' teaching, they remain as "sinners" in the eyes of Jewish society.
In order to find a clear path through this issue, five questions should be 
looked at.
1) Who are these "sinners" (dptapxtoXoi)?
2) What is the evidence that Jesus ate with "sinners"?
3) Why was Jesus' table-fellowship offensive?
4) What was Jesus' defence for eating with "sinners"?
5) How did Jesus think "sinners" were forgiven?
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Who are the sinners?
For some time scholars have been interested in defining what is meant by 
the word opiapxuXoc (Gould, 42; Allen, 1907, 90; Abrahams, 1917, 55;
Montefiore, 1927, 1:54; Branscomb, 1937, 50; Cranfield, 103; Filson, 119;
Jeremias, 1969, 266-267; Rengstorf, 317-335; Schmid, 1968, 66; Guelich, 1989, 
lO lf). Are they simply the am ha-aretz  who have sinned in the eyes of the 
Pharisees only (Swete, 1913, 40; Taylor, 203; Hill, 1975, 174; Dunn, 1990, 73-75) 
or are they more likely persons whom society in general regarded as wicked 
(Perrin, 94; Westerholm, 71; Fitzmyer, 1981, 1:591; Sanders, 1985, 179; Davies, 
1991, 2:100)? Recently David Neale has tried to take the debate a step further 
by arguing that the word ap.apX6)Xoc; is used not in reference to any specific 
persons but is an ideological and corporate term (Neale, 68-97). Concrete acts 
are not in mind but general ungodly behaviour. Because this word raises so 
many questions we need to examine how it and its equivalents are used in Jewish 
literature.
In the LXX a p ia p x o A o g  occurs most frequently in the Psalms (63 out of a 
total of 73 instances in the OT). If we want to know what a p .a p x o \ 6 c :  means in 
the synoptic gospels, it is important that we take note of its use in the Psalms 
since Psalms is the most quoted book in the NT (Neale, 77). ' A p a p x o X o g
translates the word ra sa '. It is found often as an equivalent for "Gentile", one 
who stands opposed to God and his people (LXX 3:8; 9:17,18; 27:3; 67:3?;
93:3, 13; 96:10; see in addition Tob. 13:6; 1 Macc. 1:34; Jub. 23:23-4; Pss.
Sol. 1:1; 2:1-2; Gal. 2:15). This of course does not mean that the apapxcoXot 
in the gospels are Gentiles since the gospels make it abundantly clear that Jesus 
was generally uninterested in Gentiles. But it does advance our understanding of
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apapxcaXoc once we remember that a word which describes disobedient Jews is 
also used to describe those who were outside of the covenant. The following 
three passages are clear illustrations of how ouocpxtoXoc is used in Psalms in this 
way.
Ps. 50:16 (LXX 49:16)
But to the sinner (x $  apapxcA^) God says:
"What right have you to recite my statutes, 
or take my covenant on your lips?
For you hate discipline,
and you cast my words behind you.
If you see a thief, you are a friend of his; 
and you keep company with adulterers."
Ps. 106:16-18 (LXX 105:16-18);
When men in the camp were jealous of Moses 
and Aaron, the holy one of the Lord, 
the earth opened and swallowed up Dathan, 
and covered the company of Abi'ram.
Fire also broke out in their company;
the flame burned up the sinners (ajxapxtoXo'OQ).
Ps. 119:53, 155 (LXX 118:53, 155)
H ot indignation seizes me
because of the sinners (cntò ócpapxcoXùv), 
who forsake the law. . . .
Salvation is far from the sinners (cmò ópapxaX àv) 
for they do not seek thy statutes.
These passages (see in addition LXX Ps. 54:4; 81:2-4) show Jews describing 
other Jews as if they were like Gentiles (i.e. as if they were not under the 
law). These Jews are labeled ouapxoX ot because they knowingly and willingly 
rebel against Moses or forsake the law which was given through him. They are 
not "sinners" because the writers think they are refusing to keep some element of 
the law where public opinion is divided. Rather they are behaving in a way 
which everyone else knows God condemns. They are Jewish society's obviously 
immoral people.
When the scribes of the Pharisees called the people Jesus associated with 
àpapxQXot did they mean the notoriously wicked? Dunn argued, No. He 
observed that the word "sinner" is a "factional" term. Jews use it to refer to 
other Jews who disagreed with them over how to obey the law (Dunn, 1991, 
74-77). In other words, some Jews called other Jews "sinners" not because they 
refused to keep the law but because they did not keep the law as they 
in terpreted it.
Dunn cites several passages as illustrations of this "factional" use of 
"sinners" (1 En. 1:1,7-9; 5:6-7; 82:4-7; Pss. Sol. 1:8; 2:3; 4:1-8; 7:2; 8:12-13; 
17:5-8,23; As. Mos. 7:3, 9-10; CD 1:13-21; IQS 2:4-5; 1QH 2:8-19; 
lQpHab 2:1-4; 5:3-8). Immediately Pss. Sol. 1:8; 2:1 and 7:2 can be discarded 
from this list because "sinner" in these passages refers to Gentiles.
1 Enoch 1:1,7-9; 5:6-7 is questionable because it does not indicate whether or not 
the "sinners" were Jews or Gentiles. The use of "sinners" in 1 Enoch 82:4-7 is 
also subject to debate since there is no clear correlation between the sin which 
sinners commit and the erring which is done by Jews who compute the year by a 
different calendar. Only Pss. Sol. 4:1-8; 8:12-13; 17:5-8, 23; As. Mos. 7:3, 9-10 
and the Qumran references seem to support Dunn's case. However, note that in 
Pss. Sol. 4:1-8; 8:12-13; 17:5-8, 23; As. Mos. 7:3, 9-10 the sin which the writers 
claim other Jews are committing are blatant sins (lust, lying, gluttony, incest, 
theft, adultery) which are done in secret. This indicates their hypocrisy and why 
they will be judged. Regardless of the fact that these Jews may disagree over 
such issues as how exactly the sabbath is kept or when sacrifices should be 
offered, it is not because of these differences that the writers think they are 
"sinners". The serious problem is their secret practices which are blatant sins for 
which God will condemn them.
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The Qumran material also fails to support Dunn's case. lQpHab 2:1-4 does
not even have the word r a s a '. In CD 1:19 the sin of Israel is not that they are
sinners but that they treat sinners as if they were righteous. Neither in
IQS 2:4-5, 1QH 2:8-19 or IQpHab 5:5 is there any indication that the works of
the sinners are related to sectarian differences. Only in lQpHab 5:9f is rasa'
used to characterise other Jews who probably thought they were obeying the law.
O traitors, why do you stare and stay silent when the wicked swallows 
up one more righteous than he? (Hab. 1:13b)
Interpreted, this concerns the House of Absalom and the members of 
its council who were silent at the time of the chastisement of the 
Teacher of Righteousness and gave him no help against the Liar who 
flouted the Law in the midst of their whole (congregation).
Note, however, that the sin these Jews are accused of doing is not a 
disputed matter over sectarian halakhah. They have participated in the 
chastisement (murder?) of the innocent Teacher of Righteousness. This is 
considered to be the justification for describing them as Jews who commit the 
most obvious crimes against the will of God.
Besides the fact that the Qumran literature gives no support for reading 
rasa' as a "factional" term between Jews who follow different halakhot, it is 
inappropriate to compare the Pharisaic use of the word "sinner" with the way in 
which the Qumran community used it. The Pharisees were a popular movement 
who did not claim every Jew had to be a Pharisee to be saved. This is a 
significant difference from the Qumran community which was a geographically 
segregated group who made almost no distinction between their own sectarian 
practices and the teachings of the law (see chapter 2).
The best identification of the apiapxcoXot, as they are refered to in the 
gospels, are Jews who behave in such a way that no one has any doubt that they 
are under divine condemnation. 1 We know from the rabbinical material that the 
rabbis thought tax collectors were sinners because they were like robbers
(m.Toh. 7:6; m.Hag. 2:6; m.BK 10:2; m.Ned. 3:4; b.Sheb. 39a).^ We also find 
in Luke 18:11 a Pharisee thanking God that he is not an extortioner, unjust,
adulterer or a tax collector. In Matthew 21:31, Jesus speaks of them alongside of
harlots. These clearly illustrate that tax collectors were spoken about in the same 
breath as those who commit the most obvious sins.
The reasonable observation one would make from reading the gospels is that 
what was offensive about Jesus' eating with "sinners" is what is offensive about 
eating with tax collectors. The evidence above shows that tax collectors were 
offensive not because they were non-Pharisees but because they were generally 
thought to be crooks. So if Ps. 50:16 says that the godly person does not
associate with thieves, it is certainly appropriate for a law abiding Jew to ask why
Jesus eats with individuals who are no different from thieves. This strengthens 
our understanding that they would question why he also ate with those who were 
involved in similar serious crimes. The scribes of the Pharisees knew the people 
Jesus was associating with were guilty of certain concrete actions (i.e adultery or 
harlotry) which were clearly forbidden by the Mosaic law. Neale's distinction 
between concrete actions and an "ideological term" seems to be hard to sustain. 
Although concrete acts may not be mentioned by those who use the word 
ctpiapxaXog, how does one think of a "sinner" without having in the back of 
one's mind certain "sins" which are committed? No indication arises from Jewish 
literature to sway us from the conclusion that in the synoptic gospels dp.apx6iXot 
refers to specific people who have committed specific heinous sins.
D id Jesus Eat w ith  Sinners?
The synoptic gospels know at least one story of Jesus eating with Jewish 
society's immoral people (Mt. 9:10-13// Mk. 2:15-17// Lk. 5:29-32). Luke also
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tells us that Jesus ate with the "sinner" Zacchaeus (Lk. 19:1-10). In addition to 
these two episodes we find that Jesus' opponents accused him of being a friend to 
sinners (Mt. 11:19// Lk. 7:34). This is stated in connection with the charge that 
he was a drunkard ( iS o u  dvBpcrrtoq (payog t c a i  o i v o t c o x t k , tpiXog xeX ovav  
teat ap,apxoXwv). What they were concern about was that his feasting included 
the company of these so called "friends" which society held in contempt. Again, 
Luke knows of an additional identical accusation (Lk. 15:2).
The fact that Jesus did eat with tax collectors and sinners is rarely 
challenged. However, Walker (1978, 221-238; also see Horsley, 212-223) has 
recently argued that Jesus never ate with tax collectors. His conclusion hangs on 
four major arguments (he has six arguments in total). 1) John's gospel does not 
know Jesus associated with tax collectors. 2) Jesus shared the Jewish contempt 
for tax collectors (Mt. 5:46; 18:17). Even positive sounding remarks about the 
tax collectors (Mt. 21:31,32; Lk. 18:9-14) should be read with the understanding 
that tax collectors are the best examples of immorality. 3) The accusation that 
Jesus is a friend with tax collectors (Mt. 11:18,19//Lk. 7:33,34) is meant to be 
understood as false since it is paralleled with the similar false accusation that John 
the Baptist has a demon. 4) All the references to tax collectors (xcX L vai) could 
be a mistake as the result of a transliteration of the Aramaic word for "sporter"
( telane), one who plays about (i.e. a "playboy"). The accusation that Jesus did 
not fast but was a glutton and drunkard is connected to the idea of his 
association with tax collectors. "But," as Horsley writes, "were 'toll collectors' 
known for their partying (Horsley, 220)?" Since they probably were not, telane 
must have been the original word which was used.
In order to strengthen this position the table fellowship story in 
Mt. 9:10-13//Mk. 2:15-17//Lk. 5:29-32 and the Zacchaeus story are rejected as 
being unhistorical.3
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These arguments seem to me to be strained. We could make the following 
counter statements. The absence of Jesus' association with tax collectors in John's 
gospel is not too surprising. The Gospel itself tells us that it has not told us 
everything (Jn. 20:30). Jesus did criticise tax collectors but this fact does not 
lead to the conclusion that he would not eat with them. Jesus' criticism of tax 
collectors is no less severe than his criticism of Pharisees, but he ate with one 
(Lk. 14:1). The parallel contained in the accusation against Jesus is also 
misunderstood. Jesus is labeled a "friend" of tax collectors in general (which is 
false) because he eats with some of them (which is true). This parallels the 
accusation against John which claimed he had a demon (which is false) because he 
lived an ascetic life style (which is true). Finally, there is no evidence supplied 
either by Walker or Horsley to show that any scribe confused the Aramaic word 
telane with the Greek word xeX&vat.
I am more inclined to believe that Jesus' table fellowship with tax 
collectors and sinners is a credible historical tradition (Nineham, 98; Marshall,
1986, 218). There are several forms in which Jesus and sinners are associated 
together, such as stories, parables, and an accusation (the argument of multiple 
attestation; see Stanton, 1974, 146). Also, it seems unlikely that the early 
Christian communities would invent the idea that Jesus had a particular desire to 
eat with these people when in general they did not have a high tolerance level 
for sinners (1 Cor. 5:11; Sanders, 1985, 174). Nor is it likely that the church 
would jeopardize Jesus' character by inventing stories in which he associates with 
social outcasts (Schniewind, 1958, 27-28).
While we are prepared to believe that Jesus ate with immoral people, we 
still must ask, Are the stories where Jesus defends himself for doing so 
historical? Some scholars have answered, No (Wellhausen, 1909, 17; Dibelius,
64 n .l;  Bultmann, 1963, 18; Schweizer, 1971, 63-66; Walker, 1978, 231-234;
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Fitzmyer, 1981, 588f; Beare, 1981, 228; Horsley, 212-223; Smith, 1989, 466-486). 
We therefore need to weigh the arguments for and against the historicity of Jesus' 
eating in the homes of Levi (Mt. 9:10-13// Mk. 2:15-17// Lk. 5:29-32) and 
Zacchaeus (19:1-10).
Eating in Levi's Home
Jesus might not have eaten in Levi's (Matthew's) home. The call of Levi 
(Mt. 9:9// Mk. 2:13,14 //Lk. 5:28,29) and the feast with tax collectors and sinners 
look like a combination of two separate traditions (Taylor, 201-4; Fiedler, 119f; 
Gnilka, 1:104; Fitzmyer, 1981, 587f; Marshall, 1986, 217f). A story about Jesus' 
calling a man who sat at the xeX ovtov  (Matthew in Mt. 9:9; Levi in Mk. 2:14 
and Lk. 5:27) understandably would be connected to a story about Jesus eating 
with xeA&vca.
A  reason to suspect that it is a combination is the fact that Matthew and 
Mark's gospels make an awkward transition from the first story to the second.
Does Jesus say "Follow me" and then the tax collector follows Jesus to Jesus' 
home or does Jesus then follow the tax collector to his home?4 Luke's gospel 
smoothes out this ambiguity by making it perfectly clear that Levi is responsible 
for the banquet in his home. However, the assumption that the meal takes place 
in the tax collector's home instead of Jesus' home could easily be under the 
influence of the Zacchaeus story where the location of the feast is in no doubt.
If this is not a combination of two traditions, we should be surprised still further 
by the fact that Levi (Matthew) does not have any more of a role (Guelich,
1989, 98).
If the table-fellowship pericope is a separate tradition, does it reflect a 
historical event? Did Jesus act as host to some sinners in his home? Those who
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have argued against its historicity have made the following observations. 1) The 
saying of Jesus, that he has com e to call sinners, is best seen as a defence for 
calling Levi and not as an explanation for eating with sinners (Dibelius, 64 n l) .
2) The disciples' sudden appearance looks contrived and therefore suggests that 
the story has been invented for Jesus' saying (Wellhausen, 1909, 17). 3) The 
disciples of Jesus are questioned instead of Jesus (Bultmann, 1963, 18). This 
indicates a Church vs. Synagogue controversy in which the church is questioned by 
Jewish authorities for its table fellowship practices. ̂  4) The Pharisees would not
be found at any meal where sinners were present (Bultmann, 18, n.3; Beare,
1981, 228).
However, other points should be remembered alongside these objections. 1) 
"I have not come to call the righteous but sinners" is more likely to be an 
addition (see my arguments for this below). 2) The sudden appearance of the 
disciples favours the authenticity of the story for a narrator would not construct 
such an abrupt appearance. 3) As I argued in chapter six, a scene where the 
disciples are questioned instead of Jesus is not a solid indication of 
inauthenticity. In the Master-Disciple relationship, the disciples are expected to 
defend their master's teachings and practices. 4) The gospel account of this 
episode does not state that the scribes of the Pharisees are invited guests at this 
meal but uninvited spectators. There is no reason why Pharisees could not have 
witnessed tax collectors and sinners going into Jesus' house and also see that 
preparations were being made for a banquet. 5) The Markan account of the 
story (generally accepted as the source of the other two gospels) has itself 
indications that an earlier tradition is being used (i.e . fioav y£xp itoAXoi vcai 
flKoXdueo-uv onnq), 2:15; Pesch, 1970, 65f).
In support of the position that this episode reflects a real event in the 
ministry of Jesus, the following arguments are raised. 1) The early church knew
that Jesus' ministry involved preaching to sinners (Jn. 3:17; 1 Tim. 1:15). Table 
fellowship is certainly compatible with this theme. 2) Eating with sinners was not 
a common feature in either Jewish or Christian literature (the argument of 
dissimilarity). 3) In Mk. 2:16, Jesus' opponents are described as o i  ypappiaxet q 
xuv 4>apt a a iu v . This is an unusual identification (appearing only here). We 
normally would expect Jesus' opponents to be either o i  foxp iocd ot (Mt. 9:11) or 
o i  4> ap xoaioi tcai o i  ypapjaaxEiq (Lk. 5:30). 4) There are too many details 
which are left out to believe that the story is an invention of a scribe 
(Taylor, 203). When and where do the scribes appear? How did they make 
contact with the disciples? When did Jesus give them his answer?
I believe these arguments collectively tip the scales in favour of the view 
that this tradition reflects a real event in the life of Jesus. On at least one 
occasion Jesus entertained in his home Jews whom society regarded as an 
abomination to the Lord.
E ating in Zacchaeus' Home
It is easy to see why some scholars think the story in Lk. 19:1-10 is 
unhistorical. It only appears in Luke's gospel, it is reminiscent of the earlier call 
of Levi (Lk. 5:29-32) and it contains a number of words, phrases and themes 
which are repeated in other parts of the Gospel.6 These facts give a very strong 
impression that it is a story created by the church (Bultmann, 1963, 33-34;
Creed, 228; Fiedler, 129-135; Walker, 233-234; Sanders, 1985, 175, 203;
Horsley, 218).
In addition, there are other arguments to support this conclusion. First, 
v. 8 (Zacchaeus' promise of restitution) looks like an addition for two reasons 
(Bultmann, 1963, 34; Walker, 233f; Fitzmyer, 1985, 2:1219). 1) In v. 9 Jesus
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talks about Zacchaeus in the third person as if he was not talking to him. The 
text makes better sense if Jesus' statement about Zacchaeus as a "son of 
Abraham" was a direct response to the crowd's complaint that Jesus was going to 
the house of a sinner.? 2) Jesus calls Zacchaeus a "son of Abraham" without 
mentioning anything about Zacchaeus' promise. The editor of this story supplied 
v. 8 in order to explain that this "sinner" was becoming a spiritual "son of 
Abraham" because he was willing to repent.^ Second, a smaller tradition 
(vs. 3-6) can be detected in our pericope. This was edited and enlarged by 
"Luke" with vs. 1-2 and 7-10 (Fiedler 130,134). Third, specific names such as 
Z atcyatoc and ’ 1 c p ty u  illustrate what usually happens in the development of a
tradition (Sanders, 1969, 275). Names are added to give traditions more colour
and vividness.
However, it is my position that once we consider a number of different 
points it will seem unlikely that this story has absolutely no historical basis.
First, there are several variations between the repentance of Zacchaeus and the 
call of Levi. This fact suggests that it is not simply a recreation of that story 
(Geldenhuys, 471; Choi, 262).9 Plummer is probably right to argue that the 
Gospel of Luke was not in need of an altered version of the call of Levi when it
already has the call of Levi (Plummer, 1905, 432). Second, there are some
details that a story for the sake of a lesson on repentance could do without (i.e. 
Zacchaeus' height, climbing a tree, fourfold restitu tion).^  Third, there are many 
"non-Lukan" words which could demonstrate that there is something here 
containing an early primitive tradition (Jeremias, 1980, 275-277; Choi, 270).
If we are to vote in favour of the historicity of the Zacchaeus story, ̂  what 
about the arguments raised against it? First, I do not see any need to say that 
when Jesus talks directly at a person he must always use the second person to 
refer to them. It is not unimaginable that Jesus would look at Zacchaeus and say
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something towards him which he wanted others to hear and take note (Marshall, 
698; Choi, 265). Speaking towards a person would be understood as speaking to 
them. The fact that we find T tp o c ; o m o v  instead of T tp o g  o m o ix ; is more 
suggestive that this story is a genuine tradition because in a fabricated story we 
would expect to find a smoother transition. Second, verses 3-6 do not look like 
a story which the early community would circulate independently. It contains no 
moral or call which would function in the edification and worship of the church. 
Third, while it is true that we do expect elaborations in the tradition such as the 
giving of names and locations, on its own this argument is not decisive 
(Dibelius, 118). Applied consistently throughout the four gospels, the result would
be the ridiculous picture of a message being remembered as proclaimed by no one
to no one when they were in no place.
Therefore, this story also points to a real event in the life of Jesus. Not
only do we have evidence that Jesus once ate with tax collectors and sinners in
his home, but he also ate with one particular sinner in Jericho.
Why was Jesus' Table Fellowship so Offensive?
Why did the Pharisaic scribes think Jesus was wrong to eat with immoral 
people? Immediately we can reject one suggestion because of the definition we 
have adopted for apiapxcaXoc. If the apxxpxaXot were simply non-Pharisees we 
might want to conclude with others (Parkes, 39; Filson, 119; Banks, 111;
Marshall, 219) that Jesus offended these Jews by incurring ritual defilement in 
eating with people who did not prepare and serve food as the Pharisees did. The
particular concern might have been that Jesus would be eating untithed food.
But even if we could accept that the only "sin" the ap.apx6)Xoi committed 
was being non-Pharisees, it still would not be sensible to say that this was the
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cause of offence. There are three reasons why. 1) The Pharisees would not be 
offended if a non-Pharisee (Jesus) ate with other non-Pharisees. 2) Pharisees 
would not even object to a Pharisee eating with non-Pharisees. 3) Eating 
untithed food was so common during this period that it hardly would cause a real 
offence (Neale, 121,122).
The primary evidence we have of a rabbinic group refusing to eat with
others is m .Dem . 2:2-3.
He who undertakes to be a ne'eman (trustworthy), tithes that which he
eats and that which he sells and that which he buys; and he does not
accept an invitation to a meal with an am ha-ares. Rabbi Judah says: 
Even if he accepts an invitation to a meal with an am ha-ares, he is a 
ne'eman (trustworthy). They said to him: He is not trustworthy about 
himself; how can he be trustworthy about what belongs to others?
He who undertakes to be a haber ("Associate") does not sell to an am
ha-ares either wet or dry, and does not buy from him wet, and does 
not accept an invitation to a meal with him and does not invite him 
to a meal in his own garment (trans. Maccoby, 1988, 68).
The ne'eman (an apprentice haber) should not eat in the homes of the am 
ha-aretz  ("the people of the land"). But there are no restriction against the 
ne'eman entertaining the am ha-aretz in his home. The fully inducted haber 
("Associate") can entertain an am ha-aretz in their home on the condition that 
the am ha-aretz  changes clothes (Sanders, 1985, 187-188; Maccoby, 1988, 69 ).^
Jesus is not a member of the haberim. He is not even a Pharisee. So 
when he eats with people who are likewise not haberim and not Pharisees he is 
unlikely to cause offence in the eyes of scrupulous Pharisees who also eat with 
non-Pharisees. Besides this, the Pharisees no doubt correctly assumed that most 
people, including Jesus, lived in a perpetual state of ritual defilement (Sanders, 
1985, 182-184; Neale, 122).
The cqj,apT6)\ot are the truly wicked individuals, so we must look 
somewhere else besides the halakhah of the haberim for the reason why Jesus' 
table fellowship was so shocking.
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No one seriously doubts that meals were important social gatherings for 
people who lived in the first century. Dennis Smith describes the social 
importance of meals adequately by writing, "The banquet was a social institution 
of such significance in the ancient Mediterranean social world that it was 
commonly utilized by all sorts of distinct social groups as an effective means for 
confirm ing and celebrating their self consciousness as a community (Smith,
1989, 469, italics mine)." Certainly the early church ate meals with this in 
mind (Acts 2:42).
What we should be asking is, Does every meal a person eats with others 
confirm and celebrate self consciousness as a community? Smith explains that 
while meals no doubt did take place between persons of different social 
communities, when meals appear in literature they are used as a standard motif of 
complete concord between those present at the table (Smith, 1989, 470). In other
words, Jesus probably ate with those who were not in complete concord with him
but when the gospels record his meals the purpose is to say that there was 
complete concord between him and those he ate with. In order to sustain this 
conclusion Smith has to discard Jesus' table fellowship with Pharisees. Because 
they are recorded in Luke's gospel only (Lk. 7:36; 11:37; 14:1) they are 
discredited as not having anything to say about the historical Jesus. Yet it is 
primarily the existence of a meal between a Pharisee and Jesus in this literature 
which weighs against Smith's assertations.
Jesus ate with a Pharisee and was not a Pharisee. As we noted above, 
Pharisees could eat with non-Pharisees. Neither in literature nor as an event in 
history is a meal an immediate indication that there is concord between the
diners. Jesus could have eaten with immoral people and no one would necessarily
jump to the conclusion that Jesus belonged to their ranks or that they were now 
united with him as a community.
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Some scholars have argued that when Jesus ate a meal it symbolized for 
him, for those who ate with him, and for those who saw him eating an 
eschatological banquet (Perrin, 103-107; Gundry, 1982, 168; Borg, 83;
Marshall, 217; Davies, 1991, 2:101; Dunn, 1991, 111). When Jesus ate with these 
people, he acted out a parable which conveyed the message that these individuals 
now belonged to the kingdom of God. Jesus intentionally ate with immoral 
people because he knew it would be offensive and through its offensiveness sought 
to teach a lesson. The scribes of the Pharisees would have been shocked by the 
allegation of the acted parable that God would have no hesitation in accepting 
these obvious law breakers into his kingdom.
The Qumran literature provides some evidence that certain Jews did use
meals to foreshadow the eschatological banquet prepared in the presence of the
Messiah. An important reading can be found in what is called the Messianic Rule
(lQ sa 2 .17-21).13
And [when] they shall gather for the common [tab]le, to eat and [to 
drink] new wine, when the common table shall be set for eating and 
the new wine [poured] for drinking, let no man extend his hand over 
the first-fruits of bread and wine before the Priest; for [it is he] who 
shall bless the first-fruits of bread and wine, and shall be the first [to 
extend] his hand over the bread. Thereafter, the Messiah of Israel 
shall extend his hand over the bread, [and] all the congregation of the 
Community [shall utter a] blessing, [each man in the order] of his 
dignity. It is according to this statue that they shall proceed at every
me[al at which] at least ten men are gathered together.
There are several reasons why we should be cautious before making Jesus' 
table fellowship with sinners parallel the "eschatological meals" of the Qumran 
Community.
First, the above Qumran text describes a special gathering of members of a
community which was to be repeated on a regular basis, yet Jesus' meals with
sinners appear to be infrequent and fairly spontaneous occasions. Each time ten 
men of the Qumran community gathered for a meal the above regulations
applied. The assumption behind this rule is that at least ten men will gather at 
certain times so that this particular procedure will take place. The text is more 
closely aligned with the early gathering for the Christian eucharist rather than the 
meals Jesus had with those who did not belong to his band of disciples (Burrows, 
1956, 332; Cross, 1958, 177; Davies, 1962, 109; but also see Driver, 511-515).
Second, the texts which describe Jesus' meals makes no effort to expound 
upon it as if it was foreshadowing any future Messianic banquet. The first 
episode is told mainly as a conflict story which shows that Jesus was able to 
defend his actions against the misunderstanding of his opponents while the second 
episode is used as a legend highlighting the valuable example of a sinner who 
repents and is pronounced saved.
Third, Jesus' opponents never accused him of promising sinners that God 
would accept them into the kingdom as they were (i.e. as unrepentant sinners).
It undoubtedly would be the primary concern of Jesus' opponents if they had 
thought Jesus' table fellowship made this promise.
Finally, If we are to interpret Jesus' table fellowship as an acted parable 
which caused offence, then we are required to assume that the scribes of the 
Pharisees properly  understood Jesus' table fellowship as a parabolic event 
(Neale, 127). This demands that we also assume the scribes of the Pharisees 
know a lot more about what was said at the meals (i.e . that the meal was 
explained as a parabolic act) than just knowing that a meal occured. This seems 
to demand a lot of the imagination. While it is not difficult to envisage that 
some Pharisees could observe that a meal was taking place between Jesus and 
some outcasts, it is difficult to believe that they would have hung around to 
eavesdrop on what was said about the meal. It was the physical act of 
associating with sinners at the table itself which offended these individuals and not 
what message they thought Jesus was symbolizing by it.
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For these same last three reasons we must also question the explanation that 
Jesus offended the Pharisaic scribes because his meals symbolized that sinners 
could be forgiven (Perrin, 102f). The text does not say they are forgiven. The
scribes do not charge Jesus with forgiving them. If Jesus had told the sinners 
that this meal demonstrated they were now forgiven, how would the scribes have 
known about it?
There is also another reason why this explanation remains unsatisfactory.
The fact is that the rabbis knew sinners could be forgiven. They knew that the 
repentant sinner stood on a higher pedestal than the out and out saint 
(b.Ber. 34b). Because sinners could repent, the rabbis encouraged them to do so 
and told what gift-offerings were expected of them in the Temple (b.Hul. 5a).
The repentance of the wicked would cause God to abandon his plans to destroy 
them (Gen.R. 44:12//Ecc.R. 5:1). In b.San. 37a there is even an indication that 
some Jews thought a rabbi was blessed by God because he befriended sinners. 
While these references cannot be dated to the time of Jesus, the idea that sinners 
could repent and find forgiveness is taken for granted as a concept which is 
generally recognised as true. The rabbis here hardly think that what they are 
saying is something new. Everyone knows that God's mercy extends even to the 
worst offender who repents. Therefore, it seems false to say that the scribes 
would be offended by Jesus because he told sinners that they could be forgiven.
The gospel do not try to hide the fact that Jesus' table fellowship was 
offensive. Their assumption is that the offence will be readily understood. What 
is offensive about Jesus' table fellowship with sinners is what is offensive about 
any Jew eating with sinners. No details are added to lead us to think 
otherwise. The offence was not a question of ritual purity or soteriological 
symbolism. It has to do with the general understanding that any Jew who 
maintains close associations with the ungodly would be led to act ungodly.
Already we have seen that Ps. 50:16 states that the man who associates
with adulterers and thieves is condemned by God. It was not merely the
presence of the godly within the same vicinity of the ungodly which God abhors 
but the bond of acceptance which existed between the two. Throughout the
scriptures the righteous are warned not to maintain company with the ungodly lest
they become like them. Instead, they are to loath them (2 Chr. 19:2; Job 34:8; 
Ps. 1:1,5; 26:5; 141:4,5; Sir. 7:16; 9:16; 12:4,7; 13:17; Wis. 4:10,11; 2Jn 10,11;
1 Cor. 15:33).
The scribes of the Pharisees discover that Jesus eats with sinners. They 
are shocked that he does not realize the danger that he is putting himself into.
If Jesus was going to interact with these individuals on a continual casual basis, 
his own righteousness would be affected. The righteous person would certainly 
have to interact with the sinner in order to tell them they needed to repent.
However, eating with sinners in their homes or in one's own home is to make
oneself vulnerable to their evil influence. Concerned that Jesus does not lose his
righteousness, the scribes of the Pharisees make their objection.
What was Jesus' Defence?
There are two defences for what Jesus did (Mt. 9:12,13b// Mk. 2:17//
Lk. 5:31,32).
1 o o  y p e t a v  £ x o \ x n v  Q i  i a x o o v x e g  i a x p o i )
ctXk’ o i  tcocKc>g e y o v x e c
2 o u k  K x x X io a i  S i K a f o v x ;  aXhtx a p .a p x o A o -6 < ;.15
Do both sayings go back to him? The authenticity of the first defence is 
slightly more certain than the second one. The reasons are as follows. 1) Jesus
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usually replies to his opponents with only one rebuttal. 2) The proverb that a 
physician must go to the sick was well known in the ancient Mediterranean world 
(Meander frag. 591 K; Plutarch "Apophth. Lacon" 230F; Dio Chrysostom 8:5; and 
D iogenes Laertius 2:70; 6.6). 3) POxy 1224 is a third source which knows at
least the first d e fe n se .^  4) There are other references which make it appear as 
though the second defence was a doctrinal statement put back into the mouth of 
Jesus (1 Tim. 1:15b; Barn. 5:9b; Bultmann, 1963, 163; Anderson, 105; Hultgren, 
1979, 110; but see Jeremias, 1967, 167f; Pesch, 1970, 79 ).17 5) Whereas the
analogy of the physician addresses the question which was asked, the second 
saying would unlikely be accepted by those who raised the question as an 
adequate answer (Fiedler, 126). Certainly Jesus can call sinners to obey God but 
what does that have to do with eating with them? Oo •ypctow e y o v a i v  o i  
to-yoovxet; ta x p o i)  aAA' o i kockcx;  ¿^ ovxeg  therefore is more likely to be the 
sole reply which Jesus gave. ^
So why did Jesus think his table fellowship was acceptable when everyone 
knew that God condemns those who make the wicked their friends? Quite 
clearly, Jesus thought that his eating with sinners did not fall under the general 
ban found in scripture (Nineham, 97n).
The ban was aimed at either 1) stopping the wicked from leading the 
righteous astray or 2) stopping the righteous from condoning the ways of the 
wicked. Jesus undoubtedly took his table fellowship with sinners to be perfectly 
harmonious with this ban since his intention was not to condone the practices of 
the wicked but to lead them to spiritual recovery. He uses the popular analogy 
of the physician who is well going to those who are sick in the same way in 
which it was used by others who like Jesus were condemned for mixing with evil 
people. Take for example the use of the analogy in Diogenes Laertius 2:70.
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In answer to one who remarked that he always saw philosophers at 
rich men's doors, he said, "So, too physicians are in attendance on 
those who are sick, but no one for that reason would prefer being sick 
to being a physician."
And Diogenes 6:6
One day when he was censured for keeping company with evil men, 
the reply he made was "Well, physicians are in attendance on their 
patients without getting the fever themselves."
The complaint in the first text was that philosophers were consorting with 
rich men. This would indicate that they approve of the practices of rich men 
(which are assumed to be rather suspect). But Diogenes' reply shows that he did 
not think that the association between philosophers and rich men meant the rich 
men were now acceptable. In fact the exact opposite is true. It is because the
rich men are not acceptable that it is incumbent upon the philosophers to be with
them in order to lead them to do what is right.
The complaint in the second text was that Diogenes would become 
influenced by the those he associated with. This time the analogy is used to 
show that it is not always the case that by associating with evil persons one will 
becom e an evil person.
Similarly Jesus uses this popular analogy. By eating with sinners Jesus is 
not claiming that they are all right. It is because they are not all right that he 
needs to be with them. Like a physician he can show them how to be healed 
and restored to God. The scribes question Jesus' action because they are not 
aware of his intention. They assume he was associating with sinners simply 
because he liked their company and because he had no qualms about their life 
style. Jesus' point is that they have assumed wrongly. His intention is to lead 
them to change their ways and that he is not going to be led to change his.
When he eats with sinners he is not showing that they are now acceptable to God
but is using the opportunity as a means to acquire a hearing and challenge them
to change their lives (Filson, 119). It then becomes a matter of debate whether 
or not his intention to redeem sinners justifies the dangers involved in associating 
with them.
How D id  Jesus Think Sinners Could Be Forgiven?
Although Jesus' table fellowship does not imply anything about the 
forgiveness of sinners, the synoptic gospels indicate that certain people were 
forgiven by him. According to one tradition (Mt. 9:2//Mk. 2:5// Lk. 5:20), Jesus 
pronounces the forgiveness of a paralytic. According to another tradition 
(Lk. 7:48), he tells a woman who is a sinner that her sins are forgiven. Nothing 
is indicated by these stories that either individual had previously sought forgiveness 
through the regular cultic channels or did so afterwards. Rather, because of faith 
in Jesus' power to heal and because of love for him, forgiveness was simply 
announced.
Sanders has argued that what was offensive about Jesus' relationship with 
sinners was that he did not instruct them to make the appropriate legal 
restitutions and to demonstrate repentance as the law proscribes. He writes, "He 
may have offered them inclusion in the kingdom not only while they were still 
sinners but also without requiring repentance as normally understood, and 
therefore he could have been accused of being a friend of people who indefinitely 
rem ained  sinners" (Sanders, 1985, 206). But what evidence does Sanders use to 
support this conclusion? First, he cites Mt. 21:32 and 11:18f where Jesus is 
contrasted with John the Baptist. Everyone takes John the Baptist as a preacher 
of repentance (as repentance was normally understood), but they take Jesus to be 
someone who claimed that those who would be saved only needed to believe in 
him. Second, Jesus did not require repentance of Levi when he was called
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(Mt. 9:9//M k. 2:14//Lk. 5:27). Third, Jesus said some traditional practices of 
Judaism (i.e . fasting) could be overlooked by those who followed him 
(Mt. 9:14-17//M k. 2:18-22//Lk. 5:33-39). Finally, Jesus told a man. Forget about 
keeping the fifth commandment to honour mother and father, instead follow me 
(Mt. 8:21f//Lk. 9:59f). If Jesus believed that the fifth commandment could be 
broken, they he certainly would not have any qualms about setting aside the laws 
about repentance.
However, there are several reasons why Sanders' arguments are not
convincing. 1) Mt. 21:32 recalls an accusation of Jesus against the chief priests
and elders because they did not repent and believe John who came to them in
the way of righteousness. When Jesus is later contrasted with John in
Mt. 11:18,19//Lk. 7:33,34 it is not a contrast between one who has come in the 
way of righteousness because he preaches repentance and one who does not.
Rather, the contrast is clearly between the false accusation that John the Baptist 
has a demon because he lives an ascetic life and the false accusation that Jesus is 
a friend of tax collectors and sinners because he eats with them. The message of 
John and the message of Jesus is not under consideration at all here.
2) When Levi was called, it could have easily been assumed by many that 
Levi had sinned since most Jews hated tax collectors and thought they were
nothing more than crooks supported by the government. However, we do not
know that Levi has committed any sin of theft. There is no sin in being a tax
collector per se as long as one is honest and fair. John the Baptist tells tax
collectors that they can continue to be tax collectors as long as they are just in 
their duties (Lk. 3:12,13). If Levi had done nothing wrong as a tax collector, 
would Jesus need to call for his repentance and restitution? The details behind 
the story of Levi's call are missing and therefore cannot tell us anything about 
either the background of Levi or the expectations of Jesus.
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3) For Jesus to tell his disciples not to fast regularly as some Jews did is 
not the same as if he had told them not to fast on those days which God said to 
fast. Rejecting non-biblical fasts is hardly an indication that Jesus rejected 
biblical commandments about how to make restitution and demonstrate repentance.
4) In chapter 5, I have shown that there is good reason to believe that 
"let the dead bury their dead" refers to a second burial. When Jesus told a son 
he should not return to bury his father, he was not forbidding a first burial which 
everyone took to be in fulfillment of the fifth commandment. Instead, he forced
the son to make a choice between the immediate situation of following him and
the domestic halakhah of gathering the bones of the deceased and preserving them  
with the gathered bones of other family members. This second burial, while 
highly esteemed by some Jews, was not a biblical commandment, so people would 
not conclude that the son would be disobeying the law if he chose to follow 
Jesus. It was a sensitive choice but not an unlawful one.
I find that the evidence is more in favour of the view that Jesus did expect
people, including sinners, would continue to follow the Mosaic laws about 
repentance and restitution. According to Mt. 4:17// Mk. 1:15, repentance at all 
levels (nationally and individually) formed part of the bedrock of Jesus' 
proclamation to Isra e l.^  In Mt. 5:25-26 Jesus assumes that restitution is 
necessary for the effectiveness of a sacrifice which will follow it. According to 
another tradition (Mt. 8:l-4//M k. 1:40-45// Lk. 5:12-16) Jesus' healing of a leper 
implies the need for repentance in that the healed leper is to show himself to the 
priest and make an offering according to the law. Jesus' assumption is that the 
man will give to the priest money equivalent to the cost of a sin offering which 
the priest will make on the leper's behalf the next time he is in Jerusalem.
People who contracted leprosy were usually thought to have sinned and must 
demonstrate their repentance by an offering in the Temple. In this one episode
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(which Sanders dismisses with little argument) we see that Jesus supports both the 
legal obligations required of the one who repents and the role of the Temple and 
the priesthood as a vital centre in the relationship between God and Israel. It 
also seems that Jesus has repentance in mind when he makes moral demands upon 
those who would enter the kingdom (Mt. 19:24//Mk. 10:23//Lk. 18:24; Mt. 7:21; 
Mt. 18:3). Whether or not all the texts which are cited correctly account for 
what Jesus preached, it is significant that early traditions in all three gospels (see 
also Mt. ll:20-24//L k . 10:13-15; Mt. 12:41//Lk. 11:32; Lk. 13:1-5; 15:3-11; 
16:19-31) saw no conflict with attributing the belief in the need for repentacne to 
Jesus. Collectively, they portray Jesus as someone who believes that repentance is 
important. He no doubt assumed that when a sinner responded to his call he 
would follow what the law requires. Jesus, as Sanders has quite rightly pointed 
out, would not be condemned for turning sinners into saints. But Sanders has 
failed to provide evidence which shows that Jesus took a radical step in calling 
for sinners to stay as they are.
Conclusion
In this chapter we have seen that Jesus does nothing which is disobedient to 
the law. He calls the most wicked of society to repent. In order to gain their 
trust, Jesus is willing to eat with them. This certainly was not expected of 
someone who wanted to follow the will of God, but Jesus did not think there was 
a direct conflict with the law. He saw himself as a physician who was required 
to be with those who needed curing. Sinners would die in their sins unless they 
could be won over to the way of righteousness. For any other purpose Jesus 
would not have associated with them, for this would have been against what God 
wanted. But as long as it was Jesus' intention to lead sinners to God (i.e . to his
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law) then there was no law against eating with them. The scribes of the 
Pharisees query Jesus' action because they do not know why he is doing it. They 
think he is being a friend to unrepentant sinners. But Jesus assumes that once 
they know what his intention is, they will consider his action in a different light. 
Some may have still considered eating with sinners even for this purpose a 
dangerous practice, but others may have thought that in this circumstance Jesus 
was fully justified in what he did and would receive the approval of God.
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Endnotes
1. In the Gospel of John chapter 9, some Pharisees claim that Jesus is not from  
God because he does not keep the sabbath. Other Pharisees ask, But how can a 
"sinner" do these signs. The natural assumption should be that "sinners" are those 
who do not keep the sabbath as the Pharisees prescribe. However it may be 
argued that here the Pharisaic position and accusation are misconstrued because of 
the desire to heighten the conflict.
2. For a historical look at how the tax collectors functioned in 1st century 
Palestine see H. C. Youtie, 1-20.
3. Walker and Horsley's arguments against the historicity of Jesus' table 
fellowship with tax collectors are by and large Bultmann's arguments (Bultmann, 
1963, 18). But Bultmann did not think that because these stories were 
unhistorical that it meant Jesus never ate with tax collectors.
4. For a discussion of the ambiguity involved in Mt. 9:10 and Mk. 2:15 see, 
Pesch, 1968, 45-47; Fiedler, 120; Davies, 1991, 99f.
5. Fiedler argues that the word "sinner" also indicates that what lies behind this 
story is a question about the table fellowship between Jewish and Gentile 
Christians (Fiedler, 121). However, we have seen that cqiapxuXot makes 
perfectly good sense as a descriptive word of immoral Jews and does not 
necessarily point to Gentiles. Banks, while accepting the historicity of this 
episode, concedes that our present form could have been affected by later 
circumstances in the church (Banks, 113).
6. Words which are thought to be Lukan are BiepyeoG cci - v. 1; o o k  liS'Ovaxo
- v. 3; hiaeXXev, a v a P a fv e iv  - v.4; tb itov , ccvaPXfnca, anevoacz, tcaxbPriGt - 
v. 5; youpcav - v.6; ax aG eiq  Se, x a  \m a p yov xa  - v. 8 (Fiedler, 132; Fitzmyer, 
1219). Supposedly, the Lucan phrases are OTteooac tcaxePn, Kcd in tebe^axo  
onjxbv y a tp o v  - v. 6; e i i t e v  Ttpbq + the acc. and the absolute use of 6 icoptoq
- v. 8; etrxev ... oiiiuepov ocrcripia xq> oikc  ̂ xooxc^ e y e v e x o  and ocuxoq o id g  
'APpocap. - v. 9 (Fiedler, 130-133; Fitzmyer, 1219). Common themes in Luke are 
repentance and reformation (Sanders, 1985, 175, 203, 206). For a detailed 
rebuttal against claiming most of these as "Lucan" see Choi, 270-272. Earlier 
treatments regarding the words, style, and themes in the Zacchaeus story are 
Loewe, 1974, 321-331; O'Halon, 1981, 2-26.
7. It is worth noting that Bultmann does have some manuscript evidence to 
support this alteration of Ttp6<; au xov (v. 9) to itpog o m o ix ; (R a b c f ff2 i 1 
s and the old Latin). However, the better manuscripts read itpoq oroxov (Aleph 
A B D L 1011 sys c).
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8. Wellhausen wrote long ago that the Zacchaeus' story "thundered" the Pauline 
theology of conversion as we find it in Gal. 3:9,29; Rom. 4:11 (Wellhausen,
1904, 104).
9. Some of the major differences between the call of Levi and the repentance of 
Zacchaeus are: Zacchaeus is not called to be a follower of Jesus, Zacchaeus does 
not invite other tax collectors and "sinners" to eat in his house with Jesus, there 
is no promise of restitution made by Levi and the story in Lk. 5:27f is a call 
narrative turned into a conflict story whereas Lk. 191f is a legend illustrating the 
importance of repentance (Dibelius, 118; Neale, 183, n.2).
10. Evans thinks that these details are the indications of a story teller 
(Evans, 660).
11. Although I have argued that a real event lies behind the Zacchaeus story 
this does not mean I take v. 10 as an original part of the pericope. It is 
generally accepted that Jesus usually has only one conclusive remark for each of 
his encounters. Here v. 9 is it (Marshall, 695; Choi, 259).
12. Abrahams confused the difference between a Pharisee and a haberim when
he wrote that a Pharisee would not have objected to receiving sinners at his table
but would not accept an invitation to join them at their table (Abrahams,
1917, 1:56).
13. Also see IQS 6.
14. The difference between io yu ov xcc; in Mark and Matthew and uyroci vovxec; 
in Luke may be due to the aramaic beria (Cranfield, 1959, 102).
15. Between these two arguments one community has added another defence 
which recalls the important principle of Hosea 6:6, t \ z o q ,  Kod ou Qoororv
(Mt. 9:13a). Mark and Luke would have no obvious reason to omit this defence
if it had existed in their source, so in all probability it is secondary. For a
helpful discussion of how Hos. 6:6 might be functioning in Matthew's gospel see 
Hill, 1977, 107-119.
16. Unfortunately, the fragment in POxy 1224 has been damaged preserving only 
the letters o tx n v  o i  x> for Jesus' reply.
17. Jeremias and Pesch's argument is that "I have not come to call the righteous 
but sinners" could still be authentic because f |\9 o v  is nothing more than the 
equivalent of ‘ata' ( ba~) I + the infinitive (jeremias, 1971, 167; Pesch, 1970, 79).
18. For others scholars on the authenticity of Jesus' defence in Mt. 9:12//
Mk. 2:17a//Lk. 5:31 see Haenchen, 1966, 111; Pesch, 1970, 81 and Marshall, 220.
19. Some scholars think this "preamble is late and is a Christianized description 
of what Jesus preached (Wellhausen, 1909, 7; Klostermann, 1926, 14; and Sanders, 
1985, 109). Others think that it is late but an accurate description (Branscomb, 
1937, 25; Bultmann, 118; Taylor, 167; Anderson, 83) and there are some who 
argue that the description is accurate and might come from a pre-Markan source 
(Gnilka, 1978, 1:64-65; Guelich, 1989, 43).
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
Jesus and the Purity Laws
If Jesus thought that the Mosaic law should be obeyed why did he say, 
Nothing that enters into a man defiles him (Mt. 15:11a// Mk. 7:15a,18b)? On 
the surface it appears as if he believed the whole Levitical definition of what is 
clean and unclean could be ignored. Jesus seems to imply that only a man's evil 
intentions, some of which are demonstrated by evil actions, cause him to be 
defiled before God. Consequently, it has become popular to think that here Jesus 
is out to abolish certain laws regarding purity (Gould, 125, 130f, 133; Swete, 150; 
Plummer, 1920, 87; Allen, 1915, 106; Klostermann, 1926, 79; Montefiore, 1927, 
1:131, 142, 146; Bultmann, 1963, 105; Moule, 1965, 56; McNeile, 226; Kasemann, 
39; Perrin, 150; Riches, 136; Beare, 1981, 336). 1 Jesus enters into the scene 
removing the old dispensation that judges purity according to external consideration 
with the new teaching of God that purity will now be judged only on the basis of 
what is in a person's heart.
Jesus' teaching about defilement itself is not the only thing which causes 
major differences of opinions. Opinions are also divided on what the original 
setting was for this utterance. Did Jesus say these words as a direct response to 
a Pharisaic enquiry into his disciples' habit of eating with unwashed hands or is it 
a free floating saying whose context has been forever lost? The question is 
certainly an important one since it could be decisive for interpreting Jesus' words.
There seem to be three questions which must be answered if Jesus' attitude 
towards purity laws is going to be properly understood. 1) What did Jews think 
about ritual defilem ent in general? Did any pious Jew say, Such-and-such cannot 
make you unclean, even though the law says it does? 2) How was the pericope 
in Mt. 15:1-20 and Mk. 7:1-23 composed? It is almost certainly not a unit 
(contra Cranfield, 230), so how many traditions were used to create it? What 
additions are there? 3) Of the traditions that were collected, which sayings are 
more likely to be authentic words of Jesus and what do they indicate about his 
attitude towards Mosaic legislation? Do these sayings show that Jesus was 
attempting to alter the way Jews thought about defilement or are they compatible 
with a view of defilement that was already prominent among those who obeyed 
what Moses wrote?
What d id  Jews think about the P u rity  Laws?
The law is clear that Jews can become unclean if they touch or are in
contact with certain items. ̂  For instance they could be made impure if they
touched a human corpse or an animal which has died either accidentally or of 
natural causes (Num. 19:11-15; Lev. 5:2; 11:24-25, 27-28, 31, 36). They could 
be rendered unclean for being in contact with blood (i.e . in the case of 
childbirth, Lev. 12:2a or menstruation, Lev. 12:2b; 15:19-24), semen 
(Lev. 15:16-18), other bodily discharges (Lev. 15:2,25), and leprosy 
(Lev. 13:8,14,45-46; Num. 5:2-4). Impurity can also be caused by eating certain
foods (Lev. 11:1-8; Deut. 14:3-20) and even by touching some animals while they
are still alive (Lev. 11:26).^
Touching or direct contact with any of these or similar items (rabbinically 
known as first uncleanness) or touching anything else which has touched them
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(rabbinically known as second uncleanness; m.Kel. 8:5; m.Toh. 1:5) renders the 
Jewish person defiled before God. What this uncleanness means is that the 
defiled person is barred from anything that has been separated as holy (i.e. the 
Temple or food set aside for the Temple; Lev. 12:4; Lev. 7:19-21; 22:3ff;
Lev. 11: I f f ; 1 3 :lff).4
In addition to the various external objects which can cause ritual defilement, 
the law recognizes that there are serious defilements which can be incurred by 
certain acts of disobedience, such as adultery and bestiality (Lev. 18:19-30). ̂  The 
reason that these acts were thought to cause impurity was not simply that semen 
is once again involved but that the person who commits them is violating very 
important moral values. That these acts were believed to cause a more serious 
form of impurity is seen by the fact that a person who is caught committing one 
of them has no means of becoming clean again but is to be cut off from among 
the people. So even in the law, while all the laws governing ceremonial impurity 
are important, certain impurities were thought more significant than others. For a 
Jew to say that such and such a sin can cause an impurity which is more serious
than the impurity caused by other things is easily within the bounds of what the
law itself teaches.
In the prophetic books, Jews are continuing to place a high regard on 
matters related to what can make one unclean. The prophet of Isaiah calls for 
obedience to the food purity laws and refers to certain on-going extra-biblical 
purity practices (Isa. 66:17-20). Yet central to the opening thrust of the book is 
the idea that one is washed clean (metaphorically speaking) by learning to do 
good (here "good" = social justice; Isa. 1:16,17; Kaiser, 34f). Purity laws, 
especially those which take effect because of the uncompleted Temple, also stand 
prominently in Hag. 2:10-19 behind the questions the Lord asks the people: "If
one carries holy flesh in the skirt of his garment, and touches with his skirt
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bread, pottage, or wine, or oil, or any kind of food, does it become clean? . . . 
If one who is unclean by contact with a dead body touches any of these (foods), 
does it become unclean?." The prophet is making the point that disobedience 
towards God's will defiles the people and they will not be made clean again 
simply by offering ritual purification (Meyers, 1987, 58; Verhoef, 118-120). Until 
they obey him in all respects the rites have no effect.
That God is pleased by a clean heart and not only a ceremonially clean 
body is also a major reoccurring point in the Psalms (Pss. 18:20-24; 24:3-4; 26:6; 
73:13). The ideal Jew is one who avoids being defiled by unrighteous thoughts or 
deeds as much as by ceremonial impurity. In 2 Chron. 30:18-20, the ideal Jew 
is not the one who acknowledges the importance of cultic laws but the one who 
acknowledges the importance of all God's moral teaching.
Qumran literature, the Damascus Document, Josephus' testimony (Jos. J.W. 
2:124, 129, 131, 150) and the discovery of pools at Qumran, paint a clear picture 
of a society which took seriously the need to be pure (Sanders, 1990, 37,38).
They believed that they were the people who would fight the eschatological battle 
alongside the Messiah and his angels and that this battle would soon take place.
It was therefore imperative that the community maintain a high standard of purity 
(1QM 7:3-7; Buchanan, 402). A  routine practice which helped to preserve this 
sensitivity towards ritually purity was a communal meal. As a regularly event, it 
was not to be taken lightly and could only be eaten by those (especially for the 
initiate) who had demonstrated that they were clean both in terms of their spirit 
and their deeds (IQS 5:13; 6:16-23; CD 9:20b-23; see further Schiffman,
1983, 161f).
Instructions in the Damascus Document and in the Temple Scroll show that 
there was a wide range of queries about what actions would make one clean and 
unclean. The Damascus Document states that water for ritual cleansing could not
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be dirty or come from a man-made container or be touched by an unclean person 
(CD 10:10-13). Sacrifices are made unclean if they are delivered to the altar by 
som eone who was unclean (CD 11:19-21). No one is allowed to enter into any 
of the assemblies of worship unless they were first cleansed of all defilements 
(CD 11:22,23). Restrictions were laid down against eating live animals, animals 
which creeped, fish with blood in it, and unscorched or undrenched locusts 
(CD 12:1 lb-15a). The impurity caused by touching a corpse also appears to have 
been a serious concern (CD 12:15-18).^ These Jews had such a great passion for 
maintaining the sanctity of the Temple that intercourse within the Jerusalem city 
limits was even forbidden (CD 12:1,2). Separate purity laws were conflated in 
order to give more details concerning the extent to which purity must be 
maintained (llQ T em p le  45:7-10; 49:16-17; 50:10-14; see Milgrom, 1990, 89-95).
While Qumran literature and the Damascus Document show a real concern
for ritual purity, this does not mean that external forms of contracting impurity
were more important than the threat of becoming defiled because of an unclean
heart. It is entirely compatible with an appreciation of ritual purity to make
little of it in contrast with the overwhelming need to be morally pure in all
aspects of one's life. This seems evident from IQS 3:6b-9a.
For it is through the spirit of true counsel concerning the ways of man
that all his sins shall be expiated that he may contemplate the light of
life. He shall be cleansed from all his sins by the spirit of holiness 
uniting him to His truth, and his iniquity shall be expiated by the 
spirit of uprightness and humility. And when his flesh is sprinkled 
with purifying water and sanctified by cleansing water, it shall be made
clean by the humble submission of his soul to all the precepts of God.
So like the law, the prophets, the psalmists and the Chronicler, the Qumran
community placed a strong emphasis on the need to be clean, both in terms of
the ritual washing of the body and the purification of the heart. They knew that 
a person could be defiled by a stubborn heart or lewdness so that even all the 
ablutions in the world would not make them pure before God (IQS 2:26-3:6a;
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4:10). In thanksgiving one writer can insinuate that by loathing every work of
iniquity he has thereby kept his hands ceremonially clean (1QH 16:10; cf.
Isa. 1:6,7). Members of the community would have certainly agreed that 
cleansing the flesh according to some ceremonial laws alone would not suffice a 
God who desires the purity of the whole individual, both body and spirit (for a 
more cautionary appraisal of the Qumran evidence, see Booth, 88,89).
It is not surprising then that we find Jews in the Diaspora also appreciating 
strongly the importance of ritual purity and yet depreciating ritual purity when it 
is accompanied by a spirit defiled by sin .7 Philo, for instance, who had an
extensive commentary on the logic behind the purity laws, said, atc&Gapxoq; yap
tcopiex; o dStK oq teat aoep fig  (For an unclean man is truly the one who is
unjust and impious; Spec. Leg. 3:209). Philo understands that no status of
defilement compares to the inner defilement which is caused by an evil outlook 
towards one's fellow man and towards God (Booth, 84-85). His belief that inner 
defilement was the more serious form of defilement allowed him even to take 
certain ritual laws (e.g. Lev. 15:18; on washing after intercourse) and interpret it 
so that it would also condemn defilement caused by other sins (e.g. adultery; see 
Spec. Leg. 3:63).
Josephus, who is also well acquainted with the importance of ritual
purification (Jos. Ag. Ap. 2. 198, 205; Ant. 3.224-286; 18.36-38), can say, xou xo
(God) B ep cm xm eov  dotcoOvxac; ccpExfiv xportoq yap  0 eoO SepartEtac; ouxoq  
o a iL x a x o q  (We must worship him by practicing virtue; for this is the most 
saintly way of worshipping God; Jos. Ag. Ap. 2. 192). By highlighting apE iijv , 
Josephus shows his understanding that no amount of following the purity laws will 
make someone clean who does not have a virtuous inner commitment to do God's 
will.
The Epistle of Aristeas is also a clear example of how purity was looked at 
by some Diaspora Jews. The king, having asked his quests a series of questions, 
finally asks, What is the highest form of glory?, to which the reply is given, The 
honour of God. It is then explained that God is honoured not with gifts and 
sacrifices but with purity of heart (xoOxo 6 ' e o x iv  oo  ?ki)poi<; ou8£ 0uotat<;, 
aXAdc w y tK  vcaGapbxrixt Kai StaX fiveoq  6 o ta q ; Ep. Arist. 234). The writer 
has no intention of saying that sacrificial offerings will no longer be acceptable; 
rather he makes the point that purity is first and foremost a thing of the heart.
A ritually clean body will never be acceptable to God, in spite of how much this 
is emphasized in the law, unless one's soul is also pure.**
We know that the rabbis, and particularly those who were Pharisees, were 
extremely concerned about matters of ritual purity. Two of the six major 
divisions of the Mishnah (Kodashim and Tohoroth) concentrate on defining what is 
unclean and how defilement is transmitted and contained. The amount of 
attention which is given to this question shows exactly how important this issue of 
defilement was for them. The rabbis addressed questions related to 
corpse-impurity (m.Ohol. 2.3; m.Edu. 1.7), tithes and offerings (m.Ter. 5.4; 
m.Toh. 10.4), food, (m.Kil. 8.5; m.Mak. 1.2), second uncleanness (m.Hag. 2.7; 
m.Kel. 20.6), sex (m.Edu. 1.1; m.Nid. 1.1), bodily discharges (m.Nid. 10.8; 
m.Zab. 1.1), and legitimate immersion pools (m.Mik. 1.5; 6.8) to name just a few 
(see a more detailed list and examination in Sanders, 1990, 184-236).
Nevertheless, the idea of being "unclean" was not simply a matter of 
incurring ritual defilement. R. Simeon ben Yohai (100-170 C .E .) could insinuate 
that his colleagues were ceremonially unclean with corpse-uncleanness when they 
sat together for a meal but did not talk about the law (m.Ab. 3:3). He did not 
mean by this that his colleagues should wash themselves as if they had touched a
corpse. His point is only that times of communion should also be occasions for 
legal discussion.
A famous Jewish illustration of how cultic impurity was thought about is the 
saying ascribed to R. Johanan b. Zakkai in Num.R. 19.8. R. Johanan supposedly 
once told his disciples, "By your life! It is not the dead that defiles nor the 
water that purifies! The Holy One, blessed be He, merely says: 'I have laid 
down a statute, I have issued a decree. You are not allowed to transgress My 
decree.'" But some scholars believe that R. Johanan's statement should not be 
cited as any kind of parallel to Jesus' similar sounding statement (Branscomb,
1930, 181-182; Percy, 118 n. 2; Banks, 141 n. 1; Booth, 105). There are two 
reasons why not. 1) R. Johanan immediately affirms the binding nature of the 
purity laws as a statute of God and 2) R. Johanan would disagree with Jesus' 
view that cultic impurity is less serious than non-cultic impurity. However, to say 
that what R. Johanan said is significantly different from what Jesus said seems to 
be an exaggeration (Davies, 1991, 2:530 n. 53). R. Johanan needed to state why 
the purity laws should be followed when in fact they could not actually defile,9 
whereas Jesus only has to state that cultic matters are not the only things which 
can make a person unclean. In addition, R. Johanan, as well as the rest of the 
rabbis, would have had no qualms in saying that certain non-cultic thoughts and 
actions would cause an impurity which was more serious than the impurity caused 
by a broken cultic regulation. R. Johanan can talk depreciatively about cultic 
matters but would have had absolutely no intention of saying, These commands 
should no longer be obeyed. Therefore, even a negative comment about a Mosaic 
law does not necessarily lead to the conclusion that the speaker thinks the law can 
be rejected.
We have seen that the imagery of ceremonial uncleanness is used freely in 
the denunciation of non-cultic practices. This language can be used to refer to
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anything which the speaker thinks is contrary to the will of God. Cultic matters 
can also be talked about negatively if a more important point needs to be stressed 
(i.e. God's law should be followed first and foremost because God has commanded 
it). This survey of Jewish literature shows that Jews knew that there was a lot 
more which could make a person "unclean" before God than simply a list of what 
is stated amongst the purity laws.
How was M t. 15:1-20/¡M k. 7:1-23 composed?
We are asking here, How many separate traditions were used to construct 
this pericope? Over the last century scholars have made several attempts to 
isolate exactly how many separate units there were.^® Some (Pesch, 1976, l:369f; 
Gnilka, 1978, l:277f) have argued that basically there are two literary units. ^
1) Mt. 15:l-9//M k. 7:1-13
2) Mt. 15:10, 11, 16-20//Mk. 7:14-23
Others commentators have focused attention on the further question, How 
many different traditions were used? Some (Montefiore, 1927, 1:132, 147;
Taylor, 334-339) think that five separate traditions can be pointed out.
1) Mt. 15: l-2,7-9//M k. 7:1, 5-8
2) Mt. 15:3-6//Mk. 9-13
3) Mt. 15 :ll//M k . 7:15
4) Mt. 15:17// Mk. 7:18b-19
5) Mt. 15:19,20// Mk. 7:21-23
Bultmann thought that at least three pre-Markan traditions could be isolated 
while attributing the setting (Mt 15:1-3, 7-9//Mk. 7:1-8) and the Korban section 
(Mt. 15:4-6//Mk. 7:9-13) to the hand of Mark (Bultmann, 1963, 17-18).12
1) Mt. 15 :ll//M k . 7:15
2) Mt. 15:17//Mk. 7:18b-19
3) Mt. 15:18-20//Mk. 7:20-23
2 1 0
This conclusion differed slightly from the one reached by Dibelius. He also 
thought that numbers 2, 3, and 4 were separate traditions but that Mk. 7:9-13 
was the core material to which Mark also added the tradition containing the 
Isaiah quotation (vs. 6-8). Mark then created the opening scene (vs. 1-5) to 
introduce all of them (Dibelius, 220-1). However, it is unlikely that Mark would 
have created a scene where a question is asked about handwashing when 
handwashing was hardly a crucial issue between Christian Jews and non-Christian 
Jews or between Hellenistic Christians and Jewish Christians (Booth, 65; Davies, 
1991, 2:518).
Lambrecht proposed (Lambrecht, 66) that both the Isaiah quotation and the 
Korban section were the work of Mark and that the traditional material used by 
the evangelists are found in:
1) Mt. 15:1, 2b, 11//Mk. 7:1a, 2, 5c, 15
2) Mt. 15:17//Mk. 7:18b-19b
3) Mt. 15:18,19 (20)//Mk. 7:20-22 (23)
Still others (Rawlinson, 93; Booth, 60-62; Guelich, 1989, 361-362) have 
argued that the original traditions were probably;
1) Mt. 15:1-2, ll//M k . 7:1-2, 5b, 15
2) Mt. 15:3-6//Mk. 7:6-8
3) Mt. 15:7-9//Mk. 7:9-13
4) Mt. 15:17-19 (20)//Mk. 7:18b-22 (23)
For three reasons, I would agree that the entire pericope does not look like 
a unit. 1) At certain points in the text, particularly in Mark's gospel, there are 
signs that an editor is hard at work making transitions from one tradition to the 
next (Mt. 15:12; Mk. 7:8,14, 17,20). 2) There is a lack of direct connection
between similar yet distinct themes (Dibelius, 220; Booth, 60). 3) It is more
likely that Jesus gave only one response when he was challenged to explain either 
his or his disciple's behaviour. Similar condemnations and declarations which were 
not fixed to any context could easily be attached to any response of Jesus which
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was. It is almost certainly the case that Mt. 15:12-14, an isolated tradition about 
the blind leading the blind (//Lie. 6:39), was attached in this way.
What we are then faced with is one tradition in which the question, Why 
do your disciples transgress the traditions of the elders by eating with unwashed 
hands? (Mt. 15:2//Mk. 7:5), is answered either by 1) the Korban section 
(Mt. 15:3-6// Mk. 7:9-13a), 2) the quotation of Isa. 29:13 (Mt. 15:7-8//
Mk. 7:6-7), or 3) the mashal-like statement about what defiles a man 
(Mt. 15 :ll//M k . 7:15). Which of these three would best work as a reply to the 
Pharisees? To answer this we should try to understand first what the Pharisees 
were asking and second which of these sayings attributed to Jesus would make the 
best sense as a reply.
What was Jesus asked?
8 x a  xx o i  |_ia0r|Toa aoo  raxpaPaxvorxnv 
xriv nap aS oaxv xqv up eoP m ep ^ v;  
ox) yap  vxxtxovxax xaq y s ip a g  orox&v oxav  ap xov eoB xoaxv (Mt. 15:2).
8x d  xx ox) TxepxTxaxoooxv o i paGrixax aox)
Kaxa xriv TcapaSoaxv xav  rcpeoPxxxepav, 
aX ka  K oxvaxc yep o xv  eaGxoxxaxv xov  ap xov (Mk. 7:5);
In Mark's gospel Jesus was asked "Why do your disciples eat bread with 
defiled hands?" The word Koxvaxg is significant in the question and in its 
verbal form (koxvoo) connotes a status of ritual unfitness (BAGD, 438; see also 
Paschen, 165-168). Until the unclean person is purified, they should not enter the 
Temple or touch food separated for ritual consumption. The problem with this 
question is that the Pharisee would hardly have asked such a thing since they 
knew that many people, even some Pharisees, did not wash their hands before 
eating.
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Numbers 18:8-13 makes it quite clear that priests must wash their hands 
before they eat holy food which has been offered to them as a sacrifice.
Pharisees would not assume that an ordinary Jew who had touched ordinary food 
with unwashed hands had to purify himself because of this in order to enter the 
Temple. At some stage, this legislation was expanded with halakhot encouraging 
laymen to wash their hands. However, the encouragement is stated only in 
regards to when food was handled which would probably go to priests, not to 
when food was handled for normal use (b.Shab. 13b-14b). Pharisees in Jesus day 
did not go around labeling people as koivoc; simply because their hands were not 
washed. The Pharisees might have asked why the disciples ate with unwashed 
hands, which showed that they do not follow what some Pharisees did, but they 
did not ask why the disciples defiled themselves going only on the evidence that 
they ate with unwashed hands. We know from various sources that some Jews 
during this period washed hands (see Booth, 158f). But there is no evidence 
from this period to suggest that washing hands before eating was a legal 
requirement in order to maintain purity.13 What has likely happened in Mark's 
gospel is that the same trend to generalize all Jews as people who do not eat 
before washing their hands (Mk. 2:3) is at work in the insinuation that Pharisees 
are people who go around calling everybody else defiled .14
Another observation which counts against Mark's rendition of the question is 
the fact that in Mark's gospel the crucial issue is, Why do the disciples eat with 
unwashed hands, while in Matthew's gospel handwashing is an illustration of the 
more important concern, Why do the disciples not practise some traditions? If we 
are to believe that some Pharisees did ask Jesus a question about his disciples' 
behaviour,13 we must ask which question is more historically credible. Is it likely 
that the Pharisees would come down from Jerusalem to ask why Jesus did not 
teach his disciples to be more like the Pharisees by following their traditions, or
it easier to believe that they would come down to ask why his disciples were like 
most Jews in not washing their hands? I think it is very doubtful that Pharisees 
had nothing better to do than to make a trip to ask primarily about such a 
largely unpractised action as eating with unwashed hands. It is far more 
believable that they would be concerned with why certain Jews who claimed to be 
speaking for God did not follow many of the extra-biblical traditions which they 
understood were aimed at helping people to obey God's will (i.e. the law). Of 
course there were other Jews who did not follow Pharisaic practices and they have 
their reasons. So what is the reason the popular charismatic teacher has for not 
teaching his disciples to do so? Matthew's gospel more adequately reflects this 
feasibly historical concern.
The misunderstanding of the Pharisees and the type of question that they 
would put to Jesus in Mark's gospel, however, does not mean that the question as 
it appears in Matthew's gospel is completely accurate either. The word 
raxpaPat v o o a t  v  is stronger than Mark's of) Tteptrano'Oat v and was probably 
introduced at some stage as a heightening of the conflict between Jesus and his 
enquirers (Davies, 1991, 2:519). A reconstruction of the question would probably 
run along the lines of a combination of Mk. 7:5a with Mt. 15:2b.
S t c x  x t  o f )  T t e p t T t a x o 'o o iv  o i  p a G n x a t  o o u
Kaxa xriv raxpaSootv x&v itpeapuxepav, 
of) yap vtT txovxai xag  y e tp a g  af)x£)v oxav  ap xov eo G to o tv .
Which of the sayings attributed to Jesus then would best answer this 
question?
What was Jesus' Answer?
Out of our three choices of what Jesus might have said in reply (the 
Korban section, the Isaiah quotation, and the saying on defilement), the Korban
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section is the best choice (Hubner, 1973, 144-6; Westerholm, 80).
The quotation of Isa. 29:13 could work as a reply (Why do the disciples
not follow Pharisaic traditions? Because your traditions are not worth following
since you are hypocrites and teach commandments of men and not the
commandments of God), but the problem about believing that Jesus used it to
answer the question is that the application of the Isaiah text in this situation is
dependent upon the reading of the LXX (Rawlinson, 94; Branscomb, 1937, 123;
Nineham, 189; Haenchen, 1966, 262; Hultgren, 1979, 116; Hooker, 1991, 176.
However see Taylor, 337; Cranfield, 236; Schmid, 1968, 137; Guelich, 1989,
367f). The LXX reads,
Koct e t t ie v  Krupioc 'E y y iC st pox o X aoz  oirtoc; x o tq  XEiXEGtv 
onjxcJv x ip & o tv  p e, fi 8 e K apSta otixcJv Ttoppo cnteyet cox' epob, 
paxqv 8e a sp o v x a t p s SiS& okovxec; EvxaXpaxa avGp&rajv taxi 
8 t 8a o K a \t etc;. 16
The people are accused of having a heart which is far from God. This is 
particularly demonstrated by the fact that they follow the commandments of men
which have taken the place of the commandments of God. This almost suits the
discussion between Jesus and the Pharisees very nicely. It is not a perfect fit 
since handwashing was not a commandment of the Pharisees which was taught as 
if it was the commandment of God. Nevertheless, since the main question is the 
respect for the traditions and not specifically handwashing, it would have been an 
adequate reply for Jesus to say, My disciples do not follow your traditions because 
as Isaiah prophesied, they are the commandments of men pretending to be the 
commandments of God.
However, the reading of Isa. 29:13 in the Masoretic text and in the Targum 
of Jonathan make the alternative point that the Israelites worship God because 
they have been told to do so and have made worship nothing more than a time 
of memorized formulas. The Masoretic text reads,
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w ayy'dm er adonay, y a a n  cl niggas ha 'am hazeh beplw
ubispatayw cibedunl welibo rihaq mimmenni
watehi y ire 'atam oti misewat ' anaslm meLummadah
When translated, the Targum of Jonathan reads,
And the Lord said, Because this people draweth nigh with their mouth, 
and with their lips do they honour me (lit. before me), but their heart 
is far removed from the fear of me; and their fear of (lit. before) me 
is become as a precept of those that teach (trans. by Stenning, 95).
Since it is more likely that Jesus would have used an Aramaic or a Hebrew 
text of Isaiah instead of a Greek one, he would have hardly replied to the 
question, Why do your disciples reject our traditions?, by arguing, You worship 
only because you are told to and when you do worship, you do nothing else but 
repeat what you have been taught. Our Greek text of Isa. 29:13 has altered the 
reading by taking watehi (and is) as wetdhu ( = p.axriv Se, and vain) and by 
translating mi&wat ana~sim melummddah into StSdoKOVxeg EvxaXpaxa 
av0p6raav Kat StSaatcaX tag. It seems more than simply a coincidence that 
StSdaKOVxeg evxaX paxa avGpuraov Kai StSaaKXxXtag (LXX) has been altered 
to StSdcKOVxsQ St BaotcaXt otg evxaX paxa avSparaov (Mt. 15:9//Mk. 7:7) where 
such a change is so clearly crucial to make Jesus' reply fit the question he was 
asked (Lambrecht, 50-1). Thus, Why do the disciples reject Pharisaic traditions? 
Because Pharisaic traditions are the teaching of men which produce vain w orship.^
While I have maintained that Jesus did not use Isa. 29:13 to answer why 
his disciples rejected some Pharisaic halakhah, it is still quite possible that Jesus 
used this passage in another setting. He may have on some occasion felt the 
need to condemn the worship of God by the mere mechanical recitation of 
formulas. The early communities who were aware of Jesus' use of Isaiah found 
that their version had an alternative emphasis which related closely to the 
question, Why should the Pharisees not be followed? It was then attached to the
pericope because of its similar denunciation of Pharisaic halakhah as the 
commandments of men pretending to be the commandments of God.
We must also discount the popular suggestion that the logion on defilement 
(Mt. 15 :ll//M k . 7:15) was Jesus' reply to the Pharisaic question (Grundmann,
188-9; Schweizer, 1971, 146; Berger, 461-2; Lambrecht, 66-9; Booth, 67; Guelich,
1989, 361; Dunn, 1990, 47). There are three reasons why. 1) In both Mark 
and Matthew's gospel the saying is directed to the crowds and not to the 
Pharisees (Mt. 15:10//Mk. 7:14). Are we to believe that a community or an 
editor would actually distance so far from the initial question Jesus' powerful reply 
and finally segregate it by introducing a new scene? 2) The logion looks more 
like it was independent, appearing also in the Gospel of Thomas 14:3. 3) The 
logion looks like a relative negative which would be an inadequate reply. Those 
scholars who believe that the original question was mainly about unwashed hands 
think that this logion would be an intelligible reply (Booth, 65-67; Dunn,
1990, 47). However, as we have argued, the concern about handwashing is 
overshadowed by the more important question about the value of Pharisaic 
halakhah. Certain Pharisees primarily wanted to know why Jesus' disciples did not 
do the type of things that they did, and to that question there is no defence in 
arguing, A  person does not have to follow what you do because a more serious 
defilement comes from within. Nevertheless, even if handwashing was the 
original concern, these Pharisees would have undoubtedly granted Jesus' point 
about the seriousness of other forms of d efilem ent.^  However, their assumption 
would be that their traditions should be followed because they help people avoid 
(as far as possible) all forms of moral defilement. Jesus then would still not have 
given them an adequate explanation.
This leaves only the Korban section which could properly work as a reply 
to a question about the value of Pharisaic traditions. The reasons why it is
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often rejected as a proper reply are as follows. 1) The Korban section deals 
with the setting aside of a divine command in order to follow a human 
innovation. This does not parallel the case with unwashed hands in which doing 
so would not jeopardize the law. 2) The introduction of Koci eXeyev croxotg  
at Mk. 7:9 is redundant and is quite a familiar indication of new material that is 
being added (Branscomb, 1937, 123; Nineham, 189). However, it can also be 
argued 1) Jesus does not have to make his illustration of the wrongs of Pharisaic 
halakhah match the handwashing practice if all he has to do is explain why his 
disciples do not generally follow their practices and 2) kcci eX eyev ocuxotg is 
only made redundant by the fact that the Isaiah quotation, which is an 
independent tradition, was inserted first.
There are three considerations which favour the view that the Korban 
section was Jesus' reply. 1) raxpaSooiv upiov (Mt. 15:3,6//Mk. 7:9,13) seems to 
presuppose an earlier reference to the value of certain traditions 
(W esterholm, 80). 2) We know from other passages that Jesus was critical of
Pharisees who he thought were ignoring important fundamental laws (Mt. 23:16-19, 
23, 25). And 3) It is easier to see how a mashal like logion such as 
Mt. 1 5 :ll//M k . 7:15 could exist apart from any context than it is to see how an 
attack on a specific practice (the release from vows) belonging to the anonymous 
"you" ( S t a  x t -u u eic  - Mt. 15:3; tcaXug a G ex e te  - Mk. 7:9) would continue to 
circulate without someone asking who the "you" were or why Jesus would make a 
general attack on following extra-biblical practices. It seems unnecessary to argue 
that there was once such a context to answer these question but it was forgotten, 
when a perfectly adequate context is already present.
From this survey of the pericope, we have been able to argue that there 
were at least three traditions used by the gospel writers.
1) Mt. 15:l-6//M k. 7:1, 5, 9-12
2) Mt. 15:7-9//Mk. 7:6b-7
3) Mt. 15 :ll//M k . 7:15
To this list we may also add two other traditional material common to both 
gospels.
4) Mt. 15:15-18//M k. 7:17-19b
5) Mt. 15:19/7Mk. 7:20-22.
Whether they are really a single tradition (Booth, 73) or separate, it is 
hardly likely that Jesus would have to explain to his disciples what would have 
been to them a completely understandable TtapapoXf] (contra Westerholm, 84).
The disciples lived in a society where it was taken for granted that inner 
defilement was a serious concern of God. They were not so dense that they 
would be unable to see that if Jesus was picking up the theme of cultic impurity 
he would make the popular contrast with it of uncleanness in the human heart. 
The explanations of what does and does not defile stand out as examples of 
Christian midrashim in which a saying of Jesus is treated like a biblical text 
(Lindars, 63). The presence of the lists of vices (Mt. 15:19//Mk. 7:21,22) are 
common catechetical forms of instruction in both Jew ish^ and early Christian 
literature. 20 But such a long list of sins is uncommon in Jesus' teaching. This 
suggests their secondary nature (see also Branscomb, 1937, 123; McNeile, 228; 
Lane, 256; Raisanen, 90).
What d id  Jesus say about the Purity  Laws?
There are two sayings in this pericope which probably go back to Jesus.
One deals with the sin of Pharisees who teach extra-biblical practices to the point 
that even some of God's laws are disobeyed (Mt. 15:4-7//Mk. 7:9-12), the other
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deals directly with the purity laws. There are four different renditions of this 
second saying.
Matthew 15:11
1) of) to e io ep y o p E V o v  etc; x6  oxop a
2) K o tv o i x 6 v  dvBpoitov,
3) ctXXa x6  EK7xope-o6(aevov ek xox) oxdpaxoc;,
4) x o m o  Kotvov xo v  dvBpoitov.
Mark 7:15
1) of)8£v s o t i v  £ £ o 8 e v  tox) dvBpcOTOx) EiortopextopEvov Eic; oruxov
2) 6 Suvaxat Kotv&oat ccuxdv
3) a X k t c  xoc ek  t o o  avBpayrcox) ¿KTtopEXJopeva
4) e o x tv  xa Kotvauvxa xov avBponov.
Mark 7:18b,20
1) tcccv x6  ££a>0Ev e icn top £v 6p £v ov  E tc  x6v dvBpoTtov
2) oi) Sovaxai croxov x o iv a o a i,
3) xo  ek xof) avBpcarayo EKTCopeuopEvov,
4) E K E X V O  x o iv o t  t 6 v  avBpouov.
Gospel of Thomas 14:3
1) ox) yap x6 EtoEpyopEvov Etc; xo oxopa Optiv
2) koi vcboE t vpag,
3) aXXd x6  ¿K itopEodpsvov ek too axopaxoc; f>p6>v
4) g o x a i to koivoOv x>pa<; (Huck, 1981, 121).
These four variations pose a serious problem as to the original shape of the 
logion. Are we to suppose that behind Mk. 7:15 lies the authentic form of the 
saying (Davies, 1991, 2:527)? Or is it more likely that behind Mt. 15:11 and the 
similar saying in Gospel of Thomas the original form can be found (Lohmeyer, 
1962, 141-2; Cranfield, 230; Banks, 139-140; Dunn, 1990, 43f)? Or should we be 
looking for the original saying somewhere in Mk. 7:18b, 20 (Lindars, 63) or even 
out of part of Mk. 7:15 and part out of Mk. 7:18 (Paschen, 173-177)? Was this 
saying condensed into Mk. 7:15 and condensed again into Mt. 15:11 and then 
copied into the Gospel of Thomas?
In favour of the saying as it appears in Mk. 7:15 is the observation that 
e o x tv  x a  K o tv o w x a  looks like a semitism (i.e. the use of the participle as the
predicate; Booth, 47). However, this could easily be explained as the slipped 
hand of a bilingual scribe. Many scholars have tried to isolate clear redactional 
elem ents in the Mk. 7:15 edition, noting such words and phrases as 
etoT tope-oopevov ei<; abxbv, eKTtopcoopeva (Taylor, 343), ob8 ev  . . .aXXdc, 
S b v a p a i (Lambrecht, 59f), and £Jpi)8ev  (Dunn, 1990, 41). All of these may not 
turn out to be true indications of tampering with a saying (see Raisanen, 80f; 
Booth, 67-68; Lindars, 63) but they do give the overall impression that some
modification of meaning is taking place (contra. Raisanen, 81).
Against taking Mk. 7:18b, 20 as the original saying, it can be argued that 
if Mk. 7:15 was created out of this logion it is unlikely that the scribe would 
weaken it by substituting obSev for Ttav . . . ob, especially if it is the same 
scribe who added the interpretive material at v. 19c, xaBaptCuv n avxa xa  
Pp<3paxa (Booth, 67f).
What the reading in Mt. 15:11 has going for it is, 1) an almost parallel 
statement in an independent source (Gos. Thom. 14:3) and 2) it would more 
smoothly translate back into a Semitic form than either of the Markan versions 
(Dunn, 1990, 42). For these reasons, I am persuaded to believe that either the 
saying in Matthew or the one in the Gospel of Thomas is more primitive.
Could Jesus have said something like, ob x 6 e io e p y o p e v o v  ere; t o  oxop a
K orvoi xov  avBpcmov, aXXa t o  ¿KTtopevopevov ek xob ox op a xoc , xobxo  
K otvo t t 6v avBpcOTOV? Some scholars (Montefiore, 1927, 1:162; Bultmann,
1963, 105; Kasemann, 101; Haenchen, 1966, 265-7; Perrin, 150; Gnilka, 1978, 
1:277,278) have argued that the saying is so radical that it must have been said 
by Jesus. On the basis of the criteria of dissimilarity, it is claimed that the
saying is so different from how other Jews thought about purity that one cannot
imagine it coming from some other Jew.^l Jesus' radical attitude to purity laws
was also a part of the reason he was crucified (Lindars, 66). However, as we
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shall argue later, the saying is not so radical that other Jews would not say it. 
Furthermore, the criterion of dissimilarity is applied to separate sayings of Jesus 
from Jews and the early church {Raisanen, 84). If there were communities in the 
early church who wanted all things clean how can the criteria of dissimilarity be 
used? The fact that there are Christian texts which take up the idea of being 
defiled (Acts 10:15, 28; Rom 14:14,20; 1 Cor 20:23; I Tim 4:4; Tit 1:15) must 
surely raise doubts about a saying on the same issue. We have to agree with 
Raisanen that, as far as this saying is concerned, the criterion does not appear 
conclusive (Raisanen, 84). It also should be noted that nowhere in the account of 
Jesus' trial is it suggested that he was brought to court because he opposed food 
purity laws. Eating foods which were ceremonially clean was an important mark 
of Jewish identity, as the Maccabean revolt reminds us. If Jesus did threaten this 
important mark of cultural identity, and the crowds knew that he did, why did 
the Jerusalem authorities not use this against him (Davies, 1991, 2:528)?
Others scholars have argued that the saying is so radical that it could not
have been spoken by Jesus and that Jesus either said something less offensive
(Carlston, 95) or said nothing like this at all (Raisanen, 91; Sanders, 1985,
266-77). Their rejection is based not so much on any idea that Jesus was not 
radical as on the assumption that if such a radical saying had existed there could 
be no explanation for why there are reservations about cultic defilement in Acts
(i.e . Peter's vision in Acts 10 and the Jerusalem conference in Acts 15). Can we
imagine that such a pointed and relevant saying would go unnoticed? Is it not 
more likely that here we have an illustration of Pauline influences on Mark 
(Raisanen, 89)?
The surprising absence of this saying in the debates of the early church is a 
good observation. If Jesus said, No one can be defiled simply by touching 
ceremonially unclean objects but only by what they think and do, then how could
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the early church have continued to think that there was such a thing as 
ceremonial defilement? And why did the Gentile Christians not use it to argue 
that they did not have to follow purity laws? It can hardly be that it was 
unknown simply because it might have had a Galilee provenance (Hübner, 1973, 
171-5; Müller, 165), since the leaders of the early church were all from Galilee 
(Dunn, 1990, 39). However, if all Jesus said was, A man could be defiled from 
the inside as well as from the outside, why did the church not use this 
affirmation of the law when they were debating with Gentile Christians whether or 
not the law should be kept? Some have argued that the reason the church 
never used this saying was because its meaning was unclear (Westerholm, 82; 
Riches, 136), others because it was understood only in connection with the 
question of defiled hands (Guelich, 1989, 376). I do not think either explanation 
will suffice, for as we have argued the saying would have been immediately clear 
to first century Jewish ears and the saying was not connected originally to the 
question about the value of Pharisaic halakhah. The more likely reason that the 
church did not use a saying of Jesus on true defilement is because it would not 
have settled anything. Just as Jesus' obedience to the sabbath laws did not mean 
the Gentiles had to keep the sabbath, so too it was felt to be irrelevant for the 
debate that Jesus believed in the validity of the purity laws. The fact that the 
early church did not use the sayings of Jesus regarding the law when they debated 
whether or not Gentiles had to obey the ceremonial law cannot really tell us 
anything about the authenticity of such sayings.
What can be said in favour of the authenticity of this saying is as follows.
1) It is characteristic of Hebrew poetry and of the type of teaching attributed to 
Jesus elsewhere (coherence of style; Dunn, 1990, 42). It is often argued that the 
saying can be legitimately understood as a relative negative: It is not only what 
goes into the mouth that defiles man, but what comes out of the mouth, this too
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defiles a man (Rawlinson, 96; WesterhoLm, 83; Lindars, 67; Hooker, 1991,
179).22 2) It is similar to the type of contrast which Jesus makes elsewhere
(coherence of content). Jesus frequently makes or supports contrasts between 
ceremonial laws and other moral laws (Mt. 5:21-25,27,28; 23:23; Mk. 12:32-34). 
Westerholm, arguing from what he calls the criterion of 'pregnant speech', says 
that Paul's statement in Rom. 14:14 was made with the knowledge that it came 
from Jesus (Westerholm, 81f). But considering that what Paul said could still be 
said any Jew (i.e . R. Johanan) I do not believe that we can draw such a 
confident link between his statement and this teaching of J e s u s .  2 3
Conclusion
This saying then appears as if it could be authentic. If it is, it is also 
apparent that it teaches nothing which would encourage disobeying the law. Jesus 
simply affirms the notion which was affirmed by others that, A  person cannot stay 




1. Some scholars appear to be hedging on the question, Did Jesus break with 
the laws of purity? For instance, Cranfield says that Jesus was speaking in
Mk. 7:15 as someone who knows himself to be xeXoc; vopo-o. "The mystery of 
the 'parable' recorded in v. 15 is, then, no other than the mystery of the 
kingdom of God, which is the mystery of the person of Jesus. (Cranfield, 238).
2. When we talk about the Jewish view of purity it is important to bear in 
mind that this is not a question of hygiene. The main reason why the law 
commands washing is because of the need for cultic purification (Exod. 30:17-21; 
Lev. 15:11; but see Gen. 43.24). Nevertheless, we should be careful not to make 
too wide a distinction between practices which were began purely for cultic 
reasons and those which were begun for hygienic ones (Maccoby, 1982, 7;
Booth, 119).
3. Note that the law never gives a reason why these things defile a person.
One explicit reason for why these laws should be obeyed is, "you are a holy 
people" (Deut. 14:2). Later on writers attempted to give rational explanations 
for some of these prohibitions (see Philo and 4 Macc.) but they are never stated 
in scripture. We are left to assume then that most Jews would be content to 
follow these laws not because they made medical sense but simply because God 
had commanded it (Westerholm, 63). See Sanders, 1990, 134-151 for an excellent 
short discussion concerning what the Bible says makes a Jew unclean and the 
process for how they can become clean again.
4. Scholarship has debated whether Jews in Jesus' day thought uncleanness meant 
primarily access to the Temple was denied (and therefore to God and forgiveness) 
or whether it had wider implications unassociated with entering the Temple 
(Westerholm, 64). While purity for the sake of entering the Temple was 
undoubtedly the most fundamental concern, in all probability there were 
simultaneously conflicting views why one should stay pure (i.e, like keeping the 
land of Israel undefiled; Alon, 190-234; Booth, 152f; for a critique and 
modification of Alon's view see Milgrom, 1990, 85-89).
5. In Deut. 21:1-9 the symbolism of washing (being ritually clean) is used to 
denote a city's innocence of murder (cf. Mt. 27:24).
6. See Baumgarten, 1977, 88-97 for an unconvincing discussion that the word 
smw  in CD 12:16 indicates that this passage is a Qumran prohibition against using 
oil (smn) which Essenes thought could make one unclean (Jos. J.W. 2: 8,3,123). 
Baumgarten does not adequately explained why the letters I g ' wlysmwchm should 
be read I g ' wly smn bhm instead of the more popular reading leg o ' al yusemu 
cahem (Lohse, 1964, 92; Vermes, 1987^, 96; Sanders, 1990, 34). His proposal 
seems to overlook that in the immediate context of this section general rules (i.e.
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lines 8b,9a; llb -13 a) are first stated to introduce more specific ones (i.e. lines 
9 b -lla ;  13b-15a). Lines 15b-16 are in all probability talking about the defilement 
of a corpse as is the more specific and clear ruling in lines 17,18.
7. Berger recognized the parallels of Hellenistic Jewish attitudes with the Jesus' 
logion of Mt. 15 :ll//M k . 7:15 but went on to suggest that these parallels indicate 
that the saying does not come from Jesus but from Hellenistic Jewish Christian 
communities (Berger, 465). But I have demonstrated that the same attitude which 
is prevalent in the writings of the Diaspora Judaism is paralleled in other Jewish 
literature, so the logion could just as easily have come from a Palestinian 
environment.
8. In verse 228 of the Sentences of Pseudo-Phocylides, we may have another 
illustration of the Hellenistic Jewish understanding of purity. Codex Baroccianus 
reads, ’ A yvsir i vuxfic, ob obpiaxoc e i a t  KaGaptiot (Cleanness is a pure soul, 
not a [pure] body). But there are textual variants to this reading. See 
Booth, 85,86. For an interesting Buddhist parallel see Allen, 191, 107.
9. In the context of Num.R. 19.8, R. Johanan was asked by an idolater why a 
Jewish purification rite looks like witchcraft. Johanan's reply is that it looks no 
more like witchcraft than the way in which the idolater practises exorcism. 
Johanan's disciples are not satisfied with this explanation and so we get his 
derogatory remarks about the purity laws.
10. The majority of scholars think that Mark's account is prior to Matthew's.
However see Sigal, 195-205.
11. Banks also argues that there are basically two traditions; 1) Mk. 7:1, 5-8, 
15-20 and possibly 21-23 and 2) Mk. 7:9-13.
12. Davies agrees with Bultmann's isolation of traditions but differs only in that 
he thinks Mk. 7:1-8 could possibly reflect an historical event and that Mk. 7:9-13 
probably does (Davies, 1991, 2:518). However, Davies seems inconsistent in 
saying that Mk. 7:1-8 (including the Isaiah quotation) could be historical and say 
(as he does on p. 525f) that, "the Scripture was quoted precisely because of what 
it says in the LXX." The fact that the quotation hangs on the reading from the 
LXX argues against its authenticity.
13. Rabbi Buchler recognized that Pharisees would not ask the disciples why they
ate with defiled hands, but because he accepted the question as it appears in
Mark he goes on to make the unlikely suggestion that these Pharisees were priests 
and wanted to know why the disciples did not wash their hands when they ate in 
a priest's home (Buchler, 1909-10, 34-40). I think this supposition is unneccesary 
if we accept the question in Matthew's gospel which indicates that the Pharisees 
pointed out that the disciples eat with unwashed hands and that nothing was said 
about them being defiled.
14. The generalization in Mark 7:3 that all Jews washed their hands before 
eating was probably a commonly accepted generality (see Epis. Arist. 305;
Lane, 245; Guelich, 1989, 364).
15. Several scholars have doubted the possibility that Pharisees would come down 
to ask Jesus anything at all (Beare, 1981, 336; Sanders, 1985, 265)
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16. Some recensions of the LXX (Codex Vaticanus and Lucian) have the words 
ev  xQ oxo(j.axi onjxoO ical ¿v preceding x o iq  x e tA c o iv .
17. It seem s quite obvious that the context of Isa. 29:13 was popular in early 
Christianity and was used quite frequently. See Rom. 9:20; 11:8; 1 Cor. 1:19; 
Col. 2:22; 1 Clem. 15:2; 2 Clem. 3:5; Papyrus Egerton 2.3; Justin's Dial. 78:11.
18. Both Booth (69-70) and Dunn (1990, 51) agree with me that Jesus' teaching 
was only meant in a relative sense (i.e. It is not only what goes in that defiles 
but also what comes out).
19. For lists of virtues and vices in Jewish literature see IQS 4; T. Reub. 3:3-6; 
T. Levi 17:11; As. Mos. 7:3-10; Wisd. 14:25-6; Philo, £&£. 32; 4 Macc. 1:26-7
20. For lists of virtues and vices in Christian literature see, Rom. 1:29-31; 1 
Cor. 6:9-10; 2 Cor. 12:20; Gal. 5:19-20; Eph. 5:3-5; Col. 3:5,8; 1 Tim. 3:2-5;
Tit. 3:3; 1 Pet. 4:3; Rev. 9:20-1; Did. 5:1; 1 Clem. 35:5; Barn. 18-20; Hermas, 
Man. 8:5; Polycarp, Phil. 2:2; 4:3; 5:2; 6:1
21. Berger thought that Jesus' statement was too close to Hellenistic Judaism to 
be authentic (Berger, 465f). This is a good illustration of how precarious the 
criteria of discontinuity can be at times. For a negative critique of Berger's 
arguments see Hubner, 1975-76, 337-339.
22. See for example the usages of the relative negative in Gen. 45:8;
Prov. 29:19; and Wis. 16:26. For a full explanation of the relative negative or 
"Dialectical Negation" see Cadoux, 378-381 and Kruse, 385-400.
23. Raisanen used the fact that Paul does not quote Jesus' statement on 




The conclusion many scholars have reached is that Jesus' condemnation of 
divorce in Mt. 19:l-9//M k. 10:l-12//Lk. 16:18 is a direct challenge to the 
authority of the law (Wellhausen, 1909, 78f; Allen, 204; Plummer, 1910, 259; 
Manson, 1949, 135; McNeile, 272; Trilling, 111; Catchpole, 96,97; Schweizer,
1976, 382). How can Jesus possibly teach obedience to the law when he clearly 
states that the man who divorces his wife and remarries is committing adultery? 
What Jesus says a man is not permitted to do is what Deut. 24:1 assumes he can 
do.
When a man takes a wife and marries her, if then she finds no favour 
in his eyes because he has found some indecency (' ei^wat dabar) in 
her, and he writes her a bill of divorce and puts it in her hand and 
sends her out of his house, and she departs out of his house, ...
According to the law, after the wife has left the husband's house, having 
received a bill of divorce, the two are legally divorced. This whole process 
would have been treated undoubtedly as a part of the will of God since it occurs 
in his law. The husband is commanded to give his wife a bill of divorce for her 
protection. As long as he does so he is obeying God. Are we now to believe 
that it is Jesus' intention to say, Anyone who obeys Deut. 24:1 is not obeying 
God?
A  mountain of literature exists which relates to the question, What does the 
New Testament teach on divorce and remarriage? For our study of Jesus' attitude
towards the law it would help if we first list the general conclusions which have 
been reached by scholars regarding what Jesus taught on the subject.
1) Jesus does not annul Deut. 24:lf. All he does is condemn divorce in a 
general way by arguing that it was not God's initial will that men should divorce, 
but a concession to the sinfulness of man (Meyer, 1883, 26f; Shaner, 81-88; 
Westerholm, 122; Atkinson, 119; Chilton, 67). A man is not an adulterer in a 
legal sense when he divorces his wife and marries again but he is involved in 
something which (like adultery) displeases God.
2) Jesus only intensifies Deut. 24:lf. To forbid divorce does not annul the 
law. By placing emphasis on the higher law of Gen. 1:27 and 2:24 Jesus is 
merely putting a fence around Deut. 24:1 (Montefiore, 1927, 2:688; Davies, 1964, 
104-5; Hill, 1975, 279; Gundry, 380; Sanders, 1985, 256f; Hooker, 1991, 237).
3) Jesus is annulling Deut. 24:If (Wellhausen, 1909, 78f; Catchpole, 126; 
Lane, 355). Jesus believes that all who divorce and remarry are living in false 
marriages and are committing adultery. ̂
There are three crucial questions we need to answer. 1) What did other 
Jews say about divorce and remarriage? Is Jesus unique among Jews in 
condemning divorce and remarriage and calling it adultery? 2) Is the divorce 
pericope (Mt. 19:l-9//M k. 10:l-12//Lk. 16:18) a unit or a collection of smaller 
traditions? 3) What did Jesus actually say about divorce and remarriage and 
would Jews have concluded that he wanted Deut. 24:lf abolished? Would they 
think that Jesus was offering a legal teaching which stood as an alternative to the 
law or would it be more likely that Jesus' teaching was understood as a prophetic 
utterance conformed to the law's condemnation of sin?
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What d id  Jews say about Divorce and Remarriage?
Besides Deut. 24:1-4, the law says three other things about divorce and 
remarriage. 1) According to Lev. 21:7,14, priests and high priests cannot marry 
a divorced woman. At all costs the priestly line must be kept pure. Marrying a 
divorced woman could jeopardise that purity.2 2) The man who falsely accuses 
his new wife of not being a virgin is not allowed to divorce her (Deut. 22:19).
3) The man who seduces a virgin must marry her and he too is not permitted 
to divorce her (Deut. 22:29). These last two laws show that divorce was 
prohibited to some men so that divorce could not be used as a means for sexual 
misconduct. Although God concedes to men the legal right to divorce he does 
not concede that right to everyone.
The prophets could talk figuratively about God divorcing Israel when she 
plays the harlot with idols (Isa. 50:1; Jer. 3:8) but it was hardly thought to be 
inconsistent with this for Malachi to say that God hates divorce (Mai. 2:16).2 
Even though God hates divorce some Jews could claim that in certain 
circumstances he would command it. In Ezra and 1 Esdras the impression is 
given that God wants all foreign wives to be divorced (Ezra 10:3,19,44; 1 Esdr. 
8:93f; 9:20). While everyone knew that divorce was something God abhorred they 
probably did not think that God would be displeased with divorce in all situations.
When Solomon Schechter published the Damascus Document back in 1910 he 
made a small comment about CD 4:21. l ie  claimed that the text not only argued 
against polygamy but also divorce (Schechter, 68). This small comment was the 
first of many in an extensive ongoing debate as to what the Jews of the 
Damascus Covenant and those whose writings are preserved at Qumran said about 
polygamy, divorce and remarriage.
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Basically, four suggestions have been offered to explain what the community 
taught. 1) The community did not allow polygamy or any second marriage after 
divorce while the first wife was still alive (Daube, 1956, 85-6; Winter, 77; 
Dupont-Sommer, 129). Note though that forbidding remarriage after divorce 
(while certainly a deterrent against divorce) is not the same thing as forbidding 
divorce. 2) The community did not allow any second marriage under any 
circumstances. No polygamy and no remarriage (Hempel, 84; Burrows, 1958,
98-9; and Murphy-O'Connor, 1970, 220). Again, this sidesteps the question, 
Would a divorce still be considered valid? 3) The community forbade both 
polygamy and divorce (Charles, 2:810; Moore, 1911, 344,345; Milgrom, 1978, 115; 
Yadin, 1985, 198-201; Fitzmyer, 1981, 98; Mueller, 251; Sanders, 1990, 5; and 
Charlesworth, 1991, 85). If no polygamy and no divorce was allowed then any 
second marriage was clearly ruled out. A  man at Qumran could only be married 
once as long as his first wife was still alive. 4) The community did not allow 
polygamy but did permit divorce (Rabin, 67 n.17; and now Vermes, 1974, 202 
who had earlier taken position number 2). While the man who has one wife 
cannot take another, nothing stops him from divorcing and marrying someone else.
Obviously the question, What did the Qumran community believe about 
marriage, divorce and remarriage, is an important one. If they did not permit 
divorce then we might have here a comparison with Jesus' teaching on the same 
subject. A  specific group and a specific individual, both in contrast to every 
other Jew, taught that God not only hated divorce but did not allow it. We 
could then speculate, Does this show that Jesus has direct knowledge of the ideas 
at Qumran or do both teachings on divorce naturally result from an intense 
conviction that the kingdom was about to come? On the other hand, the Qumran 
community might not have abolished divorce or remarriage after divorce. Jesus' 
teaching would then appear all the more isolated and out of place.
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There are three important texts which indicate what the Jews at Qumran 
thought about marriage. They are CD 4:19-5:1, llQ Tem ple 57:15-19 and 
CD 13:17.
CD 4:19-5:1
The builders of the wall [the opponents of the sect] . . . .  are 
ensnared by two: by fornication, taking two wives during their lifetime  
(behayyehem), but the foundation of the creation is 'male and female
he created them' [Gen. 1:27]. And they who came into the Ark, 'two
and two . . . went into the ark'.
What is particularly important about this text is the fact that "their lifetime"
(behayyehem) has a masculine ending. Ordinarily the ending would mean that the
men who oppose the sect commit fornication in their own lifetime when they take 
another wife. Having two wives would suggest that both are still in the care of 
the one husband and are recognized as his spouses. It therefore condemns 
polygamy.
Nevertheless, some scholars conclude that the masculine ending of 
behayyehem should be read as a reference not to the opponents of the sect but to 
the relationship between husband and wife. The writer is saying that the 
opponents fornicate by taking other women as wives while husband and wife are 
still alive. In this case, both polygamy and divorce are simultaneously condemned.
But if this is so, why do we have a masculine ending instead of a 
feminine one? There have been several unconvincing suggestions. 1) It is a 
scribal mistake (Winter, 264; Yadin, 200f). Yet in order for us to accept an 
emendation we have to be convinced that the text does not make sense as it now 
appears. So far this has not been proven. 2) The masculine endings sometimes 
can refer to a feminine object (Ruth 4:11; Charles, 2:810; Winter, 77 n22).^
3) The masculine ending refers to both husband and wife since the masculine
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form in Hebrew is the superior gender (Fitzmyer, 1981, 96; Mueller, 253; also 
Vermes, 1974, 202).
But why do scholars feel pushed into this defence in the first place? I 
think the reason is because "in their lifetime" is clearly distant from the only 
possible masculine plural noun to which the masculine suffix could refer (i.e. "the 
builders of the wall"). It might be better to read such a phrase alongside its
nearest antecedent, in this case the wives. But this is certainly an unnecessary
assumption.
The most favourable conclusion continues to be that CD 4:21 is a 
pronouncement against polygamy alone as the illustration of David's sin of 
polygamy in CD 5:7 suggests (Lovestam, 50 n.19). The scribe would hardly 
introduce the unusual idea that divorce is no longer permitted and then go on to 
concentrate only on the issue of polygamy.
llQ T em ple 57:15-19:
Yigael Yadin has argued that the Qumran community did not permit divorce
and believed that this was proven by llQ T em ple 57:15-19 (Yadin, 198f).
And he shall not take a wife from all the daughters of the nations, 
but from his father's house he shall take unto himself a wife, from the 
family of his father. And he shall not take upon her another wife,
for she alone shall be with him all the days of her life (kl hi'ah,
lebaddah tiheyeh ’ immo kol yeme hayih). But should she die, he may 
take unto himself another wife from the house of his father, from his 
family.
The writer of this text is discussing the laws which tell the king how he 
should live. The background of this section is found in Deut. 17.
For Yadin's thesis it is important that the writer says the wife of the king 
will be with him all the days of her life. This means he cannot divorce her 
(similarly Fitzmyer, 1981, 79-111; Mueller, 247-256; Charlesworth, 1988, 72;
1991, 185).
However, there are two reasons why I think it is unlikely that llQ T em ple
57:18 intends to forbid divorce. First, the word "alone" (lebaddah) has a
significant place in the sentence. The writer emphasizes the ban against polygamy
by stressing that the king's wife will be with him all the days of her life as his
only w ife .  "All the days of her life" (kol yeme haylh) highlights the fact that as 
long as she remains as his wife she will remain as his only wife until the day she 
dies. No other woman will be added alongside of her.
The second reason why I do not think that llQ Tem ple 57 is talking about 
divorce is because Deut. 17 is its background. In Deut. 17:17 the law clearly 
states that the king should not commit polygamy. Nothing is mentioned at all 
about divorce. The scribe surely knew this. If he had wanted to introduce new 
legislation in order to prohibit the king from divorcing as well, we should have 
expected to find some indication that the scribe was about to unfold new 
understandings of old rules (i.e . "this means"). He does not, so we are left to 
assume that he is simply following the clear reading of Deut. 17 by prohibiting 
the king from multiplying wives.
The third reason why we should be detered from seeing llQ Tem ple 57 as a 
rejection of divorce is llQ T em ple 54.4 acknowledges that some women will be 
divorced. Num. 30:10 stipulates that a vow taken by a divorced woman must be 
kept. The writer reduplicates this instruction. It is hard to see why he would 
include this command if at the same time he believed there would no longer be 
any recognized divorces (see Baumgarten, 1990, 14f).
CD 13:17
In 1954 Chaim Rabin published his translation of the Damascus Covenant. 
CD 13:15-17 (a mutilated text) reads as follows.
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15) we 'al ya' as is heber lemeqah ulemimekdr kl ' im hodV a
16) lammebaker aser bammahaneh we ' asah amanah
welo' ys[ ]h 's[  ]
17) [ ¡ha esah weken lammegares wehu' ys[  ]
Rabin translated it,
(15b)And let no man make a partnership for trade unless he informs
(16) the overseer in the camp and makes a written agreement
and let him not . . .
(17) And likewise with regard to him that divorces his wife,
and he . . . (Rabin, 66).
Accordingly, this is the best evidence there is that the Qumran community 
recognized divorce. As long as the husband first got permission from the 
overseer he is within his legal rights to divorce his wife (Rabin, 67 n.). Any 
subsequent remarriage would not be seen as unlawful. Rabin's translation rests on 
two arguments. 1) lammegares should be understood as a verbal form because of 
weh u ' ys and 2) lammegares has the meaning of "he who divorces" in Mishnaic 
Hebrew. ̂
However, the majority of those who have translated this text are not 
convinced that lammegare ~s is used here to refer specifically to a man who 
divorces his wife. Instead, line 17 is often translated, "And let it be likewise for 
whoever is expelled; and let him [...]."  (Dupont-Sommer, 158). It may be that 
this context is primarily addressed to commercial interests (Dupont-Sommer, 158) 
so it is unlikely that the author wants to talk about a domestic concern.
However, the problem that has to be faced is that the whole section is so 
mutilated it is impossible to say with certainty whether or not the author wants to 
treat commercial transactions specifically or human interactions generally. If 
general human interactions are in mind, CD 13:17 might still reflect a view at 
Qumran that divorce was recognized. But since we have the additional problem 
that this text is not among the Damascus Covenant fragments which were found at
Qumran, we must be cautious about any firm conclusion for one view or the 
other. This section could be a later addition.
Whatever decision is taken about CD 13:17 (i.e . the author does or does
not want to talk about divorce; it was or was not written by a member of the
Qumran community) there is still no justification for the conclusion that the Jews 
of the Damascus Covenant or those who lived out at Qumran were like Jesus in 
prohibiting divorce. We are left to assume that they are like all other Jews in 
thinking that God hates divorce although he does make it a legal right.6
I would now like to turn our attention to some rabbinic sayings which also 
help to demonstrate what some Jews said about the validity of divorce and 
remarriage.
A  well known discussion about divorce among the rabbis is the debate 
between the schools of Hillel and Shammai (m.Git. 9:10). The schools were 
divided over the exact meaning of the words ' erewat dtabcir in Deut. 24:1. The 
Shammaites thought ' er^wat was specific enough to show that divorce could be 
granted only for shameful behaviour of a sexual nature. The Hillites thought 
dabdr  was general enough to suggest that divorce could be granted for any 
behaviour the husband thought was shameful. R. Akiba later on took dabar to 
be so general that it even allows a husband to divorce his wife if he found 
someone prettier than her. Whatever else the divided opinions show, both camps 
assume divorce is a legal option which consequently means that it has divine 
support. Remarriages which followed a legal divorce (depending upon whose 
definition was used by those who granted the divorce) therefore would be thought 
of as perfectly legitimate before God.
But Hillel and Akiba's toleration of divorce for almost any cause should not
lead us to think that these rabbis were treating divorce as if it was no longer
despised by God. The rabbis continued to understand that God conceded to
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Israel the right to divorce out of his mercy (b.Sot. 20b). Also, they say a 
husband does not sin when he actually concludes the divorce proceedings but has 
already sinned when he first desired a divorce (Num.R. 9.12).
One later rabbi even said something which sounds very similar to what Jesus 
said in Mt. 19:9//Mk. 10:11//Lk. 16:18. In b.Kid. 13a, R. Johanna said that 
people who divorce and remarry are more harmful to the world than the 
generation of the flood since it is written, there is swearing, lying, killing, stealing 
and committing adultery; they break all bounds and murder follows murder 
(Hos. 4:2). The same rabbi also said in b.Git. 90b that Mai. 2:16 teaches that 
God hates the one who sends his wife away. However, the important difference 
between Johanna's definition of divorce and remarriage as adultery and Jesus' 
similar definition is that the context of Johanna's statement suggests that he is 
talking about people who divorce and remarry without knowing what they are 
really doing, whereas Jesus' statement has no context to suggest any such 
qualification. It might be (we cannot be certain) that Johanna thinks these 
divorced and remarried people are living in false marriages or it may be that he 
thinks that they are primarily toying with something dangerous which could result 
in adulterous relationships in the legal sense.
This survey of Jewish attitudes towards divorce and remarriage should caution 
us against any distortion of the historical conflict between Jesus and those who ask 
him a question about divorce. It is inaccurate to describe the conflict as if a 
conservative view that divorce is wrong was objected to by a liberal view that 
divorce is perfectly acceptable. Every Jew knew that divorce was hated by God 
even though God concedes the possibility of it in Deut. 24:1 and elsewhere.
Jesus would have found absolutely no conflict with any Jew of any persuasion if 
all he said was "Divorce is wrong". Of course divorce is wrong, but that is not 
the heart of the question. The crux of the matter is, Is Deut. 24:lf still binding
for those who divorce? If Jesus says, No, then we have a clear illustration of a 
direct conflict with the law. We will now move on to look at the formation of 
the tradition recording that conflict in Mt. 19:l-9//M k. 10:1-12.
Is the Divorce Pericope a Unit?
There may have been as many as four separate traditions which were used 
to create the divorce pericope in Mt. 19:l-9//M k. 10:1-12.
1) Mt. 19:3,5,6//M k. 10:2,7-9
2) Mt. 19:7,8//Mk. 10:3-6a
3) Mt. 19:4//Mk, 10:6b
4) Mt. 19:9//Mk. 10:ll//L k . 16:18
In the first tradition either the crowds (manuscripts D a b k sys for 
Mk. 10:2; so Rawlinson, 134, n .l;  Bultmann, 1963, 52; Hultgren, 1979, 119) or 
some Pharisees ask Jesus the question, e t  e g e o x tv  avSpt yu vaiK a artoXOaai. 
Someone later made an intelligible gloss by adding the words Kara itaoav a i x t a v  
(Mt. 19:3). As we noted earlier no Jew has ever forbidden divorce, not even the 
Qumran community. So the question as it appears in Mk. 10:2 is hardly intended 
to draw Jesus into an unreal debate as to whether or not divorce was legal 
(contra. Fitzmyer, 1981, 98f; Westerholm, 120). The question as it is stated in 
Matthew's gospel is different from the question in Mark's gospel only in that it is 
more explicit.
Nevertheless, it has been argued that there could hardly be any real "test" 
of Jesus if all these opponents were attempting to do was to get Jesus involved in 
a popular debate. Banks writes, ", . . there would be no guarantee that the 
answer would at the same time necessarily provoke both of the major parties" 
(Banks, 146). On the other hand, this conclusion is assuming that both Pharisaic
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parties were involved in asking the question. But the text gives no such 
indication. As long as one representative party is involved then it would certainly 
still be a test to see which direction Jesus' sympathies followed.
Jesus gives his answer first by quoting Gen. 2:24 (evetco: xouxao  
K axaXet\j/et avGpcnxoc xov raxxepa Kai xqv pqxepa K a i  tcoWriGfiaexoci xq 
y o v a iK t aoxoO, Kai ea o v x a t o i  800 e r g  oapKa p ta v ) and then by drawing a 
conclusion from it for the matter of divorce (¿¿axe o-okexi e t a i v  800 aXka  p ta  
oap?. o o iiv  o Qeoq ooveC ett^ev, avGpcmoq pri x ^ p tC et“ )- The last part 
of Jesus' conclusion looks authentic but some scholars have raised doubts about it 
(Bultmann, 1963, 81; Klostermann, 1926, 99; Berger, 536; Hultgren, 1979, 120).
I am not convinced that the charge of inauthenticity can be substantiated either 
by claiming that the idea of "one flesh" placed alongside the idea of being 
"joined together" (croC sw vopt) is to join two ideas that are severely at odds 
with each other or by claiming that the proverbial form of the saying is 
drastically inconsistent with the way in which conclusions were raised from the 
exegesis of scripture (see Hultgren, 1979, 120). The move to the conclusion that 
God joins together husband and wife seems to flow naturally from the quotation 
that a man and a woman will become one flesh.
At this point I should explain why I am more inclined to think Jesus' first 
reply was Gen. 2:24 and not Gen. 1:27. There are two reasons. First, the 
words Kat e f t te v  before the quotation of Gen. 2:24 is redundant. We have 
already been told that Jesus is speaking (o ccrtOKpiGeiq e fttev  - Mt. 19:4; o Se 
' IqooOq £ tTt£v - Mk. 10:5).^ This new introduction to a quotation would 
indicate that some kind of addition is taking place and that either the first or 
second quotation was original. Second, it seems unlikely that the first quotation 
was the original reply since it would not be an adequate one to the question 
Jesus was asked. If someone asks, Is divorce permissible, what kind of answer is
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it to say, God made man and woman? Daube recognised the incompatibility 
between the question and the quotation but went on to suggest the unlikely 
explanation that Jesus was referring to the notion that God originally created an 
androgynous man (Daube, 1956, 71-86). Whatever the likelihood that Jesus 
believed in the theory that a reference to an originally androgynous man was 
contained in Gen. 1:27, it still does not explain how he could use it here to 
condemn divorce when the reality is that the two sexes emerged anyway (see 
Isaksson, 144-5). The reference to Gen. 1:27 does make sense when it is used in 
the pericope as an introduction to the important text of Gen. 2:24 and the 
important clause K a i  c a o v x a t  o i  5úo e t g  o á p K a  p ta v . God makes husbands 
and wives and he makes them like one person in marriage. The Christian 
community has used Gen. 1:27 to introduce Jesus' text against divorce just as
another community had used it to introduce a text to condemn polygamy
(CD 4:21).
This first tradition was later supplemented by another one which recalls 
Jesus' explanation for the purpose of Deut. 24:1. On this occasion Jesus' 
opponents quote the law but Jesus turns around and argues that it was written 
because of the stubbornness of men and not as the ideal of God which was at the 
b e g in n in g .& The community of Matthew's gospel placed this tradition at the end 
of the first tradition and caused the appearance of an ongoing debate. The 
community of Mark's gospel took it and placed it immediately after the remark 
that the opponents were out to test Jesus. The assumption that was made was
that if Jesus is being tested, then an interpretation of a scriptual text was involved.
What is peculiar about this second tradition is that it assumes something 
which seems quite improbable. It assumes that Deut. 24:1 was used to justify 
divorce. But no learned scribe, rabbi, or Pharisee would actually say that divorce 
belonged to God's ideal society. The review above of what Jews said about
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divorce has shown us that. Since it is unlikely that anyone did take such a 
position, this tradition was probably used to show that while Jesus hates divorce 
he recognized that divorce is a legal concession.
At a later stage an isolated saying of Jesus was attached to this collection 
(Mt. 19:9//Mk. 10:11 //Lk. 16:18). The community behind Mark's gospel gave the 
saying a setting inside a house where Jesus' disciples asked about what he had 
said previously to the Pharisees. At this point they were also responsible for the 
expression which forbids women to divorce their husbands (icat ¿av yuvri 
cotoXooi] x o v  a v 8pa ccoxriq teat yocpfiai] aXXov, p o ty d x a t)  since Jewish women 
generally did not have this right.
Matthew's community used the same saying as the climax for what Jesus 
said to his opponents' query concerning the meaning of Deut. 24:1. In this 
gospel, the contrast between Jesus and his opponents is heightened slightly by a 
veiled distinction between those who take Deut. 24:1 as something which God 
commanded (e v e x s iX a x o )  and Jesus who sees it as something which God 
permitted (ettExpevj/ev). However, the contrast may be a superficial one since 1) 
those who questioned Jesus also undoubtedly knew that Deut. 24:lf reflects God's 
permissive will rather than his absolute will and 2) the exact opposite occurs in 
Mark's gospel, where Jesus asks for the command of Moses and the Pharisees 
recite what they think that Moses has permitted (Mk. 10:3,4). In addition to 
these changes, this community attached another independent saying at verse 9b (o  
a7toXeXop.£VT)v yocp.fi aaq poiyaxoci) which is found elsewhere (Mt. 5:32b//
Lk. 16:18b). A  fourth tradition on the value of living a celibate life was also 
woven in at the end of this collection (Mt. 19:10-12).
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What d id  Jesus really say about Divorce?
Out of this text we can isolate four things Jesus may have said about
divorce and remarriage.
1 ) £ v £ koc x o u x o u  t c a x a X e i \ | / e i  a v B p o T to q  i 6 v  i t a x e p a  x a i  x f |v  p q x E p a
kccI KoWr)0f|O£xai xij yuvatK i croxov), Kat £aovxat ot Soo e iq
o&pKa pfocv- ihoie ot)tc£xi e io iv  Soo a\A6c p i a  a&p£. 6 oi>v 6
Oeoq cruveCEvSev, avOpcntoc; pf| y<apti£X<a
2) Deut. 24:1 was written Ttpdq xf|V OK\TipoKap5icxv bp£)V.
3) o<; dv okoXuo-q xriv y o v a ix a  oruxoO
icat yapfiot] aXAriv p o iy a x a i.^
4) 6 cnto\E\-opi:vnv yopfioag poxyaxat.
In tradition number one, Jesus quotes Gen. 2:24. What we find in
Mt. 19:5//Mk. 10:7,8a varies little from what we also find in the LXX.l® The 
important question to ask here is, Why did Jesus chose this text to condemn 
divorce? Does the choice of the text itself indicate that Jesus believed the law 
should be disobeyed?
Some scholars have suggested that Jesus cited Genesis because he believed it 
overthrows the divorce law found in Deuteronomy (Menzies, 189; Wellhausen,
1909, 78; Montefiore, 1927, 1:232; Filson, 206; Schmid, 1968, 185; Schweizer, 
1976, 381). There are two reasons why this is unlikely to be true. First, Jesus 
probably did not make a direct contrast between Gen. 2:24 and Deut. 24:1 
because the traditions which contain each quotation were originally separate.
Second, even though the traditions were eventually brought together this still does 
not mean that when one law is quoted in contrast to another the purpose is to 
annul the other law. Different laws could be contrasted for no other purpose 
than that a scripture is used to remember God’s overriding principle. There is an
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interesting illustration of this practice at a much later time than Jesus in Gen.R. 
18:5.
R. Hiyya (b. Abba, 3rd cent.) taught: If a Gentile divorced his wife 
and she went and married another, and then they both went and 
became converted [to Judaism], I do not apply to him the verse, Her
form er  husband, who sent her away, may not take her again to be his
w ife  (Deut. 24:4). Said R. Aha (II, 4th cent.) in the name of R. 
Hanina b. Papa (3rd cent.): Throughout the Book of Malachi The Lord  
of hosts is used, whereas here [in reference to divorce] we have The 
G od o f  Israel , as it says, For I hate putting away [i.e. divorce], says 
the Lord, the God of Israel (Mai. 2:16). It is as though one might 
say, His name has no bearing on divorce save in the case of Israel 
alone.
In this instance, the argument R. Hiyya b. Abba makes is, A Gentile, after
divorcing his wife and becoming a Jew, can still remarry his ex-wife (who has
become a Jewess since being divorced) even though she remarried. R. Hiyya 
quotes Deut. 24:4 and says, This does not apply to the situation of divorced 
proselytes (also see b.Sanh. 58a). R. Hanina b. Papa once quoted Mai. 2:16 to 
argue that God's name is involved with divorce among Israel alone. This 
interpretation was used by R. Aha to argue that the view of R. Hiyya has missed
the point. While it may be true that proselytes might be exempted from
Deut. 24:4, God's major concern is with Jewish men who divorce their wives. It
is when Jewish men divorce that God's name is involved. R. Aha knows that
Deut. 24:4 allows for Jewish men to divorce and he has no intention of nullifying 
the law. What he wants to do is draw the discussion away from the technicality 
of whether or not Deut. 24:4 applies to divorced proselytes to the more important 
fact that God is concerned about divorce among his special people. In the same 
way, Deut. 24:1, which allows for divorce, could be set alongside Gen. 1:27 and 
2:24, which commands marital commitment, without the Matthean or Markan 
community thinking that one law is being used to nullify the other.
The contrast between Gen. 2:24 and Deut. 24:1 is not then a antithetical
contrast between two things which Moses wrote (Rawlinson, 135; Nineham, 265;
Hooker, 1991, 236). More than likely it is a contrast between two laws which 
are equally binding. One law expresses God's initial will for the union of a man 
and a women. The other law concedes that when God’s initial will is not going 
to be met certain restrictions must be followed.
So if Jesus did not quote Gen. 2:24 to overthrow Deut. 24:1 why did he 
quote it? There could be one or more of several reasons. Jesus may have
chosen this text because it contained the idea that God wants a man to "cleave"
(KoXAnoa) to his wife. Jesus' point would then be, If someone is divorcing his 
wife how can he follow God's command to cleave to her. Or Jesus may have 
used the text because it stressed the idea of two individuals becoming one flesh.
If Jesus' remark at the end of the quotation is anything to go by, his use of the 
quotation shows that he understands the passage to say, In marriage God is the 
one who unites a man and a woman. Therefore divorce is an abomination 
because it destroys what God has done (Meyer, 1883, 25; Murray, 33).
Whatever reason Jesus may have had for picking Gen. 2:24 as a text to
condemn divorce, we are in no position to say that by chosing it he intends to
say that the man who follows the law regulating divorce is following a law which 
God now condemns. By telling his audience that God wants men to stay married 
to their wives, Jesus is not telling those who go ahead and divorce that there is
no need to follow the law. Jesus would still expect them to give their wives
divorce documents and if their wives remarried he would tell them they are not 
allowed to take them back.
Tradition number two records that Jesus thought Deut. 24 :lf  was written
r c p o q  t t i v  O K X r i p o x a p S ta v  o p uov . H  In other words, while divorce was never
commanded by God, he permits divorce when he stipulates certain restrictions 
against its misuse. This characterization of the law as a concession to sin has led 
some scholars to the conclusion that marriages can no longer be dissolved. The
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man who gives his wife a divorce document will be giving her absolutely nothing 
as far as God is concerned. Previously God recognized the dissolution of a 
marriage, but now he will not.
It is difficult to be conclusive about the authenticity of this tradition. On
the one hand its independence is confirmed by the fact that it can be isolated
without any damage to the central story, but on the other hand it could be that 
communities felt a clarification of Deut. 24:1 was needed and created two
different ways of introducing it into the story.
Even though this saying is critical of the fact that Deut. 24:1 is a
concession to the ideal of marital commitment, I do not think that such a
criticism invites the conclusion that Jesus is saying, This law is now obsolete.
This is exactly what Jesus must have said if the view is correct that Jesus taught 
people Deut, 24:1 should no longer be followed. But we can see how
unnecessary this explanation is once we recall the fact that Jews already knew the
law makes concessions to sins.
In a helpful but often overlooked article, David Daube showed that in
addition to the laws regulating divorce, there are other practices contrary to God's 
absolute will which were nevertheless permitted and regulated by the law (Daube, 
1959, 1-13). By the time of Jesus, Jews were well acquainted with the idea that 
God gives instructions for how his people should live when they are not going to 
keep his ideal. For instance, God's absolute will is that Israel has no earthly 
king, yet he concedes to Israel's desire to have a king by laying down laws which 
will govern how the king will live and rule (Deut. 17:14). Also, God ideally 
wants men to keep control of their paternal lands, but when circumstances arise
and property owners feel they must sell their land, God lays down certain
stipulations so that the land will once again be acquired by them (Lev. 25:25). 
God hates the idea that Jews will take other Jews into slavery, but when they do
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there are certain guidelines for the treatment of Jewish slaves (Ex. 21:1-6). Jews 
knew that slavery in general was not what God ultimately desired. That is why 
the writer of Jubilees could condemn slavery and in no way think that he was 
questioning the validity of the law (Jub. 11:2). In the same way, Jesus would 
feel no tension with the authority and validity of the law simply by saying that 
Deut. 2 4 :lf  does not represent the ideal.
A  scribe, rabbi or Pharisee who might have heard Jesus say that Deut. 24:1 
is a concession to men's hard hearts, would not think that Jesus had said 
something which would put obedience to a law into jeopardy. We can know this 
from b.Kid. 21b which indicates that rabbis take it for granted that the law makes 
concessions to sin. God does not desire that any man should humiliate a woman; 
however, if a man desires a female captive he may marry her in spite of the fact 
that this will humiliate her (Deut. 21:10-14). The exact phrase the rabbis centre 
their attention on is vs. 11, ". . . and see among the captives a beautiful woman. 
. They understand the word "beautiful" was written because the law provides
for human passions. There is no significant difference between the rabbis 
concluding that the law provides for lust and Jesus' judgment that the law 
concedes to hard hearts. The fact that people knew legal provisions existed for 
when the ideal was not kept shows that Jesus' belief that Deut. 24:1 does not 
represent the ideal would not have sounded offensive. It is perfectly consistent 
for Jesus to say, Divorce is contrary to God's initial will, and for him to think 
that Deut. 24:If should be obeyed by those who divorce since it is a part of 
God's permissive will.
No text is probably more important for determining Jesus' attitude towards 
divorce than the third tradition: oq av  arco\uoi] xq v y o v a iica  auxob kcu 
ycxiufioi] aAAriv, ttoryaxai.
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The two strongest indications that this may be an authentic word of Jesus 
are 1) the fact that there is a parallel saying in Lk. 16:18a and 2) the fact that 
there are certain amendments to the saying. Matthew's ph e it l u o p v e iq  and 
Mark’s etc' avxfiv  and parallel saying, Kcri ea v  yuvfi cnxoAuot] xo v  av 8p a
oruxfiq K a i  yaphoT] d W ov, p o r y a x a i suggest that communities were trying to
find ways to apply an older saying towards particular circumstances. At the same 
time, we must bear in mind the fact that this saying does not pass the criterion 
of dissimilarity since it is duplicated in the Shepherd of Hermas without any 
indication that it comes from Jesus (Herm. Man. 4:1; ea v  8e catoA,-6oa<; xi|V 
y u v a ix a  e x ip a v  yapfioq, Kai a m b q  p oryaxax).
The crucial questions we should be asking about this saying are as follows.
1) Do the words "and marries another" (Kai yapnoq aW q v) go back to Jesus? 
Are they a casuistic addition or are they necessary for the expression to make 
sense? 2) How is the word "commits adultery" ( p o iy a x a i ) used? Is it used 
literally (i.e . God no longer recognizes remarriages so new sexual relationships are 
condemned by God since they are acts of adultery) or figuratively (God recognizes
remarriages but divorce and remarriage is somehow like adultery and therefore
hated by God)? 3) Is Jesus giving a new law or is his condemnation made with 
no intention of abolishing legal provisions? How is this saying any different from 
other legal sounding statements made by Jesus?
Since there are some scholars who have raised doubts about the authenticity 
of "and marries another" (Baltensweiler, 62; Greeven, 384; Hiibner, 1973, 45,50; 
O'Neill, 39,40; Luz, 1989,, 300), we shall begin by examining the manuscript 
evidence for Mt. 19:9 and Mk. 10:11 with special attention on the occasional 
absence of Kai yaufiot] aAAnv.
Mt. 19:9a reads,
1) 6c; ¿xv cotoXucg xt|v yuvaiK a auxoi)
2) pfi ETii itopveiqt
3) teal yapfjoT] cxXXpv
4) p o ty a x a t
The most common error which scribes made was to hear the text but write 
words that occur in Mt. 5:32. We can detect this mistake in those manuscripts 
which have TtapeKxbq \6 y a u  ttop veiac; for line 2 (D f1  ̂ 33 1093 1187 the old 
Latin syc sa and mae), in those which have r a n e i  ocuxfiv p o iyeu O fiv a t for line 
4 (C* O 477 1279 1402 1475 1579) and in those which completely omit lines 2 
to 4 and insert raxpevcxbc; \6 y o v  Txopvciac; n o t e i  auxfiv poxyeuO fivai (B 1 4 
33 273 566 1555 1582 f* ff^ bo). But not every scribe thought about Mt. 5:32 
when they came to copy this text. One scribe must have been thinking about 
Mk. 10:11. He simply omitted the exception clause (1574). Only two 
manuscripts do not contain the words of line 3. One omission occurs in a 
manuscript that follows the reading of C* (N) and another occurs in one that 
follows the reading of D (1573). Both omissions are probably the result of the 
same tendency to assimilate this text with Mt. 5:32.
Mk. 10:11 reads,
1) 6c; ¿xv artoXuoT] xfiv y v v a iK a  oroxov
2) x a i yaprio-Q ¿ScXXpv
3) p o tyaxat en' auxfiv.
Besides the occurrences of alternative spellings (oixoX ooei, H K 13 346 28 
131 472 474 579 and a few lectionaries; y o p n o e i, 0  28 579) and preference for 
either 6g  ecxv ( A N X Y F I 1 Z $  22 118 157 700) or ecxv ovtip (0  f 1 1 ^ 28 
543 565), the three other important variant readings are found in D W 1 and 
sys . D  simply has for line 2 Kai ¿xAAriv yapfiot]. Manuscripts W 1 and sys 
have verses 11 and 12 transposed, e c x v  drtoXvoq y u v f i  x o v  d v S p a  a r o x f i c  K a i  
yatrnaq 6XX.0V p o t y a x a i , Kat ecxv avrip cmoXvoq yvvatK a p o t y a x a i . What
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is particularly significant about this transposition is that in W the words Kai 
yaprioq aXXpv are missing. The transposition may be due to the fact that this
time the scribe hears the text and instead of thinking of Mt. 5:32 he thinks of
1 Cor. 7:10,11; y u v a iK a  cord av8p6<; pp yco p ioS fiv a i, . . . Kai dcvSpa 
y u v a tica  pf) cw p tiva i. The omission is more than likely a result of thinking that 
Kai yapfioq  dXXov in the first clause will be understood by those who hear and 
read the text as true for the second clause.
The evidence of the available manuscripts supports the conclusion that "and 
marries another" was an original part of Jesus' teaching on divorce. If we are to 
believe that these words do not belong, a case must be made to show that their 
presence makes Jesus say something which he would have unlikely wanted to say.
This means we must now move on to the next question, Are the words "and
marries another" really necessary for Jesus to make his point? In other words, 
D oes Jesus want to condemn divorce or remarriage?
Some have argued that Kai yapp a tj &Wt)v is necessary for Jesus' teaching 
to make any sense. Without it the sentence is nonsense and untrue. One cannot 
talk about someone committing adultery if there is no mention of further sexual 
intercourse (Murray, 40). However, the weakness with this explanation is that it 
fails to see that such an interpretation of Jesus' words puts this teaching at odds 
with what he says in the other two traditions. In the first and second tradition 
Jesus is clearly denouncing divorce because 1) it destroys the bond which God 
creates in marriage and 2) it is not apart of God's initial will. If Jesus' main 
thrust in the third tradition is to condemn remarriage, he is in essence pardoning 
divorce as long as it does not result in remarriage. This would hardly have been 
Jesus' intention. After criticizing divorce so severely he would not excuse it by 
pleading for no subsequent marriages. What then are we to make of Kai 
yappoq  aW pv?
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Jesus knows God hates divorce but that he has also made remarriages valid 
through the law. He has no intention of calling this validity into question. If 
Jesus then assumes this right of remarriage, we may agree with Atkinson when he 
writes, " . . .  divorce-and-remarriage belong together in Jesus' thinking, and we 
may understand the central thrust of his condemnation to be focused on the wrong 
of 'putting away', rather than on the remarriage which in this ad hominem 
discussion is the inevitable consequence. The guilt for the 'adultery' in the 
remarriage (10:11) lies with the one who has taken the initiative in 'putting away' 
(Atkinson, 113)." So divorce is Jesus' concern. The sin is the 'adulterous' sin of 
covenant-breaking which takes place in the act of dissolving a marriage. The 
three words teat yopfioq dAJVnv are extras with no crucial part in the meaning of 
Jesus' statement. His understanding of divorce is certainly compatible with the 
way other Jews thought about divorce so it cannot be true, as Baltensweiler 
maintains, that "and marries another" was added by communities who thought 
Jesus' saying was too harsh (Baltensweiler, 62). Jews would not have thought it 
was any harsher to call divorce "adultery" than it is to call lust "adultery in the 
heart" (Mt. 5:28).
We may now ask, How is Jesus using the word "commits adultery"? The 
basic problem with taking Jesus' use of "commits adultery" as literal is that the 
idea would be so alien to Jesus' audience that it would require further explanation 
if Jesus wanted his teaching to be understood and practised. Within Jewish 
understanding, a person could commit "spiritual" adultery against God by 
worshipping idols but legally a husband cannot commit adultery against his own 
marriage when he has sex with another woman. He commits adultery only against 
another man's marriage when he has intercourse with that man's wife (Abraham, 
1:73; Manson, 1949, 136; Westerholm, 118). So when Jesus says that a man who 
divorces commits adultery he is much more likely to be playing with words than
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involved in changing definitions. A  man who divorces is like a man who commits 
adultery in that both are destroying marriages. One is destroying his own marriage 
while the other is destroying someone else's.
So if "and marries another" is not crucial for what Jesus is basically saying 
and if "commits adultery" is not to be taken literally, it is unlikely that Jesus 
thought he was setting down a new law. Jesus often said things that have the 
appearance of being a legal statement but were probably not meant to be treated 
as law. For example, in Mt. 6:6 Jesus teaches that when one wants to pray then 
he should go into his own room, shut the door and pray (crb Se 6xav  
7tpooex>xq, e to eX S e  etc; to x o p e to v  oou  icai KAetoac; xfiv 8upav oou  
npooE oC ai tQ ttaxpt oo o  tQ ev KpoTCTci)). Flere, Jesus is hardly 
condemning the person who prays outdoors. Nor was Jesus intending to make a 
law when he told Peter to forgive his brother 77 times (Mt. 18:21-22). These 
are obvious examples of the use of hyperbole to make a broad point (i.e . Do not 
look for attention when you pray and do not resist giving your penitent brother 
forgiveness). In the same way, the equation of divorce with adultery is meant to 
make the point that men who want to be right with God's initial will should not 
seek to divorce their wives. But this does not mean that the man who follows 
Deut. 24:1 will no longer find any favour with God.
Finally we will look at the last tradition found in some manuscripts of 
Mt. 19:1-9: o GnToXeXouEvriv yo p iio ac  p o ty a x a t  (//Mt. 5:32b//Lk. 16:18b).
There are a couple of things which are not clear about this tradition. For 
instance, we cannot be certain that it goes back to Jesus (Greeven, 383; Hiibner, 
1973, 47; but see Manson, 1949, 137; Luz, 1989, 301). There are several 
reasons why. 1) Some very good manuscripts do not know this teaching in 
connection with this text (aleph, D L 1241 pc the old Latin sys-c bo). 2)
Some manuscripts do not even know it in connection with Mt. 5:32 ( D a g  k).
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We could account for this omission by suggesting that all these scribes' eyes 
moved from the M-oxx<3aoa at the end of the first clause to the tiotycxTat at the 
end of the second. However, it is equally plausible that a tradition which was 
originally only known to Luke's community was added to Matthew's gospel later.
3) The saying assumes a specific issue which resembles more closely situations 
which might have occurred in the early church than resembling the sorts of 
questions which Jesus tried to address. We know, for example, that by the time 
the Shepherd of Hermas was written, one teaching was that a man who divorces 
his adulterous wife should not remarry in the hope that his divorced wife will 
repent and come back to him (Herm. Man. 4:1). In a similar situation we might 
expect some community to extend Jesus' teaching so that men do not get involved 
in preventing the reconciliation between a man and the woman he has divorced.
What we also do not know is why it would be wrong to marry divorced
women. God hates it when a man divorces his wife but it is a part of his initial
will that a man should marry a woman. Why then is this marriage wrong? Is it 
because these women have committed adultery against their first marriage? Is it 
because the men are trying to remarry their divorced wives? Or is it because 
now marriages are seen as indissoluble?
One suggestion offered by Amram was that the condemnation is primarily
addressed to men who want to remarry their divorced wives who have gone and
married someone else since being divorced (Amram, 83f). He compares this
teaching with what Philo says in Spec. Leg. 3:31.
And if a man is willing to contract himself with such a woman (a
woman he has divorced, who then remarried and now is a widow), he
must be saddled with a character for degeneracy and loss of manhood . 
. . and as has lightly taken upon him the stamp of two heinous 
crimes, adultery and pandering. For such subsequent reconciliations are 
proofs of both. The proper punishment for him is death and for the 
woman also.
Prohibitions of remarriages are not unheard of within Judaism 
(m.Git. 4:7,11; m.BB 10:9; b.Git. 46a), but if we are to understand 
Mt. 19:9b/'/Lk. 16:18b as a legal statement, then it introduces a rigidity which is 
alien to Jewish law (Davies, 1988, 1:532). This saying is definitely not in the 
interest of those women who are maliciously divorced without reasonable cause 
(Luz, 1989, 301). On the other hand, if this equation of marrying a divorced 
woman with adultery is like the equation of divorce with adultery than this may 
be no law at all and might only be meant as a deterrent against marrying 
divorced women.
Interestingly, Paul wrote to the Corinthian women that if they leave their 
husbands they are to remain single or be reconciled with them (eccv 8b Kai 
y a p to 0 i) , pevexco aycqj.oc h xq> av S p l KaxctXXayhxo, 1 Cor. 7:10b,11a). This 
warning addresses a slightly different issue than the above saying. What Paul 
teaches, which may or may not be a part of what he thinks is a saying of Jesus, 
is that women who separate themselves from their husband (ycopioGi)) should not 
marry anyone e ls e .^  The saying in Mt. 19:9b//Lk. 16:18b warns men not to 
marry women who were divorced (ctTtoXeXop.£vqv) by other men. There is no 
indication in the saying of Jesus that these divorced women are like the women
Paul has in mind. Paul speaks sternly to women who have initiated their own
divorce while the saying of Jesus speaks sternly to men who desire divorced 
women. Nevertheless, Paul's warning, while a different teaching from that of Mt. 
19:9b//Lk. 16:18b, could be a deduction he reached having reflected upon this
general denouncement of marrying divorced women. Paul may have understood
Jesus to have said that men should not marry divorced women, and think that he 
can apply this to those women who divorce their husbands (Fee, 295, n. 25). He 
therefore could claim on the authority of a saying of Jesus that women who do 




To summarize, Mt. 19:l-9//M k. 10:1-11 //Lk. 16:18 indicate that Jesus had a 
very strong view against divorce. He thought divorce had the effect of destroying 
something which God had created. A man who expelled his wife could not 
possibly follow God's positive command to cleave to her. God conceded the right 
to divorce only because men's hard hearts could not always resist doing what God 
deplores. And although divorce is a legal right, the man who divorces his wife 
should realize that he is acting like an adulterer. He is destroying a marriage. 
Jesus' view might have also been that a man is better off if he does not marry a 
divorced woman for this too can make him like an adulterer. We do not know 
the reason why such an utterance was made. But there are sufficient Jewish 
parallels to suggest that this statement, as well as the others, could be uttered by 
any Jew whose aim was to teach righteousness according to the law.
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Endnotes
1. Some scholars hedge on the question, What does Jesus intend to say about 
divorce, by arguing both that Jesus did not abrogate the law but did make it 
inapplicable for the present situation (Banks, 159). My difficulty with this 
position is in seeing how something can be made no longer valid and at the same 
time not be abrogated.
2. For a further discussion of this point see my comments on Mt. 5:31,32 in 
chapter 4.
3. It should be noted that there have been different readings of the Hebrew 
{sane' sallah) in Mai. 2:16 (see b.Git. 90b) but our reading ("I hate divorce, says 
Yahweh, God of Israel. . .") is accepted by most scholars as the best translation 
(Smith, 1984, 323). For a full and recent discussion of this point see 
Glazier-McDonald, 1987, 109-120.
4. Note that Charles recognizes that in the following lines of CD 5, the 
reference to David would imply that the author is talking about polygamy only.
5. For illustrations of gar as meaning "to divorce" in rabbinical material see 
Jastrow, 273. Garas  is also used in the Mosaic law to refer to divorce 
(Lev. 21:7, 14; 22:13; Num. 30:10 [9]).
6 . It should be noted that even if we could find evidence to show that the 
Qumran community did not recognize divorce, we could hardly conclude that any 
Jew who prohibits divorce does so because he wants to annul the law. If the 
Qumran community prohibited divorce they would think that to do so was 
perfectly compatible with obeying the law. Therefore we would not be in the 
position to say that because Jesus prohibits divorce it is because he thinks the law 
should be annulled.
7. Not only are the words Kai e f tte v  found in Mt. 19:5 but they are also 
found in Mk. 10:7 according to manuscripts D N W 0  S f ^  543 28 38** 61 282 
300 406 474 565 1071 1279 1574 lect.7 b c ff g^ q and r*. It seems unlikely
that the scribes behind all these manuscripts would feel such an urge to make the
Markan account assimilate to the Matthean account that they would do so even to 
the point of introducing an unneccesary K a i  efTtev. On the other hand, it is 
much more likely that they were omitted since the scribes already knew that Jesus 
was speaking.
8 . For a discussion of legal concessions in the Mosaic law see Daube, 1959, 1-13.
9. Notice that here I am not discussing the authenticity of the exception clause.
This question has already been discussed in chapter 4.
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10. The LXX reads, evekev xooxot) KaxaX.£i\|/ei avQparrtoc xov n axep a  
oruxoO Kai xtiv prixEpa auxou Kai TtpooKoXXriSiiaExai Ttpog xtiv yuvatK a  
auxoi) Kai e a o v x a i o i  Soo E t c ;  aapKa p ia v . Also note 1) the Hebrew text 
does not have the word "two" and 2) the missing Kai TtpoaKoWT|0iia£xat Ttpoc; 
xr|V y o v a tK a  auxoO in aleph B ^ 892* and sys for Mk. 10:7 is probably due to 
the scribe's eye moving from one Kai to the next Kai.
11. I do not think that we need to try and maintain any distinction between 
being hard hearted towards God and hard hearted towards wives, as some have 
tried to read into OKXripoKapStav (Banks, 147). Jesus would undoubtedly think 
that if a man is so hard hearted towards his wife that he wants to divorce her, 
he has already shown that he is at the same time hard hearted towards God who 
has commanded him to cleave to her.
12. The passive form of yupiaG fivai operates as a middle so it is the women 
who has initiated the separation (Murphy-O'Connor, 1981, 601f). Paul is probably 
assuming the Roman and Greek custom that a woman can instigate a legal divorce 
simply by telling her husband that she no longer wants to be married to him and 
by leaving his house (Fee, 293 n. 14).
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CHAPTER TEN 
Jesus and the Great Commandment
If Jesus believed that obeying the law was in any way unimportant, he had 
the perfect opportunity to say so when he was asked, ran a  evtoati peydXii ev  
tQ v6p,(j) (Mt. 22:36//Mk. 12:28c). Instead of arguing against searching for a 
great commandment, Jesus supports the law by answering the question with a
statement that would have satisfied any other Jew.
While scholars generally concede that Jesus was perfectly in line with Jewish
piety when he called Deut. 6:5 and Lev. 19:18 the great commandment, some are
more eager to find a radical change in this tradition when it was enlarged 
(Bomkamm, 1954, 85-93; Trilling, 178-180; Furnish, 28f; Burchard, 39-62; Berger, 
1972, 136-202; Schweizer, 1976, 425; Gerhardsson, 1976, 129-150). Gerhard Barth 
focused on the difference between Matthew and Mark's account and tried to 
reconstruct a real contention between the two (Barth, 75-105). He argued that 
the Markan account implies that the formal understanding and performance of the 
law is abandoned while the Matthean account tries to make the love 
commandment into a new hermeneutical principle by which the church could 
decide for itself which laws it would and would not obey. But once we have 
look at the possible redactional elements in the tradition it will become clear that 
this is a very unlikely reconstruction of how Jesus' teaching was treated by early 
Christian communities.
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To appreciate what Jesus' reply was and how much was made of it, three 
questions should be answered. 1) What did Jesus say? How much of the 
material in Mt. 22:37-42//Mk. 12:29-34 and the close parallel text of Lk. 10:25-28 
can we reasonably infer goes back to Jesus and what are the elements we can 
confidently ascribe to redactional activity? 2) Did other Jews make similar value 
judgments about these two commandments? 3) Is there any indication that Jesus' 
teaching is significantly different from what other Jews said? Is a new attitude 
towards obeying the law indicated by what was added to Jesus' saying?
What d id  Jesus say?
We begin by asking, How does Lk. 10:25-28 compare with Mt. 22:37-42// 
Mk. 12:29-34? Are they so similar that we must suppose that one has changed 
the other? Are they so significantly different that we should believe they are 
accounts of two different events?
The central core of the three texts are as follows;
Mt. 22:35-40
35) Kori ettripoixnoev e iq  ¿5 aux&v vop/iKoc; ttetpaCtov au xov-
36) StSaotcaXe, ra n a  evxoXri peyaXri ev x§ vom>;
37) o 8e  ecpn auxqt-
ayomfiostg tcoptov xov Geov aoo ev oXq xi) vcapStqi oox>
Kod ev oXq xi) vinryi) aou teat ev oXq xt) Stavoiqc aox>
38) auxri eax tv  q peyaXq Kai ttpaxq evxoXfi.
39) Settxepa 8e op.oia avxii
aycatfioetq xov TcXqoiov aau ¿tq oeauxov
40) ev  x a u x a tq  xatc; S v o iv  ev x o X a ic  oXoq
o vopoc Kpepaxat teat oi ttpocphxat.
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Mk. 12:28b-31
28b) (a scribe) èTxripóxrioEv aò xó v
n o ia  è o x iv  èvxoXri Ttpòxri Txavxav;
29) à 7X£Kpx0T| ò ’ Iriaoòg óxx Ttpóxri èoxxv-
cacooe, IopaTiX, K Ó p x o g  ò 0eò g  fiU^v K Ó p x o g  e i e  èoxxv ,
30) tcaì ayau fiaex g  KÓpxov xòv  0 eó v  oox) è£  óXrig xfig KapSxag acro
K a ì  è£ óXrie xrig \|royfig aoo K a ì  è£ oXrig ttk Sxavoxag aoo  
K a ì  è£ oXrig xfjg xayóog aoo.
31) S so x é p a  aoxri
àyaTtfiaexg xòv tcXt io x o v  aoo ¿>g o e o o x ó v .
p,£x'Cov x o ó x ìù v  aXXri èvxoXfi o ò k  èoxxv.
Lk. 10:25-28
25) Kaì ìS o ò  vop/iKÓg xxg àvéaxri èKTtExpaC^v aò xò v  Xéyov-
SxSàoKaXe, x i  ixoxfiaag C^bv a i  cóvi ov k Xtipovop.fiaa ;
26) ò 8è eìtxev upòg aò xó v
èv xcj> vóp^ x i  yéypaixxax; kqq àvayxvóoKExg;
27) ò Se ÒTtoKpx0£xg eìtxev-
àyam ioExg  KÓpxov xòv 0só v  ooo è ?  oXpg "tug KapSxag aoo  
K a ì èv oXt] xi) viroyi] ooo K a ì èv òXt] xt) xoyóx ooo 
K a ì èv óXi] xi] Sxavoxqc ooo 
K a ì xòv txXtioxov ooo òg oeccoxóv.
28) eìtxev Sé aòxxjy
XOÒXO TCOXEX Kaì CbOT].
To this list we should also add the evidence from Justin Martyr in his
Dialogue with Trypho;^
Hence, I am of the opinion that our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ 
very aptly explained that all justice and piety are summed up in these 
two commandments, ’ AyarxfioExg KÓpxov xòv 0eó v  oo o  èZ óXrig xfig
KapSxag ooo K a ì è£ 5Xrig xfig xoyóog aoo K a ì xòv TxXpaxov ooo
àg oeaoxóv (Just. Dial. 93.6).
Besides the combination of Deut. 6:5 and Lev. 19:18, there are other
similarities which have convinced some scholars that there was only one source for
this teaching. 1) In Matthew and Luke, it is a lawyer (vopxKÓg) who converses
with Jesus. 2) In Matthew and Luke, the lawyer is said to be "testing"
(TiExpaCco) him. 3) In Matthew and Luke, èv  with the dative is used in the list
of how to love God. 4) In Matthew and Luke we find the vocative
SxSaoKaXs. 5) In Matthew and Luke we find the phrase èv  xcj> vópxx^ Some
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of the conclusions which are drawn from these facts are that either in Luke's 
Gospel (or even in Matthew's) we find a redacted form of Mark's popular 
Schulgesprach (Wellhausen, 1904, 52; Montefiore, 1909, 721; Bultmann, 1963, 51; 
Klostermann, 1927, 179; Taylor, 484-5; Burchard, 43; Fuller, 42) or that Matthew 
has combined Mark and Luke's stories (Beare, 1981, 159; Hultgren, 1979, 48).
These parallels do not make it certain that traditions are being conflated 
because of the following reasons. 1) 'Ev with the dative is equivalent to the the 
Hebrew be , so both the tradition in Matthew and Luke could have had alternative 
texts of the popular Shema besides Mark's Greek text.3 2) While ev  xq  vop.q>
might be an addition in the Matthean text, it hardly adds anything to the question 
that Jesus is asked here or the one he asks in Lk. 10:26. 3) It is conceivable
that Jesus and a lawyer could have been familiar with the popular notion that 
loving God and loving one's neighbour were two fundamentally important principles 
and that they could base these principles on the teaching of scripture 
independently. It is even conceivable, as T. W. Manson maintains, that Jesus 
frequently cited these two principles as of great importance and the lawyer in 
Luke's Gospel knew this (Manson, 1949, 260; also Jeremias, 1963; 202).
The obvious differences between the accounts are 1) Jesus is the one who 
utters the two commandments in Matthew, Mark and Justin's source while in Luke 
it is the lawyer. 2) In Matthew and Mark (and possibly Justin's source) the 
question is, What is the great commandment (evxoXri peydXri or Ttpaxri),^ in 
Luke the question is, What has to be done to inherit eternal life? 3) In Luke's 
Gospel, the dialogue takes place in the earlier part of Jesus' ministry but is at 
the end of his ministry in Matthew and Mark. While these differences are 
suggestive of separate traditions, we cannot rule out the possibility of a single 
source. It is possible that in Luke's Gospel a popular tradition of the value of 
Deut. 6:5 and Lev. 19:18 is being altered since the lawyer's reply is helping to
introduce the parable of the good Samaritan (Creed, 151).5 However, it still 
seems unlikely that a scribe or a community would put into the mouth of an 
outsider (even a sympathetic outsider) an utterance of their Lord.
It is certainly compatible with what we know about Jesus' teaching elsewhere 
that he would answer the question by emphasizing love for God and love for 
others as the two great commandments of scripture (Flusser, 165-173).6 While 
other writers of the NT remark on love (Rom. 13:9; Gal. 5:14; Jam. 2:8), they 
do not in the same breath speak about both love for God and love for others. 
Jesus' teaching therefore stands out slightly from early Christian instruction 
(Fuller, 47).
Nevertheless, there have obviously been some additions to what was said 
besides the extended dialogue between Jesus and the scribe (Mk 12:32-34).
Someone is almost certainly responsible for adding ev  xcxoxoag x a tg  S u o iv  
sv x o X a ig  oXog o vop og Kpepaxar Kai o i  Tipocpfixax (Mt. 22:40) and the 
opening line of the Shema, aKOue, IapoaiX, K optog o 0eoq  fip&v jcOptog erg  
e a x tv  (Mk. 12:29b). K pepaxai suggests a Jewish environment which is 
acquainted with the view that certain laws "hang on" or are dependent upon other 
laws. Therefore, it would seem unlikely that a Jewish environment would omit 
the opening words of the Shema if they originally belonged to the tradition 
(contra. Banks, 168; Gerhardsson, 1976, 134).
The remark in Matthew's Gospel that Deut. 6:5 is the great and first 
commandment (Mt. 22:38) and the one in Mark's Gospel asserting that there is 
not another commandment which is greater than both of these (Mk. 12:31b) 
indicate that some additional comment may have been uttered by Jesus. There is 
basically no difference in meaning between the two remarks. Both versions are 
appropriate and neither indicates any particular new focus. What precisely Jesus 
may have additionally said (if he said anything additionally at all) cannot therefore
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be determined, though it may be that the combination of Ttpuxri with (j.eydXri 
weighs in favour of the saying in Mark.
What d id  Jews say about Loving God and Neighbour?
In the Babylonian Talmud Shabbat, we can find a small series of stories
which are aimed at making a contrast between the impatience of R. Shammai and
the gentleness of R. Hillel. In one of the stories, Hillel says something which is
remarkably close to what Jesus supposedly once said (Mt. 7:12//Lk. 6:31).
On another occasion it happened that a certain heathen came before 
Shammai and said to him, 'Make me a proselyte on condition that you 
teach me the whole law while I stand on one foot.' Thereupon he 
repulsed him with the builder's cubit which was in his hand. When he
went before Hillel, he (Hillel) said to him, 'What is hateful to you, do
not to your neighbour'; that is the whole Torah, while the rest is the 
commentary thereof; go and learn it (b.Shab. 31a).
By equating this principle with the whole law, it is not Hillel's intention to 
cast criticism on any specific laws but to point out that one of the major 
objectives of the law is that people do not hurt other people. A large section of
the law is primarily a detail description of how this objective can be met.
At Gen.R. 24:7, R. Akiba and R. Ben Azzai dispute which scripture reflects
a better principle in the law;
Ben Azzai said: This is the Book of the Descendants of Adam is a
great principle of the Torah. R. Akiba said, But thou shalt love thy
neighbour as thyself (Lev. 19:18) is even a greater principle.
Again, the rabbis are attempting to find which principle in the law explains 
the purpose for other laws. R. Akiba's conclusion is like that of Hillel's. God
wants humanity to operate under the guidelines of love; that is why so many
commandments and prohibitions are directed towards our relationships with one
another.
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Philo, when commenting on the value of hearing learned men discuss the
law on the sabbath, wrote the following:
But among the vast number of particular truths and principles there 
studied, there stands out practically high above the others two main 
heads: one of duty to God as shewn by piety and holiness, one duty 
to men as shewn by humanity and justice, each of them splitting up 
into multiform branches, all highly laudable (Spec. L eg.. 2.63).
The laws which the Jews study each sabbath can be divided into two 
general categories. One set of laws helps Israel to love God through acts of
piety and holiness while the other set of laws helps to remind Israel that they are
to show love one towards the other through acts of kindness and justice. All the
laws are focused on these two basic goals. Philo repeated this message when he
said, "For the nature which is pious is also kindly, and the same person will 
exhibit both qualities, holiness to God and justice to men (De Abr. 208)."
Other popular examples of the Jewish estimation of loving God and loving
people can be found in the Testament of the XII Patriarchs.7
I have loved the Lord with all my strength. Likewise I have loved all
men as my children (T. Iss. 7:6).
And now, my children, I charge you to keep the commands of the
Lord, and practise mercy to the neighbour (T. Zeb. 5:1).
Love the Lord with all your life and one another with a true heart (T. 
Dan 5:3).
You therefore my children, in every act keep the fear of God before 
your eyes and honour your brothers. For everyone who does the Law 
of the Lord will be loved by him (T.Jos. 11. :1).
Fear the Lord and love the neighbour (T. Ben. 3:3).
The basic idea of the double love commandment is also expressed in Ben 
Sirach 7:31,32 though not as succinctly as in the Testament of the XII Patriarchs, 
the writings of Philo and the saying of Jesus.^ Ben Sirach does makes it more 
explicit what the love of God and love of others should entail. For him, it 
means honouring God's priests, his ministers, and following God's laws concerning
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what offerings should be brought to the Temple. The love of one's neighbour is 
also described in concrete images of helping the poor, sympathizing with the grief 
stricken and visiting the sick. The writer is simply attempting to fill out more 
precisely what most Jews must have taken as the two basic moral obligations of 
Jewish piety.
Is Jesus' Teaching Different?
On the basis of Jesus' quotation of two popular verses of scripture, it 
appears unlikely that he was saying anything significantly different from what other 
Jews said either before his time or after it. Jesus must have shared with his 
fellow Jews the same reverence for the law's ultimate goal: namely love for God 
and love for others. He knew that this is what the law teaches and he would 
have undoubtedly expected other Jews to obey the law since this is what obeying 
all the law would accomplish.
The additions made to Jesus' saying also do not indicate that there were 
any Christians who thought that some laws no longer had to be obeyed. In 
Matthew's gospel there is certainly a significant addition with the words, ev  
xoajxatq  x a i c  S u a iv  ev x o X a tc  oXoq o vop og K pepaxat Kai o i  Ttpotpfixai. 
Scholars have argued that the use of Kpepaxcxi is indicating a view that these 
two commandments are not stating the goal of all the laws (as Jesus thought) but 
that they are the means by which the law will now be interpreted (Barth, 77; 
Furnish, 33f; Berger, 1972, 229f).
This is hardly a right conclusion for two reasons. 1) Jews had no idea 
of distinguishing between loving God and obeying God. How else could Jews 
know they were truly "loving God" unless they were doing what God told them to
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do through the law? 2) The Hebrew equivalent of tcpettaxat ( talah) would 
suggest an altogether different conclusion. In the Mishnah it is used in the 
statement, . . the rules (the halakhot) about the Sabbath, Festal-Offerings, and 
Sacrilege are as mountains hanging (hatilluyim) by a hair . . (m.Hag. 1:8) and 
in the Babylonian Talmud the teaching of R. Bar Kappara was, "What short text 
is there upon which all the essential principles of the Torah depend ( tilluyu), In 
all thy ways acknowledge Him and He will direct thy paths" (b.Ber. 63a). In the 
first text, a mountain of extra-biblical teachings exists when in fact there are only 
a few biblical laws which could possibly be cited as the reason for why they are 
given. In the second text, Prov. 3:6 is said to be important not because it 
explains when certain laws should and should not be followed but because all the 
other principles of obedience could not be important if this one passage were not 
true. The reason that Barth and Furnish have argued that this rabbinic evidence 
sheds no light on the use of the word here in Matthew's gospel is that if it did 
have the same meaning the confrontational setting would be inexplicable.9 The 
better solution is surely to understand the idea of how all laws "hang" on one law 
with the parallels and to rethink the confrontation as something which was not 
nearly as intense as it has often assumed. The phrase "to test" might not always 
involve serious hostility.
In Mark's gospel, the scribe's reply to Jesus' teaching (12:32-34) is also seen 
as an addition which changes the meaning of the text (Barth, 77; Gerhardsson, 
1976, 132). Someone tampered with the tradition so that they could encourage 
others to be more discerning regarding which commandments should and should 
not be kept. Victor Furnish put it in this way, "The overall point (of this 
addition) is just this: What is important for true religion is belief in and worship 
of the one God and obedience to the moral law, not religious ceremony or cultic 
performance" (Furnish, 29). I would argue that it is unlikely that
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. . . Ttepxoooxepov e o x iv  Ttavxuv x&v oXokctox cquai 6>v r a t  Guotciv (vs. 33b) 
is meant to indicate any such depreciation of Israel's cultic laws. The scribe 
understands Jesus to be saying what he himself already believes, namely, that as 
important as some laws are they can only be properly carried out under the 
auspices of the more important goal of the law. For example, someone should 
offer the right sacrifices because ultimately they love God and want to do what 
he tells them and because ultimately they love others and want to be restored to 
a right fellowship with them. This addition in Mark, far from indicating any 
desire to exclude certain laws, indicates the desire to understand and appreciate 
how all the laws work together for this two fold purpose.
Conclusion
In this chapter I have been arguing that the quotation of Deut. 6:5 and 
Lev. 19:18 as the great commandment could be an authentic utterance of Jesus.
At the same time it must be recognized that the twofold concept of loving God 
and others appears as an important principle of piety in Jewish literature. If 
Jesus did cite these two commandments, then I think it is unlikely that he was 
the only one ever to have done so. Both commandments were far too important 
for them to have been overlooked until his time. On those occasions when 
teachers brought together crucial passages of scripture for serious consideration, 
these two more than likely would have come up. Jesus' answer would then 
indicate is that he supported the popular view of what was the basic purpose of 
the law. The law instructs how to love God and to love others. Not a single 
law was ever given which does not ultimately have at least one of these two goals 
in mind. Jesus would hardly conclude that people who were trying to obey the 
law were heading in a direction which was contradictory to what God demanded.
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Endnotes
1. In the Didache, we find two commandments, one of which comes from 
Lev. 19:18, but the teaching is not ascribed to Jesus. f| p ev  obv 6 \o c  xfic 
CtrtiC ¿ o x iv  oartri. Ilptbxov, dyocrxiioetc xov Geov xov Ttotfiaavxd oe. 
S e m e p o v , x 6 v  nX notov ooo acomxov (Did. 1.2).
2. Fuller notes two other similarities between Matthew and Luke. 1) Both 
Matthew and Luke do not have the Shema. 2) Both quote the two 
commandments once. 3) Both Matthew and Luke have no statement about the 
superiority of love over burnt offerings. However, if it is possible that Matthew 
and Luke did not have our Mark, these similarities do not help to indicate any 
mutual dependence since these could have been quite easily later additions to 
Mark's gospel. For another scholar who thought that here Matthew did not have 
our Mark see Bornkamm, 1954, 92f.
3. The list of ways to love God in the LXX reads differently from all three 
gospels: Kat dyo^xfioetc tcuptov xo v  0eo v  oou e£  oXtk xfig K apStac aoo  Kod
oXtiq xfic  WXTK oou teat oXrig xtk 8ovdp.e6g oou.
4. There is no real difference in meaning between "great" and "first" (contra. 
Smith, 1951, 138) since peyaXri is an example of the positive being used for the 
superlative and Ttpcoxri has the meaning of "pre-eminent" rather than any logical 
priority (Taylor, 486; Banks, 165).
5. Marshall has surely exaggerated what the similarities between Lk. 10:25-28 and 
Mk. 12:28-34 indicate when he says that, "It is incontestable that Luke knew 
Mark's form of the story and regarded his own as an equivalent to it . . ." 
(Marshall, 1986, 440).
6 . Note that here (Mt. 22:37//Mk. 12:30) and in Lk. 11:42 are the only two 
examples we have in the Synoptic gospels where Jesus speaks explictly about 
loving God.
7. Using the Testament of the XII Patriarchs as a Jewish parallel for sayings in 
the NT should be done with caution since some Christian editing has more than 
likely occured (Hooker, 1991, 288). However, I see no indication that the 
instructions which speak about loving God and others are examples of the kind of 
things we would expect Christian scribes to make.
8 . Some scholars believe that because the double commandment can be found in 
such works as Philo and the Testament of the XII Patriarchs and because the 
scribe's response (Mk. 12:32-34) includes a critical comment on the sacrificial 
laws, the pericope as it now stands more than likely comes from a 
Greek-Hellenistic environment rather than from a Palestinian one (Bornkamm,
1954, 41; Burchard, 54-57; Berger, 1972, 142-202; Gerhardsson, 1976, 131-132).
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However, it would not be too surprising to find on the lips of Palestinian Jews 
similar statements which have the appearance of being even more critical of 
sacrifices than the one we find in Mark's gospel (Hos. 6:6; Prov. 21:3).
9. See also Gerhardsson, 1976, 131f. Banks argues that Matthew cannot be 
ascribing to Jesus the same understanding of the rabbis on how obeying the law 
could depend upon a single commandment since this would leave the combination 
of neyaA.r| and Ttpdrtri unexplained (Banks, 169). I see no reason why we should 
suggest that simply by using "great" and "first" someone hoped to give the 
impression that Jesus' teaching was not like what other teachers said.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN 
Jesus and the Temple Cult
Did Jesus expect Jews to obey the cultic laws? If, as some scholars have 
argued, Jesus knew that the Temple would soon be destroyed, did he also think 
that the reason it would be destroyed was because the Temple and the religion 
for which it stood for was no longer compatible with the will of God and needed 
to be superseded (MacKintosh, 116, 119; Caldecott, 382-6; Lohmeyer, 1961, 48; 
McKelvey, 71; Hahn, 1973, 28)? E. P. Sanders has made the question, What was 
Jesus demonstrating in the Temple?, the starting point of his work Jesus and 
Judaism and answered it by suggesting that Jesus was demonstrating through a 
prophetic act that the Temple would be destroyed. This destruction would take 
place not because the Jewish religion as such needed to be abolished but rather 
because it was about to be restored. Nevertheless, when Jesus worked for the 
restoration of the nation he acted differently than those who sought to bring about 
restoration through standard ways. Jews would normally expect someone interested 
in the restoration of the Temple and the nation to preach repentance and the 
need to obey the law. Jesus, however, did not (Sanders, 1985, 119).
Obviously Jesus' reaction towards the Temple cult is an important indicator 
of his attitude towards obeying the law.l What we find Jesus saying about 
sacrificing and the Temple raises certain questions about his allegiance to the 
law. If he thought that the law should be obeyed, why did he make obeying 
the sacrificial laws difficult by ousting from the Temple courtyard those who were
involved in helping people to meet their legal obligations? If obeying the law 
was relatively unimportant, what are we to make of those sayings which seem to 
support the Temple cult?
Jesus' activity in the Temple (Mt. 21:12-13//Mk. 11:15-19// Lk. 19:45-48//
Jn. 2:13-16) and several scattered sayings (Mt. 8:4// Mk. 1:44// Lk. 5:14;
Mt. 24:l-3//M k. 13:l-4//Lk. 21:5-7; Mt. 5:23,24; 9:13//12:7; 12:5,6; 17:24-27; 23:7 
and Mk. 12:32-34) will be examined in order to clarify some of the ideas that 
Jesus and early Christian communities held about sacrificing as a means of obeying 
God. Before we go directly to the evidence of the gospels, it would help if we 
began by looking at what Jews during this period were also saying about the 
sanctity of such items as sacrificial offerings, the Temple tax, tithes, the 
priesthood and the Temple itself.
Jewish attitudes towards the Temple Cult
Offering sacrifices to the deities was a common element throughout the 
religions of the Mediterranean world (see Rowley, 75-83). What made the Jewish 
sacrificial cult different from their neighbours' similar practices are the facts that 
1) it was a centralized cult with only one Temple where animal sacrifices could 
be made, 2) its size and influence was comparatively more significant, 3) 
participation in it was more expensive. One element in particular which made 
the Jewish Temple cult expensive was that non-priests were expected to help 
support a hereditary priesthood through a measure of taxes. Whole burnt 
offerings, which were unknown in Greece but had its parallels in other countries, 
were also another costly feature (Sanders, 1992, 49-50).
Most Jews, it would seem, would have undoubtedly taken great pride in 
what was after all a highly visible symbol of national identity. However, it
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stretches the imagination to assume that such an elaborate system could escape the 
critical eyes of those upon whom it made such heavy financial demands. What 
we need to determine is, What kind of criticisms did Jews in general make 
regarding sacrifices and the Temple? What do these criticisms indicate about the 
disrespect or respect held by these Jews towards the Temple? Are certain kinds 
of criticisms characteristic of certain kinds of Jews? By answering these sorts of 
questions we will have a better vantage point from which to judge the kinds of 
things Jesus might have said and done.
First, we can ask, Did Jews who lived outside of Palestine have negative 
attitudes towards the Temple? We might think that little value would be placed 
on the Temple since it did not play a dominant role in the everyday life of 
Diaspora Jews as it probably would have done for those Jews who lived within its 
general vicinity. However, this does not seem to be the case. Instead of 
treating the Temple as if its role was relatively unimportant, the literature we 
have of Jews who lived outside of Palestine show that they had glowing things to 
say about it.
For instance, Philo applauds the predominant Jewish attitude towards paying 
the Temple tax when he writes, "But our people pay gladly and cheerfully. They 
anticipate the demand, abridge the time limits and think that they are not giving 
but receiving. And so at each of the yearly seasons they make their contributions 
with benediction and thankfulness, men and women alike, and with zeal and 
readiness which needs no prompting and an ardour which no words can describe" 
CSpec. Leg. 1:144). On the other hand, Philo acknowledges that not everyone is 
as enthusiastic as he has just described it. Later on and in other places he 
refers to Jews who are negligent when it comes to supporting the cult, some out 
of wilful disobedience fSpec. Leg. 1:154f) others because they have overemphasized 
the symbolic meaning of scripture to the detriment of the literal application of the
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law (Mig. Abr. 92; see also Sanders, 1985, 248). These examples of Jews who 
do not pay the Temple tax do not suggest that they had any severe animosity 
towards the Temple or the priesthood. It is primarily out of either a disregard 
for the law in general or because of an alternative way of reading the law in
order to extract moral teachings that such decisions not to pay were made.
Some scholars would like to point to what is written in Sibylline Oracle
4:24-32 as an example of antagonism towards cultic matters by Diaspora Jews.
The oracle says,
Happy will be those of mankind on earth
who will love the great God, blessing him
before drinking and eating, putting their trust in piety.
They will reject all temples when they see them, 
altars too, useless foundations of dumb stones 
(and stone statues and handmade images) 
defiled with blood of animate creatures, and sacrifices 
of four-footed animals. They will look to 
the great glory of the one God 
and commit no wicked murder, nor deal in 
dishonest gain, which are most horrible things.
Before taking these words as a contrast between cultic displays of piety and
acts of humanity, it should also be noted that in another place in this same
oracle it appears that the Jewish Temple is respected. In lines 115-118 the writer
laments the destruction of the Jewish Temple by writing,
An evil storm of war will also come upon Jerusalem 
from Italy, and it will sack the great Temple of God, 
whenever they put their trust in folly and cast off piety 
and commit repulsive murders in front of the Temple.2
The best explanation for these two divergent statements is that the first one 
is directed towards Gentiles (i.e . "mankind on earth"; "entire race of men" - line 
40) and their temples exclusively. The writer holds Gentile sacrifices and Gentile 
temples in contempt and calls them to abandon their idolatry and immorality in 
order to worship the one God.^
The Epistle of Aristeas is also another example of a Jew who lived outside 
of Palestine and valued the role of the Temple. The writer's positive descriptions 
of the Temple, the altar, the service of the priesthood and vestments (lines 83-99) 
indicate once again that the fact of living outside the holy land did not mean that 
there was any less appreciation of the cult as an element of religious identity.
When we turn from the literature from outside Palestine to the literature of 
the Qumran community and the Damascus Document, we get a different picture. 
Here, there is evidence of Jews who had a very definite grievance with the 
Temple cult. Interpreting Hab. 2:17 which says, ". . .because of the blood of 
men and the violence done to the land, the city, and all its inhabitants," the 
writer explains, ", . .interpreted, the city is Jerusalem where the Wicked Priest 
committed abominable deeds and defiled the Temple of God. The violence done 
to the land: these are the cities of Judah where he robbed the Poor of their 
possessions" (lQpHab. 12:8). It seems immediately clear that the Temple is held 
as a place that has been defiled and that one of the crimes committed by the 
"Wicked Priest" is equated with robbery. Earlier on it was said of him that he 
"forsook God and betrayed the precepts for the sake of riches" (lQpHab.
8:8-13). Not only was he guilty of selling his soul for gain, but those who will 
be the last set of priests before the judgment of God will also be guilty of the 
same crime (lQpHab. 9:4f). This denouncement of what the priests were doing 
does not originate out of a disrespect for the priesthood in principle but comes 
out of a great esteem for the Temple and how they think God intended it to be 
run (Baumgarten, 1953, 145).
In the Damascus Rule a similar criticism occurs. The coming days of 
Satan, which the community believed were the days in which they lived, will be 
marked by three nets which will be used to ensnare Israel. The first is 
fornication, the second is riches, and the third is profanation of the Temple
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(CD 4:17f). The reason these particular sins are singled out is because the writer 
thinks they are the ones being committed by those who are presently in control of 
the Tem ple. It is for this reason that the writer says that the three nets will be
used by Levi, the son of Jacob.
Because the present Temple is defiled, the Damascus document gives two
important instructions: 1) Members are not to enter the Temple to light God's
altar in vain and 2) Members are to stay away from the Temple treasure
(CD 6:15-16). Whether or not those who followed this document actually
practised sacrificing is a difficult issue. If we assume for a moment that this
document was written for the Essenes, then there is some evidence to suggest that
the Essenes did not sacrifice in Jerusalem. For example, if those who followed
the teachings of the Damascus Document also adhered to the teaching of the
Community Rule, the Community Rule says,
When these become members of the Community in Israel according to 
all these rules, they shall establish the spirit of holiness according to 
everlasting truth. They shall atone for guilty rebellion and for sins of 
unfaithfulness that they may obtain lovingkindness for the Land without
the flesh of holocausts and the fat of sacrifice. And prayer rightly
offered shall be as an acceptable fragrance of righteousness, and 
perfection of way as a delectable free-will offering (IQS 9:4-5).
Remarks made by both Philo and Josephus would also lead some to 
conclude that Essenes did not sacrifice in the Temple. In his work Every Good 
Man is Free 75, Philo describes the Essenes as Jews who are devout in the 
service of God "not by offering sacrifices of animals, but by resolving to sanctify 
their minds" (o o  Cqa K axaSuovxei;, aXk' iepoTtpeixctq xac; eauxciv Stctvotac  
K axaoK eoaC etv o^ioO vxec;, ). Baumgarten and others take this to mean that 
some Essenes did not sacrifice in Jerusalem (Baumgarten, 1953, 154; Brown, 1963, 
14). However, what is being overlooked is that Philo is stressing why he thinks 
the Essenes are devout. By calling them devout, he does not mean to imply that 
they sacrifice a lot but that they are striving for purity of mind. We have
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already noted that Philo acknowledged the importance of the sacrificial cult. He
would not then call these Jews devout if he thought they wilfully disobeyed God
by completely abstaining from all participation in it. Philo's description is another 
example of the relative negative. ̂  The Essenes are devout not only because they 
sacrifice but primarily because they seek to have pure minds.
Josephus description of them is,
They send votive offerings to the temple, but perform their sacrifices 
employing a different ritual of purification. For this reason they are
barred from those precincts of the temple that are frequented by all
people and perform their rites by themselves (Jos. Ant. 18.19).
This is a difficult text because some versions have an added o o k  right at 
the important point of discussion: "but do not perform their sacrifices". Which 
version is right? In defense of the o o k ,  some scholars have argued that the text 
would not make sense if it said, They send offerings and when they are at the 
Temple they sacrifice somewhere else (Wallace, 333-338). If offerings were sent 
then the Essenes did not go. However, I am in favour of the reading without 
the ook  because 1) it seems more difficult to explain why a scribe would omit
the oi)K than why one would add it and 2) the text says the Essenes were
barred from the popular places of the Temple, supposedly so that their sacrificial 
practices would have little exposure. A scribe would add the ook  thinking that 
Josephus was stressing the fact that the Essenes sent offerings because they would 
not go themselves and sacrifice. But the likelihood is that Josephus was stressing
the fact that they sent free-w ill  offerings even though it was well known that they
had different sacrificial practices. The Essenes were still supporting the Temple 
beyond what was expected of them in spite of the fact that they believed that the 
Temple priests did things in the wrong way. It is not Josephus' intention to hold 
the Essenes up as Jews who wilfully disregarded the law of God. As far as he is 
concerned, they deserve admiration (Jos. Ant. 18.20).
Out of the Qumran literature itself there is also evidence which indicates 
that the community did have some participation in the Temple. For instance,
CD 11:18f confirms the remark of Josephus that the members did send offerings 
to the altar.
No man shall send to the altar any burnt-offering, or cereal offering, 
or incense, or wood, by the hand of one smitten with any uncleanness, 
permitting him thus to defile the altar. For it is written, "The 
sacrifice of the wicked is an abomination, but the prayer of the just is 
as an agreeable offering (Prov. 15:8).
Immediately following this instruction, they are also told not to enter the 
"house of worship" unwashed. Here "house of worship" probably refers to the 
Temple and not to some other gathering of the members since the next instruction
also addresses what to do when one is in Jerusalem. On the evidence of some 
fragments it also seems that the community paid a tax to the Temple (4Q159, 
4Q513).
I am more inclined to believe that if those who followed the teachings of 
the Damascus Rule were Essenes, then even though they were critical of how 
impure the priesthood and the sacrifices offered there were, this did not mean 
they had absolutely no association with it. Baumgarten thinks that some of these 
more positive examples come from an earlier time when the group did participate 
in Temple activities (Baumgarten, 1953, 146), but I see no reason why an earlier 
"walk out" would be taking to a complete abandonment of the whole elaborate 
cultic system when the cult was obviously a fundamentally important aspect of life 
for the group. You do not have to be in agreement with the priesthood in order
to benefit from the blessings of offering in the Temple pure sacrifices to God.
Another illustration of Jewish thinking about the Temple cult can be found 
in the Testament of Levi. Here, the sacrificial cult is held in high esteem. The 
priesthood is a blessing (5:2). God sits in his heavenly temple receiving from the
archangels propitiatory, bloodless sacrifices for the sins committed by the righteous
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out of ignorance (3:5,6). Details of how the high priest is separated for his task, 
the holiness expected of priests, and how sacrifices should be offered are given by 
som eone who obviously respects the cult (8:1-10; 9:10-14). However, in the end 
there will come a need for a new priesthood. It will arise out of the tribe of 
Judah and will be founded by a king who orders it according to the gentile model 
so that it will be for all the nations (8:14; 18:2f). The reason why a new 
priesthood would be needed is because the previous priesthood will be defiled by 
fornication and other sorts of wickedness (9:9; 15:1; 17:11). Chief priests will act
impiously (14:2) and the Temple curtain will be torn to expose the wickedness of
the people who plunder the offerings given to God, profane the priesthood and 
are puffed up with pride over it (10:3; 14:5, 7; 16:1).^ The Testament of Levi 
clearly shows a strong feeling that there would be a perversity associated with the 
Temple. The conviction that the priesthood was unclean and that the Temple was 
a place which was defiled arises out of a very strong commitment to the Temple 
and its priests as an institution which will be saved by God in the final days.
Also describing what the end days has in store for the Temple cult, the
writer of the Testament of Moses says,
. . . and they (the Jewish people during the Hasmonean period, 142-63 
B .C .E .) will pollute the house of their worship with the customs of the
nations; and they will play the harlot after foreign gods. For they will
not follow the truth of God, but certain of them will pollute the high 
altar by [ ] the offerings which they place before the Lord. They
are not (truly) priests (at all), but slaves, yea sons of slaves. For
those who are the leaders, their teachers, in those times will become
admirers of avaricious persons, accepting (polluted) offerings, and they 
will sell justice by accepting bribes (T. Mos. 5:3b-5).
In this lament for the state of the priestly aristocracy, we find again the 
suspicion that the cult has become associated with uncleanliness and greed. Yet 
even in its state of ill repute, the concept that God wants a Temple is not
abandoned.
The rabbinic material never questions either the position of the Temple or
the efficacy of the sacrifices (Brown, 1963, 10). It has almost nothing which
contains any real hostility directed towards the Temple (after all the Temple cult 
really only existed for most of them in their own imaginations so it could be as
pure as they wanted it to be). In fact the rabbis tried to keep alive the memory 
of the Tem ple and the obligations to it. But in spite of their reverence for the 
cult there are some utterances which must date back to a time when the Temple 
still stood and these show that some rabbis did recognize that all was not as it 
should be with the Temple and those associated with it. For example, when 
Rabbi Simeon b. Gamaliel found out that a pair of doves had gone up to the 
extortionate price of a golden denar (the equivalent of 4 silver denar), he 
immediately gave the ruling that women who had as many as five known 
miscarriages or five issues of blood had only to offer one pair of doves for all 
five occurrences instead of a pair for each occurrence. By the end of the day 
the price came down to the more reasonable charge of a quarter of a denar 
(m.Ker. 1:7). The story, though not a direct criticism of the Temple, does 
indicate that some rabbis were sensitive to the fact that some merchants were 
trying to cheat worshippers by charging excessively high prices on items which 
were in popular demand. Rabbi Simeon interpreted the law pertaining to this 
(Lev. 15:29) so that a less demanding practice would follow to allow poor women 
the chance to obey the law (see Bauckham, 77). What we are left to assume is
that once the price came down, so Simeon would reverse the practice to one pair
of doves for each occurrence of a miscarriage or an issue of blood.
Another important rabbinic illustration of what Jews may have thought about 
the Tem ple cult is a lament found at b.Per. 57a.
W oe is me because of the house of Boethus;
W oe is me because of their staves!
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Woe is me because of the house of Hanin;
Woe is me because of their whisperings!
Woe is me because of the house of Kathros;
Woe is me because of their pens!
W oe is me because of the house of Ishmael the son of Phiabi;
W oe is me because of their fists!
For they are High Priests and their sons are (Temple) treasurers and 
their sons-in-law are trustees and their servants beat the people with 
stave.
The list ends with the house of Ishmael son of Phiabi. This indicates that 
it might have come from the end of that period in which this house of priests 
had some control. That would place the composition of the lament somewhere 
around 59-61 C.E. (Bauckham, 79f).6 What the lament also indicates is that 
there was knowledge that the priestly aristocracy between 6 B.C.E. to 60 C.E. 
was responsible for oppressing the people. With their staves, whisperings and pens 
they violated the sacredness of their office while bringing misery upon worshippers 
in the Temple.
From this survey of Jewish sentiments towards the Temple, we get a general 
picture. The majority of Jews understood the Temple, the priesthood, and the 
sacrificial practice as a great blessing from God. It was an expensive system to 
participate in but it was obviously something which in principle God was delighted 
with. However, because of greed and wicked desires the Temple was being 
defiled. Since most people did not have any immediate control over these state 
of affairs, they continued to participate in it while looking forward to the great
day when God would restore the Temple to its proper and divine order.
Restoration of the Temple hangs on the conviction that the sin associated with it 
will be judged. None of these Jewish sentiments reflects a belief that the Temple
cult in principle no longer pleased God and should be abolished.
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Jesus' A ttitude towards the Temple
Was Jesus critical of the Temple and the sacrificial cult in a way which was 
altogether different from how other Jews criticized it? Was he opposed merely to 
the abuses in the system or did he stand completely against it? Did he think 
that laws on sacrificing were unnecessary to follow if he also was convinced that 
the Temple would be destroyed?
The most important example of what Jesus thought about the Temple cult is 
obviously his violent actions in the Temple courtyard (Mt. 21:12-13//Mk. 11:15-17// 
Lk. 19:45-46//Jn. 2:13-16). The account in Mark's gospel is frequently taken by 
scholars as the earliest form of this tradition (Bultmann, 1963, 36; Creed, 236f; 
Schweizer, 1976, 406f; Derrett, 79-88; Marshall, 719; Harvey, 132; Bauckham, 74), 
on the other hand, Lk. 19:45-46 has all the appearances of being more primitive.
Kai eioeXBwv e tc  to  iepov  
flp£<rto etcpdAAetv xot>c raoXoOvxac ev orbitj) Kat ayop&Covxac 
\£y(ov oruxotC' y£ypoarcax 
x a i soxoa 6 o { k 6 c  poo o I k o c  Ttpooeoxhc, 
b p e tc  Se auxb v enotfioccxe crrrnXaiov Xtjoxuv .̂
There are two reasons for this. First, in the other two synoptic gospels 
Jesus not only attacks those who bought and sold goods in the Temple courtyard 
but also those who exchanged Greek or Roman monies into the special currency 
for which to pay the Temple tax and he attacked those who sold the sacrificial 
animal of the poor (i.e . doves). In Mark's gospel there is an additional odd 
comment that Jesus stopped people from using the Temple courtyard as a 
thoroughfare (Mk. 11:16). We know that during this time many Jews disapproved 
of using the courtyard as short cut (m.Ber. 9:5; Jos. A g. Ap. 2.8; b.Yeb. 6b), so 
it might not be too surprising that someone thought to attribute the same criticism  
to Jesus. According to the tradition in John's gospel, not only did Jesus use a 
whip on the merchants to drive them away but he also ousted the animals which
they were selling (Jn. 2:15). These extra details give the overall impression that 
scribes found a simpler account to be significant and have gradually elaborated it 
to make what Jesus did appear all the more striking.
Second, it seems harder to explain why someone would not complete the 
quotation of Isa. 66:7 (txaotv  x o ig  £ 0 v e o tv , Mk. 11:17), than to argue that it 
was never recorded in the first place (see Buse, 22-24; McNeile, 299; Gundry,
19). Hooker suggested that by omitting these words a scribe aimed for a more 
direct contrast between what the Temple should be and what it has become 
(Hooker, 1991, 265). However, I am less inclined to believe that 1) a more 
direct contrast is actually gained by the omission or 2) a scribe who was in any 
way conscious of the church's Gentile outreach would omit a prophecy which 
looked forward to the partial inclusion of Gentiles. It is more plausible that a 
scribe who appreciated this outreach saw quite clearly why the conclusion of the 
scripture would be welcomed (contra. McKelvey, 63f). Other commentators have 
argued that uccoiv x o ig  cG veoxv was omitted because it was irrelevant after the 
Temple was no longer standing, and that if it remained Jesus would look like a 
false prophet (Creed, 242; Schmid, 1968, 210; Marshall, 720). Yet, it seems 
doubtful that a scribe who lived after the destruction of the Temple would think 
that he could detract from this citation its promise of Gentile inclusion when the 
likelihood is that the scripture and its ending was already familiar to the church.
Looking closely at the text, we should note first that those who went to 
worship in the Temple are probably not meant by the words xobq noAouvxag.
It seems difficult to imagine that Jesus would take such drastic moves against 
people who after all had no immediate control over where or how sacrificial 
commerce took place. These "buyers" could be either those who bought supplies 
for the Temple or those who bought from the worshippers articles that had been 
pledged to it (m.Seq. 5:6; also see Bauckham, 78).
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It is quite plausible that Jesus did cause a stir in the Temple's courtyard. 
Eppstein thought otherwise, believing that any commotion in the Temple area 
would not go on without the intervention of the priestly police (Eppstein, 46f; 
Beare, 1981, 416). But on no account would a Christian community invent a 
story where Jesus was hostile towards those who were not directly opposed to him 
(Harvey, 129). Indeed for some scholars, Jesus' actions in the Temple coheres 
with his prophecy that the Temple would be destroyed (Mt. 24:2// Mk. 13:2//
Lk. 21 :6) and must be considered one of the most historically reliable parts of 
the gospels (Sanders, 1985, 75; Bauckham, 74). Therefore, it should not be 
assumed either that Jesus' action was that extensive (as Brandon did, 331, 332) or 
that soldiers made their presence felt at every commotion.
The next question we should ask is, Does the quotation of Isa. 56:7 and 
the allusion to Jer. 7:11 (om iAaiov Aqox&v), whose context is a prophecy that 
the Tem ple would be destroyed, belong to the pericope? Is Jesus responsible for 
citing them? One reason to think that they do not go back to Jesus is the fact 
that in John's gospel, which is undoubtedly a description of the same event, they 
do not occur. Bultmann argued that the introduction of the saying in Mk. 11:17 
with icai eSiScocev icai £ \e y t \>  indicated that the event and the quotation did 
not originally belong together and that the references were added to create an 
ideal scene (Bultmann, 1963, 36, 56). Just as one scribe thought of Zech. 14:21 
and Ps. 69:10 (Jn. 2:16,17) when they reflected upon the implication of Jesus' 
actions, another one thought of Isa. 56:7 and Jer. 7:11. But the words "and he 
taught and he said" do not really indicate anything more than that Jesus' 
denunciation of traders was for one scribe also a teaching for the whole crowd.
Harvey doubted that the scriptural references were original because 1) the 
Hebrew version of Isa. 56.7, which Jesus would have used, would not have made 
the point that is made by the quotation of Isa. 56:7 from the LXX, 2) the
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quotation is a false charge because the merchants did not exclude Gentiles from  
praying in the courtyard, ̂  and 3) there is no hint in the narrative that the 
merchants are behaving like robbers (Harvey, 132).9 This line of reasoning is 
unconvincing because first of all the message of Isa. 56:7 in the Hebrew version 
is not significantly different from its message in the L X X .^  Second, although 
the merchants did not physically cast Gentiles out of the courtyard, they could 
certainly make praying there difficult with the noise of their trading. Third, the 
narrative must be hinting that the merchants were doing something wrong or we 
are left to assume the improbable picture of Jesus' attacking innocent people 
simply to make a point. If Jesus wanted to exercise prophetic authority, why 
would he need to push merchants out of the Temple precinct who were not part 
of the problem when he could have quite easily found out from the crowd who 
they thought any unethical merchants were?
W hile Harvey's arguments are not convincing, the fact that the scriptural 
references are absent in John's gospel still raises our suspicion about their 
authenticity (see also Haenchen, 1966, 384-386). We need to explore first what 
possible motives Jesus may have had for casting the merchants out, then we can 
ask, D o the scriptures adequately connect with what Jesus was concerned about or 
is it more likely that they indicate what Jesus' followers wanted to believe his 
motives were?
V/hatever Jesus hoped to accomplish by casting out people who bought and 
sold in the courtyard, he almost certainly did not intend to reject the Temple in 
principle. There are three reasons why not. First, several teachings of Jesus 




e a v  o u v  T tp o o tp e p ^c  x b  Scopov oox» e n l  xd 9 \ > o t a o x i ) P t o v  
K & K e i  p.vno9i)<; 6xt 6 a8eX(po<; oox> £yet x i Kaxdc ooO 
atpec; e k e  I x 6  6<bp6v oou ¿pjipoaGev xoO Gooiaaxripi o u  
icai vrxaye upwxov SiaXXdynOi xcp aSeXqxp ooo, 
ra t x o x e  eX0qv Tipoonepe xo Supov oou (Mt. 5:23-24).
Some scholars take this teaching as simply a variant of Mk. 11:25, teaching
that reconciliation is a pre-condition for answered prayers (Wellhausen, 1914, 20;
Bultmann, 1963, 132). That text reads,
x a i  6 x a v  o x f i x e x e  n p o o e v r y 6 p i £ v o t , 
c a p t e x E  e t  x t  e y sx e  x a x a  x t v o c ; ,  
i ' v a  i c a i  o  T ta x r ip  \j\i q v  6  e v  x o t < ;  o u p a v o t c ;  
cap-^ o p t v  x a  7 t a p o r r t x u p .a x a  o p uav .
This is almost identical with Jesus' teaching in Mt. 6:14,15; 18:25 and
Lk. 11:4. One who seeks God’s forgiveness must first forgive others who have
offended them. While Mt. 5:23-24 does contain a similar idea, there is a slight
difference (Klostermann, 1927, 44; Manson, 1949, 156; M cNeile, 63; Dunn, 1991,
37f). God will forgive the worshipper only after they have first gone and sought
the forgiveness of those whom they have offended, e y e t  x i  xaxd  oox> instead of 
x t  g y e x e  tccxxd x iv o g . Jesus does not usually use the motif of the Temple cult
for his teaching (Montefiore, 1909, 1:504), but it is hardly inconsistent with Jesus'
habit of contrasting ceremonial duties with other more important moral obligations
(i.e. Mt. 15 :ll//M k . 7:15; Mt. 23:23). The teaching is certainly not in opposition
to obeying t h e  sacrificial laws (contra. Hahn, 1973, 25). It is directed primarily
against offering sacrifices with no concern for reconciliation (Schmid, 1959, 99;
Gaechter, 176; Gnilka, 1986, 1:155), and it is the kind of contrast we might
expect a Jew who was concerned about righteousness would make (m.Pes. 3:7;
m.BQ 9:12; b.Yom. 87a; see also Did. 14:2).
We also find Jesus supporting the sacrificial cult in the story of the healed 
leper (Mt. 8:1-4// Mk. 1:40-45// Lk. 5:12-16). The illustration looks like an 
original part of the tradition, since it is a most unlikely candidate for an ending 
of a straightforward miracle story. What Jesus tells the cleansed leper to do is to
show the priest that his condition of uncleanness has been removed. He must 
then offer the sacrifice which a cleansed leper is commanded by Moses to do.H  
Could Jesus have taught this if he thought the cult was out of harmony 
with the will of God? Eusebius' comment seems appropriate here, "Nor could our 
Lord have said to the leper, 'Go show thyself to the priest and offer the gift 
which Moses commanded' . . .  if he did not consider it right for the legal 
observance to be carried out there as in a holy place worthy of God" (Dem. ev. 
8.2 [401c]; quoted by Davies, 1991, 2:14). Jesus had no reservations about the 
fact that the law commands a leper to be pronounced clean by a priest and to 
offer sacrifices (Lev. 13:49; 14:4; m.Neg. 3:1; see also llQ T em ple 48:17-49:4).
There are a few scholars who have concluded that the phrase Etq  
p.cxpx'uptov onjxoiq  might indicate a criticism rather than support of the 
priesthood (Lohmeyer, 1962, 25-6; Hahn, 1973, 24). They take the phrase to 
mean that those who are responsible for declaring people clean and unclean will 
be forced to have their own lack of faith in Jesus witnessed against them when 
they have to acknowledge that a miraculous change has occured in this man's 
cultic status. Why this explanation is unsatisfactory is that it fails to take into 
account Jesus' request that the whole incident be played down. Jesus instructs the 
man to say nothing. Why then would he want the man's legal obligations to
highlight his own miraculous power or even his own submission to the law (Allen,
75; M cNeile, 103; Beare, 1981, 205)? It could be that s i c  q a p x p p io v  cxuxotq 
either means that "as evidence to the priests that you have been healed" 
(Klostermann, 1926, 24; Taylor, 190; Pesch, 1976, 1:146; Gnilka, 1978, 1:91) or 
"as evidence to the priest that God has forgiven you" since it was often assumed 
that people contracted leprosy because they had sinned. ^
A  third example that Jesus had a positive view of the sacredness of the
Temple is found in Mt. 23:16,17.13
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Oùaì ò p ìv , òSriyoi xtxpXoì o i Xeyovxcg 
òg àv òm-oot] èv xq> vo% oùSév èa x iv -
òg 8' àv òpoai] èv xq> ypx>aq> xoò vacò, òcpeiXet. 
popoì Kai xucpXoi, x tg  yàp peiCuv èo x iv , 
ò yp-ooòg fi ò vaòg ò ày iàaag  xòv ypuaóv;
The point Jesus makes is that oaths taken in the name of the Temple 
cannot be treated as less serious than oaths taken in the name of the gold of the 
Temple. The reason why not is that the Temple is more sacred than the gold 
(Manson, 1949, 235; Sanders, 1990, 55).
However, other references have lead some scholars to think that Jesus really 
did have a criticism about the sacrificial cult beyond any misuse of it. For 
example, it might be pointed out that when Peter was asked if his master paid 
the customary Temple tax (Mt. 17:24-27), Peter assumes that he did, but Jesus 
asks him,
x i  c o i  S o k e ì , Stp ov;
o i  P a o tX e ig  xf)g yf)g
cercò xtveov Xoyipàvouot v xéXri t) Kfivoov;
òrco xùv \ria>v omxùv fl òrto xciv àXXoxpiQV;
The obvious answer is, The king taxes others and not his own sons. What 
then is the point of Jesus' analogy? If sons of kings should not have to pay 
taxes to their fathers, then the thought would be that Israelites do not have to 
pay taxes to the Temple, for the Jews are the children of God. 14 it would then 
seem that Jesus did not believe people had to follow the request for the tax. 15 
The analogy, of course, breaks down after this point, for if the Jews are not 
required to pay a tax to the Temple, who are the others (xàv  òX Xoxpiov) that 
Jesus thought could pay it? Surely not the Gentiles!
The historicity of this story could easily be doubted (Davies, 1991, 741f; 
Sanders, 1990, 51), but for the sake of argument let us assume the position of 
some that Jesus was responsible for raising a question about the legitimacy of the 
tax (see Montefiore, 1964, 65-66; McEleney, 1978, 187; Bauckham, 73). The
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crucial question then is, Was the Temple tax God's law or was it a voluntary 
offering? It has often been argued that the annual Temple tax was a voluntary 
offering and that there was no law which forced people to pay it (Plummer, 1910, 
244; Liver, 173-198; Banks, 92; Sanders, 1985, 64). In Ex. 30:13-16 God 
commands a half-shekel to be paid to the Temple by those who are over the age 
of 20. This money would be used to pay for the sacrifices which made 
atonement for the nation. What is not stated is whether or not this is a tax 
which should be paid every year, so some commentators have drawn the 
conclusion that the tax mentioned in this account was the one which originated 
out of Nehemiah's decision that a third of a shekel should be paid annually to 
the Temple (Neh. 10:32). As I have already noted, the one time payment was 
something which the Qumran community at least recognized (4Q159).
On the other hand, some have maintained that a yearly tax was not 
voluntary but a Mosaic law which Jesus intends to dispense with (Wellhausen,
1914, 86; Allen, 191; Beare, 1981, 371; Bauckham, 74). In the Mishnah's 
tractate Shekalim, it is assumed that everybody must pay the yearly tax while 
other references confirm that this practice was followed (Jos. Ant. 18:312; Epis. 
Arist. 40; Philo, Spec. Leg. 1.77-78; Jos. J.W. 7.218). Exodus 30:13-16 might 
not say explicitly that people must pay this amount each year, but some 
(Pharisees?) may have understood that it did (see also 2 Chr. 24:4-14; Davies, 
1991, 2:743).
Nevertheless, there is one problem with taking the view that the tax was a 
law which Jesus wanted to revoke. Not every law-observant Jew believed that the 
law commanded a tax to pay for these offerings. According to some rabbinic 
sources, the Boethusians (or Sadducees) argued against the Sages for making the 
community pay for the daily sacrifices (b.Men. 65a; Mek. Exod. 19.1). They 
thought that individuals should pay for the cost out of their own free will rather
than being pressurized to contribute to a mutual treasury (see Liver, 188-189).
The rabbinic material specifies only one group but we should not assume that this 
resistance was so restricted. After all, since the framers of these later works 
were trying to present their view of the tax as the more acceptable one, it would 
not be surprising if in the process of transmission they minimized the popularity 
of an opposing view. Josephus and Philo's testimony are also on the side of the 
Sages as they try to present an overall picture of Jews as very pious and devout 
people. It seems that it would be possible for Jesus (or more likely the Matthean 
community) to reject the Temple tax in principle without incurring the 
condemnation of being a wilful law breaker or anti-cultic (see also Montefiore, 
1964, 69-70).
Another passage which is sometimes used to depict Jesus as having an 
anti-cultic position is the saying of the scribe in Mk. 12:33. In Mark's gospel, 
the double commandment is said to be greater than all whole burnt offering and 
sacrifices. Although this is a scribe's judgment it receives Jesus' stamp of
approval. Again, assuming that this addition to the text represents an historical
event, it can hardly be taken as a real attack on the sacrificial cult (Taylor, 489) 
either by the historical Jesus or by the editor of Mark's gospel (contra. Lohmeyer, 
1953, 261; Berger, 194, 197; Juel, 134; Hooker, 1991, 289). The point of 
highlighting the double commandment is to explain what all the laws are trying to 
achieve (see my discussion on this in chapter 10). The scribe is only conveying 
the popular understanding that involvement in the sacrificial cult by itself will not 
satisfy God. God expects love for one's neighbour as well as love for him. 
Obeying the cultic laws would help to demonstrate the latter since they are 
primarily actions which are directed towards God.
We are left with the conclusion that the synoptic gospels record that Jesus
did teach people to obey the laws regarding the Temple and sacrifices rather than
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trying to dissuade them from any participation within it. This is the first reason 
why it is unlikely that he opposed the Temple cult in principle.
A second reason why it is historically improbable that Jesus sought an 
opposition with the cult is that the early church shows no sign of being 
antagonistic towards it. They continued to pray in the Temple (Acts 3:1; 5:21) 
and later on Paul is still expected to follow the laws of the sacrificial cult 
(Acts 21:24). Even Stephen's speech in Acts 7, the most obvious agressive 
statement about the Temple, is not a direct attack on the validity of the Temple 
but a condemnation of how some Jews thought God's activity was confined to the 
Temple. Jews were treating it as if it was an idol (y s ip o T to tfix o ic ). The 
Temple is not the only place where one shows devotion to God. Keeping the 
cultic laws will not save the people if they reject God's Messiah. If Jesus was 
truly antagonistic towards the Temple and its cult, we would expect this 
antagonism to make itself evident in the sermons and activities of these earlier 
followers.
Third, if Jesus wanted to oppose the sacrificial laws, he would not have 
demonstrated this by attacking what was after all merely Temple conveniences. 
People could still obtain what they needed from the traders without doing it in 
the Temple courtyard. It was simply more convenient for priests to have stalls 
set up where monies could be exchanged in advance and it was more convenient 
for worshippers to be able to buy animals on the premises rather than to take the 
chance that in the process of bringing an animal to the Temple it would turn out 
to be unacceptable. It was not necessary to do this on the site. If Jesus had 
been opposed to the cult in principle he could have demonstrated this if, instead 
of attacking conveniences, he had set up some kind of symbolic obstacle to 
prevent people from taking their offerings to be sacrificed. This or some other
act which would effect directly the performance of sacrificing would have indicated 
Jesus opposition if such had been his intention.
Jesus was not against obeying the sacrificial laws. What then was he 
hoping to accomplish by ousting those who helped to support the cult? Several 
alternative suggestions have been made. One of the oldest and most popular 
views is that Jesus was cleansing the courtyard of extortioners (Meyer, 1883, 2:63; 
Burkitt, 389; Montefiore, 1927, 2:268; M cNeile, 299; Taylor, 563, 567; Bauckham, 
79; Dunn, 1991, 48-49). In favour of this explanation is the evidence that during 
this time other Jews were critical of the priesthood being greedy. 16 However, it 
is not adequate enough to explain Jesus' action as merely a "cleansing" of the 
Temple with no prophetic overtones (Schmid, 1968, 210) for two reasons. One, 
we can hardly imagine that Jesus was able to oust all traders, even all greedy 
traders, from the courtyard. The courtyard is a big place and it would have 
taken a small army to rid effectively the courtyard of their presence. Jesus must 
have targeted a few to make a point. Two, we can hardly imagine that once 
Jesus had ousted these traders that they stayed out. Tomorrow, if not in the 
next hour, they would be at their business again. Whatever then Jesus’ intention
was, it was surely not to cleanse the Temple only momentarily.
Other explanations of Jesus' action are 1) it was a prophetic sign that God
was judging the abuses of the sacrificial cult, 2) it was a sign that God was
judging Israel's exclusion of Gentile worshippers (McKelvey, 64), or 3) it was a
sign that preparations needed to be made to cleanse the Temple for the dawning
of the new Kingdom (Bornkamm, 1960, 158; Hengel, 1989, 217).
McKelvey's claim (McKelvey, 64) that Jesus' action looked forward to the
inclusion of Gentile worshippers is unlikely. Worship of God is in view and once
we adopt the reading in Lk. 19:14 with its absence of Ttcxotv rote; eStoveotv , 
then there is no indication that Jesus was explicitly concerned about Gentile rights
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rather than Jewish avarice. The only note of a crime is found in the phrase 
"den of robbers" and this is not a direct accusation that the merchants were 
making it difficult for Gentiles to worship but that they were taking money 
unjustly. Therefore, the allusions are not entirely inappropriate as explanations 
for what angered Jesus. They highlight that this was the place where God should 
be worshipped, both ceremonially and in one's dealings with others. While the 
fact that John's gospel does not have them would tend to weigh against their 
authenticity, it does not appear that the quotation of Isa. 56:7 and the allusion to 
Jer. 7:11 can be attributed to the reflection of the early church on the additional 
charge of inappropriateness.
What about the view that Jesus wanted the Temple to be cleansed because 
he thought the new kingdom was coming? E. P. Sanders has rejected any idea 
that Jesus wanted a "cleansing" of the Temple, because a "cleansing" would imply 
that he wanted the old Temple when in fact he knew that the old Temple would 
be destroyed. Instead, Sanders argues, Jesus was looking forward to the building 
of new Temple. Jesus' intention was to symbolize the destruction of the Temple
with no hint of any judgment against it. Furthermore, if Jesus intended to
symbolize that the Temple was defiled overturning tables would not have done it 
(Sanders, 1985, 70).
While Jesus probably did hold a common view that God would destroy the 
Temple as a punishment of Israel's sin (Mt. 24:2//Mk. 13:2// Lk. 21:6;
Mt. 26:61//Mk. 14:58; see also Jn. 2:19; Acts. 6:14; Gos. Thom. 71), it is still
quite possible that he maintained that this destruction could be averted if Israel 
repented of her sins and turned with her whole heart to God. The "cleansing" of 
the Temple would then be a symbolic call for Israel to "clean up" its whole act 
before it was too late. Also, it is unlikely that Jesus would symbolize the coming 
of a new Temple with no hint of a judgment against it. Jews who anticipated a
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new divinely erected Temple knew that this would happen because God would 
judge the old Temple as a place unworthy for his dwelling. Something would 
cause it to be desecrated. Third, running a few unethical merchants out of the 
Temple precinct would not have been hard for Jews to understand as a judgment 
against corruption in general (symbolism), especially when that corruption is 
associated with the heart of the holy cult.
The best explanation for why Jesus ousted traders from the courtyard was 
because he respected the Temple cult. He thought greed and the contempt for 
the will of God in this matter was defiling the Temple precinct. In addition, he 
might have seen that the Temple could be cleansed of avarice and hypocrisy if 
the rest of Israel began to share his passion for righteousness and purity. What 
Jesus did was probably an act of judgment as was Jeremiah's broken pot (Jer.
19). In light of his conviction that God was planning to destroy Jerusalem and 
the Temple, it seems also to have had eschatological implications.
Conclusion
In this chapter we have seen that Jesus was supportive of the sacrificial 
cult. He cleansed the Temple courtyard, not because he rejected it in principle 
but because he thought that the site on which it stood was defiled by unethical 
merchants. The destruction of the Temple would be the punishment of Israel's 
disobedience including this forebearance of a desecration of the holy place. In 
spite of the fact that he believed God was angered by the sin associated with the 
cult, Jesus did not try to persuade people to abandon it. Rather, he taught 
people to obey its laws. He gives a general teaching that sacrifices must be 
offered by one who has first sought the forgiveness of others. He instructs a 
leper to obey sacrificial laws and condemns Pharisees who made distinctions in
their oaths which he thought failed to recognize the sanctity of the Temple, 
the synoptic gospels there is no other picture of the historical Jesus' attitude 
towards the sacrificial cult than the picture that he taught obedience to it.
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Endnotes
1. Sanders is quite right to point out that Jesus' reaction towards the Temple 
and its cult has been woefully neglected in previous treatments of Jesus' attitude 
towards the law (Sanders, 1985, 251). After all, the Temple's existence and the 
offerings which were made in it are matters of the law.
2. Even if it could be proved that this section of the oracle was not written by
the same hand which wrote the other section, it does not seem that anyone saw
any discrepancy between supporting the Jewish Temple and denouncing temples in 
general.
3. This of course is based on the assumption that the oracle was written by a 
Jew. For a discussion concerning the nationality of the writer, see Collins 
comments in OTP, 1:381-383.
4. We have already examined Jesus' use of the relative negative in the purity 
saying in chapter 8. See also Feldman's note on Jos. Ant. 18.19.
5. For another example of a Jewish texts which talks about the destruction of 
Jerusalem because people were defiling the Temple cult, see Pss. Sol. 8.
6. For an account from Josephus of the house of Phiabi see Ant. 20.179-181.
7. I have adopted the reading of A R W 9 and the Majority text. Nestle-Aland 
26th edition follows manuscripts aleph, B L 1 1241 and few others who do not 
have for verse 45 the words ev  auxtj) teat ayopaC ovxag. The omission could be 
the result of the scribe's eye jumping from the -oOvxag in raoXoOvxac; to the 
-o v x a g  in dyop&Covxag.
8. It is worth noting that according to Num. 15:14-16, Gentiles were permitted 
to come and offer sacrifices in the same way that Jews were. But by Jesus' day 
they were not permitted to come any closer than the outer courtyard.
9. Some scholars have tried to defend the view that the word Xtiottk in the 
allusion to Jer. 7:11 is an inappropriate description of the merchants since it 
means "robbers" or "rebels" rather than "dishonest men" (Barrett, 1975, 14-18;
Juel, 132). On the other hand, it seems unlikely either that 1) Jer. 7:11 has a 
nationalist concern (Marshall, 720) or 2) extortionate prices would fail to be 
paralleled with highway robbery when the men responsible for setting the price 
also took money (under the guise of a commission) which was in excess of what 
they were morally entitled to charge.
10. Both the LXX and the Hebrew text have "for my house will be called a 
house of prayer for all the nations".
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11. There is also a possible parallel to this tradition in Egerton Papyrus 2 fo. 
lr °  8-10: And behold, a leper coming to him says, "Teacher Jesus, journeying 
with lepers and eating with them in the inn I myself also became a leper. If 
therefore thou wilt, I am made clean." The Lord then said to him, "I will; be 
clean." And straightway the leprosy departed from him. [And the Lord said to 
him,] "Go[ing, show yourself] to th[e priests . . . .  (trans. from Davies,
1991, 2:16)."
12. For examples of this phrase see in the LXX Gen. 31:44; Deut. 31:26;
Josh. 24:27; Job 16:9; Prov. 29:14; Hos. 2:12; Amos 1:11; Mic. 1:2; 7:18;
Zeph. 3:8 and in the NT, Jas. 5:3.
13. According to Bultmann, this is one of the more certain sayings of Jesus 
(Bultmann, 1963, 147).
14. If we were to suppose that "sons of kings" is a reference to the disciples of 
Jesus or Christians rather than to Jews in general then the saying would all the 
more resemble the creation of a church who felt severed from Judaism rather than 
something Jesus would probably say (Montefiore, 1964, 67; McNeile, 258f). Jesus 
nowhere else distinguishes Jews in general from those who are the children of 
God (Sanders, 1990, 50-51). The only question he was concerned with was, Are 
they rebellious or obedient children?
15. I am not persuaded either by Daube's hypothesis that Jesus may have 
thought that priestly exemptions from the Temple tax (m.Shek. 1:3,5) should be 
applied to him and his disciples (Daube, 1987, 123). First of all Jesus would not 
imply that the priests were the only children of God and second, Jesus would not 
anticipate that his disciples could find an easy way out of the dilemma as he had 
been able to do through a miracle.
16. Abrahams argued that it is unlikely that any extortionate trader opperated in 
the courtyard for Jesus to oust (Abrahams, 1917, 1:85). However, we have listed 
several pieces of evidence which suggests that there was widespread suspicion that 
such activities did occur.
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CONCLUSION
I have argued in this thesis that it seems very probable that Jesus 
actually taught people to obey the law as the law was generally 
understood. He agreed with everyone else that the Mosaic law expressed 
the authoritative will of God. His call for repentance undoubtedly would 
have given the impression that he wanted Jews to comply more fully and 
more consistently with what God commanded through his law. From our 
probe into the kind of things which Jesus may have taught, it seems 
apparent that this kind of impression was what he wanted to leave.
There is one massive fact about contemporary scholarship that tends 
to support this view. Experts in New Testament and Second Temple 
Jewish studies cannot decide which law Jesus disobeyed. While some 
scholars think that it was the fifth commandment to honour one's parents 
which Jesus called into question, others think that it was the purity laws. 
Still others want to highlight Jesus' teaching on divorce as the only 
instance where he clearly rejected the authority of the law. What this 
means is that each scholar can argue that the other things Jesus said and 
did were perfectly compatible with the Jewish law except the few examples 
which they isolate. However, rather than pointing to the firm conclusion 
that Jesus must have rejected some law, this inability to agree suggests the 
real possibility that Jesus did nothing and taught nothing which indicates 
that he at times thought it was not necessary to obey the law.
In this thesis I am not denying that some of our accounts of what 
Jesus said and did have been influenced by Christian communities who 
were working out for themselves their own reaction towards the law. For 
exam ple, in Mk. 7 we saw how it was quite obvious that a Gentile 
community interpreted a saying of Jesus so that it would vindicate their 
own rejection of food purity laws. In Mt. 5, a Jewish community 
interjected its esteem of the law when they wrote that Jesus came to fulfil 
the law (Mt. 5:17). Of course there will be continual debates about the 
authenticity of all the sayings which we looked at. But even if it turns 
out that some sayings in harmony with the law are not genuine, our thesis 
still holds for we have showen that even those sayings which might appear 
as if they are critical of the law are also compatible with the kind of 
things Jews would say who believed that the law should be obeyed.
There is one final problem we have to face. If we conclude that 
Jesus taught that the law should be obeyed, then how can we account for 
the fact that he was brought to Pilate by Jewish leaders to be crucified?
If other Jews could see that what he taught and did was permitted by the 
law, then why would these Jews seek to harm him? Is it not more likely 
that the Jewish leaders understood Jesus' radical actions correctly and that 
his law observing disciples were simply too hardhearted to follow that 
radical lead?
As we saw in chapter eleven, there are several Jewish sources which 
indicate that the Temple was associated with corruption and that this 
corruption was supported by some priestly authorities. The synoptic 
gospels also suggest that priestly corruption lie behind Jesus' crucifixion. It 
seems more than a coincidence that 1) Jesus' crucifixion takes place soon 
after his demonstration in the Temple and 2) that those who are involved
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in Jesus' condemnation are not the familiarly hated scribes and Pharisees 
but the chief priests.
Ellis Rivkin has come to a similar conclusion. Reconstructing a 
historical Jesus from Josephus' account of first century political Palestine,
Rivkin's judgment is that Caiaphas was able to maintain his position as 
high priest for so long because he was willing to help the Roman 
authorities destroy potential political troublemakers (Rivkin, 247). Jesus 
was crucified not because he disobeyed the law but because he was a 
popular charismatic who proclaimed that the Kingdom of God was 
approaching. As Rivkin puts it, to say that the Kingdom of God would 
be in means that the kingdom of the Romans would be out (Rivkin, 242).
The impact of this message on Jewish ears during a major feast would 
make Caiaphas believe that his position could be threatened. Excited 
crowds could be politically dangerous. He had to show the Romans that 
he was willing to make an example of this Messianic pretender. I cite 
Rivkin not because I agree with all of his conclusions on why Jesus was 
killed, but only to illustrate that it is possible to reconstruct other causes 
for why Jesus was killed besides the one charge that he disobeyed the 
law. Our conclusion that Jesus respected the law would tend to support 
the attempts to find more politically based reasons for the crucifixion.
What I have attempted to do in this thesis is to test the question of 
Jesus' Jewishness by focusing on Jesus' reaction to one aspect which 
symbolizes Jewish identity. If Jesus taught people that they could disobey 
the law in order to follow some other authority, then Jesus would be most 
"unJewish". This is because all pious Jews in the first century regarded 
the law as the divine revelation of God's will which was an eternal 
standard (Ch. One). On the other hand, if all Jesus taught was that
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extra-biblical practices did not have to be followed, then there is nothing 
in this which could be called radical since no Jew claimed that 
extra-biblical practices had the authority of "Law" (Ch. Two).
Our study arrives at the conclusion that it is always possible to make 
a comparison between Jesus' teaching and what other Jews taught. Neither 
in the "But I Say" sayings, the "Let the dead bury their dead" saying, the 
sabbath teaching, the association with sinners, purity sayings, teaching on 
divorce and the greatest commandment, nor in the demonstration in the 
Temple precincts do we find Jesus opposing obedience to the law. Jesus' 
primary objective was to teach righteousness. He denounced a 
righteousness that was based on following only some laws, particularly 
ceremonial laws, but he supported the righteousness which was based on 
following all the laws. Jesus taught people to obey both those laws which 
primarily addressed how a person should treat other people as well as 
those laws which primarily addressed how a person displayed his love for 
God. By drawing reasonable parallels between Jesus' teaching and the kind 
of things other Jewish teachers said and did, we have shown that it is 
quite legitimate to argue that Jesus was a Jew who accepted the basic 
assumptions and hopes of Second Temple Jews. Furthermore, the best 
critical descriptions of Jesus should emphasize first of all what Jesus had in 
common with the rest of Judaism before going on to pinpoint what Jesus A(4 
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